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Foreword

This volume represents Professor Wen Fong's presentation of a history of

early Chinese painting and calligraphy from the T ang, Sung, and Yuan dy-

nasties (eighth through fourteenth centuries) based on a selection of mas-

terworks in the Douglas Dillon Galleries at The Metropolitan Museum of

Art. A companion volume, presenting a catalogue raisonne with documen-

tation of the Museum's entire holdings in early Chinese scroll and album

painting and calligraphy is currently being written by Associate Curator

Maxwell K. Hearn. We hope that eventually two additional volumes will

appear to complete the publication of the Museum's equally distinguished

collections of later Chinese painting and calligraphy through the Ming

and Ch'ing periods.

The dramatic transformation of the Museum's holdings in Chinese

painting and calligraphy, one of the world's great artistic traditions, from

one that was, to say the least, less than adequate in the early 1970s to one

of great eminence two decades later was, by any standard, a remarkable

feat. It was in large measure the result of the passionate enthusiasm and

generosity of one great benefactor, the Honorable C. Douglas Dillon,

President and Chairman of the Board of Trustees from 1970 to 1983

of this institution. In his relentless pursuit of the finest Chinese paintings,

Douglas Dillon and, by extension, the Metropolitan, was guided by the

genial author of the present volume, Professor Wen C. Fong, Consultative

Chairman, Douglas Dillon Curator of Chinese Painting and Calligraphy,

Department of Asian Art. Beginning with the acquisition of twenty-five

Sung and Yuan paintings from the noted collector C. C. Wang in 1973,

Mr. Dillon and the Dillon Fund have pursued their interest in building

the collection of Chinese painting and calligraphy at the Museum by mak-

ing continued substantial contributions, including the purchases of a selec-

tion of the Edward Elliott Family collection in the late 1970s and of a

group of works from the Wango H. C. Weng collection in 1988. Since the

opening of the Museum's Astor Garden Court and the Douglas Dillon

Galleries in June 1981, the response among collectors in Chinese painting

and calligraphy has been most enthusiastic. Major gifts and pledges of
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gifts from, among others, John M. Crawford, Jr., Robert H. Ellsworth,

Marie-Helene and Guy Weill, and the P. Y. and Kinmay W. Tang family,

as well as continued Museum acquisitions supported by Douglas Dillon

and the Dillon Fund, have more than doubled the size and scope of the

Museum's holdings in the field and have made possible a lively exhibi-

tion program.

Through the generous support of enlightened benefactors such as Mr.

Dillon, the Museum's Department of Asian Art, under Wen C. Fong, has

become a major center for the display and study of Asian art and culture

in this country. It has been a great source of personal pleasure and satisfac-

tion for me, as Director, to support and witness the growth of Asian art at

the Metropolitan. With the help of the Dillon Fund, the Museum now

takes pride in publishing this impressive volume of scholarship, which will

no doubt, in the years to come, contribute significantly to the study and

appreciation of Chinese art and culture.

Philippe de Montebello

Director
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Preface

It was C. Douglas Dillon who first encouraged me to write a book that

would make Chinese painting and calligraphy understandable to many

more people than it now reaches, indeed to all those who have any inter-

est in the field. In approaching the reconstruction of art history, I am

reminded of Professor Frederick W. Mote's observation that "Chinese

civilization did not lodge its history in buildings .... [The] real past . . .

is a past of the mind; its imperishable elements are moments of human

experience. The only truly enduring embodiments of the eternal human

moments are the literary ones."
1

I should like now to add to the literary

masterpieces cited by Professor Mote Chinese paintings as equally unfor-

gettable moments of Chinese history. Through the tumultuous past cen-

tury, too much of China's finest history has been forgotten. Learning to

read Chinese paintings as moments that illuminated the artists' lives and

the world in which they lived has, for me, proved to be as endlessly

pleasurable as it has been enlightening.

The present volume, a study of early Chinese painting and calligraphy

based on the holdings of The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, is

not intended as a definitive history. Rather, it is designed to be an alterna-

tive history, focusing on individual works as artifacts through which their

historical and social context may be reconstructed. I should like to begin

with some prefatory remarks that may help to define the parameters of my

work.

Because the attribution of a Chinese painting cannot be accepted uncrit-

ically when historical or archaeological documentation is lacking, style be-

comes the only available evidence to establish date and origin. Structural

analysis, the analysis of the way forms are organized and perceived on a

picture plane, enables us to understand how pictorial conventions were

refined and altered over the centuries, either to form an ever closer approx-

imation of received reality or to express meaning through exaggeration

and distortion. As Chinese artists over the centuries came to master repre-

sentational skills and moved toward the conquest of the illusion of depth

and natural movement in space, structural changes in the conventions of
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representation also progressed through clearly defined stages. After depth

illusion was fully mastered in Chinese landscape painting in the late thir-

teenth and early fourteenth centuries, the painter turned back to the pic-

ture surface for structure and organization. In postulating the existence of

period characteristics marked by certain structural principles, however, we

are not saying that there was a unilinear development in Chinese painting.

Indeed, the Chinese pictorial tradition from its earliest beginnings was di-

verse in its regional variety and individual expression. By considering the

historical and social context of a painting, we learn about the complexity

of our subject and add nuance to our understanding of period style.

Another basis of my approach to Chinese art history is the importance

of the art of calligraphy to the Chinese pictorial tradition. The calli-

graphic aesthetic was significant to the development of scholar-official art

in that it was traditionally understood as a form of self-expression, and in

Chinese painting theory, representation was linked through calligraphic

brushwork to the artist's physical presence. The assertion that the function

of Chinese painting is self-expression may appear to contradict current

Western views that focus on the social dimensions of artistic creation. But

in fact this is not so. In scholar-official art, the artist projected a life and

expression that transcended realistic representation. By exploring the life

of the artist and the implications of his life within the context of his envi-

ronment and historical moment, we discover that calligraphic painting as

an expression of the individual was very much a product of time, place,

and social situation.

This would suggest that the history of scholar-official art is in fact a his-

tory of the artists who created it. Since the late Northern Sung period, in

the late eleventh century, Chinese artists worked in accordance with two

Neo-Confucian approaches to creativity: the orthodox didactic view,

which stated that "art must serve or convey the Tao, the Great Way [wen-i

tsai-tao]," and the approach of the individualist, which maintained that

"art is a means of achieving the power of the Tao [wen-i kuan-tao]," and

the cultivation of the individual moral self. In either case, the scholar-

official artist was called upon to uphold the lofty objective of becoming

the very embodiment of Confucian moral value and the conscience of the

civilized world. Such high-minded ambition has been a staple of the Chi-

nese scholar's life for more than a thousand years. Significantly, Chinese

scholar-artists, who regarded both art and politics as a reflection of the cos-

mic order, periodically wrought successful reforms and renewals in art at

precisely those moments when attempts at political reform had failed. In

art as in politics, however, the Chinese scholar was pedagogic and ortho-

dox in his intent though conceptual and intuitive in his approach.
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In bringing the present work to completion, I would like to give thanks

to my family, mentors, friends, and students who nurtured and inspired

me. To the love of my late parents, I owe a great debt. Their gifts to me

included the engagement of a renowned traditional scholar-artist, my late

master, Li Chien (Cho-jan chii-shih), as a private tutor. Master Li opened

to me the world of calligraphy, painting, and the Chinese classics. I am

equally indebted to my many Western scholar-teachers and mentors at

Princeton, who, in the 1950s, having instructed me and given me a new

set of intellectual tools, supported me by expanding Princeton's curricu-

lum to accommodate my special interests. High on this list are the late

Professors George Rowley and A. M. Friend, Professor Kurt Weitzmann,

and the late Professors Erwin Panofsky and Rensselaer W. Lee.

Since the early 1970s, I have enjoyed the unique privilege of combining

teaching and museum work at Princeton University and The Metropolitan

Museum of Art. My work since that time reflects the benefit and support

I have received from both these institutions. This book, for example, could

not have been written without, on the one hand, the stimulation of the

collections of the Metropolitan Museum, and, on the other, the inspira-

tion provided by generations of graduate students who participated in my

seminars at Princeton. I have tried to mention, whenever possible, specific

contributions by individual students, in the notes following each chapter.

At Princeton, my debts to my friends and colleagues, past and present,

are too great to enumerate. But I wish to give special thanks to Professor

Frederick W. Mote, who, following the progress of my manuscript, made

insightful comments that helped to reshape several chapters of the book.

To Fritz and Hsiao-Ian Mote, my wife, Connie, and I owe a debt of life-

long friendship and nurturing that can only be acknowledged with hum-

ble gratitude. I wish to thank also several other colleagues and friends for

reading parts of the manuscript and making valuable suggestions: Profes-

sors Robert Bagley, Thomas Kaufmann, and John Pinto of Princeton's De-

partment of Art and Archaeology, read early versions of the Introduction

and made useful comments on my discussion of art-historical methodol-

ogy; Professor James T. C. Liu, of Princeton's Department of East Asian

Studies, read the chapters on the arts of the Sung dynasty and made sug-

gestions on several fine points of Sung history; and Professor Maggie

Bickford, of Brown University, Providence, made thoughtful suggestions

on Chapter 5. In addition, Professor James F. Cahill, of the University of

California, Berkeley, Professor Jerome Silbergeld, of the University of

Washington, Seattle, and Professor Roderick Whitfield, of London Univer-

sity, read the manuscript in its entirety and gave discerning and helpful

suggestions; I am most grateful to them.
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In New York City, I owe the success of my long-term consultancy at

the Metropolitan Museum to many friends and associates, in particular,

two very special individuals: Philippe de Montebello, Director, whose dedi-

cation to quality and high standards and brilliant administration have

not only made the Metropolitan the envy of the art museums in this

country but also brought on a new age of intellectual excitement in the

Metropolitan's own history; and C. Douglas Dillon, whose generosity in

supporting the Museum is matched only by his diligence and keen intelli-

gence in guiding its activities. Because of Mr. Dillon's interest, the Metro-

politan Museum now possesses one of the foremost collections of ancient

Chinese painting and calligraphy outside China.

In 1983, Connie and I and our son Laurence accompanied Douglas

and Suzzie Dillon, Douglas's daughter Phyllis Collins, and Phyllis's son

Douglas Collins on a trip to mainland China. Everywhere we went,

Mr. Dillon's natural affinity with the finer Chinese sensibilities made us

enormously popular with our Chinese hosts. At the same time, the trip

confirmed Mr. Dillon's belief that he could contribute to the world's

understanding of Chinese culture by redoubling his efforts to build the

collection of Chinese art at the Metropolitan.

Having expressed his interest in supporting this publication, Mr. Dillon

followed its progress by reading every word of the manuscript, making co-

pious notes and suggestions for improvement, and, on occasion, giving

just the right boost to the morale of the working team. Mr. Dillon's re-

peated injunction for clarity of thought and presentation could not, how-

ever, have been easily satisfied by my efforts alone, without the rigorous

but sensitive editing of Emily Walter. I wish to take this opportunity to

pay a heartfelt tribute to Ms. Walter, who, representing the best of her

profession, took a strong interest in the subject, entered into a dialogue

with the author, and with simplicity and grace helped to cut through com-

plex and recondite thoughts and language barriers to bring a difficult sub-

ject into common perspective. I am grateful to John O'Neill, Editor in

Chief and General Manager of Publications, for assigning Ms. Walter to

be my editor and for managing this complex and difficult project, and to

Barbara Burn, Executive Editor, for skillfully coordinating various aspects

of the publishing process.

Thanks to the generous support of the Dillon Fund, the production of

this book enjoyed the best efforts of a team of dedicated professionals:

Malcolm Varon produced flawless transparencies for the colorplates; the

master printer Jean Genoud made several trips to New York to ensure that

his color separations faithfully reproduced the original works of art; Bruce

Campbell created the book's elegant design, which effectively weds the
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illustrations to the text; Gwen Roginsky and Susan Chun oversaw every

aspect of its production and printing. The notes and bibliography were

meticulously organized and edited by Jean Wagner; and Robert Palmer

created the book's most useful index. Further thanks go to Joseph Chang,

now of the Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art, Kansas City, who, while a grad-

uate fellow at the Metropolitan in 19 86 -1987, compiled research and pho-

tographic files for the selection of the Metropolitan's paintings included in

the book; I am most appreciative of his good work.

Finally, I wish to express my appreciation to my colleague and friend at

the Metropolitan, Associate Curator Maxwell K. Hearn, whose selfless de-

votion to his work is surpassed only by his love for Chinese painting. Dr.

Hearn supervised and coordinated the multifarious tasks of securing the

illustrations, overseeing the design, directing the color photography, plan-

ning the maps, compiling the bibliography and checking the glossary-

index, as well as making numerous suggestions for improving the contents

of my text. But for his untiring effort to challenge everyone, most espe-

cially myself, to do his best, the book would have appeared with less

thoughtfulness and balance than it now achieves.

Wen C. Fong

Blue Mountain Lake, New York

August ippi

1. Frederick W. Mote, "A Millenium of Chinese Urban History: Form, Time, and Space Concepts in

Soochow," in Robert A. Kapp, ed., Rice University Studies: Four Views ofChina 59, no. 4 (Fall 1973), p. 51.
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Chronology

Hsia Dynasty {unconfirmed) 2ist-i6th century B.C.

Shang Dynasty . . . 16th century-ca. 1045 B.C.

Chou Dynasty ca. 1045-256 B.C.

Spring and Autumn period . . . . 722-481 B.C.

Warring States period 480-221 b.c.

Ch'in Dynasty 221-206 B.C.

Han Dynasty 206 b.c.-a.d. 220

Three Kingdoms 220-65

Western Tsin Dynasty 265-317

Southern Dynasties 3 I7
— 5^9

Eastern Tsin 3 I7
_42°

Liu Sung 42°~79

Southern Cb'i 479~502

Liang 5°2~57

Chen 557-89

Northern Dynasties 386-581

Northern Wei 386-534

Eastern Wei 534
_ 5°

Western Wei 535— 5^

Northern Ch'i 55°— 77

Northern Chou 557
_ 81

Sui Dynasty 581-618

Tang Dynasty 618-906

Liao Dynasty 907-1125

Five Dynasties 907-60

Later Liang 907~ 23

Later Tang 92.3 — 36

Later Chin 936-46

Later Han 946-50

Later Chou 950-60

Sung Dynasty 960-1279

Northern Sung 960-1127

Southern Sung 1127-1279

Chin Dynasty 1115-1234

Yuan Dynasty 1260-1368

Ming Dynasty 1368 -1644

Ch'ing Dynasty 1644-1911
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Emperors of the Sung and Yuan Dynasties

Emperor's Posthumous Reign Emperors Posthumous Reign

Temple Title Dates Temple Title Dates

Sung Dynasty Yuan Dynasty

Northern Sung 1260-94

960-76 .... 1294-1307

976-97

997-1022 1311-20

Jen-tsung 1022-63 1320-23

1323-28

1067-85

Che-tsung . . . 1085-1100 1329

1329-32

Ch'in-tsung . . . 1125-27 1332-33

1333-67

Southern Sung

1162-89

Kuang-tsung . . 1189-94

1224-64

1264-74

1276-78

Wei Wang . . . 1278-79 * Restored to throne.
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Introduction

Anyone who looks at a fourteenth-century Yuan dynasty (1279-1368) literati

( wen-jen) landscape painting knows that what he is seeing is a totally changed

world from that portrayed in the monumental landscape images of the early

Sung dynasty (960—1279). The later Chinese painting shows the artist as an in-

dividual speaking with word and image of extraordinary passion and commit-

ment, in a voice that seems to us today cogent, sympathetic, even modern.

That such individual expressions in painting appeared as early as the four-

teenth century comes as a surprise. To chronicle and somehow explain this

phenomenon is the purpose of this book.

Perhaps in no other civilization has art so intentionally been accorded as

vital and central a role in culture and society as in China. The emperors were

not only actively involved in the patronage and cultivation of the arts but were

often themselves accomplished artists. The art of the imperial Academy was

not only an art of poetry and beauty but of moral and political ideals as well,

supported by the Neo-Confucian dictate that art must serve the Tao, or Great

Way, but with the added injunction that the Tao was ineluctably represented

by the state.

Another basic tenet of Chinese culture held that the pursuit of art was a

valid way of cultivating one's moral self. Indeed, the conception of the individ-

ualistic artist as a culture hero follows an ancient model, that of the recluse as

the embodiment of the Confucian moral conscience of the state, who, in

times of political turmoil, came to be viewed as a symbol of resistance to tyr-

anny. The thirteenth-century loyalist scholar-artist Cheng Ssu-hsiao wrote of

such men:

We revere [ancient recluses such as] Hsu Yu, Po-i, and Shu-ch'i [who re-

sisted power and tyranny]. ... If such men had not existed, all later

generations would have had to walk in the shadows of tyrants, who by

killing men's spirits, would have made them all slaves.
1

It was Confucius (551-479 b.c.) who first defined literary, or artistic, ex-

pression for the Chinese world: "When there is intent [chih, "wish" or "pur-

pose"], it is speech [yen] that fulfills that intent, and literature [wen] that

carries out speech."
2
Similarly, the fifth-century critic Liu Hsieh wrote of the

expression of emotional response in poetry:

The Great Shun said, "Poetry expresses the heart's intent in words;

. .. . ri . songs set words to music." This exposition by the sage has clearly shown
Attributed to Han Kan (active °

« . . . .

ca. 742-56). Detail from Night- tne nature of poetry. Therefore, "what lies in the heart is intent; when

Shining White (pi. 1) expressed in words, it is poetry."
3
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After the Mongol conquest of 1279, self-expression, or "speaking one's

intent" (yen-chib), became the primary impulse in painting. 4 Indeed, post-

conquest painting changed so radically that it could well be considered a new

and different kind of pictorial art. While Sung painting took the representa-

tion of the objective world as its subject, Yuan painting marked the end of ob-

jective representation; the real subject of Yuan painting is the artist's inner

response to his world. Because it was believed that the meaning of a painted

subject, made complex by personal and symbolic associations, could no longer

be expressed without language, the painter began to inscribe poems on his

works. In a Yuan painting that is inscribed with poetry, the meaning of the

word and the image was further extended by calligraphic brushwork. The mul-

tiple relationships between word, image, and calligraphy thus formed the basis

of a new art, one in which there was a fusion of picture and thought, the con-

crete and the abstract.

Painting, for the Chinese, is a graphic sign or diagram (t'u-tsai) that con-

veys meaning. According to the fifth-century scholar Yen Yen-chih, there are

three kinds of diagrammatic signs: first, the magical hexagrams in the Book of

Changes, which represent "nature's principles" (t'u-li); second, the ideograph,

or written word, which represents "concepts" {t'u-shih); and finally, painting,

which represents "nature's forms" (t'u-hsing) .

5
Because the signifying power of

a magical symbol, calligraphy or painting, derives from the sign maker, a work

of art is perceived as a physical mark of the artist, as well as a diagram, or met-

aphor, of the dynamic but harmonious balance of the universe. Chinese art

theory, therefore, links the signifying practice to the artist's physical perfor-

mance. More than writing, which has both a literal and literary content, callig-

raphy is gestural and improvisational, a means of communicating both the

energy of nature and personal meaning. And painting, too, is functional and

"real," imbued with both magical powers and personal expression.
6

Thus, there is a critical difference between the Chinese approach to paint-

ing and the Western approach to painting. Beginning with the Greeks, who

saw art as mimesis, or the "imitation of nature," Western pictorial representa-

tion was directed at once toward the conquest of realistic appearance and the

fulfillment of an idealistic classical norm of beauty. Pictorial representation for

the Chinese, on the other hand, attempts to create neither realism nor ideal

form alone. The Western painter has always attempted to achieve illusion by

concealing the pictorial medium, 7 while the Chinese painter has sought to cap-

ture, through calligraphic brushwork, the spirit beyond physical likeness (z-

hsing hsieh-shen) .

8
In describing a Chinese painting, it is necessary to refer both

to the work and to the physical and spiritual condition of the painter. When

the fifth-century Hsieh Ho first coined the term ch'i-yun-sheng-tung, "breath-

resonance-life-motion," as his first principle of painting, he used a number of

"breath" compounds to describe both the painter and the painting: "breath

energy," "robust breath," "spirited breath," "breath of life," and "cultivated

breath." 9 And the ninth-century art historian Chang Yen-yuan wrote, "If a

painter seeks breath-resonance [vital force] in painting, physical likeness will
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naturally be present in his work."
10 When the "breath" of a painter, and thus

of his work, stimulates a viewer's response, his painting projects a life and en-

ergy beyond physical representation.

The key to Chinese painting is its calligraphic brushwork. Known as the

"trace" of the brush and ink, the subject of a calligraphic work is the brush as

an extension of the calligrapher's own body. Similarly, a Chinese painting pro-

jects a painter's physical movements.
11

Because of the importance of the artist's

personal "trace," or imprint, in his work, achieving illusion by concealing or

erasing the medium would have been counterproductive. By never aspiring to

realism alone, the Chinese artist was free to use the signs of both writing and

painting to produce a poem-painting, a work that is read and recited as well as

viewed. In the fourteenth century, poetry, calligraphy, and painting had reached

a new stage in their relation to one another, one in which they were not only

mutually reinforcing but came to be interwoven as a form of creative expression,

their verbal and graphic elements bringing mutual extension and fulfillment.

Despite their critical reservation against realism, Chinese painters did mas-

ter illusion in painting. After the realistic representation of nature reached its

height by the late Sung, Ni Tsan, in the fourteenth century, would ask, "Why

should I worry whether my bamboo shows likeness or not? . . . Others may

call it hemp or reed."
12
For Ni Tsan, painted bamboo, though it may have

looked like hemp or reed, represented bamboo when it felt "true," when it

had achieved pu-ssu (literally, "not resembling" or "unlikeness") and was be-

yond representation. The Chinese painter, because he never developed a

scientific approach to anatomy or used chiaroscuro or perspective, had no rea-

son to rebel against representation.
13 Consequently, he had no need to create a

nonobjective art.

Early Chinese pictorial representation was at first concerned with hsing-

ssu, or "form likeness," that is, formal resemblance of the image to what the

eye sees in reality. In a third-century B.C. representation of a prancing horse

(fig. i), a rubbing from a Han dynasty (206 b.c.-a.d. 220) stamped tomb tile

from Lo-yang, the form likeness of the horse suggests that the drawing was

based on observation from nature. But the way the ancient Chinese wrote

about horses suggests that the image is in fact more than merely a visual ac-

count of what the artist saw.

During the Han period, fabulous horses from Ferghana (modern

Tadzhikistan), known as "heavenly" or "dragon" horses, were sometimes

brought to the emperor as gifts by visiting foreign dignitaries.
14
Larger and

more powerful than the Mongolian ponies native to north China, these highly

prized war steeds, with long, narrow heads, large eyes and nostrils, and imperi-

ously arched necks, were described as having supernatural attributes, such as

sweating blood and running a thousand // (over three hundred miles) a day. A
Chinese painting of a superior horse is, therefore, understood as a supernatural

"dragon" horse.

The Striding Dragon (fig. 2) of the Six Dynasties period (220-589), a chi-

merical beast with a gaping mouth, reptilian body, high-strutting gait, and
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Fig. i. Prancing Horse, Western

Han dynasty, 3rd-ist century B.C.

Rubbing of a stamped tomb

tile from Lo-yang, Honan Province

poised tail, echoes the model of the Han horse. Both the horse and the dragon

are formed of rounded shapes and swerving curves twisting and turning in

space. The tautly energetic thickening-and-thinning lines of the Han engrav-

ing describe the fluid but compact form of the animal, expressing its speed

and movement. In order to represent a horse that is a heavenly dragon horse,

the artist conceives of a dragonlike form—which is, in effect, a supernatural

equine beast.

The close resemblance between the image of the horse and the image of

the dragon suggests a larger truth about artistic representation: the artist works

neither from life nor from the imagination alone. Rather, he follows, on the

one hand, graphic conventions, or schemas, for his transcription of visual form

onto the painted or sculpted surface and, on the other, culturally embedded

meanings associated with the image. E. H. Gombrich, in his book Art and Illu-

sion, characterizes the work of an artist as "making before matching [reality]"

through a process of "schema and correction." Paraphrasing Emanuel Loewy, a

student of ancient Greek art, Gombrich summarizes the rendering of nature in

art as follows: "Archaic art starts from the schema, the symmetrical frontal

figure conceived for one aspect only, and the conquest of naturalism may be

described as the gradual accumulation of corrections due to the observation

of reality."
15 Once established, the archaic Han image of the prancing horse

became the basic schema, which was followed, with only gradational mod-

ifications, by all later Chinese artists: the gradual perfecting of realistic rep-

resentation, which reached its high point during the Sung dynasty, was

followed in the Yuan and thereafter by a return to symbolic representation,

with an emphasis on calligraphic and surface abstraction.

Early Chinese figural representation, from the Han dynasty in the third

century B.C. through the T'ang in the eighth century a.d., witnessed a develop-

ment which parallels that of the so-called Greek miracle, or revolution, of the

awakening of the figure from its representation in a rigidly archaic frontality

6 INTRODUCTION



Fig. 2. Striding Dragon, Six

Dynasties period, 220-589. Gilt

bronze, 4^8 x 6^8 in. (n x 17 cm).

Gift of Mrs. Albert E. McVitty,

The Art Museum, Princeton

University (1949-26)

to its representation as an organically articulated form moving freely in space.
16

Landscape painting, which developed from the Han dynasty through the end

of the Sung, in the late thirteenth century, progressed from the representation

of schematic mountain and tree motifs to the creation of illusionistic space,

with foreshortening and an integrated ground plane in spatial recession.
17

The shift in Chinese painting from realistic representation to symbolic

self-expression, which occurred in the late thirteenth and early fourteenth cen-

turies, was both a product and an instrument of change in Chinese social and

cultural history.
18

During the T'ang dynasty, the aristocratic ruling class was

cosmopolitan in outlook, and T'ang narrative art, in serving the ritual and di-

dactic needs of the state, represented the splendorous world of emperors and

warriors. With the ascendancy of the scholar-official class and the powerful

Neo-Confucian movement during the early Northern Sung (960-1127), paint-

ers turned from the narrative of human history to the infinitely expanding

world of nature. The macrocosmic view of nature of the Northern Sung was

replaced during the Southern Sung (1127-1279) by a period of introspective

contemplation in painting, when painters, turning inward, used flowers and

trees as symbols to suggest mental images. This tendency toward symbolic self-

expression became even more prevalent during the Yuan dynasty, following

the Mongol conquest. As realistic representation of nature gave way to sym-

bolic images of single trees, bamboo, and flowers, painting became equated

with calligraphy. When the image became overladen with symbolic meaning,

however, it could no longer be understood without the help of language. By

brushing a poem onto his painting, the Yuan literatus {wen-jen) artist created a

discourse, a verbal context, using both word and image.
19

Although the calligraphic style came into being after the Mongol con-

quest, it had its roots in the art of the eleventh-century scholar-officials of the

late Northern Sung. During this time, a period of political and moral crisis,

calligraphy and painting came increasingly under the domination of the
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imperial court. The scholar-officials, Sung China's meritocratic intellectual elite,

turned away from official orthodoxy, producing a new kind of art known as

scholar-official painting {shih-ta-fu hud), which prefigured Yuan literati paint-

ing (wen-jen bud). Brilliant and uncompromising, late Northern Sung scholar-

official artists such as Su Shih, Li Kung-lin, and Mi Fu had the courage to

retreat from politics and to lead a reclusive, Thoreau-like existence.
20

Retiring

from worldly affairs, the scholar-artist would often embrace Taoism, the an-

cient mystical philosophy, and Buddhism, the imported Indian religion. The

Tao, which for Confucius was moral conduct, was for the Taoist and the Bud-

dhist the way of nature—effortless, free, and "of itself so" (tzu-jan). Rebelling

against the decorative public style practiced by the professional artisan paint-

ers, scholar-amateurs sought a private transcendence through the creation of in-

dividual style. Drawing on archaic sources, simplifying and purging their work

of artifice—colorful decorativeness and imitative realism—they reintegrated

themselves as poets, calligraphers, and painters with the Tao of the universe.

In extolling archaic simplicity as a means of renewal, they found themselves

failing in politics but succeeding magnificently in artistic endeavor.

Beginning in the late Northern Sung, Chinese scholar-officials and

artists saw the meditation on past history and the integration of its lessons as a

successful strategy for bringing about radical reform and stylistic innovation.

The return to the past meant not the imitation of the past but, ironically, its

opposite. For only by the intensive study of the past and a stripping away to

its essential truths could the artist be reunited both with nature and with the

past. It was by this path that he hoped to re-create himself.

Perhaps the key difference between Chinese and Western painting lies not

in the difference between the artists' perceived notions about the past, but in

their different historical uses of it. In Western art history, with its roots in ide-

alist speculation, the term classicism describes Greco-Roman antiquity and

those periods of artistic revival inspired by the Greco-Roman ideal, especially

the Italian Renaissance and seventeenth- and eighteenth-century France. In the

history of Western art, classicism is followed by periods of anticlassicism (for

example, the Gothic, the Baroque, and the Romantic eras), which were per-

ceived as periods of decline. But in the history of Chinese art, no single period

of antiquity represents a prescriptive classical norm.
21

Despite the ubiquitous

references to antiquity through the centuries, no one period in particular can

be said to be more classical than another.

In Western art history, insofar as classicism is guided by values based on

order and structure, there is an assumed ideological link with legitimacy and

power." In contrast, the basis of a Chinese artist's "archaic idea" (ku-i), as op-

posed to official revivalism, has been preeminently personal and psychological.

In meditating and commenting on a quoted text or an early landscape tradi-

tion or mode, the artist freely adapts and alters it to convey his new meanings.

Viewed in the context of contrasting an unsatisfactory present (chin) with the

idealized memory of the past (ku), archaism represents less a standard than a

longing and justification for change. In calligraphy and painting, we see cor-
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relations between archaic styles and individual psychological responses and

social behavior. According to his own temperament, an artist would choose an

archaic mode and invent his own expressive style. Thus Chinese archaism, as

opposed to Western classicism, simultaneously satisfies two seemingly contra-

dictory impulses: the reconstruction of past styles as an individual, personal

expression. It serves, paradoxically, both orthodoxy and dissent, tradition and

innovation.
13

After the establishment of the Yuan dynasty, the scholar-artists turned in-

ward in their attempt to escape from political and social upheaval. Literati

painting was not so much an expression of its time as an individual response

to and defense against life's vicissitudes. In the Yuan artistic revival, we see the

artist's struggle for reorientation and the rediscovery of individual identity. As

opposed to the Western vision of history as progressive development, the Chi-

nese view of history as cyclical provided the Yuan literati painter with the pos-

sibility of restoring the harmonious unity of the past and of forging continuity

beyond change.
24
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1
Of the Human World:

Narrative Representation

Li Kung-lin (ca. 1041-1106).

Detail from The Classic ofFilial

Piety, Chapter 15, "Remonstra-

tion" (pi. 8d)

Narrative representation first appeared in Chinese art toward the end of the

Bronze Age, during the Warring States period (475-221 B.C.), replacing what

had been until then primarily an ornamental tradition. Palaces, temples, and

grave furnishings came to be decorated with representations of mythological

and historical subjects. According to the ninth-century art historian Chang

Yen-yuan, ancient wall paintings and scrolls, as symbols of state, were used by

the rulers as instruments of legitimation. The function of official painting was

"to perfect the civilizing teachings [of the sages] and to help [illustrate] social

relationships."
1

Ancient texts from about the fourth century B.C. onward spoke of four

classes of people in Chinese society: the ruling scholar-official elite, the land-

owners and farmers, craftsmen and artisans, and merchants and tradesmen.
1

Traditionally, it fell to the craftsmen and artisans, as slaves or servants, to exe-

cute paintings of a decorative and didactic nature to serve the ritual and public

needs of the state. Beginning in the late Han period (ca. 3rd century a.d.),

however, members of the aristocracy and the scholar-official elite who were

drawn to the arts also distinguished themselves as "educated," rather than "arti-

san," calligraphers and painters.

As narrative illustration, early figural representation appears in two dis-

tinct formats, the monoscenic and the continuous. 3 A Warring States bronze

hu (fig. 3) demonstrates the monoscenic mode. The vessel surface is divided

into horizontal bands, each consisting of a series of hunting scenes, the same

scene repeated four or eight times around the vessel. Each scene shows motifs

of hunters with birds and animals; each motif is seen en face and scattered

over the field. The representation is more pictographic than pictorial; it is read

sequentially, rather than visually comprehended as a whole. The continuous

method, on the other hand, shows a strict adherence to a register line. On
stamped tomb tiles from Lo-yang dating from the Western Han dynasty (3rd-

ist century B.C.; fig. 4), for example, single elements are repeated to form a

line of flying geese or a procession of figures or animals; trees are used as scene

dividers or space fillers. Single episodes may be linked together, as in a cartoon

strip, to form a succession of images that relate a narrative which is continu-

ous in both time and space. A favorite Chinese painting format for showing a

continuous narrative is the handscroll, a horizontal piece of silk or paper rolled

into a scroll. By manipulating both ends simultaneously, so that one end of
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the scroll is rolled up as the other end is unrolled, the viewer is free to move

forward or backward in the composition at will.

From the third century B.C. to the eighth century a.d., Chinese represen-

tations of humans and animals underwent a change analogous to the Greek

"miracle of awakening," an evolution from archaic rigidity to fully articulated,

naturalistic form. 4 The archaic mode, shared by several early cultures—Egypt

and Archaic Greece, for example—is frontal and schematic: human and ani-

mal forms, nonorganic and two-dimensional, are depicted in fractional, addi-

tive parts in frontal or profile views. 5 The archaic mode of representing a horse

is seen in both the Han dynasty Prancing Horse, discussed earlier (fig. i), and

the fabulous Han bronze Flying Horse (fig. 5), which toured the United States

in 1974-75

:

6
the form of the animal is expressed in a linear schema, its two

sides conceived as symmetrical halves, with both legs on each side extended

either forward or backward in an unnatural gait.

By the eighth century, however, Chinese artists had mastered realism in

figural representation. In the T'ang dynasty (618-906), we see what was al-

ready a long-established tradition of scroll painting on silk or paper. Housed

in imperial palace libraries, the scrolls were a form of pictorial historiography

Fig. 3. Hu ritual vessel with hunt-

ing scenes, Warring States period,

5th-3rd century B.C. Bronze, 13^8 x

<)/z in. (35.3 x 24.2 cm). Bequest

of Alfred F. Pillsbury, The Minne-

apolis Institute of Art (50.46.9)

ST
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Fig. 4. Men, Birds, and Trees,

Western Han dynasty, 3rd-ist

century B.C. Rubbing of a

stamped tomb tile from Lo-

yang, Honan Province, 21 x

63 in. ( 53.3 x 160 cm)

that showed how rulers employed ritual, symbol, and history to legitimize

their rule.

Under the T'ang, Chinese political and cultural institutions reached their

zenith. Successful not only in economic and cultural growth but also on the

battlefield, the T'ang dynasty extended over a vast area, east to Korea, south to

Vietnam, and westward from southern Siberia across Central Asia. The T'ang

capital, Ch'ang-an (modern Sian, Shensi Province), flourished as a great cosmo-

politan center of world commerce and culture (Map 1, p. 19). The founder of

the T'ang dynasty was the brilliant emperor T'ai-tsung (r. 626-49), who was

not only a great military hero but was also highly cultured in the arts. The dy-

nasty was nearly brought to an end by the usurper empress Wu (r. 690-705)

before Hsiian-tsung (r. 712-56) restored the dynasty to power.

A War Steed

Few T'ang imperial scroll paintings survive. One of these rare works is a short

handscroll on paper attributed to Han Kan (active ca. 742-56) entitled Night-
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Shining White (pi. i), a picture of the T'ang emperor Hsiian-tsung's favorite

personal mount. 7 Although the scroll shows only one horse, originally the

painting probably included, in a continuous horizontal frieze, a number of fa-

mous horses from the emperor's stable. The magnificent war steed is one of

the famous breed of so-called heavenly horses from Ferghana. According to the

ninth-century historian Chang Yen-yuan, "The imperial stable contained

400,000 [horses], all huge, magnificent animals. . . . The emperor, fond of the

arts . . . commanded that Han Kan portray all the fine steeds, such as Jade-

Flower Piebald, Night-Shining White, and so forth. . . . Henceforward, Han

Kan was the master horse painter of all time."
8

Han Kan belonged to the generation of mid-T'ang painters who depicted

imperial and religious spectacles at the height of T'ang power. A man of hum-

ble origins from Ta-liang (modern K'ai-feng, Honan Province), 9 Han Kan

worked in a wineshop in the capital, Ch'ang-an, before he was discovered by

the scholar-official poet and painter Wang Wei (6^-y6i^), who sponsored

his services as a court painter.
10

In the Imperial Household Department, Han

specialized in painting horses.

The impressive array of colophons and seals found on Night-Shining

White takes the documentary history of the scroll back to the ninth century,

when it was possibly in the collection of Chang Yen-yuan. But the form and

structure of the painting give visual evidence for placing the work firmly in

the eighth century, and the unsurpassed drawing itself suggests that it is from

the hand of the master. As a representation of a horse, Night-Shining White fol-

lows essentially the same linear schema as the Han Prancing Horse: profile

head with open mouth and arched neck, and smooth, round hindquarters. But

Fig. 5. Flying Horse, Eastern Han
dynasty, 2nd century a.d. Exca-

vated from a tomb at Lei-t'ai, Wu-
wei, Kansu Province. Bronze, 13^8

x 17% in. (34.5 x 45 cm). Kansu

Provincial Museum, Lan-chou
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by carefully observing nature, and through what Gombrich describes as a pro-

cess of "making before matching [reality] " with the linear schema,
11

the artist

has succeeded in achieving an organically integrated image in the round, with

the horse's hooves in proper synchronization, the left-front and right-rear legs

touching the ground at the same time.

Between the archaic Han horse and Han Kan's fully developed horse of

the eighth century, there was an intermediate, or transitional, stage of develop-

ment, which is exemplified by a Northern Wei carving dated 525 (fig. 6). Here

the strutting animal remains frozen in the archaic mode, though its smoothly

bulging silhouette suggests a cylindrical roundness typical of the figure style of

the sixth and seventh centuries, seen in Northern Ch'i and Sui cave sculptures

of Hsiang-t'ang-shan and Lung-men. This three-stage progression, from the ar-

chaic through the transitional to the organic, corresponds to Chang Yen-yiian's

division of painting into what he termed, in the ninth century, the three antiq-

uities—high (late Han through early Six Dynasties, 3rd-5th century), middle

(Liang through Sui, 6th-7th century), and recent (mid-T'ang, 8th century):

In paintings of high antiquity, the drawing is simple and the expression

plain yet elegant and noble. . . . Paintings of middle antiquity are fine

and detailed, exquisitely finished and exceedingly beautiful. . . . Paint-

ings of recent times are brilliantly executed, and they excel in [represen-

tational] completeness.
12

Chang had noted that Han Kan's horses were distinct from earlier images of

horses, which were either "goblin-necked and dragon-bodied, and fast like ar-

rows or lightning, but not of the form of real horses," or were depicted as
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"flaunting themselves by carrying their heads high, but in want of steady and

relaxed postures."
13
Chang's characterization of the middle-antiquity horse per-

fectly describes the sixth-century carving.

Night-Shining White was probably done as an imperial commission. The

great eighth-century poet Tu Fu gives a vivid account of such a painting by

Han Kan's teacher General Ts'ao Pa, who painted a Jade Piebald at a com-

mand performance:

The former emperor [Hsiian-tsung] had a Jade Piebald horse;

Many painters tried but failed to achieve a portrait likeness.

One day the horse was led to the palace terrace,

Where it stood, magnificently, raising a strong gust of wind.

By His Majesty's command, the General opened his silk scroll,

And with great concentration, slowly he worked.

Before long a true dragon emerged in the firmament,

Eradicating all the mortal horses of ten thousand years.

[The painting] now hangs over the emperor's throne.
14

The poet here describes the court painter's double challenge of achieving both

realism and supernaturalism in his work. When confronted with a magical

"dragon" horse, which stood "raising a strong gust of wind," Ts'ao miracu-

lously created a "true dragon" in his pictorial firmament, causing all ordinary

horse paintings to pale by comparison.

The Chinese artist valued above all else what the fourth-century painter

Ku K'ai-chih (ca. 344-ca. 406) called the "transmission of the spirit" (ch'uan-

shen; detail, pi. 1, p. 2).
15 The first critical theory of painting was formulated
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by the fifth-century painter Hsieh Ho (active ca. 479-502). Hsieh based the

aesthetic and critical analysis of a painting on what he termed the six princi-

ples. The first principle he describes as "breath-resonance-life-motion" (ch'i-yun-

sheng-tung), the engendering of motion by "breath" and "resonance." This is

followed by the second, "bone method in the use of the brush" (ku-fa yung-

pi), which focuses on the importance of brushwork in creating structure. The

third, "responding to things by the representation of form" (ying-wu-hsiang-

hsing)> deals with formal likeness to what the eye sees in nature. And the

fourth, "following kind in applying colors" {sui-lei-fu-ts'ai) , is concerned with

color. The fifth principle, called "plotting and planning position and place"

(ching-ying-wei-chih), is composition. Finally, the sixth, which is of special im-

portance to ancient Chinese painting, is "transmitting and transferring in mak-

ing copies" {ch'uan-i-mu-hsieh), or replication.
16 A painting, Hsieh Ho stated,

should be valued not for its technical virtuosity but for its spiritual qualities.

In the critical literature of the T'ang dynasty, painters were ranked, in ascend-

ing order, from "competent" (neng) to "marvelous" (miao) to "divine" (shen).

The "divine" Chinese painter was considered a co-worker of the Creator.

Like Ts'ao Pa, Han Kan as a professional court painter clearly attempted

in Night-Shining White to excel in visual realism and theatricality. When or-

dered at the palace to study under another master—possibly Ts'ao—he is sup-

posed to have retorted that His Majesty's steeds were his best teachers.
17
Like

most Chinese painters, Han was above all a master of linear definition and

movement. In this painting, the drawing approaches such a level of perfection

that it needs neither shading nor color to create a sense of completion. With

only a minimum of shading, the elegant brushline describes precisely, almost

tactually, the bulging contours of the horse's powerful body and quivering

muscles. Tethered to a post, the fiery-tempered war steed, with wild eyes, flar-

ing nostrils, flying mane, and rebellious hooves, radiates a supernatural energy,

dramatically conveying the restlessly exuberant spirit of the age.

If we recognize a parallel between the development of naturalism in fig-

ural representation in Chinese and Greek art, Han Kan's Night-Shining White

of eighth-century a.d. China may be compared to the sculptures on the frieze

of the Parthenon, dating to the fifth century B.C., the height of the Classical

period in Greece. Yet it is significant that while the Chinese admired the "com-

pleteness" of high T'ang art, they regarded it not as a static condition to be

perpetuated but as a state of change and becoming. Thus Chang Yen-yuan

wrote in the ninth century:

When we look at the works ofWu Tao-tzu, we may say that all six prin-

ciples have been fulfilled and myriad phenomena completely expressed.

Some god must be painting through his hand, so profoundly does his

work fathom the power of Creation itself.'
8

Yet a state of completeness also implies a consummation. By the late eleventh

century, the great scholar-artist Su Shih (1037-1101) would conclude that artis-

tic development had reached its peak in the eighth century:
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Overleaf

PI. 2. After Chou Fang (active ca.

780-ca. 810). Palace Ladies Bath-

ing Children (formerly, Playing

with Children), early 12th century.

Handscroll, ink and color on silk,

12 x 19/8 in. (30.4 x 48.5 cm).

Fletcher Fund, 1940 (40.148)

By the time poetry had produced a Tu Fu, prose writing a Han Yii, cal-

ligraphy a Yen Chen-ch'ing, and painting a Wu Tao-tzu, the capacity for

art to change had reached its limits.
19

But when Li Kung-lin, in the eleventh century (figs. 81, 179), or Chao Meng-

fu, in the thirteenth (pi. 100), looked back to Han Kan's horse, they sought

not to preserve its perfect, and thus complete, form but to use that form as a

source of inspiration and renewal through change.

Palace Ladies Bathing Children

There are three different modes of narrative representation in Chinese paint-

ing: genre-descriptive, literary, and moral-symbolic.
20

In genre narrative, details

from everyday life are observed and described. A literary narrative is a pictorial

illustration of a verbal or poetic rendition of an event. A symbolic narrative

communicates moral and didactic meanings through the visual image.

A member of the T'ang aristocracy and a leading painter of palace genres,

Chou Fang (active ca. 780-ca. 810) is especially admired for his depictions of

palace children. Palace Ladies Bathing Children (pi. 2), an early twelfth-century

copy, preserves a horizontal composition by Chou that was later widely im-

itated in Southern Sung Academy fan paintings. The composition is also seen

in a fan painting formerly attributed to Chou Wen-chu (active ca. 940-75), a

tenth-century follower of Chou Fang (fig. 7). Palace Ladies Bathing Children

Fig. 7. Unidentified artist (12th-

13th century). Formerly attributed

to Chou Wen-chu (active ca. 940-

75). Palace Ladies Bathing Chil-

dren. Fan mounted as an album

leaf, ink and color on silk, 8'Vifi x

9^8 in. (22.7 x 24.4 cm). Freer

Gallery of Art, Smithsonian Insti-

tution, Washington, D.C. (35.8)
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shows five palace maidservants in a children's nursery attending to the bathing

and dressing of six infants. Clockwise from the upper left, two older children,

afraid of the water, try to hide themselves in the soft, ample figure of a seated

woman. At the center, where bathing in the bronze basin is in progress, a

woman expertly restrains a struggling child, her right hand on his head and

her left pinching his nostrils to keep out the water, while a second child play-

fully splashes the one being bathed. At the lower right, a woman plays with

two partially dressed infants waiting to be bathed. And at the lower left, two

women, one with a child clinging to her back, dress a child who has already

been bathed. Strewn on the ground in front of the water basin are a drum and

a clapper, the children's toys. At the upper right, a little Pekingese observes the

scene dispassionately, no doubt relieved at not having to participate in it.

Admonitions of the Instructress to the Court Ladies (fig. 8) is a pre-T'ang

or early T'ang tracing copy of a handscroll attributed to the fourth-century

painter Ku K'ai-chih (ca. 344-ca. 406). Ku K'ai-chih's flat, archaic figures,

done in swirling gossamer brushlines, have here taken on a cylindrical round-

ness typical of the transitional figure style of the sixth and seventh centuries.

The composition, however, remains archaic and additive; the family scene,

comprising three groups of figures piled up in a pyramid, is set, without reced-

ing ground plane, against a blank picture surface. An early eighth-century wall

painting, dated 706 (fig. 9), in the tomb of Princess Yung-t'ai, in Sian, Shensi

Province, shows ladies of the court in a horizontal procession. By now, the

figures have a three-dimensional, sculptural presence, with firm drapery lines

that describe the volume of their bodies.

In the ninth century, we see the further development of the figure

from the linear to the organic. The aristocratic female figures in a painting in

Fig. 8. After Ku K'ai-chih

(ca. 344-ca. 406), 6th-7th cen-

tury. Admonitions ofthe Instruc-

tress to the Court Ladies. Detail,

"Family Group." Handscroll, ink

and color on silk, 9^16 x 137X6

in. (24.9 x 347.6 cm). British

Museum, London
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Fig. 9. Court Ladies, T'ang dy-

nasty, ca. 706. Detail from a

wall painting from the tomb of

Princess Yung-t'ai, Ch'ien-hsien,

Shensi Province, ink and color,

6<j
3
/4 x 78 in. (177 x 198 cm).

Shensi Provincial Museum, Sian

Fig. 10. Attributed to Chou Fang

(ca. 780-ca. 810), late 9th-ioth

century. Palace Ladies Wearing

Floral Headdresses. Detail. Hand-

scroll, ink and color on silk,

18 x 70% in. (45.7 x 179.6 cm).

Liaoning Provincial Museum,

Shen-yang

Overleaf

PI. 3. Unidentified artist (mid-

nth century). Emperor Hsuan-

tsung's Flight to Shu. Hanging

scroll, ink and color on silk,

32^8 x 44% in. (82.8 x 113.6 cm).

Rogers Fund, 1941 (41.138)

the style of Chou Fang, Palace Ladies Wearing Floral Headdresses (fig. 10),

adorned with elaborate flowered coiffures and clothed in diaphanous gowns

and rich brocades, exemplify the height of opulence and naturalism in figural

representation.
21

Compared with their earlier T'ang counterparts, Chou's women, who are

markedly soft and plump, represent an important change in the concept of

feminine beauty after the mid-T'ang period. According to the early twelfth-

century writer Tung Yu, this new taste for voluptuousness was reflected by the

famous beauty Yang Kuei-fei, the favorite consort of the emperor Hsiian-tsung

(r. 712-56).
22 Whether or not Tung is correct, it was indeed Chou Fang who

immortalized the vogue for sensuous figures in painting. Chou, who became

known for the realism of his figures, displayed not only a genius for storytell-

ing but also a deep humanity in the observation of his subjects. In Palace

Ladies Bathing Children, both the physical type and bodily movements of the

figures are suitably matched to their assigned tasks and actions. The woman

on the left, for example, perfectly exemplifies the comforting mother to whom

a frightened child would run and in whose lap he would bury his face, while

the woman administering the bath is just the kind of brisk and competent

nurse whose deft efficiency would both protect her charge and get the job well

done. As a new figural genre, Chou's art portrays the tender and nurturing

aspect of Chinese family life, in which children are protected, loved, and

indulged.

A palace seal of the Shao-hsing era (1131-62) dates Palace Ladies Bathing

Children to before the middle of the twelfth century, when it presumably

entered the Southern Sung imperial collection. Compared with Palace Ladies
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Wearing Floral Headdresses (fig. 10), the drawing is flatter and more calli-

graphic. Instead of encircling and merging into the forms they describe, the

carefully controlled drapery lines are kinesthetically independent. The calli-

graphic quality of the drawing suggests that the painting is a late Northern

Sung Academy copy that faithfully preserves the original forms and composi-

tion by Chou Fang. The figures, though placed against a blank background,

are convincingly three-dimensional and move freely in space. In comparison,

the faces on the fan (fig. 7), in which the figures are more typically Southern

Sung, appear bland and expressionless.

Overleaf

PI. 3. Unidentified artist (mid-

12th century). Emperor Hsuan-

tsung's Flight to Shu. Hanging

scroll, ink and color on silk,

32/
/
8 x 44^4 in. (82.8 x 113.6 cm).

Rogers Fund, 1941 (41.138)

The Emperor Flees

In the last two decades of his reign, the emperor Hsiian-tsung withdrew from

daily court affairs, delegating his authority to his ministers and territorial

officials. The ensuing struggle between the court officials and the regional com-

manders led to the revolt of An Lu-shan, the powerful military governor of

northeastern China, in the year 755. As rebel forces seized the eastern capital,

Lo-yang, and broke the imperial defense at T'ung-kuan Pass, the last strong-

hold on the road to Ch'ang-an, the mighty T'ang emperor fled the capital in

756 with his family and personal attendants. On their way through precipitous

mountain passes to southwestern Shu, angry soldiers mutinied and forced the

execution of the emperor's favorite consort, Yang Kuei-fei, who had favored

An Lu-shan as an adopted son. The episode became the subject of many later

poems and paintings, which both satirized the grandiose decadence and la-

mented the sudden collapse of the T'ang.

Emperor Hsiian-tsung 's Flight to Shu (pi. 3), a mid-twelfth-century literary-

narrative screen painting on silk (now mounted as a short hanging scroll) by

an early Southern Sung court artist, recounts the story of the T'ang emperor's

defeat.
13 Another representation of the subject is seen in T'ang Ming-huangs

Journey to Shu (fig. 11), a composition in the style of the T'ang court artist Li

Ssu-hsiin or his son Li Chao-tao.
24

In the twelfth-century painting, the gor-

geous procession of armored soldiers and caparisoned horses that wends its

way along the mountain pass is as splendidly described as a narrative painting

of the Venetian Renaissance. Modern scholars have suggested that the white

horse without a rider symbolizes the executed imperial consort, Yang Kuei-fei.
25

In the lower right corner, the distraught emperor, wearing a brilliant red robe

(pi. 3a), turns his head to see his mistress once again. The scene echoes the

eighth-century poet Po Chii-i's famous ballad "Song of Unending Sorrow":

His Majesty, covering his face, could not save her,

He turned to look back, his face streaming with blood and tears . . .

Under Mount O-mei, a scattering of marching men,

Flags and banners colorless in the fading sunset.
26

In composition, Flight to Shu derives from Han and T'ang wall paintings.

Known as ch'u-hsing t'u, or processional painting (figs. 12, 13), the picture PI. 3 a. Detail, pi. 3
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Fig. II. Unidentified artist (12th

century?), in the style of Li Ssu-

hsiin (651-716) or his son Li

Chao-tao (active ca. 670-730).

T'ang Ming-huang's Journey to

Shu. Hanging scroll, ink and

color on silk, 22 x 31^8 in. (55.9 x

81 cm). National Palace Museum,

Taipei

shows the parade of a touring grandee, with horses, carriages, and a retinue of

heralds, outriders, and guards in full trappings. From ancient times, such pub-

lic displays of rank and power, regulated by sumptuary laws, had served an im-

portant function in the maintenance of social order. In a presentation of a

ritual procession, the painter shows not only the spectacle of courtly pageant

but an actual diagram of society. His depiction—through costume, insignia,

and attitude—of the various individuals in the procession, his observation of

the signs of arrival and departure, and his inclusion of other subtle and mean-

ingful details re-create both the historical event and the symbolic moment. 27
In

Chinese painting, a scene of departure usually proceeds to the left, while a

scene of arrival or return proceeds to the right. In Flight to Shu, the proces-

sion, moving from right to left, depicts the emperor's flight from the capital,

the headlong retreat westward along the mountainous roads of Szechwan. The

cavalcade in Flight to Shu may be compared with a more formal late T'ang cer-

emonial procession of a ninth-century wall painting at Tun-huang (fig. 13),

which shows the retinue of the Tun-huang governor Chang I-ch'ao, with danc-

Fig. 12. Outdoor Procession,

Eastern Han dynasty, 147-68.

Detail from a rubbing of a stone

relief from the Wu Liang shrine,

Chia-hsiang, Shantung Province.

Department of Art and Archaeol-

ogy, Princeton University
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ers, trumpeting heralds, and soldiers with banners and spears. The elaborate

landscape background of Flight to Shu dates the painting stylistically to the

reign of the first Southern Sung emperor, Kao-tsung (r. 1127-62). It was Kao-

tsung, who shared with Hsiian-tsung the experience of fleeing from the

enemy, who patronized the important revival of history painting in the twelfth

century. In Flight to Shu, the colorful human drama is viewed against a new,

endlessly expanding world of nature—a rugged landscape of magnificent boul-

ders, tall pine trees, rushing streams, and distant mountains—that is at once

tumultuous and serene. After the T'ang, as Chinese martial interests waned,

the pursuit of military valor was destined to vanish in the twilight of the tradi-

tional warrior-hero.

The Hunt

Fig. 13. Chang I-chao, Governor

of Tun-huang, and His Wife, Lady

Sung, on an Outing, T'ang dy-

nasty, late 9th century. Detail

from a wall painting from Cave

156, Tun-huang, Kansu Province

Late T'ang literature and art were pervaded by a new mood of pessimism and

despair. After the fall of the T'ang dynasty, the empire, overrun by nomadic

invaders from the north, entered a prolonged period of disorder. Central and

South China broke up into the so-called Ten (actually fourteen) Kingdoms,

while North China was ruled by a series of short-lived dynasties known as the

Five Dynasties (9.07-60). In fifty-three years there were five changes of "impe-

rial" courts, the longest (Later Liang) lasting seventeen years and the shortest

(Later Han) only four. With military leaders as rulers, the ancient Confucian

social order was swept away. North China, the area around the ancient twin

capitals of Ch'ang-an and Lo-yang, which for more than a thousand years had

been the seat of imperial power, was devastated by continuous warfare.

Stag Hunt (pi. 4), a short, symbolic narrative handscroll on paper tradi-

tionally attributed to Li Tsan-hua (899-936), a late T'ang painter of Khitan

(Mongolian) origin, has been reattributed to Huang Tsung-tao, a late North-

ern Sung (early 12th century) Academy artist who specialized in painting

nomads, a subject made popular by Li and other tenth-century artists.
28 The

Khitan kingdom, which ruled over much of Manchuria, Mongolia, and north-

eastern China, had in part adopted the Chinese system of government, but its

early chieftains were constantly at war with one another. Li Tsan-hua, the

eldest son of the first Khitan ruler, after fleeing to China to seek protection

under the Later T'ang (923—36) emperor Ming-tsung (r. 925—33), became a
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Pi. 4. Attributed to Huang Tsung-

tao (active ca. 1120), formerly at-

tributed to Li Tsan-hua (899-

936). Stag Hunt. Handscroll, ink

and color on paper, 9)4 x 30^8 in.

(24.7 x 78.3 cm). Edward Elliott

Family Collection, Purchase, The

Dillon Fund Gift, 1982 (1982.3. 1)
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leading painter of a special genre that depicted nomadic life in the northern

steppes. Stag Hunt reproduces an ancient Scythian-Siberian chase scene fre-

quently found in Han art (fig. 14). A handsome Khitan youth riding a menac-

ing dark brown horse charges in full gallop after a fleeing stag that has just

been pierced by an arrow. Thrusting forward, his raised right hand, having

just released the arrow, is still open, while his left hand, clutching the bow,

points ahead. The injured victim, a stunning animal with melting features and

soft fur, drops to the ground in a final, desperate leap. The treadmill effect of

the horse's hooves, all four spinning in the air, is not unlike the experiments

of the Futurists, with simultaneous images to suggest dynamic speed and

motion. 19

The Chinese, an agricultural people, lived in perpetual fear of nomadic in-

vasions from the north. Because of their superior horsemanship and warring

skills, the foreign soldiery, from which the rebel An Lu-shan arose, was an im-

portant part of the T'ang military. After An's revolt, the T'ang dynasty be-

came entirely dependent on foreign troops, and through the first half of the

tenth century, the land was ruled by the military. The establishment of the

Sung dynasty in 960 finally set the Chinese Empire on a new course of growth

and development. Because of the example of the T'ang collapse under regional

military rule, the Sung dynasty pursued a policy of curbing martial power and
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subordinating it to civil rule through a centralized imperial bureaucracy, a pol-

icy that had a lasting effect on later Chinese history.
30

The episode of the naturalized Khitan prince Li Tsan-hua fleeing to

China as a painter was interpreted as an example of the superiority of the civi-

lized Chinese over the so-called barbarian way of life, and as a victory of the

brush over the sword. In a colophon written on the painting, the pacifist

Ming scholar-painter Shen Chou (1427-1509) saw Stag Hunt as an allegory of

violence among contending rulers of the state:

How vigorous are Tung-tan [Li Tsan-hua] and his horse,

At the sound of an arrow a stag is shot!

From past to present, will the stag hunt ever end?

How the world is upset by the clamorous lot!

Hunters always win, and will laugh at the old men whose faces

they have slapped.

Yet win or lose, life is but an illusory dream.

As a dramatization of the savagery of an aggressor against a victim, the sym-

bolic narrative of Stag Hunt is viewed by Shen Chou as a protest against all

violence.

In the Palace

With the fall of the T'ang in the early tenth century, there was an exodus of

cultivated families to the south and southwest, resulting in a great surge of cul-

tural activity in the Chiang-nan, or "south of the Yangtze River," and

Szechwan areas. Indeed, the emperor Li Yii (r. 961-75), who ruled at the

5
... PI. 5. After Chou Wen-chii (ac-

Southern T ang court in Nanking, was himself a poet and an enthusiastic pa-
tive ca _ 940-75 ). In the Palace,

tron of the arts (his collection included Han Kan's Night-Shining White). The before 1140. Handscroll, ink and

luxury and opulence of the Southern T'ang court came to be known through to

j;

ches °{™ior ™ sill

J>

^ x

the vivid depictions of palace life by Chou Wen-chii (active ca. 940-75), a na-
chase) Douglas Dinon Giftj I9?8

tive of Nanking and a leading court painter. In the Palace (pi. 5), now divided (1978-4)
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into four sections and preserved in four different museums, is a twelfth-cen-

tury ink outline copy of a lost handscroll by Chou. 31 Moving from right to

left, the horizontal composition, which measures more than fifteen feet in

length, offers a narrative of palace life in an open panorama.

According to a colophon dated 1140 by Chang Ch'eng, a nephew of the

leading Northern Sung figure painter Li Kung-lin, the copy had been made for

him as a gift.
32 The copyist had not attempted to replicate the original, which

was in full color; instead, he re-created the composition in Li Kung-lin's fa-

mous "plain drawing" {pai-miao), or monochromatic ink outline, style. Unlike

Han Kan's painting, which features subtly descriptive contour lines, Li's plain

drawing displays a calligraphic brushwork, in which the brushstrokes, each

with a carefully marked beginning and end, are in themselves distinctive. The

brushstrokes in the twelfth-century copy, rather than merging into the forms

they describe, re-create the rhythms of the drapery folds; taut and tremulous,

they are by themselves expressive of the movement and structure of the body

underneath.

In the Palace, in depicting life at the Southern T'ang court, shows, be-

sides a plethora of high-fashion T'ang costumes, coiffures, palace furnishings,

and well-groomed parrots and dogs, something extraordinary about Li Yii's

court. There, alongside ladies doing their toilet, preening and making them-

selves beautiful, or otherwise engaged in such pleasant pastimes as catching

butterflies and playing with birds and dogs, are women seriously involved in

two cultural pursuits, namely, painting and music. At the beginning of the

composition, Chou Wen-chii is seen bending over an easel making a portrait

of a seated imperial consort. Midway into the scroll are two elegantly staged

concerts, one of strings and the other of harp and pipes. In the last scene,

the youthful emperor joins a group of ladies in viewing a hanging scroll

painting. The handscroll, compared with a fourth-century composition

of courtly ladies, Admonitions of the Instructress to the Court Ladies, attributed

to Ku K'ai-chih (fig. 15), shows both increased mastery of realism and greater
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PI. 5a. After Chou Wen-chii (ac-

tive ca. 940-75). Detail from In

the Palace (pi. 5)
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Fig. 15. After Ku K'ai-chih

(ca. 344-ca. 406), 6th-7th cen-

tury. Admonitions ofthe Instruc-

tress to the Court Ladies. Detail,

"Toilet Scene." Handscroll, ink

and color on silk, 9^16 x 137/16

in. (24.9 x 348.1 cm). British

Museum, London

psychological acuity. The palace inhabitants, cushioned in soft living, reflect

an existence of languor and boredom. In rejuvenating the older work with the

technique of plain drawing, the twelfth-century artist chose not to re-create

the physical splendor of the Five Dynasties original but rather to capture its

subtle character portrayals.

The ill-fated Li Yii, who came to the Southern T'ang throne in 961 and

surrendered his kingdom to the Sung in 975, was murdered in captivity three

years later by the Sung ruler. Known for his taste for excessive, luxurious liv-

ing, he was, nevertheless, also renowned as a great composer of lyric songs. He

is recognized by modern scholars as the key tz'u poet at the end of the T'ang

dynasty. In expressing nostalgia for his lost empire, Li the lyric poet "wept like

a child." Yet, as the eminent early twentieth-century tz'u scholar Wang Kuo-

wei wrote,

The tz'u poet is a man who has not lost the child within him. To have

lived in the inner court and grown up under the care of women may

have weakened Li Yii in his ability to serve as a king, but it strength-

ened him as a poet.
33

The life of Li Yii, who is remembered more as a tragic poet than as a failed

ruler, signals the emergence of a new lyric aesthetic that, developing during

the Northern Sung, changed the course not only of poetry but of painting as

well.
34
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For all their dignified demeanor and perfect decorum, the denizens of the

palace, enlivened by occasional soft chatter, are animated and intensely

human, their emotions conveyed through gesture and facial expression. One

scene, for example, shows a woman looking on as her daughter's hair is

combed by an attendant (pi. 5a). The bored matron stands impatiently with

her arms folded and eyes shut, her ample and imperious figure in striking con-

trast with that of the humble maidservant, who follows behind with eyes low-

ered, while angular drapery lines swirling around her body effectively signal

her ill temper.

A Literary Gathering

Scholars ofthe Liu-li Hall (pi. 6), a late thirteenth-century copy of a tenth-cen-

tury handscroll by Chou Wen-chii, has preserved the general appearance of

Chou's full color style.
35 An early example of a literary gathering in a garden

setting, the painting is said to represent the eighth-century scholar-official poet

Wang Ch'ang-ling and his friends, who regularly held such gatherings at Wang's

official residence in Chiang-ning (modern Nanking). Furniture and writing im-

plements have been moved outdoors, where the host, Wang Ch'ang-ling, for-

mally dressed in the scholar-official's hat and robe, sits by a table talking to

three seated guests. Two attendants stand quietly to one side. The Buddhist

monk who faces Wang, seated in a rustic garden chair—the use of the chair

having first been introduced to China from Central Asia in the tenth cen-

tury—has been identified as Fa-shen, a cleric who successfully combined Con-

fucian and Buddhist teachings and became an esteemed member of Wang's

literary coterie.
36

Farther into the scroll two poets, one leaning on a garden

rock and the other against a tree, ponder a line of poetry, while a young ser-

vant prepares ink. At the far left, another two poets, seated on a rock, read a

poem from a scroll.

Scholars ofthe Liu-li Hall shows how Chou Wen-chii's tenth-century style

has been transformed by a thirteenth-century copyist. While the scholars' hats

and dresses are T'ang, their features are drawn more in the manner of late

Sung; compared with earlier representations, they are more schematic and the

brushwork is faster and more calligraphic in feeling. The faces, however, in

contrast to those in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Ming paintings, are sol-

idly and three-dimensionally constructed, the drawing conveying a sense of

bone structure and volume. The eyelid has a rising double curvature, to sug-

gest the bulging eyeball underneath. The thirteenth-century artist's rendition

of Chou Wen-chii's tremulous brushline is a virtuoso performance, the elegant

fluttering lines at once playful and confident, though here more complex and

mannered, in a style typically identified with figure painting of the late South-

ern Sung Academy. Similarly, hooks and curves that represent creases and

pockets in the drapery show an extravagant realism matched only by the best

figural representations of the late Southern Sung, such as Li Sung's Knickknack

Peddler (pi. 63).
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The garden scene in Scholars of the Liu-li Hall refects the emergence of a

new literary society in the late T'ang and early Sung periods, in which Con-

fucianists, Taoists, and Buddhists mingled freely, creating a harmonized synthe-

sis of the three philosophies. Confucianism and Taoism are the oldest Chinese

systems of ethics and philosophy. The sphere of Confucianism is the human

world and the social obligations of people to one another based on principles

of good conduct. Taoism, expressive of the duality in the Chinese world view,

is more mystical. The Taoist ignores social obligations. Instead, he conforms to

the underlying pattern of the universe, the Tao or Way, by complying with the

impulses of his own essential nature. And Buddhism, introduced to China in

the first century a.d., with its emphasis on human suffering and the illusory

nature of the world, lends a third, spiritual dimension to Chinese thought.

The decline of the Confucian moral and social order after the breakup of the

Han Empire led the Chinese, in the fourth and fifth centuries, to turn from

the world of human affairs to seek spiritual enlightenment in Buddhism and

Taoism. But the Buddhist denial of the world was fundamentally opposed to

the basic Chinese values of family and social obligation, and the long political

and ideological struggle between the Taoists and the Confucianists, on one

hand, and the Buddhists, on the other, resulted in anti-Buddhist persecutions

in the fifth, sixth, and ninth centuries.

By the late T'ang, a rapprochement was sought by both sides. Ch'an

(Zen, in Japanese) Buddhism survived the persecution of 845 to emerge as a

vigorous movement, a school of Buddhism that eschewed formal doctrine in

favor of intuitive, unmediated experience. Meanwhile, Neo-Confucianism, first

PI. 6. After Chou Wen-chii (ac-

tive ca. 940-75). Scholars ofthe

Liu-li Hall, late 13th century.

Handscroll, ink and color on silk,

49/2 x 12^8 in. (125.7 x 34 cm)-

Gift of Sheila Riddell, in memory

of Sir Percival David, 1977

(1977.49)
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developed during the late T'ang as a Confucian response to Buddhist meta-

physics and scholastic philosophy, was influenced by Buddhist thought. Those

Buddhists who successfully sought the company of the scholar-officials during

this period were the lettered Ch'an monks, who were well versed in the Confu-

cian classics. It was in the Neo-Confucian literary garden, portrayed here, that

Buddhism finally joined with and became part of mainstream Chinese thought.

Fig. 16. Seven Sages of the Bamboo

Grove andJung Ch'i-ch'i, Eastern

Tsin dynasty 317-420. Detail

from a rubbing of a molded- brick

relief from a tomb at Hsi-shan-

ch'iao, Nanking. Jiangsu Provin-

cial Museum, Nanking

1 £

>
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Map 2. Political Boundaries

of the Sung Dynasty, ca. 1050

The creation of gardens is an ancient Chinese tradition. During the

T'ang, the eastern capital, Lo-yang, was a center of famous gardens created for

members of the imperial family and high government officials.
37 Earlier gar-

dens in the north were known for their rare flowers; the gardens in the south

were built around ornamental rocks. After migrating to the south in the tenth

century, the rising scholar-official class increasingly used the open setting of

the private garden for entertaining and literary gatherings. Pictorially, the

scholar in the garden harks back to the image of the Seven Sages of the Bam-

boo Grove, seen here in a molded-brick relief from a fifth-century tomb in

Nanking (fig. 16), which shows a scholar sitting beneath a tree on a leopard

skin.
38

Similarly, in Scholars ofthe Liu-li Hall, Wang Ch'ang-ling and his

friends are seated on garden rocks covered with animal skins, while the priest

in the chair recalls a portrait of a seated Ch'an patriarch. The conversation

group further evokes images of Ch'an Encounter {Chan-hui t'u) paintings

(pi. 77), which commemorate the exchanges between famous Buddhist and

Confucian scholars.

Scholar- Officials

Two opposing theories of government dominated early Chinese political his-

tory. The Legalists (3rd century B.C.) advocated absolute power for the ruler

and total obedience from the governed; Confucius, on the other hand, urged
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Fig. 17. Portraits ofthe Five

Emperors, Eastern Han dynasty, ca.

147-51. Detail from a rubbing of

a stone relief from the Wu Liang

shrine, Chia-hsiang, Shantung

Province. Department of Art and

Archaeology, Princeton University

that government be entrusted to the virtuous and the wise. In the theory of

the Mandate of Heaven, propounded by the latter view, the emperor was re-

garded as the Son of Heaven by adoption only, and subject to being ousted if

he failed in his duties. Under the Han (206 b.c.-a.d. 220), the Legalist abso-

lutism created by the Ch'in (221-206 B.C.) was modified by a Confucian hu-

manism that stressed the virtue ethic. This combination of absolutism with

the virtue ethic became the unique political legacy of China s Confucian state.

Until the end of the T'ang, in the early tenth century, the ruling class

was composed largely of aristocratic families, often of military descent. In

order to avoid the T'ang mistake of investing too much power in regional mili-

tary governors, the first Sung emperor, T'ai-tsu (r. 960-76), staffed a central-

ized government bureaucracy entirely with scholar-officials chosen through an

examination system perfected during the late T'ang and early Sung periods.

The examination, open to all commoners, encouraged ambitious young men

to participate in state affairs. There were many kinds of examinations and sev-

eral other methods of recruitment. The most prestigious was the rigorous chin-

shih, or "presented scholar," degree, which took place (after 1067) triennially

as the culmination of a three-stage process, in which candidates had to pass ex-

aminations at the prefectural, municipal, and palace levels.
59 By the second

half of the eleventh century, few men without a chin-shih degree could attain a

high rank in government.

The Sung Empire was in important ways greatly changed from the T'ang.

The location of the capital, Pien-ching (modern K'ai-feng, Honan Province), a

few miles south of the Yellow River, reflected the shift southward of the politi-

cal, economic, and cultural center of the empire, from the North China plain

to the rich, rice-growing area of the lower Yangtze delta in the south (Map 2,

p. 42). The empire was more prosperous than ever before. Between the late

eighth and the eleventh century, the population more than doubled, growing

to perhaps more than one hundred million by the late Northern Sung. With

an active cash economy came a tremendous expansion of commerce and trade;

and technological advances in agriculture, mining, textiles, and lacquer and
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porcelain production, as well as the development of printing, spurred growth

in general productivity and cultural life. Pien-ching, linked by the Grand

Canal to the south, was a bustling city of perhaps one million people. It is not

surprising that sophisticated urban dwellers, who preferred luxury and ease, en-

couraged civil and artistic accomplishments, often at the expense of military

competence. 40

One result of the new focus on the ideology of wen, or civil values, as a

moral and cultural order was that the Sung dynasty was militarily weak and

thus in constant jeopardy of invasions from the north. With the waning of the

military aristocracy, curbed initially beginning in the eighth century, through

changes in the land-tax system and fiscal control, and the Sung policy of subor-

dinating the military to the civil bureaucracy, political power came to be con-

centrated in the court. The scholar-bureaucrats, relying solely on the emperor

to promote their interests, both supported and helped the growth of imperial

absolutism under the Sung. Through the examination system and sponsorship

by high officials, men of talent and ambition were quickly placed in positions

of responsibility. When the emperor was pleased, promotion to high office was

swift; failure to succeed brought dismissal or exile.

The civil examinations produced about two hundred chin-shih candidates

each year. There were some twenty thousand regular imperial officials, of

whom about two thousand were at court. The remaining eighteen thousand,

disseminated throughout the empire, ruled the land with the help of local gen-

try and locally recruited subofficial government clerks.
41 Thus, the imperial

officialdom was a thinly spread governmental superstructure at the top, heavily

dependent on the Confucian virtue ethic as the binding social force for main-

taining stability.

Five Old Men of Sui-yang (pi. 7), painted before 1056, commemorates the

lives of five distinguished scholar-officials who retired to live in Sui-yang (mod-

ern Shang-ch'iu, Honan Province).
42

All five men achieved high office under

the Northern Sung emperors Chen-tsung (r. 997-1022) and Jen-tsung (r. 1022-

63). Tu Yen (978-1057), aged eighty, was Grand Councillor; Wang Huan,

aged ninety, was Vice Minister of Rites; Pi Shih-ch'ang (whose portrait is

shown here), aged ninety-four, was Minister of the Treasury; Chu Kuan, aged

eighty-eight and a native of Sui-yang, was Director of Military Personnel; and

Feng P'ing, aged eighty-seven, was Director of Equipment in the Ministry of

War. The portraits show the figures in standing pose, in a three-quarter view

facing either right or left, wearing informal (that is, not official court) gowns

with round or open neck, a sash around the waist, and a cylindrical or tiered

scholar's square cap.

Commemorative portraits first appeared during the Han dynasty, when

the emperors Hsiian-ti (r. 74-49 B.C.) and Ming-ti (r. a.d. 57—75) had por-

traits of worthies displayed in the Unicorn Pavilion and the Cloud Terrace

of the imperial palace.
43 In the Wu Liang shrine, dating to about a.d. 147

(fig. 17), we see portraits (not unlike those of the Five Old Men of Sui-yang)

representing the mythical ancient rulers the Three Sovereigns and Five

PI. 7. Unidentified artist (nth

century). Portrait ofPi Shih-

ch'ang, before 1056. From the set

Five Old Men ofSui-yang. Album

leaf, ink and color on silk, 15% x

12^8 in. (40 x 32 cm). Rogers

Fund, 1917 (17.170. 1)
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Emperors standing in a row. 44 The standing pose was traditionally preferred for

commemorative formal portraits of ancient worthies and meritorious officials

that were displayed in ceremonial halls or temples. Mounted originally as a

handscroll, Five Old Men ofSui-yang was accompanied by a preface (now in the

Metropolitan Museum), dated 1056, by Ch'ien Ming-i, a pupil of Tu Yen,

along with five poems by the five men represented and encomiums by seven-

teen contemporary notables, all major figures in the late Northern Sung world

of politics, letters, and philosophy. Until the nineteenth century, the portraits

were kept by descendants of two of the subjects, Pi Shih-ch'ang and Chu

Kuan. As scholars and collectors continued to add their comments and praises

to these paintings, close to one hundred recorded colophons spanning nine

hundred years made them among the most well documented works in art

history.

Executed by a highly skilled professional portrait painter in a firm and

confident hand, Five Old Men ofSui-yang shows an excellent likeness of the

subjects, the brushlines carefully controlled and subordinated to the human

and drapery forms they represent. The technique of Sung and Yuan portrait

art (fig. 18) is described by the fourteenth-century Yuan portrait painter Wang I

(active ca. 1360), who explains that in drawing the face one starts with the

nose, like the "root of a mountain," then adds the eyes, eyebrows, and mouth

around the nose, and finishes by delineating the facial contour.45 In this way,

the facial features are built up three-dimensionally, as in a sculpture, with a

good sense of bone structure. Dressed in fine black silk gauze, in the fashion

of retired gentlemen of the time, the old men of Sui-yang, reflecting the Sung

taste, are elegantly rather than opulently attired, dignified but subdued.

For Sung scholar-bureaucrats, official life was so often volatile and unpre-

dictable that the very fact that all five men had achieved both high rank and

longevity was truly remarkable.
46

In the preface to the portraits, Ch'ien Ming-i

observes, "To achieve an honorable name and finish one's career gracefully is

extremely difficult in life."
47 In another colophon, dated 1138, Ch'ien Tuan-li,

in addressing a descendant of Pi Shih-ch'ang, sums up his feelings of admira-

tion as follows:

Lord Pi, being the most advanced in age, clearly surpasses the others in

his control of mind and in self-discipline. Although the way he has

grown old, retired, and avoided problems exemplifies [his wisdom], it is

no idle talk to say that such a man of benevolence will enjoy longevity,

and such a man of virtue will have progeny!
48

Thus did the admirers of the Five Old Men of Sui-yang express the popular

Chinese sentiment and devout hope that long life and progeny are a virtuous

man's just rewards.

The Classic ofFilial Piety

The Northern Sung period (960-1127) was a golden age of art and cultural de-

velopment, with men of government and politics commonly partaking in the
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world of arts and letters. One such scholar-official, and the greatest figural and

narrative painter of the Sung dynasty, was Li Kung-lin, who lived from about

1041 to 1106. He was also a calligrapher, a writer of prose, and a poet, and he

collected paintings and works of antiquity. Only three handscrolls are gener-

ally accepted as his sole surviving works: Pasturing Horses, a handscroll of ink

drawing with light colors on silk now in the Beijing Palace Museum, which fol-

lows the style of the eighth-century T'ang master Wei Yen; the Classic ofFilial

Piety (pis. 8a-g), a long handscroll in the plain drawing (pai-miao), or mono-

chromatic ink outline, style on silk; and Five Tribute Horses, a handscroll of

plain drawing on paper, supposedly destroyed in World War II but rumored
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Pis. 8a-g. Li Kung-lin (ca. 1041-

1106). The Classic ofFilial Piety,

ca. 1085. Handscroll, ink on silk,

8^8 x 187/4 in. (21.9 x 475.5 cm).

From the P. Y. and Kinmay W.

Tang Family Collection, Promised

Gift of Oscar L. and Jack C. Tang

PI. 8a. The Classic ofFilial Piety,

Chapter 12, "The Fundamental

Way"

to be in Japan.
49 In the Classic ofFilial Piety, Li Kung-lin, in a departure from

the work of the traditional professional artists, created the archetypal calligra-

phy and painting of the late Northern Sung scholar-official {shih-ta-fu)

movement. 50

The Classic ofFilial Piety was originally composed between 350 and 200

B.C. The text takes the form of a dialogue between Confucius and his disciple

Tseng-tzu on the meaning and application of filial piety, which was considered

"the root of all virtue, from which all teaching grows."
51
In a.d. 722, the T'ang

emperor Hsiian-tsung authorized an imperial edition of the text, for which he

wrote a commentary and a preface. After the collapse of social order during

the Five Dynasties period (907-60), Northern Sung scholars and thinkers

sought to rejuvenate the Confucian ethic by extolling the virtues of the so-

called Five Relationships: love between father and son, duty between ruler and

subject, respect between husband and wife, the predominance of the old over

the young, and trust between friends. Filial piety was considered the primary

virtue, of cardinal importance to all five relationships. As Neo-Confucianism

grew into a political orthodoxy during the Southern Sung in the thirteenth

century, the Classic ofFilial Piety officially became one of the thirteen classics

to compose the Neo-Confucian canon.

Painted by Li Kung-lin in early 1085, apparently for personal rather than

official use, during a schism within the Confucian state between the ruling

imperial and the humanist scholar-official ideologies, the Classic ofFilial Piety

became a metaphor of the Sung Neo-Confucian world. Although illustrations

of the Classic had existed as early as the Han dynasty (206 B.C.—a.d. 220), all

illustrations after the Northern Sung follow those by Li.
52

The text, transcribed by Li in an archaizing "small regular" (hsiao-k'ai)

script, is divided into eighteen sections. After the "Introduction" are five essays

that enumerate the importance of filial piety for the five social classes: the

"Son of Heaven," "Princes," "Ministers," "Scholars," and "Commoners." These

are followed by twelve essays that describe the various manifestations and

benefits of filial piety: "Three Cardinal Resources: Heaven, Earth, and Man,"

"Filial Rule," "Sage's Rule," "Filial Conduct," "Five Punishments," "The Fun-

damental Way," "The Perfect Virtue," "The Spreading Fame," "Remon-

stration," "Affecting Response," "Serving His Sovereign," and "Mourning the

Parent." 53 According to Confucius, the scholar's journey through life evolves

progressively from self-cultivation {hsiu-sheng), to keeping his home in order

(ch'i-chia), to serving the state (cbih-kuo), and finally, to keeping the world in

peace (p'ing t'ien-hsia) ,

54 The lesson of the Classic ofFilial Piety is simple but

all-embracing: beginning humbly at home, filial piety not only ensures success

in the various stages of the individual's life but also brings peace and harmony

to the state and to the world at large.

In Chapter 12, "The Fundamental Way," the Classic ofFilial Piety teaches

that the path to good government and social order begins with proper ritual

behavior in everyday life, which in turn ensures harmonious relations both at

home and in society:
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For the security of the ruler and the good government of the people

there is nothing more efficacious than ritual propriety [//']. Ritual propri-

ety means simple reverence [ching]. When a father is revered, all sons

are happy; when an older brother is revered, all younger brothers are

happy; when a sovereign is revered, all subjects are happy; when the

One Man is revered, all the multitudes are happy. Those who are re-

vered are few, but those who are made happy by it are many. This is

what is meant by the Fundamental Way. 55

Li Kung-lin's illustration (pi. 8a) shows a man bowing deeply to his older

brother. Behind them stand two witnesses, nodding their approval. The setting

is a family garden court with a large garden rock shaded by bamboo. In the

distance, beyond the garden wall, wild geese frolic by a stream. Barnhart has

suggested that the bowing figures may be portraits of the two brothers Su Shih

(1037-1101) and Su Ch'e (1039-1112), who were widely known as paragons of

fraternal love.
56

In representing these famous contemporary scholars, Li ad-

dresses himself directly to his own circle of friends, the scholar-officials of the

capital, whose tribulations in official life are thoughtfully considered by Li in

his illustrations to Chapter 15, "Remonstration," and Chapter 17, "Serving His

Sovereign."

Because filial piety as the basis for social and cosmic order turns on

human relations, Li Kung-lin focuses on the different kinds of meetings be-

tween people, studying the various forms of ritual obeisance and salutation

—

from prostration before Heaven and the sovereign and formal greetings between

people of different social stations, to informal bowing between friends or

strangers who pass one another on the road. At the most exalted level is the

symbolic meeting of the emperor as the Son of Heaven with Heaven on high.

Chapter 9, "Sage's Rule," deals with the most important of the state rituals,

the imperial sacrifice to Heaven:

The Duke of Chou used to sacrifice to Hou-chi at the suburban altar as

the Coadjutor of Heaven; he honored and sacrificed to King Wen in the

Bright Hall as the Coadjutor of the Supreme Lord on High. 57

Of all the state rituals, none was more important than the sacrifice to Heaven

at the round altar in the southern outskirts of the capital at the time of the

winter solstice, for it was through this ceremony that the emperor reaffirmed

his link with Heaven, Earth, and the imperial ancestors.
58 From as early as the

T'ang dynasty (618-906), the above passage from the Classic ofFilial Piety

played a pivotal role in court deliberations on the particulars of the imperial

sacrifice to Heaven, which was the principal ritual for the legitimation of dy-

nastic authority. 59 Hou-chi, to whom the Duke of Chou sacrifices as Coadju-

tor of Heaven, was the legendary ancestor of the Chou dynasty rulers (ca. nth

century B.c-256 B.C.) and the mythical originator of agriculture; King Wen

was the founder of the Chou dynasty. The state ritual of the sacrifice to the

lineal imperial ancestor in his capacity as Coadjutor of Heaven thus served to

reaffirm the Mandate of Heaven.
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In Li Kung-lin's illustration of the sacrifice (pi. 8b), at the head of a long

stairway on top of an open altar in the form of a primitive mound, the em-

peror and his chief ritual officer are shown kneeling in front of an altar. At the

center of the altar is placed a jade pi, symbol of the spirit-throne of Hou-chi.

Hovering above the altar are the signs of the constellations, which symbolize

other heavenly deities, and both atop and around the altar mound oil lamps

burn brightly. In this reenactment of the cosmic mystery, the prostrate em-

peror, sovereign of men—here facing north in his role as subject—crosses into

the sacred zone, thereby regenerating himself as the Son of Heaven, the link

between this world and the powers on high.

Unlike the Japanese imperial house, which claims direct descent from the

Sun Goddess, the emperors of China had to deal with the problem of dynastic

succession and legitimation. Throughout Chinese history, the less politically se-

cure rulers—in particular, the two usurper rulers, Wang Mang (r. a.d. 9-23)

of the Han dynasty and Empress Wu (r. 690-705) of the T'ang—turned to

the revival of an architectural symbol of the ancestral Ming-t'ang, the Bright

Hall or Hall of Light, as a means of sanctioning their pursuit of absolutist

power. The ancestral Ming-t'ang, a magical cosmic house, was said to have

originated at the time of the mythical Yellow Emperor. It was described only

as a structure of several rooms—three, five, nine, or twelve—with a simple

thatched roof.
60 During the early Northern Sung, triennial sacrifices to Heaven

were first held at an open-air suburban altar. But in 1050, during the reign of

the emperor Jen-tsung (r. 1022-63), lt was decided, after lengthy debate at

court, that the sacrifice should be made at the Ming-t'ang in the imperial pal-

ace compound in the fall rather than on the winter solstice, and that during

the ritual the spirit-tablets of the three preceding Sung emperors, T'ai-tsu

(r. 960-76), T'ai-tsung (r. 976-97), and Chen-tsung (r. 997-1022), should be

placed on the altar and the emperors, as imperial ancestors, worshiped as Coad-

jutors of Heaven and Earth. The ancient open-air ceremony was thus moved

indoors to the Ming-t'ang as ancestral temple, and Heaven itself came to be

worshiped as an imperial ancestor, thus further enhancing the authority of the

emperor.

Li Kung-lin shows the Ming-t'ang sacrifice in his illustration for Chapter

16, "Affecting Response," which extols the affective powers of the ruler's filial

piety:

If the king shows filial piety to his father, he will serve Heaven with

enlightenment; if he shows filial piety to his mother, he will serve Earth

with clear understanding; when the older and younger generations

achieve harmony, there will be order between those above and those

below.
62

In his illustration (pi. 8c), Li Kung-lin shows the emperor and empress dressed

in full regalia standing in front of the Ming-t'ang. A kneeling ritual officer

PI. 8b. The Classic ofFilial Piety,
tends to the offering in front of two rows of ancestral spirit-tablets. The con-

Chapter 9, "Sage's Rule" trast between this scene and that of the open-air sacrifice is carefully delineated.
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In place of the primitive mound, where the prostrate ruler was a suppliant

immersed in the heavenly mystery, is the Ming-t'ang, a public theater of

pomp and ceremony, where the emperor assumes his customary position, fac-

ing south in his capacity as ruler and Son of Heaven. Thus, Heaven itself, be-

hind them in the ancestral temple, is now enshrined.
63

Although the emperor's authority was considered absolute in theory, both

the ideology and the institution of the Confucian state ensured that it did not

always go unchecked in practice. In Sung officialdom, as in earlier times, the

institutional check to executive power was the Censorate, which served as the

watchdog not only over the Grand Councillor as the chief minister but also

over the emperor himself. The efficacy of the system, however, depended

largely on the stature and courage of the individuals who spoke out and the

way policy differences were resolved. In Chapter 15, the importance of remon-

stration is explained:

In ancient times, if the Son of Heaven had seven ministers who would

remonstrate with him, although he had not the right methods of govern-

ment, he would not lose possession of his kingdom. . . . The father who

had a son who would remonstrate with him would not sink into the

gulf of unrighteous deeds. Therefore, in the case of unrighteous con-

duct, a son must by no means restrain himself from remonstrating with

his father, nor a minister from remonstrating with his ruler.
64

In Li's illustration (pi. 8d), we are witness to a scene of tense confrontation be-

tween the power of the state and the power of moral virtue. The minister,

bowing low, firmly stands his ground before the angry sovereign, who sits rig-

idly upright, pushing down on his thighs in an attitude of intense displeasure.

During the reigns of the emperors Jen-tsung (r. 1022-63) and Ying-tsung

(r. 1063-67), remonstration with the throne was on occasion carried out with

success by capable ministers. But as problems of national security and reform

became increasingly complicated, policy disagreements among officials degener-

ated into factional wrangling. In the 1060s, because the old emperor Jen-tsung

was without an heir, the court was nearly torn apart, first over the question of

succession and then by the ensuing debate over the status of Prince Pu, the

natural father of the new emperor, Ying-tsung. Wang Fu-chih (1619-1692), the

foremost early Ch'ing scholar of the Sung dynasty, viewed the court debates

that began in the 1030s as the start of the factional struggles which eventually

brought down the imperial house of the Northern Sung.
65 Wang argued that

the censor system worked best under the T'ang, when "the chief minister was

appointed by the emperor and the censors reported to the chief minister,

though it was the duty of the censors to remonstrate with the emperor." That

way, "a circle of governance was achieved, and the remonstration process

worked effectively." But from the time of the emperor Jen-tsung,

The chief minister and the censors took up adversarial positions and

engaged in bitter arguments at court. ... In the extreme, they attacked PI 8c The classic fFiHal Piety,

each other for purposes of personal gain. Subversive ministers would Chapter 16, "Affecting Response"
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plant sycophants in the Censorate to stir up agitation. . . . The chief

minister would in turn find fault with the censors and, working through

the inner palace [that is, through the eunuchs], use the emperor's author-

ity to strike back.
66

Another complicating factor in Northern Sung court politics was the not infre-

quent presence of the power-wielding dowager empress. In the illustration, the

formidable empress stands beside the seated sovereign. After the emperor Jen-

tsung ascended the throne in 1022, his mother, the dowager empress Liu, ruled

as regent for ten years. In 1063, with the accession to the throne by the new

emperor, Ying-tsung, the dowager empress Ts'ao (Jen-tsung's wife) became re-

gent. When Ying-tsung died suddenly in 1067, it was only by the courageous

intervention of the chief minister, Han Ch'i, that the succession of the next

emperor, Shen-tsung (Ying-tsung's son, r. 1067-85), was secured. Although

Li's illustration of the remonstrating minister may not necessarily refer to a

particular chief minister, the terror felt by an official who would dare to dis-

agree with the sovereign in the presence of the forbidding dowager empress

would hardly have been lost on a contemporary viewer.

The most vexing of the scholar-official's predicaments was whether to

serve the emperor or to abstain from service. Chapter 17, "Serving His Sover-

eign," reads:

The superior man serves his sovereign in such a way that when he ad-

vances at court, he thinks only of discharging his duties to the fullest,

and when he retires, he reflects on amending his errors.
67

In Li's illustration (pi. 8e), a spume of cloud divides the picture diagonally

into two halves. Above, a scholar- official is shown at court; and below, the

same man, alone in his private garden, contemplates "amending his errors."

This melancholy representation of official life reflects the Northern Sung

scholar's deep feeling of ambivalence, his desire to serve and his equally strong

desire not to serve. According to the classic Commentary of Tso to the Spring

and Autumn Annals, the three great ambitions of a scholar should be to exem-

plify virtuous conduct {li-te), to accomplish great deeds (li-kung), and to leave

behind a legacy in spoken or written words (li-yen).
69.

Thus, a moral life was in

the end deemed more important than worldly accomplishment. For everything

there is an appropriate season, and when circumstances were not favorable for

the scholar of high moral principle to serve, as Li and his friends discovered in

the difficult years of the late Northern Sung, it was the wise scholar who re-

treated from the world of politics, instead concentrating his efforts on the arts.

Born to a distinguished family of scholar-officials and collectors in Shu-

ch'eng in southern Anhwei, Li Kung-lin achieved his chin-shih degree in 1070

but, instead of entering immediately into official service, chose to live in seclu-

sion for nearly ten years in his native Lung-mien (Sleeping Dragon) Moun-

tains. In the 1070s, the Northern Sung government was embroiled in disputes

PI. 8d. The Classic ofFilial Piety,
generated by a court-initiated reform movement. It was not until early 1079

Chapter 15, "Remonstration" that Li returned to the capital, Pien-ching, to work as a reader of examination
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papers. And from 1083 to 1085, he served in several provincial posts in Kiangsi

and Honan. Following the death of the emperor Shen-tsung in April 1085,

under the regency of the dowager empress Kao, anti-reform conservatives re-

turned to power. The capital, alive with cultural activity, drew together under

Su Shih, a leading conservative, such literary and artistic luminaries as Huang

T'ing-chien, Mi Fu, Wang Shen, and Chao Ling-jang. By then, Li Kung-lin

was back in the capital working in the Secretariat Chancellery. In 1088, Su

Shih was appointed the chief examiner of the chin-shih degree and Li was

again made an examination grader. He remained in the capital until 1097,

when he left to serve as a minor district officer in Anhwei, and retired in 1100.

He died at Lung-mien in 1106.

It is clear that Li Kung-lin, who ended his days in government service

near the bottom of the bureaucratic ladder, did not enjoy a particularly success-

ful official career.
69 As is pointed out in his biography, in the early twelfth-

century Catalogue ofthe Imperial Painting Collection During the Hsilan-ho Era

(preface dated 1120), "Because he remained in low-level officialdom, without

achieving distinction, he became known only for his painting."
70

It is signifi-

cant that Li, the scholar-official, retreated from official life after he earned his

chin-shih degree, returning only as an "amateur"—meaning nonprofessional

—

painter. "Though he followed an official's career for thirty years," his biogra-

pher comments, "he never for one moment forgot the mountains and the

forests,
"71

The archetypal scholar-official painter, Li Kung-lin displayed characteris-

tics that would later become cultural conventions. He refused to paint either

for profit or for the rich and powerful, and he lamented that while he painted

"only to express [his] nature and feeling . . . the world could not understand,

and insisted that [he] offer people entertainment!"
72

With Li Kung-lin begins an era in which the political and social climate

nurtured a new, unprecedented kind of art. Throughout the T'ang dynasty,

painters were hired artisans serving to document official life. At the end of

the T'ang, reclusive scholars, turning to landscape painting, developed an "edu-

cated" approach to that subject. By the middle of the eleventh century, how-

ever, monumental landscape painting as practiced by professional court

painters had also become a popular official idiom. Then, in the late Northern

Sung, alongside the artisan painters, there arose a new class of amateur scholar-

official artists. Since they were not employed as painters and were thus unen-

cumbered by patronage, they perceived painting not as a means of narrative or

for creating heroic compositions but as an expression of inner vision and emo-

tion hitherto reserved only for poetry. The eighth-century scholar-artist Wang

Wei (699?-76i?), because he had "[combined] poetry in painting and painting

in poetry," was, according to Su Shih, the ideal painter. 73 The eleventh-century

scholar Shen Kua praised Wang Wei for his marvelous use of invented imag-

ery. "In painting flowers, [Wang Wei] mixed peach and apricot blossoms, hibis-

cus and lotus, and flowers [of different seasons] in the same scene. . . . When

something came to mind, the hand responded intuitively; when ideas

PI. 8e. The Classic ofFilial Piety,

Chapter 17, "Serving His

Sovereign"
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connected, painting instantly took shape." 74 To achieve full affective power, it

was thought, a poet or painter should free himself from both subject and logic.

Wang Wei even painted a snow scene with a banana tree in it, because the

presence of that tree was true to what he was trying to say.

The difference between amateur scholar-official painting and artisan, or

professional, court painting is underscored by the attack waged by late North-

ern Sung scholar- critics on realism, a style commonly followed by artisan paint-

ers and looked down upon as something akin to Western kitsch or popular

illustration. Su Shih, for instance, declared that "anyone who judges painting

by form-likeness shows merely the insight of a child." 75 Scholar-official paint-

ing was thus infused with life not so much by the representation of reality as

by evocation and reflection and the elicitation of associations that lie within

the realm of feeling.

Li Kung-lin drew on many sources of archaic painting and calligraphy,

simplifying the imagery he had inherited and turning the narrative style into

an iconic one. By nature an illustrator, Li was the first major late Northern

Sung master to turn back from landscape painting to figural representation.
76

But instead of following the official didactic manner, he sought to attain per-

sonal transcendence with an intimate drawing style. His radical simplification

of painting to plain drawing manifests a purist vision that is in part Confucian

and intellectual and in part Taoist and mystical. Plain drawing is not drawing

at all in the Western sense of the word, since it does not build form with mul-

tiple modeling strokes. Rather, it is monochromatic ink painting with a single

Fig. 19. Scenesfrom the Life ofthe

Buddha: Dipamkaras Prediction,

T'ang dynasty, 9th century. De-

tail, "Old Age." Banner from Tun-

huang, Kansu Province, ink and

color on silk, 23^8 x 6^2 in.

(60 x 16.5 cm). British Museum,

London
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brushline, a modulated ink outline that captures and reveals the essence of an

object spontaneously and completely, without correction. By eliminating both

color and modeling and communicating directly through line, the painter im-

parts a sense of physical movement and effort, through which the viewer is in-

vited both to experience and to merge with the image and with the painter.

Compared with a realistic figural representation of the late T'ang

(fig. 10), which is an extension of the painter's visual world, Li's figural draw-

ing, devoid of color and illusionism, is linear, calligraphic, and intellectual.

During the ninth and tenth centuries, figural representation reached its

flowering in opulence and naturalism. In a ninth-century Buddhist banner

from Tun-huang, Dipamkaras Prediction (fig. 19), brightly painted figures of

the Buddha and two bodhisattvas stand before a bowing novice against a well-

defined landscape setting. The carefully wrought sculptural images of the dei-

ties are theatrically presented; their demeanors, though benevolent, are

impersonal and masklike. The brushwork is even and continuous, subordi-

nated to a naturalistic representation of the subject. By contrast, Li Kung-lin,

in his illustration of "The Fundamental Way" (pi. 8a), rejects realistic represen-

tation and eliminates superfluous description. Human surroundings, when in-

cluded for reasons of context, are graphically alluded to rather than natural-

istically rendered. Thus the rock and bamboo signify a scholar's garden

and the garden wall is drawn freehand, without architectural precision. The

area of the ground on which the figures stand is otherwise left blank. The

figures, organized and defined by the spaces around them, seem to live in a ce-

rebral rather than a physical world. Isolated, austere, and restrained, they pro-

ject the very essence of reality because of their intense psychological absorption.

Li's facility in his handling of brush and ink was such that he could trans-

late his vision onto silk or paper with total control and ease. He avoided sym-

metry and made scant use of mechanical aids, such as a ruler or compass, even

when he depicted architecture or furniture, lest his drawing appear lifeless.

One can well concur with Su Shih's dictum that "anyone who judges painting

by form-likeness shows merely the insight of a child," for it is the visible traces

of the painter's awe and his empathy with nature as captured by his brush that

make the painting memorable and inimitable.

According to his biographer, he "places the idea [/, or 'intent'] of a paint-

ing above all other considerations, and makes composition and decoration sub-

ordinate to it."
77

It was Wang Ch'ang-lin, the eighth-century poet seen in

Scholars ofthe Liu-li Hall (pi. 6), who first suggested that there were three

stages of poetic imagination: the "physical state" (wu-ching), the "affective

state" (ch'ing-ching), and the "idea state" (i-ching).
7%

Li's painting of the "idea,"

or mental, image parallels the lyric tradition in Chinese poetry, in which the

operative phrase is "poetry speaks intent" (shih-yen-chih)P This explicit empha-

sis on "idea" or "intent" calls for an interpretation based on the painter's inten-

tion and state of mind.
80

A consummate draftsman, Li was able "to distinguish the expressions of a

face. . . . Through dots and lines, each figure, whether exalted or humble, rich
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Fig. 20. The Classic ofFilial

Piety. Detail, "Roadside Encoun-

ter," from Chapter 7, "Three Car-

dinal Resources: Heaven, Earth,

and Man"

or poor, is distinctive."
81
For Li's powers of characterization, we may exam-

ine his painting of a roadside encounter (fig. 20). Stepping to the side of a

road, a gentleman, turned sideways and bending slightly forward while shuffl-

ing backward, invites another gentleman to pass. The second gentleman, bow-

ing courteously and with his hands cupped together in gratitude, tiptoes by in

short, quick steps. This graceful social ballet, a familiar sight in early Chinese

society, vividly captures the ritual courtesy that embodies the spirit of jang, or

yielding, which denotes not only politeness but a deeply inculcated value for

mutual accommodation. The image of one man yielding to another encapsu-

lates the meaning of the phrase "ritual propriety means simple reverence,"
82

which explains why piety for Li Kung-lin represented the fountainhead of a po-

lite and harmonious society.

Refraining from superficial brilliance, Li preferred understatement. "The

common artisan is sometimes able to imitate [Li's] finely finished works,"

noted Li's biographer, "but when it comes to [those passages that are] sketchy

and simplified, they can never come close."
8
' Li achieved this simplicity by re-

inventing figure painting through calligraphic formulas. He did not paint di-

rectly from life. Instead, borrowing from ancient calligraphy, he reduced early

drawing techniques to brush formulas for "making before matching [reality]."
84

"He began painting by studying Ku K'ai-chih [ca. 344-ca. 406], . . . Wu Tao-

tzu [active ca. 710-60], and other early masters. . . . Although he never pla-
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Fig. 21. After Ku K'ai-chih

(ca. 344-ca. 406). Admonitions of

the Instructress to the Court Ladies,

6th-7th century. Detail, "The

Emperor Admonishes a Court

Lady." Handscroll, ink and color

on silk, 9*Vi6 x 137X6 in. (24.9 x

348.1 cm). British Museum,

London

giarized their work, he subtly modeled his own on their principles."
85 He

painted every kind of subject—Buddhist, Taoist, mythological, historical,

illustrations of famous classics, portraits, animals, and landscape—and, copy-

ing many ancient styles, transformed them through his own idiom. "After

filling his mind with [ancient styles], he gathered up the best of them and

made them his own . . . creating a unique style."
86

Barnhart has noted that Li, above all other painters, revived Ku K'ai-

chih's archaic "gossamer line" (kao-ku yu-ssu) style.
87

Li's fascination with Ku is

evident in the large number of pictures he painted with Six Dynasties subjects.

In the Classic ofFilial Piety, he returned to Ku's archaic linear style of narra-

tive illustration in a handscroll format (fig. 21), which marked a conscious

break with the heroic mid-T'ang wall-painting style of Wu Tao-tzu, the bold,

thickening-and-thinning brush style that dominated artisan figure painting of

the early Northern Sung.

Li used two basic drapery techniques, one square and one round, which,

during the late Northern Sung, were commonly associated, respectively, with
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the styles of a Six Dynasties painter, Ts'ao Chung-ta (active ca. 550-77), and

the T'ang master Wu Tao-tzu. According to Kuo Jo-hsii, the eleventh-century

author of Experiences in Painting,

The two styles of Ts'ao [Chung-ta] and Wu [Tao-tzu] are followed

by all students. . . . Wu's brushwork is round and turns in circles, with

drapery ends flying and lifted, while Ts'ao's brushwork shows a closely

pleated style, with draperies hanging tightly. This is why it is said by stu-

dents, "Wu's drapery blows in the wind, while Ts'ao's clothing clings as

if coming out of the water."
88

In Li's Five Tribute Horses, datable to 1090, the groom (fig. 22) is draped in

robes depicted in an attenuated angular drapery pattern known as the "iron-

wire" {t'ieh-hsien) style. The robe is fresh and well pressed, the sleeves and

skirt defined by stylishly crisp, sharp folds. In the illustration for the "Remon-

Fig. 22. Li Kung-lin (ca. 1041-

1106). Five Tribute Horses, datable

to 1090. Detail, "The Fifth

Groom." Handscroll, ink on

paper. Present location unknown,

formerly in Kikuchi and Yama-

moto Teijiro Collections, Japan

Fig. 23. The Classic ofFilial Piety.

Detail from Chapter 15, "Remon-

stration" (pi. 8d)
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Fig. 24. The Classic ofFilial Piety.

Detail from Chapter 15, "Remon-

stration" (pi. 8d)

stration" scene of the Classic ofFilial Piety (pi. 8d), the angular drapery mode

is used together with the more dynamic swirling drapery style commonly asso-

ciated with Wu Tao-tzu. The secondary figures at right (fig. 23) are shown in

the angular, pleated drapery folds of the Ts'ao mode, the two protagonists at

center, the seated sovereign (fig. 24) and his bowing servitor, are depicted with

the round, fluttering, thickening-and-thinning drapery of the Wu mode, while

the billowing draperies of the opponents in this passionate confrontation

effectively create a vortex of emotional energy that forcefully communicates

the spirit of the critical impasse, an impasse that carries profound dynastic as

well as personal implications.

It is no exaggeration to say that after Li, few Chinese figure painters

could pick up a brush or draw a line without first thinking of him. So great

was the felt presence of Li Kung-lin that later Chinese figure painters became

progressively less able to create new styles by relying on their own inspiration.
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4. Seated ladies listen to women musi-

cians playing p 'i-pa (balloon-guitars)

and zithers.

5. With ladies-in-waiting in atten-

dance, two maidservants carry, in a

palanquin, a young princess hold-

ing a parrot to join the concert in

the preceding scene.

6. Women watch a child learning to

walk, while a standing woman,

with a maidservant in attendance,

fixes a flower in her hair.

7. Woman and children play with two

dogs.

III. The Fogg Art Museum, Cambridge,

Mass. (23 figures):

7. (cont.) Woman with three children

and five dogs.

8. A second group of musicians per-

forms on pipe instruments and a

harp, while two seated ladies lis-

ten and two women and a child

stand by.

9. Women engaged in their toilet.

IV. The Metropolitan Museum of Art,

New York (19 figures):

10. Ladies-in-waiting and maidservants

attend to the morning toilet of an

imperial consort seated on a plat-

form bed.

11. A lady-in-waiting combs a young

girl's hair, while the girl's mother

stands by and a maidservant holds

a plate of water behind her.

12. The youthful Southern T'ang ruler

Li Yii, in the company of ladies

and ladies-in-waiting, views a hang-

ing scroll.

The Metropolitan Museum of Art also

owns a Japanese copy (Kano school, eigh-

teenth century?; 42.61) in outline sketch with

color notes, mounted as an album, of the

entire composition by Chou Wen-chii.

32. Chang Cheng's colophon is now mounted

with the Cleveland section of the scroll. See

Eight Dynasties, pp. 27-28.

33. After translation in Kang-i Sun Chang, The

Evolution ofChinese Tz u Poetry: From Late

Tang to Northern Sung (Princeton: Princeton

University Press, 1980), p. 71.

34. For the rise of the new lyric aesthetic, see

Yu-kung Kao, "Chinese Lyric Aesthetics,"

in Alfreda Murck and Wen C. Fong, eds.,

Words and Images: Chinese Poetry, Calligra-

phy, and Painting (New York: The Metropoli-

tan Museum of Art, 1991), pp. 47-90.

35. See Xu Bangda [Hsu Pang-ta], Ku-shu-hua

wei-o k'ao-pien (Studies on Forgeries and Mis-

takes in Ancient Calligraphy and Painting)

(Chiang- su: Chiang-su Ku-chi Ch'u-pan-she,
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logue of Emperor Hui-tsung's collection,

Hsuan-ho hua-p'u (Catalogue of the Imperial

Painting Collection During the Hsiian-ho

Era; preface dated 1120). There is a shorter

composition, The Literary Garden, in the Pal-

ace Museum, Beijing. Traditionally attributed

to the eighth-century painter Han Huang

(723-787), it has recently been established as

a cut-down version of the original composi-

tion by Chou. The thirteenth-century copy
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at the Metropolitan faithfully reproduces the

tenth-century original in details and full

color, including drapery lines in Chou's

famous "tremulous brushline" (chan-pi),

except that the fluttering lines have become
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36. See Chin Wei-no, "Ts'ung Hua-sheng-tun

tao Niu-yueh: Ou-Mei fang-wen san-chi

chih-san" (From Washington to New York:

Journey Through Europe and America, III),

Mei-shu yen-chiu, no. 2 (1982), p. 77.

37. See Li Ko-fei (d. 1106), Lo-yang ming-yuan
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(reprint of a Ming ed.; Beijing: Wen-hsiieh

Ku-chih K'an-hsing-she, 1955).
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40. See E. A. Kracke, Jr., "Sung K'ai-feng: Prag-
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in John Winthrop Haeger, ed., Crisis and

Prosperity in Sung China (Tucson: University

of Arizona Press, 1975), pp. 49~77-
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Yii An-lan, Hua-shih ts'ung-shu, vol. 1, chtian

1, p. 2; see also Acker, Some Tang and Pre-

T'ang Texts, pp. 72-73.

44. See Wu Hung, The Wu Liang Shrine: The Ide-

ology ofEarly Chinese Pictorial Art (Stanford:

Stanford University Press, 1989), pp. 156—67.

45. See essay by Wang I, "Hsieh-hsiang pi-

chueh" (Secrets for Painting Portraits), in

P'ei-wen-chai shu hua p'u (Encyclopedic Com-

pilation of Writings on Calligraphy and

Painting of the P'ei-wen Studio; 1708) (re-

print, Taipei: Hsin-hsing Shu-chu Yu-hsien

Kung-ssu, 1972), chtian 14, pp. 25-26.
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ticipant in the battle and peace treaty of

Shan-yuan in 1004 under Grand Councillor
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47. See Chu Ts'un-li, ed., T'ieh-wang shan-hu

(Coral Treasures in an Iron Net), in I-shu

shang-chien hsiian-chen (A Selective Collec-

tion of Books on the Appreciation of the
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Reprints, 1970), vol. 3, p. 1024.

48. Ibid., p. 1032.
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50. See Richard M. Barnhart, "Li Kung-lin's

Hsiao Ching tu, Illustrations of the Classic

ofFilial Piety" (Ph.D. dissertation, Princeton
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2 OfNature and Art:

Monumental Landscape

Writing about landscape painting in the West, Kenneth Clark noted that "in

times when the human spirit seems to have burned most brightly the painting

of landscape for its own sake did not exist and was unthinkable."
1

This observa-

tion seems also to be borne out in the East. The development of Chinese land-

scape painting, "paintings of mountains and rivers" (shan-shui-hua), occurred

during the Wei, Tsin, and Six Dynasties eras (220-589) and the Five Dynasties

period (907-60), China's two long intervals of political disunity, when poets

and artists, disenchanted with the world of human affairs, turned away to seek

a realm of spiritual enlightenment.

In the West, the human spirit has always shone most brilliantly in the

expression of the creative will and in the pursuit of individualism; in the East,

the human will is subsumed under a larger principle, one that is expressed

through a profound belief in communion with nature, a cosmic vision of

man's harmonious existence in a vast but orderly universe. The unique expres-

sion of this vision is found in the monumental landscape painting of the early

Northern Sung (960-1127), whose development coincided with that of Neo-

Confucianism, the resurgence of the ancient moral philosophy, at a time of

vigorous idealism among the most creative class in society, the newly risen

scholar-officials.

Bounded by mountain ranges and traversed by two great rivers, the Yel-

low and the Yangtze, China's natural landscape has played an important role

in the shaping of the Chinese mind and character. The sparsely inhabited

mountains are both a reminder of a simpler past, of truth unquestioned and

nature unspoiled, and a spiritual refuge, where moral values can be cultivated

and harmony with nature restored. From very early times the Chinese, unlike

Western Europeans, who considered untamed nature inimical to human soci-

ety, imagined the mountains an earthly paradise, the abode of the immortals.

Thus did the early fifth-century poet T'ao Ch'ien envision, in his famous fable

of the Peach Blossom Spring, the blossom-covered mountain valley as an an-

cient Utopia, free of warfare and social turmoil.
1
After the breakup of the Han

Empire, during the fourth and fifth centuries, the influence of Taoism and

Buddhism led artists to turn to nature in their desire to express themselves in

a spiritual domain. Several centuries later, in the wake of the devastation of
Attributed to Ch'ii Ting (active

,

ca. 1023-ca. 1050). Detail from the T ang capital, Ch ang-an, by the An Lu-shan rebellion, the poet Tu Fu

Summer Mountains (pi. 10) (712-770) sounded his immortal lament,
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The country is shattered,

But the mountains and the rivers remain! 3

Indeed, throughout Chinese history, in times of both war and peace, land-

scapes of "rivers and mountains" {chiang-shan) have nurtured and reinvigo-

rated the Chinese spirit.

Landscape painting first developed as illustration for narratives and

poetry. Paintings of trees and rocks became an independent genre during the

late T'ang period, in the eighth and ninth centuries. During the tumultuous

Five Dynasties era, in the early tenth century, recluse scholars fleeing to the

mountains saw the tall pine tree as an image of the virtuous man in the wilder-

ness. They began to paint a symbolic landscape, with the great pine at the cen-

ter of a moral universe. Then, in the early Northern Sung dynasty, the mor-

dant, bleak spirit of the recluse painter, first expressed in the gnarled pine

trees, was transformed and projected by professional court painters into a he-

roic, epic landscape style. This early Northern Sung vision of eternity, a time-

less, archetypal landscape, lasted about one hundred years, from the middle of

the tenth through the middle of the eleventh century.

Narrative and Poetic Illustration

Landscape elements first appeared as settings for narrative and symbolic repre-

sentation. Archaic Chinese representations of mountains and trees resembled

their ideographic counterparts: shan ("mountain") comprises three tri-

angles, a "host" peak flanked by two "guests," and mu ("tree") X ls

described by forked branches and anchoring roots. The first important compo-

sitional device was that of overlapping triangles, which created the impression

of diagonal spatial recession. In a late Han tile that shows hunters shooting

geese at a lakeside (fig. 25), the lake, delineated by three such overlapping tri-
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Fig. 26. Mahasattva Jataka,

Northern Chou dynasty, mid-6th

century. Wall painting from Cave

428, Tun-huang, Kansu Province

angles, is filled with the silhouettes of lotus leaves and gliding fish, while the

sky is lined with geese in flying formation. Rather than being grasped compre-

hensively, the picture unfolds sequentially: individual elements, each a discrete

image, are read on an additive basis, one by one. Compositional unity is

achieved through the consonance and repetition of similar forms and rhythms.

By the mid-sixth century, as seen in the Jataka wall paintings at Tun-huang,

Cave 428 (fig. 26), motifs of diagonally linked chains of overlapping moun-

tains provide settings for individual scenes, creating "space cells."
4 Although

each element is still read individually, successive scenes now unfold horizon-

tally, as in a handscroll, with tall trees serving as both space fillers and space

dividers.

During the T'ang dynasty, narrative illustrations of city scenes and

scholars' gardens developed as part illuminated map and part genre painting. 5

Two important T'ang landscape compositions are paintings of gardens, the

Wang-ch'uan Villa (fig. 27), after Wang Wei (699? -761?), and the Ten Viewsfrom

a Thatched Lodge (fig. 28), after Lu Hung (active ca. 713-42), both pictures of

a scholar's retreat.
6
In transforming natural settings into artfully landscaped

human environments, it was customary for property owners to name sites the-

matically
—

"Arbor Beside the Lake," for example, or "Bamboo Studio"—and

to write poems about them. As pictorial representations, the paintings illus-

trate the poetic themes of the sites rather than the actual landscapes. The

scholar-poet, musician, and painter Wang Wei acquired his property on the

banks of the Wang River, in the southwestern outskirts of the T'ang capital,

Ch'ang-an, in about the year 740. Wang developed the property and com-

posed a set of twenty quatrains describing its various points of interest.
7 Al-

though the wall painting that illustrated the poems, which originally decorated

the walls of a Buddhist temple, was destroyed (presumably during the Buddhist
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persecutions of 845), the composition, known since the Northern Sung, has

been preserved through the rubbing of a stone engraving cut in 1617.
8 The

scenes are here organized in a series of space cells formed by circular mountain

motifs similar to those seen in the Jataka wall paintings at Tun-huang.

The recluse scholar Lu Hung, who declined a court appointment, built

his retreat, the Thatched Lodge, on Mount Sung outside the eastern capital,

Lo-yang. The surviving version of Lu Hung's Ten Views of a Thatched Lodge,

known since the thirteenth century, presents individual scenes that alternate

with descriptive prefaces and poems. 9 Working within a rectangular format,

the painter forms different compositional patterns by manipulating the place-

ment of the trees and rocks: a hill encircled by a valley, a grotto surrounded

by hills, a cottage surrounded by trees and rocks, a canopy of trees on flat

ground or rising against a mountain slope, and so forth.

In neither Wang Wei's nor Lu Hung's composition does landscape as nar-

rative or poetic illustration represent the "landscape of truth" as later con-

ceived by the early Northern Sung painters. During the late Northern Sung

and Southern Sung, however, when painters revived the illustration of poetry,

they would return to the compositional patterns of Wang Wei and Lu Hung

as their models.

Fig. 27. After Wang Wei (699?-

761?). Wang-ch'uan Villa. Rub-

bing from a stone engraving

dated 1617, x 192 in. (30 x

487.5 cm). Department of Art

and Archaeology, Princeton

University

Neo-Confucianism and Landscape Painting

It was Buddhism that first introduced, from India, a system of metaphysics

and a coherent worldview more advanced than anything hitherto known in

China. With Buddhist thought, scholars of the Six Dynasties period engaged

in philosophical discussions of truth and reality, being and nonbeing, substanti-

ality and nonsubstantiality.
10
Beginning in the late T'ang and early Northern
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Fig. 28. After Lu Hung (active

ca. 713-42). Ten Viewsfrom a

Thatched Lodge. Detail from

Scene 1, "Thatched Lodge."

Handscroll in ten sections,

ink on paper, u*/% x 236^8 in.

(29.4 x 600 cm). National Palace

Museum, Taipei

Sung, Neo-Confucian thinkers rebuilt Confucian ethics on Buddhist and Tao-

ist metaphysics. A principal tenet of Neo-Confucian philosophy holds that the

universe has a basis in morality. Because Neo-Confucian moral philosophy

defines the human mind as engaged with the nature of being, the traditional

focus of learning was self-cultivation. To the extent that the "mind" (hsin)

reflects the perfect "principles" (//) of nature, man can achieve union with the

ultimate "principles" of cosmic creativity only by realizing the innate moral

mind within the self.

The late T'ang Neo-Confucian scholar Li Ao (died ca. 840), borrowing a

phrase from the Confucian classic The Great Learning, described his approach

to learning and self-cultivation as ko-wu chih-chih, "the investigation of things

leading to the perfection of knowledge." The phrase, however, does not imply

modern scientific method. Shao Yung (1011-1077), a leading eleventh-century

thinker, defined objective learning as "observing things in terms of things" (/-

wu kuan-wu). Shao proposed that things should be observed "with the mind"

and "in light of their own principles," rather than with the eye, since only the

mind can perceive underlying principles. Man's observation of the world

should therefore reflect the principles of nature and remain unclouded by ego-

centric human emotion {ch'ing).
11

The unity of man and heaven (t'ien-jen ho-i), man as the co-creator

rather than as merely a creature of the universe, is a key Neo-Confucian con-

cept. In the words of the eleventh-century philosopher Chang Tsai,

By expanding one's mind, one is able to embody the things of the

whole world. If things are not embodied, it is because the mind has

excluded them. ... As [the sage] views the world, there is in it no

one thing that is not his own self.
1 '
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It is through embodied (t'i) thinking and reflection and the dynamic inter-

change between the observer and the thing observed that man is able to grasp

the workings of the universe.

Paintings of trees and rocks as embodiments of nature's principles first ap-

peared as an independent genre in T'ang painting. Rocks, as "kernels of en-

ergy" and "bones of the earth," isolated and immovable, symbolize potency,

while trees, which are born of seeds but grow into gnarled, dragonlike forms,

symbolize enduring life.
13 The T'ang master Chang Ts'ao (active ca. 766-78)

painted rocks and trees with unusually expressive brushwork, "using a blunt-

tipped brush and sometimes rubbing with his fingers on the surface of the

silk."
14 The description of Chang's painting technique recalls that of the in-

spired "untrammeled class" (i-p'in) of painters, who are reputed to have prac-

ticed the somewhat unorthodox working method of flinging ink onto silk and

spreading it on the surface by means of their hair or hands.
15
In such a paint-

ing, it was not so much the composition of the work that was deemed import-

ant as the feeling of spontaneity and mystic oneness with nature. Chang

described his own painting as

A reaching outward to imitate Creation,

And a turning inward to master the mind.
16

This description can be said to sum up the philosophical approach of the

Chinese landscape painter. Looking to nature he carefully studied the world

around him, and looking to himself he sought his own response to nature.

The interactive relationship between the two, as expressed by the term wai-

chung, "outer/inner" or "exterior/interior," is circular and dynamic; as the art-

ist sought to describe the external truth of the universe, he discovered at the

same time an internal psychological truth.

After the fall of the T'ang, in the early tenth century, many scholars re-

treated to the mountains. Living in secluded hermitages or Buddhist temples,

they attended to their spiritual needs, studying, painting, and thinking about

nature and the universe. These scholars would become China's first great land-

scape masters. Ching Hao (ca. 870-ca. 930), a Neo-Confucian scholar who

went to live in Mount T'ai-hang, in central Hopei Province, was the first to

formulate a coherent theory of Chinese landscape painting. In his essay "Notes

on Brush Method," Ching makes a clear distinction between physical likeness

(ssu) and truth (chen):

[A picture that attains] likeness achieves the physical form but leaves out

the life breath of the subject, while in [a picture that attains] truth the

life breath and inner qualities of the subject are fully present.
17

For Ching, the painter of truth is a "sage" capable of "divining the emblems

of objects and grasping their essence" (tu-wu-hsiang erh ch'u-ch'i-chen) .

l8 The

word "emblem," or hsiang, comes from the ancient divination classic the Book

of Changes, a manual by which the future is predicted by the manipulation of

sixty-four hexagrams (diagrams composed of six broken or unbroken lines).
19
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The hexagrams, as "emblems," are archetypes of physical forms (hsing).
10 By

"divining emblems," Ching referred to the representation of true, or arche-

typal forms, rather than merely the physical qualities of objects.

In viewing landscape painting as a magical diagram of cosmic truth,

Ching Hao nevertheless followed a rational approach of "investigation . . .

leading to the perfection of knowledge":

One must understand the archetype, the emblem of each thing. When

a tree grows, it follows its own received nature. . . . The pine tree, [for

example,] from its beginnings, may bend as it grows, but will never ap-

pear crooked. Sometimes it is dense with foliage, sometimes sparse,

neither blue nor green. As a sapling it stands upright, its budding heart

already harboring noble ambitions. Once it has grown taller than all the

other trees, even when its lower branches bow down to the earth, they

never touch the common ground. Its layered branches spreading in the

forest, it has the air of a dignified and virtuous gentleman."

"The emblems of the mountains and the rivers," continues Ching, "are mutu-

ally generative, their breath forces causing each other to grow."
12

In landscape

painting, Ching sees generating and regenerating forms and forces, endlessly

transformed in the changing light and mists of the seasons. Through the

painter's rigorous method of selection and elimination, these are re-combined

and re-presented, each time in a complete and newly organized harmony.

"Only when you are able to forget about the brush and ink will you achieve

true landscape."
23

By perceiving in the pine tree the human characteristics of a virtuous

gentleman, the recluse scholar -painters believed they had discovered in nature

the moral order that had been lost in the human world. The first of the early

Northern Sung landscape masters, Li Ch'eng (919-967), who was born in

Ch'ing-chou, Shantung Province, was a descendant of the T'ang imperial fam-

ily. An aristocrat fallen on hard times, Li is said to have painted desolate

scenes of wintry forests because "men of virtue are now found only in the

wilderness."
24 Although no original work by Li has survived, we know that his

influence was extensive. Travelers in a Wintry Forest (pi. 9) is a large early

twelfth-century hanging scroll after a composition by Li that is mentioned by

the eleventh-century scholar-artist Mi Fu in his History ofPainting.^

As an illustration of the Confucian scholar's renunciation of worldly

affairs, Travelers in a Wintry Forest recalls the episode in the life of the Bud-

dha, Prince Siddhartha, when, in his Great Going Forth in search of enlighten-

ment, he entered a deep forest. In the painting, the scholar on a donkey and

his two servant companions on foot are shown huddling against the cold as

they make their way through the pine forest along a snow-covered riverbank.

In both their configuration and their social relationship to one another, the

wanderers are echoed in the frozen forest, in which a giant pine tree, symbol

of the virtuous gentleman, is surrounded by more "lowly" vegetation

—

small trees, shrubs, and bamboos.
26 The rhythmic forms of the trees and the
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Overleaf cloudlike snow-covered boulders reflect and re-create the bearing and gestures

PI. 9a. Detail, pi. 9 of the figures in their fluttering draperies. Not in accord with the term "land-

scape"—a painting "of mountains and rivers"—the true subject of Li's paint-

ing is the great pine. Drawn with the meticulous and caring detail of a great

portrait, the tree symbolizes the Neo-Confucian concept of chun-tzu, the

uncommon, exceptional gentleman (pi. 9a). The shape of the great pine is un-

usual and complex; its needles remain constant, enduring the harshest of

winter's onslaught. Like a great man, the tree, in Ching Hao's words, "may

bend [from suffering] as it grows, but will never appear crooked." In its youth,

"its budding heart [harbors] noble ambitions." As it ages, it grows in stature,

climbing higher than all other trees. Finally, it is individual and superior, for

"even when its lower branches bow down to the earth, they never touch the

common ground." Indeed, for the Neo-Confucianist, the recluse scholar was

the true sovereign of the moral earth, as the great pine was the lord of the

lofty mountains.

In the composition after Li Ch'eng, the beautifully wrought vegetation

around the central pine ranges from early sprouting brush to lush trees in full

maturity to a shattered old tree trunk, composing a microcosm of the natural

cycle of growth and decay, while the great pine standing tall symbolizes con-

stancy and eternal truth. Mi Fu compared the "drawn but elegant" face of the

scholar (pi. 9b)—the painter's self-portrait—with that of the T'ang poet

Meng Hao-jan (689-740), a victim of earlier political vicissitudes. This refer-

ence to past suffering injects a note of poignancy into the picture, though the

artist's own unyielding will is reflected by the stoic silence of the wintry forest.

Although the highly realistic depiction of the tree and figure, as well as

the way the silhouetted boulders and slopes are sequentially unified in space,

dates the execution of Travelers in a Wintry Forest to the early twelfth century,

the powerful conception of the composition relates the painting directly to Li

Ch'eng, the "master of a hundred generations."
27 As a work of the mid-tenth

century, Li's anthropomorphized landscape—in which close-up views docu-

ment in detail the myriad activities of nature—mediates halfway between nar-

rative illustration and monumental landscape representation. Despite the

solemnity of its theme, the vibrancy and intelligence of the imagery and the

enjoyment in the execution are so much in evidence that it is easy to see why

later masters—most notably, Kuo Hsi (pi. 11), Lo Chih-ch'uan (pi. 92), Chao

Meng-fu (pi. 101), and Ni Tsan (pi. 116)—continued to be inspired both by

the conception and by the style of this remarkable work.

PI. 9. After Li Ch'eng (919-967).

Travelers in a Wintry Forest, early

1 2th century. Hanging scroll, ink

and color on silk, 63^8 x 39^8 in.

(161.6 x 100 cm). Purchase,

Fletcher Fund and Bequest of

Dorothy Graham Bennett, 1972

(1972.121)

Monumental Landscape Painting

During the early Northern Sung dynasty, emperors, noblemen, and scholar-

officials, as well as successful merchants, decorated the walls and screens of

their palaces and homes with monumental landscape paintings. In 992, for

example, the southern landscape master Chii-jan (active ca. 960-95)—an expa-

triate from the vanquished Southern T'ang court of Li Yii—was called to the
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Northern Sung imperial palace, in Pien-ching, to decorate the Jade Hall in the PI- 9b- Detail, pi. 9

Institute of Academicians of the Imperial Chancellery. And in 1023-31, a six-

paneled landscape screen by Yen Su (died 1040) was placed in the center of

the same hall.
28

As architectural decoration, earlier monumental wall paintings had served

a ritual function. The Institute of Academicians, under the T'ang, was origi-

nally decorated with magical symbols of the universe, the Ocean Surrounding

the Dragon Mountain. In the early Northern Sung, the Jade Hall had been

first decorated on the east, north, and west with a continuous wall painting of

dragons in water, executed from 980 to 983 by another southern expatriate

painter from Li Yii's court, Tung Yii (active ca. 960—90). 29 The replacement in

992 of the central portion of Tung Yii's composition at the north end of the

Jade Hall with a landscape by Chu-jan was, therefore, an important departure,

inaugurating the tradition of decorating ceremonial halls of state with monu-

mental landscapes that depicted "the vastness and multiplicity of Creation itself."
30

In the Liao mausoleum at Ch'ing-ling, in eastern Mongolia, dating to

about 1030, wall paintings representing the four seasons (fig. 29) are found

at the four cardinal points of the circular burial chamber: spring to the
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east, summer to the south, autumn to the west, and winter to the north. Two

lines of geese, flying counterclockwise, are seen departing for the south in the

autumn and returning north in the spring. As an elegiac theme for funerary

wall decoration, landscapes symbolized the cyclical movement of nature from

birth to growth to decline and death and rebirth.

Rejecting the overtly narrative and symbolic, early Northern Sung land-

scape masters focused on the representation of great mountain peaks, the

"bones" and structure of the earth, as the true iconic image of nature. The fa-

mous masterpiece Travelers Among Streams and Mountains, by Fan K'uan (ac-

tive ca. 990-1030; fig. 30), epitomizes this new interest. Fan K'uan, a native of

Shensi Province, first studied the styles of Kuan T'ung (active ca. 907-23 ; a

follower of Ching Hao) and Li Ch'eng, after which, declaring that it was "bet-

ter to study nature and, still better, to follow one's heart,"
3 ' he retired to the

mountains to pursue his own inspiration. In Travelers Among Streams and

Mountains, a large hanging scroll more than six feet in height, the great moun-

tain peak, standing high on the shoulders of two supporting peaks, dominates

the composition as the emblem of the universe. Although these great moun-

tain forms are simple, generalized triangular masses with enveloping parallel

folds, the depiction, with its pointillistic "raindrop" texture pattern and

scrubby foliage on the peaks, vividly captures the landscape peculiarities of

Shensi in northwest China, where trees and brush grow in wind-deposited soil

on rocky mountaintops. Individual rocks and trees are viewed frontally, as dis-

crete, additive motifs, and the treatment of space is compartmentalized. The

vertical composition proceeds from front to back in three separate stages—the

foreground with its minute human figures, the middle distance with massive

trees, and the background with towering mountains—each with its own sug-

gested ground plane tilting away from the viewer at a different angle. Con-

ceived as a series of images, and read part by part and motif by motif, the

great landscape represents not an actual view of nature but a conceptual vision

of the macrocosmic universe.

By the mid-eleventh century, monumental landscape painting had be-

come the official idiom of a rich and abundant culture. In his treatise on land-

scape painting, Lofty Ambition in Forests and Streams, Kuo Hsi (ca. 1000- 1090),

the favorite court painter of the emperor Shen-tsung, offers a comprehensive

summary of Northern Sung monumental landscape theory.
31 Kuo, the pro-

fessional painter, begins by extolling the enjoyment of landscape painting,

urging the attainment of what he calls "the heart of the forests and streams":

How delightful to enjoy a landscape painting rendered by a skillful

hand! Without leaving one's home, to be transported to streams and

ravines in faraway places, the cries of monkeys and birds faintly reaching

one's ears, light dappling the hills, glittering reflections on the water daz-

zling the eye."

As an academician, Kuo, no doubt influenced by his learned scholar-offi-

cial friends, advocates an educated, or learned, approach to landscape painting:
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Fig. 29. Landscapes ofthe Four

Seasons, ca. 1031. Detail, "Au-

tumn." Wall painting from the

tomb of Liao Sheng-tsung (r.

983-1031), approx. 110 x 75 in.

(280 x 190 cm). Ch'ing-ling,

eastern Mongolia

Learning to paint is no different from learning calligraphy. Those who

study Chung Yu [151—230], Wang Hsi-chih [ca. 303—ca. 361], Yii Shih-

nan [558-638], and Liu Kung-ch'iian [778—865] will after a while learn

to write like them. Great men and learned scholars thus do not limit

themselves to one school. Rather, it is necessary to absorb and combine

many models, to discuss them and study them in depth, so that one

may form his own personal style.
34

In offering a catalogue of principles for landscape painting, Kuo Hsi cate-

gorizes rock types, compositional schemata, and atmospheric and seasonal

changes, creating a visual structure that gives support to the Neo-Confucian

vision of man's place in a vast and complex, but ultimately orderly, universe.

In T'ang landscape painting, tentative beginnings of two contrasting

types of texture patterns (ts'un) for modeling rocks can be discerned. One type

shows softly rubbed parallel brushstrokes in the shaded crevices of rock forms

with gently swelling contours, the other uses a stippled technique to describe

rock surfaces with jagged edges. Kuo Hsi identifies two contrasting landscape

modes, the "rocky" and the "earthen":

Some mountains are covered with earth, others with rocks. On earthen

mountains that are covered with rocks, the forests and trees are lean and

tall; on rocky mountains that are covered with earth, the forests and

trees are flat and luxuriant.
35
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Fig. 30. Fan K'uan (active ca.

990-1030). Travelers Among
Streams and Mountains. Hanging

scroll, ink and color on silk, %\/\

x 40
34 in. (206.3 x io3-3 cm)-

National Palace Museum, Taipei

From the mid-T'ang, in the eighth century, three basic schemata had

been used in the composition of mountain landscape: first, a scene dominated

by tall vertical elements; second, a panoramic view filled by a series of horizon-

tal elements; and third, a composition combining the two. The contribution

of Kuo Hsi was to formulate these patterns, describing them as ways of perceiv-

ing landscape:
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From the bottom of the mountain looking up toward the top is the

high distance. From the front of the mountain peering into the back of

the mountain is the deep distance. From a nearby mountain looking

past distant mountains is the level distance.
36

To indicate scale, Kuo establishes a hierarchy of sizes for the human figure, the

tree, and the mountain:

In landscape painting there are three degrees of magnitude: a mountain,

which is larger than a tree, which is larger than a human figure. If the

mountains are not piled up by the score, and if they are no larger than

the trees, they will not look imposing. And if the trees are not stacked

up by the score, and if they are no larger than the human figures, they

will not look large.
37

Drawing a parallel between nature and the human world, Kuo Hsi sees the

central mountain peak in a landscape composition as the emblem of "a great

king, seated and facing the sun, with a hundred grandees coming to court":

In painting a landscape one attends first to the great mountain, which is

called the host peak. Once the host is fixed, one may proceed with the

secondary mountains, near and far, large and small. In its domination of

the whole region, the host is like a ruler among his subjects, a master

among servants.
38

Finally, to emphasize the vastness of nature and its infinite capacity for expan-

sion, Kuo Hsi advises the painter to suggest rather than to delineate completely:

If one wishes to make a mountain appear high, one must not paint

every part of it or it will seem diminished. It will look tall when encircled

at mid-height by mist and clouds. If one wishes to describe a

stream that stretches afar, one must not paint its entire course; only

when its course is shaded and interrupted will it appear long.
39

According to Kuo Hsi's definition, Fan K'uan's Travelers Among Streams

and Mountains (fig. 30) shows a high-distance view in the rocky landscape

mode. In Fan's painting, it is the diminutiveness of the human figures that

amplifies the sizes of the trees and mountains. Lilliputian figures are seen at

the foot of an immense deciduous forest, while mountain peaks of cosmic pro-

portions tower above. The use of a leaping scale exponentially heightens the

impression of size and distance. The blank areas between the three distances

serve as perceptual respites, inviting the viewer to roam freely through a space

that is infinite because it is unmeasured and immeasurable.

A very different kind of landscape is Wintry Groves and Layered Banks, at-

tributed to the tenth-century southern landscape master Tung Yuan (died 962;

fig. 31), which, according to Kuo Hsi's definition, shows a level-distance view

in the earthen landscape mode. A court painter of a prosperous southeastern

principality of the Southern T'ang (937-76), Tung developed a style well

suited to the depiction of the soft rolling hills of southern China. After the

reunification of the south in 976, the southern style was brought north to K'ai-
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Fig. 31. Attributed to Tung Yuan

(died 962). Wintry Groves and

Layered Banks. Hanging scroll,

ink and light color on silk,

jiA x 45^8 in. (181. 5 x 116. 5 cm).

Kurokawa Institute of Ancient

Cultures, Hyogo Prefecture, Japan

feng by Tung Yiian's follower Chii-jan, though its influence was not strongly

felt until the early twelfth century.

Summer Mountains (pi. 10), a high, horizontal composition formerly at-

tributed to Fan K'uan's contemporary Yen Wen-kuei (active ca. 970-1030) but

now reattributed to Ch'u Ting (active ca. 1023-ca. 1050), a court painter who

served under Emperor Jen-tsung (r. 1022-63), is a magnificent example of an

officially sponsored landscape. The painting is in every way the product of an

opulent culture, its very air breathing a well-endowed contentment. Following

a summer shower, the verdant mountain peaks and dense foliage are suffused

with a cool mist. The modeling of the rock surfaces is created by parallel tex-

ture strokes that blend into the ink wash; the gnarled white trunks of the

hardwood trees are shown in relief against the moist foliage. Working in the

handscroll format, which unfolds one section at a time from right to left,
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the painter employs serial images, his focus moving in cinematic fashion in

the development of his narrative of a holiday journey.

At the right is a panoramic level-distance vista, an aerial view of multi-

layered horizontal elements extending far into the distance. A fishing village

occupies the foreground river shore, where large fishing boats are moored and

to which small skiffs return from their day's outing. Tiny human figures in

the foreground indicate the scale of the panorama. In the distant hills, way-

farers slowly making their way toward temple buildings partially hidden be-

hind the hills—two specks along a ledge—add a temporal dimension.

As we move along the river to the left, a deep distance comes into view

(pi. ioa) as tree-covered knolls and rising hills gradually build to a crescendo

in a monumental host mountain that dominates the surrounding valley "like a

PI. 10. Attributed to Ch'ii Ting

(active ca. 1023-ca. 1050). Sum-

mer Mountains. Handscroll, ink

and light color on silk, 17^8 x

45^8 in. (45.3 x 115.2 cm). Gift of

The Dillon Fund, 1973 (1973. 120. 1)
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ruler among his subjects, a master among servants." If we imagine ourselves as

the tiny figures on the bridge, we can begin to grasp the reverential experience

of journeying toward such an emblem of nature. The high-distance mountain

image, while it reflects the imperial Northern Sung emphasis on centrality,

symmetry, power, and domination, also epitomizes the Neo-Confucianist's de-

sire for moral authority and spiritual grandeur.

Finally, at the left, toward the end of the scroll, a second high-distance

view appears with another, smaller set of host and guest mountains, below

which a mountain retreat provides rest and recreation for the travelers at the

end of their long journey. Through open windows, seated men beckon to us

to share their enjoyment of the lofty heart of the forests and streams and the

purity of the cool, scented mountain air.
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Landscape ofEmotion

By the second half of the eleventh century, when the Northern Sung court

was embroiled in bitter struggles over new reform policies during the reign of

the emperor Shen-tsung (r. 1067-85), painters increasingly turned from a more

objective, naturalistic landscape (the "true" landscape) to one that was imbued

with human emotion (ch'ing).

A native of Wen-hsien, northern Honan Province, Kuo Hsi, who rose to

dominate landscape painting as a court painter under Shen-tsung, exemplifies
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par excellence the landscape painter of mist and sadness. From 1068 to 1083,

Kuo executed wall paintings for several major imperial buildings, including the

Hall of Academicians and the main halls of the three departments, the State,

the Secretariat, and the Chancellery.
40 He was befriended by many leading

scholar-officials, among them the grand councillors Fu Pi and Wen Yen-po,

the censor Wu Chung-fu, and Su Shih and Huang T'ing-chien.

In Chapter 3, "Ideas in Painting," of his treatise Lofty Ambition in Forests

and Streams, Kuo Hsi quotes the saying "Poetry is painting without form,

painting is poetry with form." "On days of leisure," he writes, "I peruse an-

cient and modern poetry . . . where beautiful lines seem to pour out from the

poet's belly, creating vivid scenes before my eyes."
41

In attempting to re-create

through landscape mental, or "idea," images {i-ching) and emotional states

{ch'ing-ching) rather than merely to describe landscape realistically, Kuo moves

beyond "principles" of nature. He is most drawn to the changing landscape of

the seasons. "The clouds and vapors of a landscape are not the same through-

out the four seasons," he notes. "In spring they are bright and harmonious,

in summer dense and brooding, in autumn scattered and thin, and in winter

dark and gloomy." 42 He takes delight in citing the fine distinctions of seasonal

change that should be made in landscape painting:

Within each kind of spring, summer, fall, and winter [landscape], there

are an infinite number of possibilities. There are early and late, there are

morning and evening. . . . For spring alone, there are myriad possibili-

ties: spring in snow, early spring in rain, melting snow, clearing after

snow in early spring, clearing after rain in early spring, mist and rain in

early spring, chilly clouds in early spring, just before a spring rain, early

spring in late evening, sunrise on spring mountains. 43

Early Spring, dated 1072 (fig. 32), with its wildly twisting, turning peaks,

is a landscape of the imagination. The brush technique and use of ink are rich

and extravagant, as Kuo Hsi boldly casts aside precision of expression in favor

of a dramatic interpenetration of solids and voids, the landscape elements si-

multaneously emerging from and receding behind dense, wafting mists. A
highly complex landscape, Early Spring, though it suggests great depth, re-

mains a composite of compartmentalized pockets of space.

Kuo Hsi's Old Trees, Level Distance (pi. 11), a handscroll dating, to the late

1070s, shows a level-distance view of a rugged stretch of the shoreline of the

Yellow River, with round boulders, gnarled trees, and tiny figures dotting the

bleak late autumn landscape. On the left, two old friends, tottering and sup-

ported by servants, head for an outing in a pavilion overlooking the river; on

the right, two boatmen stop midstream to exchange greetings; on the opposite

shore, two heavily laden wayfarers with a donkey slowly make their way toward

the distant hills. While the brushwork is animated and lively, the mood is som-

ber and elegiac. Leaves have fallen and human figures are old and tired; the

gnarled and ancient vine-covered trees show angry clawlike branches, and

the bare rocks look like human skulls. The thickly applied ink renders both the
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landscape and the atmosphere heavy, slowing everything down so that the scene,

arrested in time, assumes the significance of an impending cosmic event.

Developing in the tradition of Li Ch'eng's trees and rocks (pi. 9), Kuo

Hsi's animated forms are brilliantly expressive. In his essay, Kuo explains how

he builds his forms, using many layers of ink wash:

After the outlines are made in dark inkstrokes, I trace the outlines re-

peatedly with ink wash mixed with blue, so that even when the outlines

remain visible, the forms appear as if emerging from the mist and dew. 44

Compared with Ch'ii Ting's mountain forms (pi. 10a), which are clearly

defined by crisp outlines and smoothly modulated ink washes, Kuo's (pi. 11a),

with mottled texture strokes and layered ink washes, are fused. Kuo achieves

this effect by the use of thickening-and-thinning brushstrokes in values rang-

ing from transparent blue gray to charcoal black, which he applies simulta-

neously so that the ink tones run together, creating the impression of blurred,

wet surfaces.

As a revered master court painter, Kuo purposely cultivated his reputation

for virtuoso performance. A follower of occult Taoism, he practiced yoga. 45

PL 11. Kuo Hsi (ca. 1000 -ca.

1090). Old Trees, Level Distance.

Handscroll, ink and color on silk,

13^4 x 41/4 in. (35.9 x 104.8 cm).

Gift ofJohn M. Crawford, Jr., in

honor of Douglas Dillon, 1981

(1981.276)
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Trees, Level Distance, the ecstatic frenzy of Kuo's brushwork recalls the "un-

trammeled" painters of the T'ang dynasty, who would abandon themselves to

the act of painting, splattering ink and spreading it on the surface with their

hands. 47 Kuo's trees and rocks, shimmering, luminous, menacing, and vividly

transcending the ordinary, seem endowed with magical powers. A story by the

twelfth-century writer Teng Ch'un tells of the painter's fascination with forms

that seemed to materialize of their own accord:

[Kuo] told the wall plasterer not to use the trowel, but instead to throw

the plaster on the wall. . . . After the plaster had dried, applying ink to

modify the forms, he created mountain peaks, forests, and valleys, . . .

making them look as if they had been realized in heaven.
48

With the art of Kuo Hsi, we encounter a new landscape style. Defined by the

poetry of mist, it celebrates change and transitoriness. But above all, it is an

art in which human emotion {ch'ing) is newly incorporated as a compelling

reality.
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Overleaf

PI. 12a. Detail, pi. 12

Fig. 33. Wang Shen (ca. 1036-

after 1104). Misty River and

Layered Peaks, ca. 1084. Detail.

Handscroll, ink and color on silk,

i7
3
/4 x 65^8 in. (45.2 x 166 cm).

Shanghai Museum

Landscape ofExile

In the second half of the eleventh century, during the reign of Kuo Hsi's pa-

tron the emperor Shen-tsung, Northern Sung art and culture were at their ze-

nith. A galaxy of brilliant scholars, philosophers, and men of arts and letters

lived and worked in the Sung capital, Pien-ching. It was, however, during

these very years that all the best human resources were squandered by Wang

An-shih's unsuccessful reform policies and the ensuing political struggles

between his supporters and his detractors. Scarcely twenty years after Shen-

tsung's death, in the early years of the twelfth century, an entire generation of

talented men was gone—many of them having died in political exile—and

affairs of state, both domestic and foreign, had broken down beyond repair. In

1126, the Jurchen Chin invaders marched from the northeast and sacked the

capital, and the Northern Sung dynasty came to its tragic end.

Wang Shen (ca. 1036-after 1104), a gifted follower of Kuo Hsi, was mar-

ried to a sister of Shen-tsung; she died young in 1080. Holding Wang respon-

sible for the princess's untimely death, the grieving emperor sent Wang into

exile. After being reinstated in the capital in 1084, Wang painted Misty River

and Layered Peaks (fig. 33). A melancholy landscape poem that expresses the

poignancy of lost hopes, loves, and friendships, the painting represents the

brooding dream world of the unhappy exile. When the painter's friend Su

Shih saw the painting, he wrote the following poem:

In the mountains you look past the edge of the sun,

Seeing not the capital, Ch'ang-an, but only clouds and mists.

Returning to Ch'ang-an, you glance back at the mountains.

How times have changed!

Pi. 12. After Fan K'uan (active

ca. 990-1030). Landscape in the

Style ofFan K'uan, early 12th cen-

tury. Hanging scroll, ink and

light color on silk, 64^8 x 40^8

in. (165.8 x 103.8 cm). Gift of

Irene and Earl Morse, 1956 (56.151)
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Pipes and strings are no more, guests have long departed;

Only the moated carriage roads remain . . .

Never will you forget your days of exile;

While making merry, you will always sing of the mountain prison.
49

The great symbolic landscapes, while they are monumental evocations of

the early Northern Sung at the turn of the twelfth century, also reflect major

changes that occurred at this time. Landscape in the Style ofFan K'uan (pi. 12),

a large hanging scroll by an anonymous early twelfth-century painter, contin-

ues the early eleventh-century brush idiom of Fan K'uan (fig. 30). Here, how-

ever, the master's angular, nervously charged contour strokes and pointillistic

dots are softened, transformed into a generalized surface to suggest a hazy at-

mosphere. Overlapping mountain silhouettes, ranged from front to back in

a continuous sequence, dissolve at their base into surrounding mist, creating

a unified image. This new vision (as in Wang Shen's painting, fig. 33) is

achieved at the expense of both objective clarity and the intimation of endless

space, qualities that had distinguished the early Northern Sung works of Fan

K'uan and Ch'ii Ting (pi. 10). The landscape is now pushed back in space,

creating a psychological remove.

As a transitional work that marks the threshold of change between the

monumental and the intimate and personal, Landscape in the Style ofFan

K'uan speaks a language of crisis. The composition builds a sense of tension,

an unsettling surreality, by the use of the leaping scale of the three magni-

tudes—tiny figures, large trees, and enormous mountains—the dwarfed figures

appearing trapped in a frozen, unnatural space. The significant difference be-

tween this painting and the masterpiece by Fan K'uan is the spiritual gulf that

separates them. Here, we sense the malaise and anxiety that pervaded the

world of the late Northern Sung. By the early twelfth century, when good gov-

ernment had been irretrievably lost and men of principle had left the capital,

the monumental landscape idiom itself became a thing of the past. For by

then, most landscape painters had exchanged a vision of clarity, one that had

attained "truth," for a vision of uneasy foreboding, clouded by mists and fog.

An Earthly Paradise

At the beginning of the twelfth century, a dramatic shift of taste in landscape

painting, from Kuo Hsi's extravagant naturalism to a refined antiquarianism,

occurred under the patronage of Emperor Hui-tsung's (r. 1100-25) Painting

Academy. Teng Ch'un recounts that Hui-tsung, as soon as he became em-

peror, ordered the removal from his palaces of all pictures by Kuo Hsi, his

father, Shen-tsung's, favorite painter. When Teng Ch'un's own father served

on the Imperial Privy Council, he was given a new mansion by the emperor.

One day he discovered that a workman sent from the palace was dusting the

furniture with a piece of silk. The silk turned out to be a painting by Kuo

Hsi, recycled as a dust rag.
50
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With a full cycle of developing naturalism completed in the second half

of the eleventh century, early twelfth-century painters, under the influence of

the Academy, began to codify their techniques and to develop a new approach

to landscape. Whereas earlier landscape painters had devised new representa-

tional techniques, Hui-tsung's academic painters used formulaic brush idioms

and compositional schemata to illustrate literary and poetic themes. Han Cho

(active ca. 1119-26), for example, catalogued individual landscape techniques,

giving different names to specific texture patterns (ts'un) for modeling rocks:

There is the p'i-ma [draping hemp fiber] ts'un, the tien-ts'o [dotting and

crossing] ts'un, . . . the cho-t'a [cutting] ts'un, the heng [horizontal] ts'un,

and the yun-erh-lien-shui [uniform and connected, waterlike] ts'un. For

every dot and every stroke, there is an ancient and a modern school,

and special methods and rules."

Han's academic approach marked a new direction in landscape painting, a re-

turn, on the one hand, to earlier models for inspiration, and an exploration,

on the other, of linear and schematic abstraction and surface pattern.

Retreats in Spring Hills (pi. 13), a handscroll composition by an unknown

master executed in the archaic mineral-green color scheme, can be dated sty-

listically to the early twelfth century. Clusters of mountain peaks are ranged

horizontally in space in three compositional movements, the central, overlap-

ping peaks comprising both pointed and flat-topped formations (pi. 13a). The

mountains, trees, and clouds are drawn in a schematic idiom; the outlines and

Fig. 34. Illustration to the Sutra of

the Law (Fa-hua ching), T'ang dy-

nasty, 7th century. Detail, "Land-

scape." Wall painting from Cave

217, Tun-huang, Kansu Province
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texture strokes of the rocks are threadlike and linear; evergreens and deciduous

trees are depicted in needled or dotted patterns; and encircling mists are deline-

ated as outlined cloud scrolls.

As a color scheme, the "blue-and-green" {ch'ing-lu) idiom, exemplified in

Retreats in Spring Hills, refers to the archaic, flat, and decorative landscape

styles of the pre-T'ang and T'ang periods (fig. 34), in which schematic moun-

tain motifs are filled with bright and solid mineral-blue (azurite) and green

(malachite or copper carbonate) colors. Because of its use in the occult Taoist's

alchemical practices,
52

the malachite-green color scheme is also associated with

the representation of the theme of the Taoist immortals. The clustered peaks

in Retreats in Spring Hills hark back to the archaic space cells of Wang Wei's

Wang-ch'uan Villa (fig. 27), while the flat and opaque mineral-green color

scheme, in supressing natural shading, evokes the ethereal quality of T'ao

Ch'ien's "Peach Blossom Spring, "in which a timeless landscape is defined

structurally as beyond change. 53 The schematic landscape is a visionary one,

the emerald-green mountains seeming to float above sheets of water and encir-

cling mists. Unlike Ch'u Ting's Summer Mountains (pi. 10), which, with its

streams and passes winding through towering mountains, invites the viewer to

roam freely in space, Retreats in Spring Hills is a picture of myth and memory,

spatially closed to the viewer and reflecting the artist's inner world. Structur-

ally, it resembles Landscape in the Style ofFan K'uan (pi. 12), in which over-

lapping forms range from front to back in a unified spatial continuum. The

dating of the composition to the twelfth century is confirmed archaeologically

PI. 13. Unidentified artist (first

half of 12th century). Retreats in

Spring Hills. Detail. Handscroll,

ink and color on silk, \o/% x 110%

in. (26.7 x 281.6 cm). Bequest of

John M. Crawford, Jr., 1988

(1989.363.8)

Overleaf

PI. 13a. Unidentified artist (first

half of 12th century). Detail from

Retreats in Spring Hills
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by landscape fragments discovered at Kara-khoto, a Central Asian site datable

to between 1032 and 1226 (fig. 35). In the horizontal picture fragments, ner-

vous but fluent brushstrokes depict floating mountain peaks. The overlapping

mountain forms do not yet describe a ground plane; rather, mountain forms

are seen frontally and individually, fanning out in parallel vertical planes like a

deck of playing cards. Each mountain form fades into mist and water, thus

avoiding the problem of building a fully articulated mountain base.

Fig. 35. Landscape, late 12th-

early 13th century. Fragment of

a drawing on silk, discovered in

Kara-khoto from a site datable

to between 1032 and 1226
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Realistic Landscape

After the destruction of the Northern Sung capital by the armies of the invad-

ing Jurchen Chin in early my, Prince K'ang, the ninth son of Hui-tsung, was

proclaimed the new emperor, Kao-tsung (r. 1127-62), and a Southern Sung

court was established in Lin-an (modern Hangchow, Chekiang Province)

in 1 13 8. Although ruling only the southern half of the empire, the South-

ern Sung, supported by the agricultural wealth and expanding commerce,

trade, and industry of the Chiang-nan area, enjoyed unprecedented material

abundance.

Under the Southern Sung Painting Academy, re-established in Lin-an

in the 1160s, the landscape idioms of the early Northern Sung developed in

PI. 14. Attributed to Liu Sung-

nien (active ca. 1175-after 1195),

after Kao K'o-ming (ca. 1000-

1053). Streams and Mountains

Under Fresh Snow. HandscroII,

ink and color on silk, 16^8 x

95^16 in. (41.7 x 242.4 cm). Gift

of John M. Crawford, Jr., 1984

(1984.274)

Fig. 36. Chao Kan (active ca.

961-75). Early Snow on the River.

Detail. HandscroII, ink and color

on silk, 10/4 x 148/i in. (25.9 x

376.5 cm). National Palace

Museum, Taipei
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two seemingly different directions: on the one hand, there was the realistic

depiction of the soft, lush landscape of the south, and, on the other, a sche-

matic archaistic style, which reflected a nostalgic return to the lost monu-

mental northern landscape.

Streams and Mountains Under Fresh Snow (pi. 14), a handscroll formerly

attributed to the early Northern Sung court landscapist Kao K'o-ming (ca. 1000-

1053), is now reattributed to the Southern Sung court painter Liu Sung-nien

(active ca. 1175— after 1195). Kao's name is inscribed at the beginning of the

scroll, in the distinctive style of the Southern Sung emperor Li-tsung (r. 1224-

64; see pi. 38). Barnhart speculates that the scroll is an adaptation by Liu

Sung-nien recalling a Northern Sung palace wall painting executed by Kao in

the 1030s. 54 The original composition, which shows large foreground trees ris-

ing from the bottom to the top of the scroll, is in turn probably similar to

that of the late tenth-century handscroll Early Snow on the River, by Chao Kan

(active ca. 961-75; fig. 36). In Chao's composition, spatial organization is addi-

tive and there is no unified ground plane.

In the late twelfth- or early thirteenth-century adaptation, however, there

is a realistically represented Chiang-nan scene. Both in motifs and in composi-

tion, Streams and Mountains Under Fresh Snow closely resembles the winter

scene in Liu Sung-nien s Landscapes of the Four Seasons (fig. 37). Morning stirs

peacefully along a quiet riverbank covered by a light snow. In the foreground,

flanked by large deciduous hardwood trees and majestic twisting pines that rise

to the full height of the silk, is a hermitage, in which a seated gentleman and

Overleaf
two servants warm themselves with a brazier in the front hall. To the left of

PI. 14a. Detail, pi. 14 the pines, a man sets out on the river in a houseboat, and farther to the left,
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on the opposite bank, along a path with lush bamboos and rustling pines, a

lone traveler, bearing a shoulder pole, begins his day's journey.

The landscape elements, drawn with a sure sense of perspective and fore-

shortening, are treated as a spatially integrated physical environment (pi. 14a).

The rocks are modeled with bold ax-cut strokes, a hallmark of the Southern

Sung Academy style under the influence of Li T'ang (ca. ioyos-ca. 1150s;

fig. 79). Particularly striking is the organization of the landscape elements, ar-

ranged along a receding ground plane.

If we compare the early thirteenth-century Streams and Mountains Under

Fresh Snow with Travelers in a Wintry Forest (pi. 9), which dates to the early

twelfth century but follows a tenth-century composition, we can discern a dis-

tinct evolution. In the earlier work, the triangular spits of land that form the

shoreline are flat silhouettes stacked vertically on the picture plane, overlap-

ping at the top but disappearing into the silk at the base; discrete frontal mo-

tifs, they range sequentially through space, without a receding ground plane.

In Streams and Mountains, on the other hand, diagonally foreshortened plateau

motifs are skillfully employed to describe a ground plane that continuously re-

cedes and links the landscape elements. Landscape elements are no longer only

laterally placed or superimposed vertically on the picture plane; rather, they

are now seen in the context of spatial recession.

Fig. 37. Liu Sung-nien (active ca.

1175-after 1195). Landscapes ofthe

Four Seasons. Detail, "Winter

Scene." Handscroll in four sec-

tions, ink and color on silk, each

section 16/4 x 27^8 in. (41.2 x

69.5 cm). Palace Museum, Beijing
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Landscape ofNostalgia

By the thirteenth century, the heroic format of Northern Sung monumental

landscape was considered archaic. Side by side with lyric realism, there devel-

oped in late Southern Sung painting an opposite tendency for linearity and

schematic surface abstraction, a predilection most clearly expressed in the ar-

chaistic landscape idiom that looks back to the grand manner of the early

Northern Sung. A Bridge Over a Stream Among Steep Mountains (fig. 38), an

anonymous fan painting, exemplifies the essence of the archaistic formula. A
bird's-eye view of a vast expanse of mountain peaks depicted by triangular mo-

tifs with parallel folds, it shows a schematic "raindrop" surface pattern reminis-

cent of the early Northern Sung mountain textures of Fan K'uan (fig. 30) and

of Fan's Five Dynasties progenitors Ching Hao (ca. 870- ca. 930) and Kuan

T'ung (active ca. 907—23). There are no trees, but only foliage dots along the

contours of the mountains to reinforce the design. Despite this schematic ar-

chaism, the realistic compositional structure of the painting dates it to the mid-

dle of the thirteenth century; as the triangular mountains pile up on the

picture plane, their curving shorelines merge convincingly into the distance,

following a continuously receding ground plane.

Buddhist Temple in Autumn Mountains (pi. 15), a handscroll painted about

1250 and bearing a spurious signature of the early Northern Sung master Yen

Wen-kuei (active ca. 970-1030), shows a Southern Sung interpretation of Yen's

Fig. 38. Unidentified artist (mid-

13th century). A Bridge Over a

Stream Among Steep Mountains.

Fan mounted as an album leaf,

ink and light color on silk, 9^8 x

ioVs in. (25 x 27 cm). Liaoning

Provincial Museum, Shen-yang
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monumental landscape style. Modeled after a composition similar to Yen Wen-

kuei's Pavilions Among Rivers and Mountains (fig. 39), it displays scallop-edged

mountain folds with a mixed dotted and ax-cut texture pattern and intricately

drawn spiky branched trees in the tradition of Li Ch'eng and Kuo Hsi.

Painted at a time when Southern Sung landscapists usually depicted Chiang-

nan in a softly intimate and naturalistic style (pi. 54), the archaistic idiom rep-

resented an expressionist mode with a strong emotional element. In precisely

drawn hard-edged images, the handscroll created for the southern urban dwell-

ers a nostalgic return to the heroic mountains and streams of their lost north-

ern homeland.

The realistic landscape structure of Buddhist Temple in Autumn Mountains

is achieved at the expense of its power to suggest infinite space. When com-

pared with the awesome vistas of the early Northern Sung landscapes of Yen

PI. 15. After Yen Wen-kuei (active

ca. 970-1030). Buddhist Temple in

Autumn Mountains, mid-i3th cen-

tury. Detail. Handscroll, ink and

light color on silk, 12^/16 x 126^2 in.

(32.5 x 321.4 cm). Purchase, The

Dillon Fund Gift, 1983 (1983.12)

Fig. 39. Yen Wen-kuei (active ca.

970-1030). Pavilions Among Riv-

ers and Mountains. Detail. Hand-

scroll, ink and light color on

paper, 12/2 x 63/1 in. (32 x 161 cm).

Osaka Municipal Museum of Art
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Wen-kuei and Ch'ii Ting (pi. 10), its peaks and valleys seem physically con-

tained and measurable. In marking the end of the monumental tradition of

landscape painting, however, this archaistic work of the thirteenth century,

with its schematic texture pattern, nevertheless defines and establishes the early

Northern Sung Fan K'uan-Yen Wen-kuei landscape idiom for later landscape

painters. By the time a full-scale revival of Northern Sung styles was under

way during the fourteenth century, this handscroll composition had become

an important prototype for late Yuan and early Ming landscape painters, who

increasingly turned to art rather than to nature for inspiration.
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The Art of the

Scholar- Officials

During the Northern Sung period there existed a close correlation between art

and politics. In the second half of the eleventh century, imperial China wit-

nessed the tragic failure of the most ambitious court-initiated political and

social reform ever attempted. As a result, a schism developed within the Confu-

cian state between imperial state power and the scholar-officials' ideological

moral authority.
1

Yet, during the same years, some of the most revered of

China's cultural and artistic figures—Su Shih, Li Kung-lin, Huang T'ing-

chien, and Mi Fu, among others—created a brilliant artistic revival that has

led some modern scholars to describe the period as the Chinese Renaissance.
2

It was a time of growing imperial absolutism and moral crisis, but it was also a

time during which scholar-official artists, through the study of art and the cul-

tivation of the self, broke away from official conventions to create new, indi-

vidualistic styles.

The central figure in this historical and cultural drama was the scholar-

official, whose personal and political dilemma is best described in Li Kung-

lin's illustration for Chapter 17 of the Classic ofFilial Piety (pi. 8e). In the

upper left, a scholar-official "advances at the court . . . [thinking] only of dis-

charging his duties to the fullest"; in the lower right, the same man, now se-

questered in his private garden, either in exile or in retirement, contemplates

"amending his errors." Li's illustration, in presenting the two sides of the

scholar-official's life, the public and the private, points to the confrontation

of two conflicting Confucian ideals, that of political engagement, on the one

hand, and that of moral self-cultivation,' on the other. In Confucian society,

where commerce and trade were deemed (in principle) unimportant and their

implementation was relegated to the lower classes, the scholar's choice in life

was either to serve the emperor in government or, in retirement, to venture

into the world of arts and letters.

The scholar-officials of the late Northern Sung lived at a time when an

emergent psychological reality demanded a new mode of expression reflecting

a changed world, a world that could no longer be described by the narrative

and didactic conventions of the artisan painters. Rejecting the imitation of out-

ward reality—Su Shih boldly condemned "anyone who judges painting by

form-likeness [as having] merely the insight of a child" 3—they experimented

with "unlikeness" (pu-ssu) and with the unbeautiful in an attempt to express

their own inner vision, and through an exploration of the self, they discovered
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and defined their own individuality, creating an art that is subtle, cerebral, and

introverted, and in its complex derivation from ancient forms, often difficult

and profound.

Politics and Art

Scholar-official art, because it was a direct outgrowth of the political and social

fabric of the Northern Sung, must thus be understood within the context of

that world. The first Sung emperor, T'ai-tsu (r. 960-76), a young general who

usurped the throne in 960 at the age of thirty-two, saw as his greatest objec-

tive the subordination of military forces to the central government. The most

significant corollary of this effort was the emperor's show of deference to the

Confucian scholar-officials, symbolized by his admonition to his successors to

refrain from punishing court officials by execution, to the extent that through-

out the Sung dynasty the dual principles of downgrading the military and up-

holding Confucian ideals remained the cornerstones of official policy.

With an improved education and examination system, the Confucian

dream of having young scholars from humble origins rise within the political

bureaucracy to serve the state was not only attainable but seemed to offer un-

limited possibilities. The scholar-officials, once presented with such opportuni-

ties, proved to be competitive and dynamic. Early Sung Confucian scholars

were taught to regard themselves as a ruling elite, and they spoke confidently

of reform and sacrifice. In the words of the eleventh-century reformer-states-

man Fan Chung-yen, they were the "first in worrying about the world's trou-

bles, and last in enjoying its pleasures."
4

Despite a rapidly expanding population and increasing prosperity through

growth in trade and commerce, the Northern Sung government was militarily

weak. It never regained the sixteen prefectures ceded in 936 by a previous re-

gime to the Khitan Liao, its powerful neighbor to the northwest, and in Janu-

ary 1005 was forced to pay the Liao an annual tribute of 100,000 taels of silver

and 200,000 bolts of silk. In 1044, after a serious military defeat, a similar

agreement was reached with its northwestern neighbor the Tangut (partly Ti-

betan) state of Hsi-Hsia (see Map 2, p. 42). By the mid-eleventh century, the

government was increasingly plagued by insufficient revenue and by corrup-

tion and incompetence in local government. Social unrest led to armed upris-

ings among farmers and unemployed soldiers. As difficulties mounted, a series

of court-initiated reforms were attempted, but court politics resulted in violent

shifts in policy and leadership. Without an institutional mechanism for recon-

ciling their differences, bickering scholar-officials fell into bitter partisan wran-

gling. A relentless cycle of persecution and recrimination ensued, ultimately

destroying the effectiveness of the Northern Sung government.

In 1068, the young emperor Shen-tsung (r. 1067-85) directed his chief

minister, Wang An-shih (1021-1086), to implement a massive campaign of gov-

ernment reform. Wang, described by some modern Chinese historians as

China's first socialist, attempted to institutionalize the fiscal management of
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the empire by reorganizing the tax system, initiating changes in agriculture,

trade, and national defense, and in the education, examination, and civil ser-

vice systems. 5 Because of his activist policy in imposing regulatory systems,

Wang was labeled a Legalist, an epithet traditionally associated with the des-

potic First Emperor of Ch'in (r. 246-210 B.C.). It was the most comprehensive

implementation of social and economic change ever attempted in imperial

China, and it stretched the limits of court-initiated reform within the Confu-

cian system of government. Wang's assertive policies, especially his corvee tax,

paying tax instead of rendering service, met with violent opposition by the ma-

jority of the scholar-official conservatives and those representing entrenched

local interests and customs. In the end, most reform measures were rescinded,

and though the state's tax revenues improved, social discontent mounted.

But the anti-Wang conservatives, besides advocating the ancient virtues of

simplicity in government, moral idealism, and basic human values, had no re-

form program of their own. Their response to governmental crisis tended to

be pedantic and inflexible. Because they tried to deal with problems through

rigid moral standards and historical precedent, they resorted to exhortation

rather than action. In considering the ills of government and society, they saw

their task as the reform of man rather than of institutions. They subscribed to

moral education, which, they believed, would lead to the transformation of

human society. Earlier, the eminent statesman and historian Ou-yang Hsiu

(1007-1072), for example, in his widely read "Essay on Fundamentals," envi-

sioned the perfect social order in a golden age regulated by ritual, a society in

which social function would be matched by moral value.
6
Drawing an analogy

between an ailing society and a sick man, Ou-yang deduced that a society, like

an individual, must be healed through the cultivation of the moral self.

Responding to a crisis in the education system, Ou-yang led a "return to

the past" {fu-ku) movement, advocating the use of a simpler, less stylized an-

cient prose {ku-wen) style in literary composition. In 1057, as the chief exam-

iner for the chin-shih degree, he downgraded the ornate late T'ang parallel

prose (rhymed prose in couplets) in favor of a plain, ancient prose, placing em-

phasis on content rather than on style.

The same year, the most accomplished chin-shih candidate was Ou-yang's

protege Su Shih (1037-1101). A brilliant essayist, Su Shih, in his analysis of con-

temporary problems through historical analogy, combined Confucian morality

with Confucian pragmatism. While his eloquence made him an instant celeb-

rity at court, and though he often disagreed with many conservative policies,

Su's intellectual and emotional affinity with the conservatives brought him

into inevitable conflict with the advocates of reform headed by Wang An-shih.

As a consequence, he suffered a fate shared by many high officials, that of re-

peated exile. Banished in 1079 to Huang-chou, a backwater in southeastern

Hupei, he was recalled to the capital in 1085, after the death of Emperor Shen-

tsung, when the conservatives returned briefly to power. Exiled again in 1097

to the remote southernmost island of Hainan, he died in 1101, soon after re-

ceiving a pardon from the new emperor, Hui-tsung.
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Throughout the eleventh century, scholars heatedly debated the relation-

ship between wen, or literary and artistic culture, and the Tao, the Great Way

in general and Confucian teachings in particular. The Neo-Confucian philoso-

pher Chou Tun-i (1017-1073) reiterated the T'ang scholar Han Yu's belief that

art must convey or serve the Tao. Pure art, art for art's sake
—

"the painting of

small branches and leaves"—was considered elegant dissipation and therefore

morally wrong; the only justification for art was a didactic one, the illumina-

tion of the Tao, an activity represented by the moral and historical illustrations

of the professional artisans.
7 For Su Shih, however, art was deemed significant

precisely because, in embodying the Tao, it was itself valid as a way of life and

thus worthy of being embraced by the scholar. For Su, art—perceived not so

much as a vehicle for the artist as something that chooses him as its vehicle

—

was a means of achieving the power of Tao. For it was through the creation of

the self that the artist captured the Tao and through the expression of the Tao

that the self was created. Su Shih's interest in Taoist philosophy and Ch'an

Buddhism led him to celebrate naturalness and spontaneity in art. "Tao can be

made to come, but cannot be sought," he wrote. "My writing swells up like

ten thousand gallons of water at the wellhead, erupting through the ground,

spilling over the flat valley, and running unchecked for thousands of //' a day."
8

It was thus the threat of a faction-ridden society, which forced the schol-

ars to withdraw from political engagement, that gave birth to the scholar-

official tradition in art. For in retreat, the scholar-official shifted his energies

from the realm of public affairs to the cultivation of the moral self, from poli-

tical reform to artistic sublimation. During his Huang-chou years, Su Shih

was visited frequently by friends and followers, including many Buddhists and

Taoists, with whom he exchanged poems and works of art and who then made

known his works among scholar-officials throughout the empire. Su Shih in exile

became the undisputed leader of the cultured world of the late Northern Sung.

Calligraphy as Paradigm

Calligraphy for the scholar-artist was an art of paradigm, perceived as a means

of partaking of the ever-dynamic field of nature's creativity. The physical act

of applying brush to paper led the Chinese artist to characterize calligraphy's

function in cosmogonic terms. The blank paper surface represents the uni-

verse, which in the beginning existed in undifferentiated oneness; the first

stroke, born of the union of brush and ink, establishes on paper the primary

relationship between yin and yang; and each new stroke, combining with the

old, creates new yin-yang relationships, until the whole is reconciled and again

united into the harmonious oneness that is the Tao of the universe. With the

edge of the brush (keeping the tip to one side), the artist makes a "square"

brushstroke; with the center of the brush (containing the tip within), he

makes a "round" brushstroke. While the tip of a brush makes fine lines, a

brush saturated with ink makes broad ink washes. Brush and ink, in their

infinite line-and-surface, bone-and-flesh, hard-and-soft, and dry-and-wet com-
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binations, can theoretically represent or signal everything in the universe. In

practicing calligraphy, the artist is both a participant and an observer, discover-

ing in the process technical principles of brushwork and composition and, by

responding to earlier styles, reaching an understanding of such concepts as im-

itation and creativity, orthodoxy and individuality, revival and synthesis.

Concerned with both the immediate present and a long past, calligraphy

is at once the most rigorously disciplined and the most fiercely individualistic

of the arts. Every calligrapher begins by emulating ancient styles. Since to emu-

late is to perform a physical act generated from within, the wise student learns

not to be a slavish imitator but to seek self-realization. Learning calligraphy

thus has less to do with what one studies than with the development of one's

inner resources. Although fine calligraphers abound in history, stylistic innova-

tors are comparatively rare. In the second half of the eleventh century, late

Northern Sung China saw the ascendancy of several bold innovators, calligra-

phers whose highly individual styles changed the history of Chinese art.

Ancient Chinese script evolved slowly over a period of more than two mil-

lennia before arriving at a modern, "regular" script in the third century a.d.:

from the "seal" {chuan) script of the Shang, Chou, and Ch'in periods (ca.

1500-206 B.C.) through the "clerical" (//') script of the Han period (206 b.c-

a.d. 220) to the "regular" (cheng or k'ai), "running" (hsing), and "cursive," or

"grass" (tsao), forms of the Wei, Tsin, and Six Dynasties periods (a.d. 220-

618). Starting with the curvilinear, picturelike form of the archaic seal style

(figs. 40, 41), executed in strokes of even thickness and done with a stylus or

a brush, the written character moved first toward the standardized, squared-off

Han clerical script (fig. 42), whose horizontal and vertical strokes cross each

other at right angles and whose uniform characters are aligned on a grid pat-

tern in columns reading from top to bottom and right to left. In the next

stage, slanting and undulating brushstrokes of varying thicknesses developed,

reflecting the flexible movements of the brush, which replaced the stylus as the

standard writing implement in the later clerical script. In the regular and run-

ning scripts (figs. 43, 44), the written character was transformed into a bal-

anced composition of subtly interacting brush forces {pi-shih).

The first master of the early regular script was Chung Yu (151-230), chief

minister to the Wei emperor Wen-ti (r. 220-26). An early Northern Sung

study of Chung Yu is found in the imperial anthology of 992, Calligraphic

Works in the Ch'un-hua Palace, in which copies of six works attributed to

Chung are reproduced. 9 The copies are believed to be by two leading fourth-

century calligraphers, Wang Hsi-chih and his son Wang Hsien-chih. The

most important of these is the Memorial on an Announcement to Sun Ch'iian

(fig. 43), the original datable to 221, said to be a freehand copy by Wang Hsi-

chih. Another important work, the Memorial Celebrating a Victory (fig. 45),

the original dated 219, made in the T'ang period (618-906) and presumed to

be an exact tracing copy of a work by Chung, is described in the late North-

ern Sung Catalogue of the Imperial Calligraphy Collection During the Hsiian-ho

Era, dating to about 1120, as the "ancestor" of regular script.
10
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Fig. 40. Seal script. Detail from a rub-

bing of a bronze ritual vessel, Shang

dynasty, ca. nth century b.c. Formerly

David Weill Collection, Paris

Fig. 41. Seal script. Detail from a rub-

bing of Stone Drums, Eastern Chou

dynasty, ca. 422 B.C.

Fig. 42. Clerical script. Detail from a

rubbing of the stele Commemorating the

Temple ofthe Western Peak, Mount Hua,

Eastern Han dynasty, dated a.d. 165.

Shodo Hakubutsukan, Tokyo

But it was the fourth-century "calligraphic sage" Wang Hsi-chih (ca. 303—

ca. 361), considered the greatest master in both the regular and the running

scripts, whose writing became the leading model for calligraphers of the T'ang

period. Sung Rubbings of T'ang Engravings ofEight Kinds of Tsin and T'ang

Small Regular Script Writings (pis. 16a, b), an early Northern Sung album of

rubbings of eight calligraphic classics from the Eastern Tsin (317-420) and

T'ang periods, bears the palace seals, dated 1034, of the Hsi-Hsia kingdom in

northwestern China.
11

Judging from the worn state of the stone surfaces, the

engravings from which these rubbings were made probably date from the

T'ang period. The album begins with the Essay on General Yiieh I, dated 348

(pi. 16a), which is regarded as the most reliable example of Wang Hsi-chih's

small regular script. Its well-formed square characters, with carefully articu-

lated brushwork and balanced composition, represent the prototype of the

T'ang style of small regular-script writing.

In the same album is the legendary Preface to the Gathering at the Orchid

Pavilion (pi. 16b and fig. 46a), the most well known running script work attrib-

uted to Wang Hsi-chih. The circumstances surrounding the writing of the Pref-

ace occurred on the third day of the third lunar month of the year 353. Wang

Hsi-chih and his friends, with Wang's nine-year-old son, Hsien-chih, tagging

along, had gathered at the Orchid Pavilion in Kuei-chi, Chekiang Province, to

celebrate the springtime rite of purification. The weather that day was fine and

the scenery unsurpassed. Sitting alongside a stream, the friends held a poetry
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Fig. 43. Regular script, after Chung Yu

(151 230), copy attributed to Wang Hsi-

chih (ca. 303-ca. 361). Memorial on an

Announcement to Sun Ch'uan, dated 221.

Detail from a rubbing from the anthol-

ogy Ch un-hua Palace. Neiraku

Bijitsukan, Nara

Fig. 44. Running script, attributed to

Wang Hsi-chih (ca. 303-ca. 361). Detail

from the Ting-wu rubbing of Preface to

the Gathering at the Orchid Pavilion,

dated 353

contest, drinking freely as cups of wine placed on leaves floated downstream;

additional cups were drunk in forfeit by those who did not finish their poems

within the allotted time. When the contest was over, Wang Hsi-chih com-

posed a preface for the poems that had been written. Dashing off the 324-

word essay in twenty-eight columns in a burst of inspiration, Wang produced

one of the most brilliant pieces of calligraphy ever created.

The documented history of the Preface to the Gathering at the Orchid

Pavilion manuscript begins in the time of the early T'ang emperor T'ai-tsung

(r. 626-49), a devoted student of Wang Hsi-chih and the compiler of a com-

prehensive collection of Wang's surviving works. In 636, upon acquiring the

reputedly original "ink trace" {mo-chi) of the treasured manuscript, the em-

peror had ten tracing copies made by four of his leading court calligraphers.

The tracing copies were, in turn, engraved in stone, and from them hundreds

of rubbings were made and disseminated throughout the empire. The most fa-

mous of the copies is the Ting-wu version (figs. 44, 46b), reportedly made by

the renowned calligrapher Ou-yang Hsiin (557-641).

Although some modern scholars suspect that the T'ang emperor's prized

manuscript of the Preface to the Gathering at the Orchid Pavilion was a clever

ancient forgery,
12

it no doubt represents the best of the Wang Hsi-chih tradi-

tion of running script writing in the early seventh century. Moreover, all the

surviving T'ang copies of this work more accurately reflect the elegant, fully

developed T'ang taste than the simple, archaic style of the original
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Fig. 45. Attributed to Chung Yu

(151-230). Memorial Celebrating a

Victory, dated 219. Detail from a

rubbing mounted as an album,

each leaf 9^8 x 10%. in. (24.6 x

27.2 cm). Shodo Hakubutsukan,

Tokyo

fourth- century master calligrapher. Indeed, it was its very T'ang characteristic

of intricate brushwork and sophisticated composition that made the work an

ideal model for T'ang and later calligraphers who continued to follow, and de-

velop, the orthodox Wang tradition.

The Taoist text Spiritual Flight Sutra (pi. 17), attributed to the early

eighth-century calligrapher Chung Shao-ching (active ca. 713-41) and
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PI. 16a. Attributed to Wang Hsi-chih (ca. 303-ca. 361).

Detail from Essay on General Ytieh I ( Yiieh I lun). From Sung

Rubbings of Tang Engravings ofEight Kinds ofTsin and Tang

Small Regular Script Writings, bearing an imperial seal of the

Hsi-Hsia datable to 1034. Album of 45 leaves, ink on paper,

maximum size 9^8 x 3^16 in. (23.8 x 9.6 cm). Purchase, The

Dillon Fund Gift, 1989 (1989.141.2)
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Fig. 46a. Detail, pi. 16b

Fig. 46b. Detail, fig. 44

PI. 16b. Attributed to Wang Hsi-

chih (ca. 303-ca. 361). Detail

from Preface to the Gathering at

the Orchid Pavilion. From Sung

Rubbings of Tang Engravings of

Eight Kinds of Tsin and Tang

Small Regular Script Writings,

bearing an imperial seal of the

Hsi-Hsia datable to 1034. Album

of 45 leaves, ink on paper, maxi-

mum size 9^8 x y'Ai, in. (23.8 x

9.6 cm). Purchase, The Dillon

Fund Gift, 1989 (1989.141.2)

commissioned in 738 by the princess Yii-chen, a daughter of the emperor Hsiian-

tsung,
13
exemplifies the highly sophisticated court style of the High T'ang

period. The small-size regular script (each character is about a half inch high;

pi. 17a) is balanced and harmonious, with every stroke, hook, and dot per-

fectly defined and executed. Applied with a stiff, long-pointed brush, each

stroke shows clean, crisp movements, with graceful, saber-sharp turns. Individ-

ual characters are straight and upright, firmly built and with a rectangular

frame of supports and walls. The construction of the characters reveals an ana-

lytical process, whereby different types of brushstrokes are seen as "forces"

{shih) of a dynamic composition, each having a perfect form and "method"

{fa) of interacting with another stroke, and each character, with its elegant,

carefully considered deployment of these forces, exemplifying a model of physi-

cal equilibrium and spiritual repose.

Thus, from after the fall of the Han dynasty in the early third century

through the late T'ang in the early tenth century, the history of calligraphy

saw the completion of a full cycle of development—from the simple, archaic

proto-regular script of Chung Yu to a complex and sophisticated "modern"

court style.
14

The principal models for early Northern Sung calligraphers were Wang

Hsi-chih (ca. 303-ca. 361; fig. 44 and pi. 16a), who continued to be regarded

as the prototypical calligrapher, and the eighth-century master Yen Chen-

ch'ing (709-785; fig. 47), whose art represented the culmination of the

orthodox Wang Hsi-chih tradition of the High T'ang period. While

members of the aristocracy and high court officials collected great original

works of art as China's cultural patrimony, ordinary students of calligraphy

had access only to rubbings of stone engravings or woodblocks of famous

masterworks. During the early Northern Sung dynasty, the study of fine callig-

raphy was encouraged by court sponsorship. In 992, Emperor T'ai-tsung

(r. 976-97) commissioned an anthology of rubbings, Calligraphic Works in the

Ch'un-hua Palace, to be selected from calligraphies in the imperial collection

and printed in ten chiian, or volumes, five of which were to be devoted to

works attributed to the two Wangs, Wang Hsi-chih and his son Wang Hsien-

chih (344-388). Compiled by the court calligrapher Wang Chu (active ca.

990), whose connoisseurship was less than exemplary, the rubbings made from

the numerous recuttings of the original carvings of 992 achieved wide circula-

tion but were responsible for a general lowering rather than heightening of ar-

tistic standards.

By the late Northern Sung period, there was a general belief that the end-

less repetition, via rubbing reproductions, of the T'ang models had evolved

into a style that was increasingly dull and mechanical. After noting that all

forms of artistic endeavor had reached their zenith in the eighth-century High

T'ang period and declined thereafter, Su Shih, for example, lamented that

"nowadays every calligrapher tries to follow Yen Chen-ch'ing [709-785] and

Liu Kung-ch'iian [778-865]; the ancient brush methods of Chung Yu [151-

230] and Wang Hsi-chih are in inexorable decline." The archaic styles of
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PI. 17. Attributed to Chung Shao-ching (active ca. 713-41). Spiritual Flight Sutra, ca. 738.

Detail. Album of nine leaves, ink on paper, each leaf 8^16 x 3)2 in. (20.8 x 8.9 cm). Purchase,

The Dillon Fund Gift, 1989 (1989. 141. 1)
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Fig. 47. Yen Chen-ch'ing (709-785). De-

tail from a rubbing of the stele Record of

the Altar ofthe Goddess Ma-ku, dated 771

Chung and Wang, unlike those of Yen and Liu, were, according to Su Shih,

"relaxed, easy, and simple."
15

There was, during this time of political and cultural ferment, an insepara-

ble kinship between political idealism and moral self-cultivation as reflected in

literary and artistic expression. Motivated by the same reformist zeal that in-

cited Ou-yang Hsiu to write about a moral Utopia, and echoing Ou-yang's

campaign for the ancient-prose style in literary composition, late Northern

Sung scholar-artists tried to rejuvenate calligraphy by returning to a less or-

nate, more archaic model. As an alternative to the orthodox Wang Hsi-chih

model favored by the T'ang and early Northern Sung calligraphers, they

looked back even further in history, to Wang's progenitor Chung Yu.

The Recluse

A radically different style is seen in the calligraphy of Li Kung-lin. In his tran-

scription of the text of the Classic ofFilial Piety, which accompanies his

illustrations (pi. 8b), Li created a new, personal idiom in the archaic mode of

Chung Yu.
16 A descendant of the tenth-century Southern T'ang royal family

and thus a wealthy landowner and able to pursue the life of a scholar, Li, after

earning his chin-shih degree in 1070, took the unusual step of retreating to the

Lung-mien (Sleeping Dragon) Mountains, southwest of his native city of Shu-

ch'eng, in southern Anhwei Province. There, calling himself the Hermit of

Lung-mien, he began to develop his family property—following in the tradi-

tion of the Wang-ch'uan Villa of the T'ang poet Wang Wei (699? -761?)

—
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Fig. 48. After Li Kung-lin (ca.

1041-1106). T'ao Ch'ien Returning

Home, 12th century. Detail.

Handscroll, ink and color on silk,

14^16 x 204)16 in. (37 x 518.5 cm).

Freer Gallery of Art, Smithsonian

Institution, Washington, D.C.

(19.119)

a rambling landscape of twenty scenic sites that he called the Lung-mien

Mountain Villa.
17

One of Li's lost works is an illustration of Returning Home, by the fourth-

century recluse poet T'ao Ch'ien (365-427), preserved in an early twelfth-

century copy (fig. 48).
18

In the last quarter of the eleventh century, with

heightened factionalism at court and increasing conflict between following a

political career and fulfilling a moral life, there developed among the scholar-

official class a fascination with T'ao, who, having quit the tedious existence of

a frustrated bureaucrat, composed the immortal rhapsody:

To leave all this and return home! . . .

As it is my own doing that makes my mind my body's slave,

Why should I continue in melancholy and lonely grief?

Daily I stroll contentedly in my garden,

There is a gate, but it is always shut. . . .

The clouds rise aimlessly from the mountain peaks,

The birds, when weary of flying, know it is time to return. . . .

Here I enjoy honest conversation with my family,

And take pleasure in my books and zither to dispel my worries. . . .

Climb the eastern banks and whistle long and high,

Or sit by the clear stream and compose a poem,

So, in accord with nature's cycle, may I return to extinction

Rejoicing in Heaven's command.' 9

In T'ao Ch'ien, whose retreat from society served Heaven's command rather

than that of the emperor, Li Kung-lin saw a model he wished to emulate, and

in his way of life, the path he wished to follow.
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PI. 8f. 7£<? Classic ofFilial Piety.

Detail from Chapter 9, "Sage's

Rule" (see also pi. 8b, pp. 52-53)

Overleaf

PI. 8g. The Classic ofFilial Piety.

Detail from Chapter 9, "Sage's

Rule" (pi. 8f)
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As a recluse calligrapher, Li purposely cultivated a rustic, primitive style,

with simplified brushwork and loose, open forms (pi. 8f). In contrast to Chung

Shao-ching's polished brushwork and elegant, balanced composition (pi. 17a),

Li's blunt brushwork and unbalanced configuration aptly reflect the casual, un-

fettered nature of a reclusive scholar who "never for one moment forgot the

mountains and the forests."
20

If we take as a sample the character pu (figs. 49a- f), we can clearly trace

the evolution from the second-century Han archaic clerical writing through

Chung Yu, Wang Hsi-chih, and the T'ang court style to Li Kung-lin's late

Northern Sung rustic revival of the primitive Chung Yu mode. The Han cleri-

cal script (fig. 42), which is rooted in the archaic tradition of monumental in-

scriptions designed with a stylus, shows evenly controlled round brushwork

and squat characters in a balanced, architectonic configuration that are uni-

form in size and set in a grid pattern; in the clerical pu (fig. 49a), a perfect T
establishes the main frame, while the two oarlike diagonal strokes, balancing

to the left and to the right with flaring, brushed terminals, give the character a

graceful upward tug. In Chung Yu's Memorial Celebrating a Victory (fig. 45),

written in the epistolary style, the controlled, balanced clerical structure gives

way to the freely interacting brushstrokes and compositions of regular script.

In Chung's hand, the individual characters are irregularly shaped, unbalanced,

and varying in size, with lopsided radicals and diagonals that stretch and con-

tract. Chung's pu (fig. 49b) projects the lateral force of the character, stretch-

ing the horizontal stroke and compressing the vertical element, and creating a

springlike tension within the form by pulling apart the upper and lower parts

of the character. In Wang Hsi-chih's copy of Chung's work (fig. 43), both the

brushwork and the compositional imbalance are moderated. Wang's copy of

Chung's pu (fig. 49c) retains Chung's form, but with a subtly restrained brush-

work. Wang's own pu (fig. 49d), representing the developed regular script,

shows interacting brushstrokes within a dynamically balanced structure. In

Chung Shao-ching's eighth-century pu (fig. 49e), which is modeled after

Wang's, the complex brushwork attains its ultimate purpose. Individual

brushstrokes, each in a prescribed form playing an assigned role, act and re-

spond to one another to build an edifice that is elegant and harmonious. Four

beautifully defined strokes graciously follow and interact with one another to

render the character. First a horizontal stroke at the top arches subtly from left

to right, then a saberlike thrust to the lower left is followed by a solidly

planted countervailing vertical, and finally the character is completed by a

long, graceful mark that pulls into the lower right corner. Rather than a static,

two-dimensional design, the elegantly brushed character, embellished with a

lustrous ink surface, resembles a living sculpture breathing freely in space.

Finally in Li's pu (fig. 49O—the character coincidentally denotes nega-

tion, defiance, and disapproval—the blunt immediacy of the brushwork dra-

matically repudiates Chung Shao-ching's refined movements in the orthodox

Wang Hsi-chih tradition, returning to the "relaxed, simple, and easy" model of

Chung Yu. The artlessness of Li's calligraphy invites an emotional response. As
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Figs. 49a-f. The character pu

a. Detail from a rubbing of the

Ts'ao Ch'iian stele, dated 185

b. Attributed to Chung Yu (151—

230). Detail from Memorial Cele-

brating a Victory (fig. 45)

c. Attributed to Chung Yu (151 —

230) . Detail from Memorial on an

Announcement to Sun Ch'iian

(fig- 43)

d. Attributed to Wang Hsi-chih

(ca. 303 -ca. 361). Detail from

Essay on General Yiieh I (pi. 16a)

e. Attributed to Chung Shao-

ching (active ca. 713-41). Detail

from Spiritual Flight Sutra (pi. 17)

f. Li Kung-lin (ca. 1041-1106).

Detail from The Classic ofFilial

Piety (pis. 8a-g)

Fig. 50. Illustrated Catalogue of

Antiquities in the Hsiian-ho Pal-

ace, preface dated 1120. Detail,

ting ritual bronze vessel

a psychological diagram, the character is an expression of the calligrapher's

inner being. Broad and open, but strongly unconventional, it is marked by a

stubborn quality that reflects the character of an individual unfit for an active

and social life at court. In Li's calligraphy we see, in short, a poignant self-

portrait.

The calligraphy is characterized by a historical approach that is both radi-

cal and reductionist. During the second half of the eleventh century, there was

a developing interest in archaeology and in the collecting of antique objects.

Conservative reformers, espousing a return to the past, saw themselves as the

custodians of an ancient cultural heritage. Ou-yang Hsiu, in 1061, completed

one of the earliest works on epigraphy, the Collection ofAncient Inscriptions.

Liu Chang (1019-1068), an early connoisseur of archaic ritual bronze vessels,

published the first illustrated collection catalogue, entitled A Record ofAncient

Vessels from the Ch'in Dynasty (221-206 B.C.), which reproduced engraved draw-

ings of the vessels and rubbings of their inscriptions.
21

Li Kung-lin, inheriting

his love of art from his father, who had collected early masterworks of paint-

ing and calligraphy, expanded his own selection to include ancient objects.

Having assembled a large collection of archaic ritual bronzes, jades, and inscrip-

tions in archaic scripts, Li himself compiled a catalogue, Illustrated Archaeology,

which became the model of the imperial-sponsored Illustrated Catalogue of

Antiquities in the Hsiian-ho Palace (fig. 50).
22

Thus, Li's calligraphy is inextricably bound both to the historical study of

art and archaeology and to the collecting of antiquities. Returning to the third-

century model of Chung Yu, he began by copying rubbings and committing

their forms to memory (figs. 51a, b). Certain characters in Li's transcription of

the Classic ofFilial Piety (fig. 51a) resurrect the rubbing forms (fig. 51b), bring-

ing Chung's vividly to life. He also made a close study of historical sources,

carefully examining not only archaic scripts in metal and stone carvings but

also Han writings on bamboo and wood slips (fig. 52). Having a grasp of the

art-historical evolution of the written character, from the Han clerical to

Chung Yu's proto-regular script, he then re-created Chung Yu's style, forming

his own personal archaizing idiom.

Li discovered a new approach to brushwork through the study of the

"metal and stone" scripts {chin-shih-hsueh), imitating the cast or chiseled effect

of monumental bronze or stone inscriptions. Regular and running scripts, used

for free epistolary writing, are expressive of a soft, agile brush, making intricate

"flicking and kicking" {t'iao-t'i) movements (figs. 43 and 44, and pi. 17a). Ar-

chaic metal and stone (or seal and clerical) scripts, on the other hand, used in
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monumental bronze or stone inscriptions and cast or carved directly into the

metal or the stone, are usually executed in a simplified round or square pattern

(figs. 40, 42, 43). In the inscription on the late Eastern Chou Stone Drums

dating to about 422 B.C. (fig. 41), a celebrated monument of ancient epigraphy

discovered in the T'ang period, for example, individual characters are made of

round, curvilinear strokes of even thickness that are bent like "iron wires."

And in a Buddhist stone inscription dated 498, at Ku-yang Cave in Lung-men,

Honan Province (fig. 53), the characters, set in a grid pattern, display a hard-

edged square or angular brushwork.

In simplifying his brushwork, Li eliminates the small "flicking and kick-

ing" movements of the T'ang style (pi. 17a), returning to the two basic ap-

proaches, round and square. Using Han, Wei, and Northern Wei models, he

experiments with various brush techniques—round, triangular or square,

hooked, trembling, and flaring—freely mixing monumental knife-cut effects

with freehand, brushed effects and using both the curve and the square for cor-

Figs. 51a, b. The calligraphy of

Li Kung-lin (ca. 1041-1106) and

Chung Yu (151-230)

a. Li Kung-lin. The characters

shih, k'o, pen, su, and ssu, details

from The Classic ofFilial Piety

(pis. 8a-g)

b. After Chung Yu. The charac-

ters shih and k'o , details from

Memorial on an Announcement to

Sun Ch'tian (fig. 43); the charac-

ters t'ien, shou, and ssu, details

from Memorial Celebrating a

Victory

Fig. 52. Writing slips, Han dy-

nasty, 2o6b.c.-a.d. 220. Bam-

boo. Academia Sinica, Taipei

Fig. 53. Rubbing of the stele Rec-

ord ofa Statue Donated by Shih

P'ing-kung, dated 498, from the

Ku-yang Cave, Lung-men,

Honan Province. Detail. Album,

each leaf 13/^ x 6^8 in. (33.8 x 16.3

cm). Shodo Hakubutsukan,

Tokyo
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Fig. 54a. Li Kung-lin (ca. 1041-

1106). The characters huo, fa,

kuan, ta, and chih, details from

The Classic ofFilial Piety (pis.

8a-g)

Fig. 54b. Characters from antique

sources: tz'u, detail from a rub-

bing of the I Ying stele, dated 153;

fa, detail from a rubbing of the

Wei Ling-tsang Hsiieh Fa-shao tsao-

hsiang chi stele, dated 500-503;

kuan, detail from the K'ung-miao

li-ch'i stele; t'ien, detail from the

Chang Ch'ien stele, dated 186;

ch'i, detail from Memorial Cele-

brating a Victory, dated 219

(fig- 45)

Figs. 55a-d. The characters kuan

(a, b, c) and ch'in (d)

a. Ou-yang Hsiin (557-641). De-

tail from a rubbing of the stele

Inscription for the Sweet Spring at

the Palace ofNine Accomplish-

ments, dated 632. Shodo

Hakubutsukan, Tokyo

b. Yen Chen-ch'ing (709-785).

Detail frdm Record ofthe Altar of

the Goddess Ma-ku

c. Li Kung-lin (ca. 1041-1106).

Detail from The Classic ofFilial

Piety (pis. 8a-g)

d. Li Kung-lin (ca. 1041-1106).

Detail from The Classic ofFilial

Piety (pis. 8a-g)

ner constructions (figs. 54a, b). Working within the squat formation of the cler-

ical script, he sets off extended horizontals and diagonals against compressed

vertical elements to form loose, open structures with new, idiosyncratic pat-

terns and contrasts, frequently pushing parts of the character off-balance to

create a sense of the unexpected.

In the character kuan (figs. 55a- c), for example, which is made of two

elements placed side by side, the T'ang masters are concerned with individual

brushstrokes and the building of an ideal form, while Li draws the character

freely, in a seemingly careless manner. The early seventh-century master Ou-

yang Hsiin (557-641; fig. 55a), treating his carefully articulated brushstrokes as

mutually interacting forces, builds the two halves of the characters as additive

components; while they successfully balance each other, they remain separate

and independent. In the second half of the eighth century, Yen Chen-ch'ing

(fig. 55b) effectively integrates the two halves of the kuan into a single design

by having them fit into and respond to each other; the round brushstrokes

suggest a continuous flow of energy throughout the form, giving the composi-

tion a single structural purpose. But in Li Kung-lin's kuan and ch'in (figs. 55c,

d), the more loosely organized components create playfully idiosyncratic pat-

terns. In rejecting both intricate brushwork and the idea of building a beauti-

ful character, he draws or "paints" his calligraphy for purely expressive

purposes

.

Many centuries later, Li's work came under close scrutiny and Li himself

was suspected of involvement in a scandal. Throughout the Yuan and Ming

A
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dynasties (i4th-i7th centuries), the most widely used model of Chung Yu's

style was the Memorial Recommending Chi-chib (figs. 56, 57), a work that was

said to have been recorded in 1185 in a Southern Sung anthology.
23 Wang Shu

(1668-1743), a leading early Ch'ing scholar, in his analysis of the calligraphy,

argued that it was a late Northern Sung forgery.
24 And having made a study of

Li's calligraphy in the early seventeenth-century anthology of rubbings Calli-

graphic Works in the Hall of Wild Geese (fig. 58) rather than in the original

(pi. 8f), Wang Shu boldly speculated that the person responsible for this clever

deception was none other than Li Kung-lin.

Until very recently, it had not been possible to verify Wang Shu's asser-

tions, since the Memorial Recommending Chi-chih was known only through en-

gravings, the original manuscript having been destroyed early in this century.

A photograph of the lost manuscript has, however, recently been discovered

(fig. 56) ,

25 which has enabled us to compare the calligraphy with that of Li

Kung-lin. While the composition of the characters closely resembles Li's, the

brushwork is demonstrably weaker, devoid of the quality of variety and sponta-

neity that so vividly characterizes Li's style. Not only can we now absolve Li

Kung-lin of complicity, we can also confidently attribute the Memorial Recom-

mending Chi-chih to an early twelfth-century follower of Li. That all major

Yuan, Ming, and early Ch'ing artists who followed Chung Yu's calligraphic

style (among them, Ni Tsan, Chu Yun-ming, Chu Ta, and Shih-t'ao) used the

Memorial as their principal model is indicative of Li Kung-lin's success in estab-

Fig. 56. Forgery of Chung Yu

(151-230). Detail from Memorial

Recommending Chi-chib. Hand-

scroll. Present location unknown

Fig. 57. Forgery of Chung Yu

(151-230). Rubbing of Memorial

Recommending Chi-chih, early

12th century. Private collection,

Japan
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Fig. 58. Rubbing from Calli-

graphic works in the Hall of Wild

Geese, compiled by Tung Ch'i-

ch'ang in 1603. Detail from The

Classic ofFilial Piety, Chapter 9,

"Sage's Rule" (pi. 8f). Marquand

Library, Princeton University

lishing the style of Chung Yu and in defining his idiom as the preferred mode

of the anti-orthodox recluse-scholar.

The Exile

In 1085, Emperor Shen-tsung died suddenly. As the new emperor, Che-tsung,

was less than ten years old, the dowager empress Kao served as regent during

the first seven years of his reign. The conservative party was again in power,

and Su Shih, a favorite of the empress, was brought back from exile and made

a tutor of the young ruler. In 1088, Su, the acknowledged leader of the capital

literati, was named chief examiner of the chin-shih examination. He im-

mediately appointed several of his young friends and followers, including Li

Kung-lin and Huang T'ing-chien, to the position of examination grader. Until

1094—the term 1086-93 corresponding to the emperor's minority rule during

the Yiian-yu reign—the capital, Pien-ching, under the influence of Su Shih

and his friends, enjoyed a brilliant cultural renaissance.

Huang T'ing-chien (1045-1105), from Fen-ning, Kiangsi Province, was

the son of a poet, a nephew of a famous book collector, and through two suc-

cessive marriages a son-in-law of two well-known literary figures. He achieved

his chin-shih degree in 1067, became a professor in 1072 at the imperial Acad-

emy in the northern capital, Ta-ming-fu, Hopei Province, and served in sub-

prefectural posts in Kiangsi and Shantung. In 1085, at the age of forty, he was

made a reader at the imperial library at Pien-ching, assisting in the compilation
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Fig. 59. Attributed to T'ao Hung-

ching (452-536). Burying a Crane,

ca. 512-14. Detail. Rubbing of an

inscription carved on a boulder,

Chiao-shan island, Chen-chiang,

Kiangsu Province. Fujii Yurinkan,

Kyoto

of the annals of the reign of Emperor Shen-tsung. By that time, he had al-

ready established his reputation as a leading poet and was a close friend and

follower of Su Shih. After the death of the dowager empress, however, the re-

form party was reinstated in 1094, and Su Shih and his friends again came

Fig. 60. Huang T'ing-chien

(1045-1105). Scrollfor Chang Ta-

tung, dated 1100. Detail. Hand-

scroll, ink on paper, 13/2 x i^/s

in. (34.2 x 554 cm). Lent by John

B. Elliott, The Art Museum,

Princeton University (L.1969.180)
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Fig. 6ia. Huang T'ing-chien

(1045- 1105). The character she.

Detail from Scrollfor Chang Ta-

t'ung (fig. 60)

Fig. 61b. Attributed to T'ao

Hung-ching (452-536). The char-

acter ch'in. Detail from Burying a

Crane (fig. 59)

Fig. 62. Huai-su (725-785).

Autobiographical Essay, dated 777.

Detail. Handscroll, ink on paper,

11^16 x 295^8 in. (28.3 x 755 cm).

National Palace Museum, Taipei

under censure. Although Huang T'ing-chien never held any office high

enough to involve him in political infighting, his close association with Su was

alone sufficient to result in his denunciation. Huang was exiled to Szechwan

Province in 1094, pardoned in early 1100, and exiled again in 1103 to Kwangsi

Province, where he died in late 1105.

A highly disciplined and hardworking Confucian scholar, Huang T'ing-

chien in exile turned to Taoism and Ch'an (Zen) Buddhism, to poetry and cal-

ligraphy. The principal models for early Northern Sung calligraphy were Wang

Hsi-chih (fig. 44) and the eighth-century master of regular script Yen Chen-

ch'ing (fig. 47). Yen was a scholar and statesman of great personal integrity. A
courageous defender of T'ang territories during the rebellion of An Lu-shan,

he later died at the hands of another rebel general. His robust calligraphic

style shows powerful, squarely built characters and perfectly articulated

brushstrokes. Early Northern Sung Neo-Confucian scholars saw Yen's style as

the embodiment not only of aesthetic perfection but also of the moral upright-

ness and courage of the Confucian scholar-hero. Huang T'ing-chien, however,

was dissatisfied with the rigidity and oversophistication of early Northern Sung
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calligraphy and had little use for most T'ang calligraphy, with the exception of

that by Yen Chen-ch'ing. He complained that "the untrammeled quality of the

calligraphy of Wang Hsi-chih and his son [Wang Hsien-chih] is missing [in

the work of the T'ang masters] Ou-yang Hsiin [557-641], Yii Shih-nan [558-

638], and Ch'u Sui-liang [596-658 ]." 26

Having rejected the T'ang models, Huang, like Li Kung-lin, turned to ar-

chaeological sources for inspiration. One of the most influential was a sixth-

century stone inscription, today known as Burying a Crane (fig. 59). Sometime

before the eleventh century, on the island of Chiao-shan, near Chen-chiang on

the southern shore of the Yangtze River, the cliff bearing the inscription was

struck by lightning. Falling to the waters below, the stone broke into several

pieces. During the eleventh century, the broken stones, with their bold, unor-

thodox calligraphic style were discovered, creating great excitement among

scholars. For Huang T'ing-chien, who believed the inscription to be the work

of Wang Hsi-chih, Burying a Crane was a model of simplicity and an expres-

sion of deep psychic energy, the plain, rounded forms and dynamic, asymmet-

Pls. 18a, b. Huang T'ing-chien

(1045- 1105). Biographies ofLien

Pb and Lin Hsiang-ju, ca. 1095.

Details. Handscroll, ink on paper,

i2%s x 717 in. (32.5 x 1822.4 cm).

Bequest of John M. Crawford,

Jr., 1988 (1989.363.4)
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Overleaf rically balanced characters representing the very antithesis of the laboriously
PI. 18c. Detail from Biographies of L i j .. L j-i-ij
,. n , i t ' t t ' « balanced square compositions he so disliked.
Lien Fo and Lm Jisiang-ju 1 r

Huang described his own generous running script— for example, the pow-

erful calligraphy on the Scrollfor Chang Ta-t'ung, dated noo (fig. 60)— as

pure movement and energy, emphasizing the momentum, or "brush force"

(sbib), of each individual stroke (fig. 61a).
27

Instead of following the upright

forms of Yen Chen-ch'ing (fig. 47), Huang preferred the oblique, unbalanced

forces of Burying a Crane. But while he imitated Burying a Crane, he did not

copy it (fig. 61b). The secret of imitation, he wrote, is to let "the mind re-

spond to suggestion." "When I use a quotation from the past, it becomes an

elixir that transforms iron into gold."
28 Huang simplified his writing by the use

of round brushwork, carefully concealing the tip of the brush at the center of

each stroke. Holding the brush perpendicular to the paper, he wrote with his

wrist and elbow suspended. In this way, he followed through on each stroke

with the power of his entire arm and body rather than flicking the brush with

his wrist and fingers. "Hold the palm round and hollow while the fingers grip
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Fig. 63. Wang Hsi-chih (ca. 303-

ca. 361). Ow Seventeenth Day.

Detail. Sung rubbing mounted as

an album, ink on paper, each

page x 5 in. (24.5 x 12.75 cm)-

Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Wan-go H. C.

Weng, 1991. The Metropolitan

Museum of Art (1991.380)

the brush firmly and solidly," he wrote, stressing the importance of "holding

back as well as releasing energy."
29

Indeed, the strength of his grip was so pow-

erful that it imparted a tremulous quality to the stroke.

In his "wild cursive" {k'uang-ts'ao) style, Huang found an expressive me-

dium well suited to his strong, individualistic personality. The Biographies of

Lien Fo and Lin Hsiang-ju (pis. 18a, b), dating to about 1095, during Huang's

first exile,
30

is a long handscroll of 203 lines and 1,700 characters. Written in

a wild, flying cursive style, the text is taken from the Records ofthe Grand

Historian (Chapter 81), by the great Han dynasty scholar Ssu-ma Ch'ien

(145-86 B.C.), which tells of the political rivalry between two chief ministers of

the kingdom of Chao during the Warring States period. Huang's transcription

of the text ends with the remark by the minister Lin Hsiang-ju, "The reason I

have avoided confrontation with General Lien is that the needs of the country

must take precedence over any personal grievance! "(pi. 18c) Huang, writing

this piece in exile, no doubt had in mind the bitter factional struggles at the

capital, of which he was an unwitting victim.
31

It is said that Huang T'ing-chien did not believe he had mastered the cur-

sive style until 1099, when, exiled in Szechwan, he had a chance to study the

famous Autobiographical Essay by the eighth-century T'ang "cursive sage" the

Buddhist monk Huai-su (725-785), a copy of which is now in Taipei (fig. 62).

It was Huai-su's belief that he did his best work while inebriated, when, in a

state of high exhilaration, "his mind and his hand worked together in perfect

harmony in the pursuit of pure adventure."
32

In the Autobiographical Essay,
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Figs. 64a -c. The character kuan

a. Wang Hsi-chih (ca. 303-

ca. 361). Detail from On the

Seventeenth Day (fig. 63)

b. Huai-su (725-785). Detail

from Autobiographical Essay

(fig. 62)

c. Huang T'ing-chien (1045-

1105). Detail from Biographies of

Lien P'o and Lin Hsiang-ju (pis.

i8a-c)

Huai-su's characters are linked together to form a rapid, uninterrupted flow

of darting, looping brushstrokes. Coursing the brush over the paper with ex-

ploding speed to form characters of dramatically different shapes and sizes,

Huai-su transformed the wild cursive into a unified design that reflects the ele-

mental forces of nature. Viewed character by character, however, the elements

of Huai-su's cursive writing, typical of the T'ang period, are firmly rooted in the

cursive clerical (ts'ao-li) tradition of Wang Hsi-chih (fig. 63), which shows bal-

anced forms with level horizontals, erect verticals, and smooth, round curves

and loops. Judging by the confidence and precision with which he carried out

the fine details of his characters, it is clear that Huai-su had so thoroughly ab-

sorbed the Wang Hsi-chih model that his hand could barely move fast enough

to capture the fleeting images on paper.

Indeed, Huang's cursive writing in the Biographies, in both individual

character formation and emotional content, is very different from that of Huai-

su. In contrast to Huai-su's balanced elements, Huang's horizontals and verti-

cals tilt and abut one another; his forms willfully expand, contract, collide,

and merge; his loops are wound tightly, with a jerk or a twist, as his brush

turns abruptly, suddenly reversing itself in direction. In the character kuan, for

example, while Huai-su's rendition (fig. 64b) turns Wang Hsi-chih's form

(fig. 64a) into a graceful skater's dance, with gliding side steps and a series of

smooth, intricate twirling movements, Huang's powerful, struggling brush-

work (fig. 64c) is challenging and stubbornly resistant.

Like Li Kung-lin, Huang was an avid student of all forms of ancient

calligraphy, including not only scripts incised in metal and stone but also

brush or stylus writings on bamboo and wood slips. Envisioning the commu-

nion between the brushwork and compositional principles of all ancient writ-

ings, Huang observed, in a colophon dated 1099, that "cursive writing shares

the methods and ideas of the tadpole, the seal, and the clerical scripts."
33 In

archaic seal inscriptions (fig. 65a) the deep, rounded brushstrokes, cast or chis-

eled into the metal or stone surface, show the plastic energy of a sculpted

object.

In his wild cursive writing Huang also creates vivid, three-dimensional im-

ages. Huai-su is said to have remarked once to Yen Chen-ch'ing, "When I see

extraordinary mountains amid summer clouds, I try to re-create them. Good

b
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Fig. 65a. The character chi. Detail

from Stone Drums (fig. 41)

Fig. 65b. Huai-su (725-785).

The character chi. Detail from

Autobiographical Essay (fig. 62)

Fig. 65c. Huang T'ing-chien

(1045-1105). The character ch'eng.

Detail from Biographies ofLien

P'o and Lin Hsiang-ju (pis. i8a-c)

calligraphy resembles a flock of birds darting out from trees, or startled snakes

scurrying in the grass, or cracks bursting in a shattered wall." 54 While Huai-su

creates swirling patterns on the picture surface (fig. 65b), Huang's twisting,

turning brushstrokes (fig. 65c and pi. 18a) move three-dimensionally in space.

Seeing calligraphy as abstraction or pure movement, Huang described it

by using the musical concept of "resonance" (yiin), or musicality. 35 Huang,

like Li Kung-lin an ardent admirer of the fourth-century recluse poet T'ao

Ch'ien, compared T'ao's unadorned, natural poetry to the "music of a string-

less zither,"
36

the sound beyond the notes. Huang's cursive calligraphy achieves

a similar effect, and from his brush and ink traces emerges an imposing person-

ality, that of an individual who remains, after nine hundred years, defiantly res-

olute, and direct in his expression.

Although Su Shih believed that artistic development had reached its ze-

nith in the eighth century, it is clear that in the late eleventh century, Huang

T'ing-chien's art represented not an end but a beginning. Viewing the archaic

past as the exemplar for the future, late Northern Sung scholar-artists per-

ceived themselves as part of a great tradition, one that had thrived long before

they were born and would survive long after they had died. By achieving self-

realization through their response to ancient models, Li Kung-lin became

Chung Yu and Huang T'ing-chien became Huai-su. But in the process of cre-

ative assimilation, a transformation took place that permanently altered the

course of the future.

The Eccentric

A very different personality from Huang T'ing-chien was Mi Fu (1052-1107).

Never having earned a chin-shih degree and therefore consigned to a modest

official career, Mi Fu gained fame instead as Sung China's prototypical bohe-

mian scholar-artist.
37 Born in early 1052 in Hsiang-yang, Hupei Province, Mi

Fu was the son of a military official and a lady-in-waiting to the wife of the fu-

ture emperor Ying-tsung (r. 1064-67). Because of his family connections to the

imperial household, in 1070, at the age of eighteen, he became a reader at the

imperial library and in 1074 served briefly as a district officer in the southern

city of Kuei-lin. He then held a clerical position in Ch'ang-sha, Hunan Prov-
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ince. Beginning in 1081, he spent about ten years traveling through China,

studying private collections of ancient calligraphy and painting. Having estab-

lished himself as a distinguished connoisseur and scholar-artist, he visited and

became friends with many of the leading scholar-officials and statesmen of his

time, including in 1083 the former prime minister Wang An-shih, who was liv-

ing in Nanking, and in 1084 Su Shih, then in exile in Huang-chou. Between

1086 and 1088, he finished his first work on ancient calligraphy, the Catalogue

ofPrecious Specimens of Calligraphy Visited

f

Mi was nonconformist and impractical. With an obsessive single-minded-

ness, he devoted his life to the study and collecting of fine calligraphy and

painting, strange garden rocks, and rare, early inkstones. To his Neo-Confu-

cian contemporaries, his rejection of the conventional paths to success and his

excessive attachment to art objects bore the marks of an eccentric. Calling him-

self the Wild Scholar of Hsiang-yang, he was known as Mi the Crazy. Anec-

dotes about Mi Fu abound in history. As a minor official, he had to rely on

his wit and cleverness to gain access to highly placed art collectors. In his writ-

ings, he railed against socially privileged but culturally ignorant buyers of art

and boasted of outwitting them with forgeries and copies. But because he did

not collect for the purpose of material gain (he gave away his family wealth to

poor relations), his unconventional behavior was tolerated, even admired, as

harmless personal foible.

In 1092, he was appointed the district magistrate of Yung-ch'iu, Honan

Province. But, taking action "in ignorance of government policy,"
39 he ran

afoul of the tax collector and, brought back to the capital only two years later,

was tried, convicted, and dismissed from office. Between 1099 and 1101, he was

assigned to a state waterways agency, supervising the collecting and transporta-

tion of grain tax from the Lake T'ai area to the capital. Traveling on Lake T'ai

and along the Grand Canal to the north, he often sailed, in a houseboat bear-

ing the sign "The Mi Family Calligraphy and Painting Barge," with his collec-

tion of calligraphy and painting scrolls.

Mi finally won court recognition as a calligrapher after the new emperor,

Hui-tsung, ascended the throne in 1101. In 1105, Mi was named the sole Doc-

tor of Calligraphy and Painting at Hui-tsung's newly created Calligraphy and

Painting Institute. A great admirer of Mi, the emperor reportedly tried to

shield him from criticism, saying that "such a brilliant person should not be

judged by ordinary rules of etiquette."
40 The prime minister, Ts'ai Ching, also

an admirer, is said to have remarked, "Mi Fu is the kind of person we must

have one of, but cannot afford to have two of!"
41 Again, due to some infrac-

tion of the law, an imperial censor had Mi demoted to a minor post in

Kiangsu. He died there in 1107.

With his incomparable knowledge of ancient calligraphic styles, Mi devel-

oped an encyclopedic approach to his own calligraphy. He has given an ac-

count of his course of study, methodically working backward step by step

from the T'ang masters Yen Chen-ch'ing and Liu Kung-ch'iian through the

early T'ang back to the Tsin and Wei and finally to the earliest sources:
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In the beginning I studied Yen Chen-ch'ing [fig. 47]; I was then six or

seven years old. I practiced characters in a large format, but I was not

yet able to do small-size writing. I became attracted to the tight composi-

tion of Liu Kung-ch'uan. ... I [also] studied Ou-yang Hsiin [fig. 55a],

but before long my writing began to look like a wood-block print or the

sliding beads of an abacus. I then became enamored of Ch'u Sui-liang's

style, which I studied the longest. ... I went through all the antholo-

gies of rubbings [figs. 43, 44, 63]. Gradually, I moved back to the

[Western] Tsin and Wei styles [primarily the two Wangs; figs. 44, 63 ]

,

cultivating the plain, light [ping-tan] style. Passing over the method of

Chung Yu [fig. 43], I studied a [second-century] stone stele [see fig. 42].

. . . For the seal script, I admired "A Chant Cursing the Ch'u People"

[ca. 320 B.C.] and the Stone Drums inscription [ca. 422 B.C.; fig. 41]. I

also gained insight into writings on bamboo slips [fig. 52], done with a

bamboo stylus dipped in lacquer, as well as into the wonders of archaic

inscriptions on bronze vessels [fig. 40] ,

42

And later he wrote, "Before I was able to establish my own style, people criti-

cized my calligraphy as merely the scribbling of an antiquarian. It was not

until after I reached old age that I found my own style."
43

A complex and willful individual, Mi lived a life of paradoxes. Because he

was sensitive about his non-Chinese origins (his remote forebears had emi-

grated from the Central Asian region of Sogdia), he was inordinately proud of

his native Hsiang-yang and imagined himself a descendant of the ancient

kings of Ch'u, rulers of Hsiang-yang during the Warring States period. Devot-

ing himself to the finer things of the world, he possessed the connoisseur's

fierce dedication to high standards, yet he flouted material wealth and disre-

garded social conventions. With unparalleled skills, he was a chameleonlike im-

itator of styles, yet he disdained technical facility, achieving mastery of ancient

styles only to reject them. He was the most technically accomplished calligra-

pher ever to have advocated simplicity and spontaneity, and he held up the

"plain and natural" (p'ing-tan t'ien-chen) style as his aesthetic goal.

Mi Fu was highly critical of the T'ang masters, including Yen Chen-

ch'ing. "From the time Yen Chen-ch'ing began to follow Ch'u Sui-liang,

achieving fame for his 'flicking and kicking' brushstrokes, his style became too

affected," he wrote. "[Yen's style] lacks simplicity and a certain light and natu-

ral quality."44 Mi made a careful study of the works of Wang Hsi-chih and

Wang Hsien-chih, but reaching yet further back in history he passed over

Chung Yu, since he had "not seen a single ink work from the Wei period [a.d.

220-65 ],"45 and turned instead to archaeological materials such as bamboo

slips and bronze and stone inscriptions. He was finally inspired by the earliest

seal script, the pictograph. "In the seal script," he wrote, "individual characters

are sometimes large and sometimes small, representing the forms of a hundred

things [in nature]. Alive and full of motion, round and complete, each is a self-

contained image."
46

In Mi's famous Letter About a Coral Tree (fig. 66), datable to the last
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Fig. 66. Mi Fu (1052-1107). Let-

ter About a Coral Tree, ca. noi.

Album leaf, ink on paper, io/z x

i%Vz in. (26.6 x 47.1 cm). Palace

Museum, Beijing

Fig. 67. Pictograph from a yu

bronze ritual wine vessel, Shang

dynasty, I3th-nth century B.C.

Rubbing. Museum Purchase from

the C. D. Carter Collection, Gift

of the Arthur M. Sackler Foun-

dation, The Art Museum,

Princeton University (1965-5)

years of his life, he drew a magnificent three-pronged coral mounted on a

metal stand. The drawing resembles a pictograph found on a Shang dynasty

bronze ritual vessel (fig. 67), in which the twisting, writhing, round strokes give

the image a three-dimensional quality—what Mi calls an "eight-sided" {pa-

mien) look.

The large handscroll Poem Written in a Boat on the Wu River (pi. 19) was

done around 1100, when Mi was in the Lake T'ai region. Sailing in his house-

boat on the river and surrounded by the splendors of nature, Mi, master of his

own universe, wrote his large-size calligraphy in an unbridled running-cursive

style. Su Shih described Mi's calligraphy as "a sailboat in a gust of wind, or a

warhorse charging into battle."
47 Asked by Emperor Hui-tsung to compare his

own calligraphy with those of his famous contemporaries, Mi Fu had replied,

"Huang T'ing-chien draws [miao] his characters, Su Shih paints [hua] his . . .

[but] I sweep [shua] mine."48

Whereas in Huang T'ing-chien's wild cursive (pi. 18), characters are sub-

sumed by an exuberant rhythmic flow and movement, Mi Fu's images stand

alone, powerfully individual. The dramatic visual impact of Mi's characters is

rivaled only by that of Yen Chen-ch'ing (fig. 47), the T'ang calligrapher whose

"flicking and kicking" brush methods Mi had, ironically, decried. In the char-

acters kuan (figs. 68a, b) and chan (figs. 69a, b), for example, where Yen em-

phasizes articulation of brushwork and stability of composition, Mi ignores

structure in favor of brush force, speed, and movement.

Large characters (figs. 68b, 69b), for Mi, "should look as if they were

small ones, complete with sharp-edged strokes, and without an artificial and
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Pi. 19a. Mi Fu (1052-1107). Poem Written in a Boat on the Wu River, ca. 1100. Detail. Hand-

scroll, ink on paper, 12/46 x 220^4 in. (31.3 x 559.8 cm). Gift of John M. Crawford, Jr., in honor

of Professor Wen Fong, 1984 (1984.174)
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Overleaf

PI. 19b. Detail from Poem Written in a

Boat on the Wu River
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Figs. 68a, b. The character kuan

a. Yen Chen-ch'ing (709-785).

Detail from Stele for the Yen

Family Ancestral Temple (fig. 55b)

b. Mi Fu (1052-1107). Detail

from Poem Written in a Boat on

the Wu River (pis. 19a, b)

h

Figs. 69a, b. The character chan

a. Yen Chen-ch'ing (709-785).

Detail from a rubbing of Poem to

Send Off General Pei. Shodo

Hakubutsukan, Tokyo

b. Mi Fu (1052-1107). Detail

from Poem Written in a Boat

on the Wu River (pi. 19b)

labored look."
49 Like Huang T'ing-chien (fig. 60), Mi favored calligraphy with

"oblique" (ts'e) rather than frontal and upright forces, so that his characters

usually tilt to one side. But whereas Huang's brushwork is tightly controlled,

Mi's is loose, spontaneous, and unpredictable. While Huang gripped his

brush, Mi believed the brush should be held easily, with a light touch: "Let

the palm arch loosely and freely, so that the brush movement can be swift and

natural, and can happen unintentionally. . . . The pressure of the fingers on

the brush should not always be the same; let it be natural and spontaneous."
50

Mi's chan, which means "to battle" (fig. 69b), was formed the same way

as his pictographic coral tree (fig. 66); he painted the character by giving free

rein to his brushwork, allowing the stroke to twist and turn sculpturally in

space. For Mi, the most powerful calligraphic image must, ultimately, resemble

the ancient pictograph, which is "alive and full of motion, round and complete."
51

Hermitage by the Sea

The rise of a new class of amateur scholar-official painters in the second half

of the eleventh century profoundly influenced the nature of late Northern

Sung landscape painting. River Village in Autumn Dawn (pi. 20), attributed to

Chao Ling-jang (active ca. 1070-after 1100), an imperial scion and a nephew

of Emperor Shen-tsung, depicts a quiet riverbank on a cold autumn morning.

Because of Chao's aristocratic background, critics at first dismissed him as a

mere dabbler in small scenes, incapable of painting important landscapes.
52

It

is said that as a member of the imperial family, Chao was obliged to live

within five hundred li (less than two hundred miles) of the capital, Pien-ching.
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Each time Chao made a painting, a friend would joke with him, "This must

be the result of another trip to your family tombs in the suburbs!" 53 In River

Village, a damp mist enshrouds a cluster of houses nestled among trees, the

early morning stillness broken by the flight of wild geese; a fisherman sits be-

neath a thatched hut, silently awaiting his first morning catch. As a turning

away from the complex, monumental "true" landscape favored by Emperor

Shen-tsung, Chao's art anticipates the refined antiquarianism of Hui-tsung's

Painting Academy (pi. 13).

In a colophon on River Village, the leading early Yuan scholar-official

artist Chao Meng-fu (1254-1322) sees Chao Ling-jang's misty landscape as

representing the "hermitage by the sea [ts'ang-chou]" a reference to the famous

lines by the fifth-century recluse Yuan Ts'an:

Though I live at the center of the kingdom,

I have left my soul in my hermitage by the sea.
54

Like Yuan Ts'an, Chao Ling-jang in River Village expresses his longing for free-

dom. A representation of an unattainable dream of a nobleman in confine-

ment, Chao's poignant landscape savors of the same melancholic feeling that

pervades the work of another imperial clansman, Wang Shen (fig. 33).

There occurred during this time a conscious convergence between paint-

ing and calligraphy, the twin arts of the scholar-official. As Li Kung-lin and

Mi Fu had "painted" their calligraphy, so Chao Ling-jang now "wrote" his

paintings. In treating landscape elements as schematic shapes and patterns on

the picture surface, Chao nevertheless transformed his simplified brushwork

and broad ink wash into a moving, natural vision.

River Village, a painting by a scholar-official, like a scholar-official's callig-

raphy owes its inspiration to ancient styles. Like Li Kung-lin, who painted

human figures using calligraphic formulas, Chao achieves his landscape with

simplified brushwork and compositional schemata. Mi Fu was the first to note

that Chao Ling-jang drew on scenes attributed to the T'ang poet-painter

Wang Wei (699? -761?) for his own compositional patterns.
55 River Village rep-

resents the return of landscape as narrative and poetic illustration. A student

of the early masters and a collector of ancient paintings, Chao reflects both the

archaic space cell of Wang Wei's Wang-ctiuan Villa (fig. 27) and the composi-

tions of Lu Hung (fig. 28).

In a now missing colophon written on River Village, Chao Meng-fu had

referred to the composition as "a copy of Wang Wei's Riverbank After Snow.""*
6

Snow on the Riverbank (fig. 70), a handscroll attributed to Wang Wei, in its

composition resembles River Village.''
7 Both landscapes show typical late elev-

enth-century innovations. The landscape forms range from front to back in a

continuous sweep, and foreground and background elements are telescoped to-

gether, with distant landscape elements seen through the trees in front.

Though linked to Wang Wei's Riverbank After Snow by its title, Snow on the

Riverbank, in strongly reflecting Chao Ling-jang's style as well as composition,

appears to be a painting after Chao rather than a work by Wang Wei.
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Cloudy Mountains

Mi Fu, the foremost art critic and connoisseur of his time, wrote the influen-

tial History ofPainting and was instrumental in defining the late Northern

Sung scholar-official taste in both painting and painting history. Rejecting

Kuo Hsi's emotional naturalism in landscape painting (pi. n), Mi advocated a

reexamination of the Southern landscape style of the long-neglected tenth-cen-

tury master Tung Yuan (fig. 31), the "plain and natural" quality of which he

considered essential to good art. In pursuing the ideal of naturalness, Mi cre-

ated landscape forms using found objects as well as brushes. According to the

thirteenth-century writer Chao Hsi-ku,

Mi was not a born painter, but because he was steeped in the landscapes

he so loved, his imitations of them captured the essence of their natural-

ness. When he made "ink plays [dots]," he did not always use a brush;

he would paint with strips of twisted paper or sugarcane husks, or even

the seedpods of lotus flowers.
58

PI. 20. Attributed to Chao Ling-

jang (active ca. 1070-after 1100).

River Village in Autumn Dawn.

Handscroll, ink and color on silk,

9^16 x 41 in. (23.6 x 104.2 cm).

Purchase, Gift: of J. Pierpont Mor-

gan, by exchange, 1973 (1973.121.2)

Fig. 70. Attributed to Wang Wei

(699?~76i?). Snow on the River-

bank. Handscroll, ink and color

on silk, 9% x 64^8 in. (24.8 x

162.8 cm). National Palace Mu-
seum, Taipei
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Although no paintings by Mi Fu survive, we may speculate on the origins

of his style. In 1074, at the age of twenty-two (twenty-three sui), while serving

as a district officer in the southern city of Kuei-lin, Kwangsi Province, Mi had

a portrait of himself carved in the stalactite Cave of the Returning Pearl, Huan-

chu-tung (fig. 71). Though never mentioned in any historical writings on Mi,

the verdant, conical mountains of Kuei-lin, covered with swirling clouds

(fig. 72), probably inspired Mi's famous "ink dot" {Mi-tien) style of the so-called

landscapes of cloudy mountains.

The Mi family ink-dot technique is well represented by the works of Mi

Fu's son Mi Yu-jen (1074-1151).
59 Growing up in the area of the Hsiao and

Hsiang rivers, Mi Yu-jen spent much of his adult life in Jun-chou, Kiangsu

Province, where his formerly peripatetic father had a more permanent home in

the 1090s. The oldest of Mi Fu's five sons, he was not only talented in his

own right but also very much like his father in temperament and strength of

character. Rather than pursuing a chin-shih degree, he studied calligraphy and

painting under his father's tutelage. In 1105, when the elder Mi was honored

by a private audience with Emperor Hui-tsung, he presented him with a paint-

ing by his son entitled Pure Dawn in the Mountains of Ch'u. That moment of

glory in Mi Yu-jen's life sealed his fate as the keeper of his father's legacy. For

close to half a century after that event, Mi Yu-jen continued to develop the

theme of cloudy mountains in both his painting and poetry.

In 1134, Mi Yu-jen, at the age of fifty-nine, went to Lin-an for an audi-

ence with Emperor Kao-tsung (r. 1127-62). The inscription by the artist on his

painting Distant Peaks and Clearing Clouds (fig. 73), a simple landscape with

swirling clouds over a river between wooded banks and distant peaks, explains

that he has just arrived in Lin-an by boat and is lodging probably at a temple
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in the Chi-pao Mountains. It is said that in Mi's native river country, vapor-

ous landscapes resemble clouds and clouds look like landscapes. In the paint-

ing, executed in light ink wash and horizontal dabs of ink, with tree trunks

depicted in single, round brushstrokes without any suggestion of roots, the

landscape forms emerge from the paper like drifting clouds in the sky.

For scholar-official families of the Southern Sung, the 1130s was a time of

continuing political instability and hardship. "Cloudy mountains" thus be-

came, for Mi Yu-jen, a metaphor for life and its vicissitudes as well as an

image of the mind. A representation of the ineffable, Mi Yu-jen's Distant Peaks

and Clearing Clouds echoes the famous lines of Southern Sung poetry criticism

by Yen Yii (1180-1225): "[A good poem should be like] a sound in midair, col-

ors in an apparition, moonlight in water, or images in a mirror. While words

are exhaustible, ideas barely suggested are limitless."
60 The painting of the

clouds further brings to mind the phrase from the Analects "Riches and honors

acquired by unrighteousness are to me as a floating cloud,"
61

as Mi's floating

clouds symbolize the recluse's detachment from both political and social up-

heavals and from the mundanity of daily life.

By the 1140s, Mi Yu-jen found himself living in a world vastly changed

from that in which, half a century earlier, his Pure Dawn in the Mountains of

Ch'u had been presented to Emperor Hui-tsung. The Southern Sung court,

having survived the Jurchen Chin onslaught and regained its authority, was

eager not only to use art as an ornament of political stability but also to re-

create an orthodox tradition in art for the furtherance of dynastic legitimacy.

While the elder Mi lived the life of an eccentric (though he was perhaps never

entirely free of worldly ambition), Mi Yu-jen now succeeded brilliantly as both

an artist and a scholar-official. During the last decade of his life, largely

through his recognition as a connoisseur of calligraphy, he achieved great dis-

tinction at the Southern Sung court. He was named Vice Director of Palace

Fig. 71. Mi Fu (1052-1107). Self-

Portrait. Rubbing from a stone

carving in Huan-chu-tung Cave,

Kuei-lin, Kwangsi

Fig. 72. Mountains, Kuei-lin.

Photograph by Wen C. Fong, 1983
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Fig. 73. Mi Yu-jen (1074- 1151).

Distant Peaks and Clearing Clouds,

dated February 9, 1134. Album

leaf mounted as a hanging scroll,

ink on paper, 9,4 x 11/4 in. (24.7

x 28.6 cm). Osaka Municipal

Museum of Fine Arts

Buildings in 1142, and two years later was promoted to the position of Vice

Minister of the Board of Works. As an adviser to the emperor, he played an

important role in the building of the imperial art collections. According to the

twelfth-century art historian Teng Ch'un, the author of A Continuation of the

History ofPainting,

[Mi Yu-jen], who met with the emperor's favor and was promoted to

the position of Vice Minister of the Board of Works and Auxiliary Aca-

demician of the Fu-wen Library, was daily assigned to serve the emperor

during his leisure hours. Before he was so honored, scholars were able to

acquire his paintings, but having achieved such preeminence, he became

inaccessible and self-important, to the extent that even his relatives and

old friends were unable to obtain his works. People mocked him with

a verse:

He knows how to make trees without roots,

And can describe primordial clouds;

But now he paints only for the emperor,

And won't spare his work for ordinary mortals.
62

Cloudy Mountains (pi. 21) dates to the 1140s. By this time, "cloudy moun-

tains" had become for Mi Yu-jen an auspicious symbol relating to the concept

of good government. 63
In a colophon mounted on the scroll and dated 1200,

Wang Chieh, a court painter under Emperor Ning-tsung (r. 1194-1224), who
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PI. 21. Mi Yu-jen (1074-1151). Cloudy Mountains. Handscroll, ink on paper, 10)4 x ^^7A6 in.

(27.3 x 57 cm). Purchase, Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, by exchange, 1973 (1973. 121. 1)
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owned the scroll, relates the story of how Mi would make paintings only for

the emperor, whereupon the emperor would give them as gifts to his favorite

courtiers. Though rich in ink tone and magisterial in presence, the painting

seems strangely inert and static, reduced to an iconic image of mountains as

ideographic forms and trees as rootless, forking branches.

In Mi Fu's Coral Tree (fig. 66), the reductive calligraphic brushwork, a

distillation of ancient brush idioms, is neither an attempt to imitate nature

nor a facile graphic simplification; rather, it dramatically expands the expres-

sive potential of calligraphy by invoking its primordial oneness with painting.

But in Mi Yu-jen's work, which developed in the tradition of the Mi family

style, the elder Mi's impetuous brush idiom is codified and becomes a confin-

ing standard to be emulated. Mi Fu, in extolling archaic simplicity, perceived

the understanding of ancient styles as a means to discovery and renewal. His

gifted son, on the other hand, though seeming to follow the same path, made

the knowledge of ancient styles a directive for submissive imitation. The

highly individualistic style of a leading artist of the late Northern Sung was

thus absorbed and, inevitably, subverted into a new orthodoxy.
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Sung Imperial Art

EmperoF Hui-tsung (1082-1135;

r. 1100-25). Detail from Finches

and Bamboo (pi. 22)

The rapid growth of commerce and trade and an urban culture in Sung China

did not produce the kind of social and institutional change that later accompa-

nied a similar economic and commercial revolution in Europe. Whereas in Eu-

rope this development stimulated the rise of a strong middle class and the

growth of capitalism, in China the fading of the aristocracy and a weakened

military resulted in the further concentration of power in the office of the em-

peror. The imperial government, with a power base supported by a conserva-

tive Neo-Confucian political ideology and a rigid intellectual syncretism of

Confucian, Buddhist, and Taoist philosophies, grew increasingly absolutist and

repressive.

Because of the absence of a strong middle class, professionalism, in the

modern sense of having a vocation, never developed in China.
1

As custodians

of the "truth," the emperor and the imperial Painting Academy determined

what should be painted. The professional artisans then carried out the dictates

of the rulers. As a traditional craft, professional painting had a repertory of

common subjects and techniques. Trained in the guild system, by which the

craft was transmitted from master to disciple and from father to son, the pro-

fessional painter learned the secrets of the trade in a collaborative workshop

environment, copying from stencils and workshop models. By contrast, the

amateur scholar-official artists, who subscribed to an anti-professional ideal

and learned about painting by collecting and studying ancient masterworks,

painted solely as a means of self-expression, for themselves and for their cho-

sen circle of friends, maintaining with Su Shih that art was valid as an individ-

ualistic way of life and as a means of achieving the power of Tao.

The divergence between the professionals and the scholar- officials in Sung

China points to what was a fundamental weakness in the imperial educational

and bureaucratic systems. Scholar-officials followed a course of training based

solely on the Confucian classics, a canon defined as all the books an educated

person should know. But they lacked technical and specialized knowledge, and

in fact shunned professional training. Despite this liability, they were charged

with the running of the state, since the broad humanistic tradition on which

their education was based was believed, as in eighteenth- and nineteenth-cen-

tury England, to qualify them to uphold the moral values of civilized society.

At the beginning of the twelfth century, Emperor Hui-tsung tried to promote

the professionals, those who had been trained in practical skills, by admitting

them into the scholar-official class. The attempt, however, failed, and the pro-

fessionals continued to be treated as artisans.
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The Artist-Emperor

The eleventh son of the emperor Shen-tsung, Hui-tsung (1082-1135; r. 1100-

25) had no expectation of acceding to the throne, and was by nature far more

interested in the arts and in occult Taoist alchemical experiments than in af-

fairs of state. He proved to be a weak and ineffectual ruler, devoting most of

his time to painting and calligraphy and to the reorganization of the imperial

Painting Academy. Learning to write in the manner of Huang T'ing-chien

(1045-1105), he developed a distinctive personal calligraphic style, using fine,

elegant brushstrokes, in what is known as the "slender gold" {shou-chin) style.

He also studied with Wu Yiian-yu (active ca. 1080-1104), a leading painter of

birds and flowers, and became himself a master of that genre.

Finding himself entirely unprepared as a ruler, Hui-tsung entrusted his

authority to his personal confidants—Taoist priests of the occult, favorite coun-

cillors, and eunuchs and soothsayers. With the court's reform policies having

netted additional state revenues, he spent lavishly, turning for ritual affirm-

ation of his rule to architectural aggrandizement and miracle making.

Soon after ascending the throne, Hui-tsung was persuaded by a Taoist

geomancer that the fortunes of the dynasty (and his own prospects of provid-

ing an heir) could be improved by raising the ground in the northeastern cor-

ner of the palace. A vast project was thus undertaken to construct, at the site

of the old imperial park to the east of Pien-ching (fig. 74), a magic cosmic gar-

den, Ken-yiieh, which would reproduce all the famous mountains and rivers of

the world.
2 By creating and presiding over a miniature cosmos, the emperor

was empowered to harness and control all of nature's energies and supernatural

emanations.
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Fig. 75. Unidentified artist, nth

century. Emperor Chen-tsung

Viewing Books at the Great Purity

Pavilion, ca. 1007. Detail. Hand-

scroll, ink and color on silk, 13 x

99/2 in. (33.1 x 252.6 cm). National

Palace Museum, Taipei

To bolster the image of his rule, Hui-tsung had nine great ritual caldrons

cast as new symbols of state; he created new court music with a "golden scale"

and vastly enriched his art collections and expanded his palaces, garden com-

plexes, and Taoist temples. 3 Rapacious imperial agents scoured the empire for

fabulous art treasures, rare plants and rocks, and exotic birds and animals to in-

habit the emperor's magic garden. The effect of this reckless extravagance was,

however, disastrous, since to ship thousands of tons of garden rocks—some of

them several stories high—from the Chiang-nan region to the capital, the en-

tire grain transport system of the Grand Canal had to be appropriated, thus

disrupting the country's economy and causing peasant uprisings.

The prime minister, Ts'ai Ching, left several accounts of life under the

reign of Hui-tsung. They included glittering palace garden openings and po-

etry gatherings, the first of which, "exceeding anything ever seen in times of

prosperity," took place on the eighth day of the third month of the year 1113.
4

On that day, favored courtiers were invited to tour the inner palace grounds

and to participate in a noonday feast at the palace library, the Pavilion of

Great Purity, the site of the last such palace opening, which had occurred a

century earlier, in 1007, under Emperor Chen-tsung. Emperor Chen-tsung View-

ing Books at the Great Purity Pavilion (fig. 75) shows that earlier occasion, at

which Chen-tsung celebrated the completion of a new encyclopedia (totaling

24,192 volumes!).

On the morning of Hui-tsung's party in 1113, the emperor attended a

court hearing at the Hall of Respectfulness (fig. 76, marked a). He then led

his guests to a martial exercise and polo and archery games in front of the

Hall of Lofty Governance (fig. 76, marked h). The games over and prizes
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awarded, they repaired to private gardens in the western quarter, where, at the

Hall of Spreading Harmony (fig. 76, marked c), they viewed displays of rare

books and antiquities. Ts'ai Ching described how the gardens surrounding the

building were lavishly laid out, with elegant pavilions and fantastic rockeries

and rare flowers. At high noon, palace eunuchs ushered the guests to their as-

signed seats in front of the Pavilion of Great Purity (fig. 76, marked d) . A
troupe of four hundred young female musicians assembled in the courtyard,

while dancers performed on the terraces. At a signal, tea and wine were passed

around and the toasting commenced. Recalling the great ritual feast held by

King Hsiian of the Chou dynasty (r. 827-782 B.C.), Ts'ai Ching regaled the as-

sembled company:

How we imbibe in times of peace!

Though drunk with wine, it is with goodness that we are filled;

We are men of good conduct, scholars and gentlemen.

Since times long past, thus have rulers rewarded their subjects

With feasting and music.
5

Several years later, in 1119, during another visit to the inner palace

grounds, Ts'ai Ching found vastly expanded garden constructions, with dis-

Fig. 76. Diagram ofthe Northern

Sung Imperial Palace Compound

a. Hall of Respectfulness

(Ch'ui-kung-tien)

b. Hall of Lofty Governance

(Ch'ung-cheng-tien)

c. Hall of Spreading Harmony

(Hsuan-ho-tien)

d. Pavilion of Great Purity

(Tai-ch'ing-lou)

e. Inner Eastern Gate (Nei-tung-

men) or Eastern Gate (Tung-men)

f. Right Side Gate (Yu-yeh-men)

g. Gate of Spreading Blessing

(Hsiian-yu-men)
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plays of antiques filling enormous galleries, each of which was individually

named: Investigating Antiquities, Steeped in Antiquities, Abiding in Antiqui-

ties, and so forth. On that occasion, accompanied by lilting strains of music,

the emperor himself prepared tea, whipping up the tea powder in boiling

water "until a milky foam filled the surface," and serving it with fresh litchis

and oranges. And then, taking out some early writings by Ts'ai Ching that he

had kept over the years, the emperor exchanged verses with his friends and

reminisced about old times.
6

Hui-tsung's most important contribution to art history was his Catalogue

of the Imperial Calligraphy Collection During the Hsiian-ho Era (preface dated

1120), a record of his encyclopedic collection of paintings by two hundred

thirty-one masters beginning in the Wei and Tsin dynasties (a.d. 220-420).

The 6,396 scrolls are divided into ten categories: Taoist and Buddhist subjects,

human figures, architecture, barbarian tribes, dragons and fish, landscapes, ani-

mals, flowers and birds, ink bamboo, and vegetables. While Hui-tsung did not

change the traditional hierarchy of subjects, in which mythology, religion, and

history were ranked above landscape and miscellaneous genres, his painting cat-

egories show how specialized painting had become under his patronage. The

flower-and-bird section, which reflects the growing interest in the natural

world, with a total of 2,786 scrolls, had the greatest number of works. At the

heart of Hui-tsung's flower-and-bird still lifes is his attempt to extend his

magic garden into painting. In them, Hui-tsung discovered the potential for re-

creating nature itself, thus transforming the popular genre into a major form

of artistic expression.

The Painting Academy Under Emperor Hui-tsung

Bisected by a central avenue lined with a succession of gateways, the plan of

the Northern Sung imperial palace compound, the Forbidden City (fig. 76),

shows the outer court to the left and the inner court to the right. The official,

more prestigious outer court, on the west side, comprised central government

offices (the Department of State Affairs, the Secretariat, the Chancellery, and

the Institute of Academicians) at the south end, audience halls in the middle,

and the reigning emperor's private quarters at the north. The domestic inner

court, on the east side, housed at the south end the ancestral temple, or Bright

Hall (Ming-t'ang); at the north end were the offices and storage areas (for

weapons, among other things); and in between were the heir apparent's pal-

aces and the palace service quarters (for medical care, clothing, wine, carriages,

food, and music). The outer court was run by government officials selected

through the chin-shih examination system; the inner court, which ministered

to the personal needs of the emperor and his family, was staffed by domestic

service personnel under the supervision of the palace eunuchs.

Reflecting the rising social status of the painter from the end of the

T'ang period, the Northern Sung Painting Service Bureau, also known as the
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Painting Academy, from its inception had an identity problem: while the ad-

ministration functioned as part of the inner court, those painters who had

achieved distinction would have liked to have been accorded the status of

being part of the scholar-official enclave of the outer court.
7 When first estab-

lished in 984, the Painting Service Bureau was located in the palace service

quarters in the inner court, "in the middle garden, behind the Inner Eastern

Gate" (marked e). In 998, it was moved to the outer court, "outside the Right

Side Gate," next to the Institute of Han-lin Academicians (marked /). The

transfer signaled an effort to raise the status of the court painters to approxi-

mate that of the scholar-official academicians. But during the reign of Shen-

tsung (r. 1067-85), it was moved back to its original location in the inner

service court, "in the eastern corridor, behind the Gate of Spreading Blessing"

(marked g), which implied a slipping of status for the painters.
8

Until the twelfth century, members of the Painting Service Bureau were

merely palace attendants under the direction of the palace eunuchs. In order

to raise the status of all those who had been trained in specialized fields to that

of scholar-official, Emperor Hui-tsung in 1104-5 created four new institutes

—

for medicine, mathematics, calligraphy, and painting—at the imperial Han-lin

College, or National University. Students at the Institute of Painting were di-

vided into two categories, the "scholars" {shih-liu) and the "professional arti-

sans" (tsa-liu). A scholar-painter pursued an academic degree program with

examinations in the classics fashioned after those of the chin-shih degree and,

upon graduating, was awarded a civil rank as a scholar-official and became a

member of the faculty at the Institute. A professional artisan, on the other

hand, would join the old Painting Service Bureau of the inner court, would

be given an honorary title of military guard, and would serve under the

direction of palace eunuchs. But the experiment failed because the scholars,

upon attaining civil rank, found themselves unprepared for regular bureau-

cratic assignments as government officials, while positions in the Painting Ser-

vice Bureau were now being filled entirely by professional artisans. In 1110, the

Institute of Painting at the National University (along with the Institutes of

Medicine, Mathematics, and Calligraphy) was abolished and reconverted to

the old Painting Academy.

Nevertheless, Hui-tsung continued his protection of the court painters,

ensuring that they received preferential treatment. According to Teng Ch'un,

in his Continuation ofthe History ofPainting (preface dated 1167):

By the [Sung] dynasty's old regulations, artists who attained official rank

were permitted to wear purple robes [of the fifth grade] but not the fish-

shaped pouches. During the Cheng-ho and Hsuan-ho eras [1111-25],

special permission was given members of the Calligraphy and Painting

Academies to wear the fish pouches. This was deemed an exceptional

honor. When the artists-in-waiting stood in attendance, members of the

Painting Academy were placed at the head, members of the Calligraphy

Academy came next, and members of the Zither and Chess Academies,

and jade and all other artisans followed in the rear. If an apprentice in
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PI. 22. Emperor Hui-tsung

(1082-1135; r. 1100-25). Finches

and Bamboo. Handscroll, ink and

color on silk, 11 x 18 in. (27.9 x

45.7 cm). John M. Crawford, Jr.

Collection, Purchase, Douglas

Dillon Gift, 1981 (1981.278)

the Painting Academy committed a wrongdoing, he was punished by

law; crimes of a serious nature were dealt with by the emperor himself.

And while artisans were paid by day wages, called food money, members

of the [Painting and Calligraphy Academies] were given salaries, awarded

according to their grades. They were not treated as ordinary artisans.
9

Although Hui-tsung's attempted reform did not result in any lasting

change for the Academy painters, he did succeed in introducing an academic

program of what today we would call a liberal arts education to the training of

court painters, many of whom probably had started out as uneducated artisans

from painting guilds and workshops in the provinces. As Teng Ch'un tells us,

"When [Hui-tsung's] Painting Academy started recruiting, painters came from

all over, but many could not fit in and so left. At that time, everyone special-

ized in form-likeness. Those who were independent by nature were often un-

disciplined, and they could not follow the [Academy's] requirements."
10
But

Hui-tsung wanted more than dazzling technique; he aspired to a deeper, tran-

scendent realism, gained through the careful study of the principles of nature.

The exacting style and rigorous standards of the Academy expressed a high pur-

pose. Indeed, the meticulous attention paid to the natural world found a strik-

ing parallel in the Neo-Confucian rationalist approach to learning, which

asserted that "the [objective] investigation of things leads to the extension of

knowledge."
11

Students at the Institute of Painting specialized in one of six areas: Bud-

dhist and Taoist themes, human figures, landscape, birds and animals, flowers

and bamboo, or architecture. Both naturalism and the study of ancient models

were held as criteria for excellence. Those students were given the highest

grades who created original compositions and whose renderings of subjects

reflected an understanding of both nature and archaic forms. Those students

were ranked second who modeled their subjects after ancient examples and

were at the same time true to nature, while those receiving only passing grades

were considered mere copyists.
12

In addition to encouraging the study of ancient models, the Painting

Academy emphasized the visual representation of poetic ideas {shih-i) in paint-

ing. Students were required in competitions to make illustrations for lines of

poetry. In these competitions, imagination and evocation were prized over liter-

alness and realistic detail. Teng Ch'un, for example, wrote:

One examination topic consists of two lines of poetry:

Over the wilderness water no passenger is crossing,

A lonely skiff lies idly by itself.

While most painters depicted an empty boat tied to the shore, with ei-

ther an egret resting on the side or crows nesting on the back of the

awning, [one painter] had a different approach. He painted a boatman

lying at the back of the boat, playing a lonely tune on his flute. What

he showed was not that there was no boatman, but that there was no

passenger, which implied that the boatman had nothing to do.'
3
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Fig. 77. Revised Pharmacopoeia

ofthe Cheng-ho Era, dated 1116.

Detail, Chapter 9, p. 41

Birds, Bamboo, and Fish: Magic Realism

Finches and Bamboo (pi. 22), a short handscroll in colors on silk signed with

Hui-tsung's cipher, exemplifies the emperor's fastidious taste and the new

Hsiian-ho (reign title for the years 1119-25) style of the imperial Painting Acad-

emy. The painting depicts the private world of two birds perched on sprays of

bamboo on a bright spring morning. The bamboo leaves, their tips singed by

the harsh winter, have just regained their jade-green luster; pink tendrils

sprout from each branch. The sleek male finch, poised delicately on the sway-

ing lower branch, his tail and wing tips pulled back, sings to the female above,

as coquettishly she looks away. In its depiction of growth and change, the

painting communicates the workings of the natural cosmos. Although

the birds, the bamboo, the rock, and the draping fern are all drawn in con-

ventional form types and brush patterns, the brushwork is infused with

exceptional vitality, reflecting Hui-tsung's training as a calligrapher. The com-

position shows carefully balanced shapes and rhythms and sensitively deline-

ated solids and voids. With bamboo stalks and rock outlines crisscrossing the

picture surface, the composition similarly is informed by a calligraphic sensi-

bility: the bold cipher on the right, while serving to fill and activate the semi-

circular outline of the overhang, also effectively sums up the basic rhythms

of the pictorial design.

Manicured and artificial, the image is the enchanted vision of a seques-

tered ruler in retreat from a troubled world. In this and other works, we can

detect the influence of occult Taoism:
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Fig. 78. Ts'ui Po (active

ca. 1060-85). Magpies

and Hare, dated 1061.

Hanging scroll, ink and

color on silk, 76^8 x

40^8 in. (193.7 x !°3.4

cm). National Palace

Museum, Taipei

Where the essences of the Five Elements, pure and unadulterated, are

concentrated in certain places between Heaven and Earth, a single inhala-

tion of the yin and yang will cause [life] to spread out in its full glory. ...

When painting achieves subtlety, a feeling of exhilaration similar to that

in poetry will emanate from the subject.
4

While emphasizing the poetry of life and the senses in his works, Hui-tsung,

an occult Taoist, also saw his painting as functionally "real" and having magi-

cal properties, an attribute reflected in his use of intense colors. The bamboo

leaves, for example, are executed in a brilliant malachite green, and in keeping

with the ancient belief that the eyes are the locus of spiritual powers, the

birds' eyes are made three-dimensional by the addition of two spots of shiny

raw black lacquer, which serve to heighten the effect of magical vitality. The
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painter's choice of colors was determined not by nature alone, but by his own

emotional response to the subject, which in turn determined the psychological

impact of the image on the viewer.

The Northern Sung period saw an increasing interest in the natural

world, as seen in the proliferation of major treatises classifying plants, birds,

and stones. Ts'ai Hsiang (1012-1067), a well-known calligrapher, compiled, be-

fore 1059, the Book o/Litchis, in which he described thirty-two different kinds

of litchi nuts. And an extensive pharmacopoeia, which listed herbs and medi-

cines, was published in 1116 (fig. 77). Numerous anecdotes attest to Hui-

tsung's keen observation of even the most minute details of natural life. Once

he criticized a painter who depicted one of his peacocks climbing with its

right leg lifted, for in fact that particular peacock always lifted its left leg while

climbing. On another occasion, he sang the praises of a young apprentice for

painting the branch of a rose. When asked why, he explained, "Few men can

paint this [particular variety of] rose properly, for depending upon the season

and time of day, its flowers and leaves grow differently. This painting de-

scribes the flower on a spring day at high noon, and is accurate in every detail.

The painter must be handsomely rewarded."
15

Hui-tsung in his pleasure gardens spent long hours and days studying and

painting his rare birds and flowers. He made hundreds of paintings for the

Hsiian-ho Albums ofPerceptive Viewing, in which are depicted rare plants and

exotic birds and animals with commentary on their origins and characteristics,

as well as poems and colophons.
16
Hui-tsung's "perceptive viewing," as seen

in Finches and Bamboo, represents a new, intensive realism with a narrowed

focus. While early Northern Sung monumental landscape opened up the

viewer's space, inviting him to step into a vast, infinitely expanding world of

nature, Hui-tsung in his album paintings created a new, objectified micro-

cosm, in which neatly arranged flowers and birds, defined and framed by the

four borders of the picture, live in a space that is discrete, and separate from

that of the viewer.

If we compare Hui-tsung's Finches and Bamboo with Magpies and Hare

(fig. 78), dated 1061, a bird-and-animal painting by Ts'ui Po (active ca. 1060—

85), a contemporary of Kuo Hsi, we can begin to understand Hui-tsung's dis-

like of this style. Ts'ui Po's hare and magpies appear in a naturalistically

rendered windswept landscape much like the landscapes of Kuo Hsi (pi. 11).

As an autumnal gust of wind whips through bamboo and grasses, a hare

abruptly turns its head in anxious response to the searing cries of the agitated

magpies. Hui-tsung's birds are by contrast quiescent, even static. Instead

of an emotion-filled representation of a dynamic and changing nature,

Hui-tsung's vision is of a natural world that is harmonious and arranged.

Fish at Play (pi. 23), attributed to the early twelfth-century painter Chao

K'o-hsiung, is another representative work of the Academy. During the reign

of Hui-tsung, the cultivation of rare aquarium fish came into vogue, and play-

ful, splashing fish in flora-filled waters became a popular subject. In the Hsiian-

ho catalogue, the author of the essay "Fishes and Dragons" decries still-life
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representations of fish as "objects on a kitchen table" but praises pictures of

fish that "play in the wide expanse and dive in the deep."
17

In Fish at Play,

where six slim, lissome fish flip and weave through the grasses, the painter's

genius for suggesting life and movement by the graceful deployment of elegant

curving lines is fully in evidence. Flawlessly executed, Chao K'o-hsiung's Fish

at Play is at once a metaphor for and a re-creation of natural life at its freest

and most spontaneous.

The Chin Invasion

The Jurchen tribes in the northeast of Manchuria came into China early in

the twelfth century and adopted the Chinese dynastic name of Chin (meaning

"gold") in 1115. Allying themselves with the Sung, who were intent on regain-

ing the sixteen prefectures lost to the Khitan Liao two centuries earlier, the

Jurchen Chin hordes overwhelmed the Liao by 1125. The destruction of the

Liao, however, became a Pyrrhic victory for the Sung when the Chin army

went on to capture the Sung capital, Pien-ching, in 1126, destroying what has

come to be known as the Northern Sung.

Mission for Negotiating Northern Boundaries with the Chin (pi. 24), a

commemorative narrative in a landscape setting by an anonymous early

twelfth-century painter, done not long before the Chin invasion of the North-

ern Sung, shows a northern landscape style that was later abandoned by the ex-

patriate Southern Sung Academy painters after their migration to the south.

Against the background of a bleak and forbidding north China mountain

range, beside a roadside pavilion under a group of tall pine trees, four high

Sung officials mounted on horseback (pi. 24a) are seen with Chin messengers,

one of whom rides away carrying a roll of official documents on his back. The

modern scholar Chiang I-han has identified the scene as the negotiated return

of the six northern border prefectures to the Northern Sung by the Chin in

1123 : the four mounted officials are Chao Liang-ssu, Yao P'ing-chung, K'ang

Sui, and Wang Kuei, and the location appears to be the Pine Pavilion Pass at

Ching-chou, Hopei Province.
18

The use of tall foreground trees against a backdrop of towering mountain

peaks recalls the late Northern Sung Academy painter Li T'ang's Wind in the

Pines amid Ten Thousand Valleys, dated 1124 (fig. 79), while the mountain's tex-

ture pattern, a combination of "raindrop" dots and thin hatching strokes,

shows the influence of Fan K'uan, Yen Wen-kuei, and Li T'ang. Also typical

of the illusionistic structure of landscape painting of the early twelfth century

is the piling up of the mountains on the picture plane, with their bases disap-

pearing into veils of mist. The combination of tall foreground trees with tall

background peaks continued to be popular with later northern landscape paint-

ers under the Chin. It is seen, for example, in an early thirteenth-century Chin

landscape handscroll by Li Shan, Wind and Snow in the Fir-Pines (fig. 80), in

which the texture pattern also shows a combination of dots and parallel model-

ing strokes quite unlike anything in the south at this time.
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PI. 24. Unidentified artist (early

12th century). Mission for Negotiat-

ing Northern Boundaries with the

Chin, ca. 1123. Handscroll, ink

and color on silk, 10/2 x 56% in.

(26.7 x 152.5 cm). Edward Elliott

Family Collection, Purchase, The

Dillon Fund Gift, 1982 (1982.1.1)

Fig. 79. Li T'ang (ca. I070s-ca.

1150s). Wind in the Pines amid

Ten Thousand Valleys, dated 1124.

Hanging scroll, ink and color on

silk, 74^8 x 55 in. (188.7 x 139-8 cm).

National Palace Museum, Taipei
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PI. 24a. Detail, pi. 24

Fig. 80. Li Shan (active early 13th

century). Wind and Snow in the

Fir-Pines. Handscroll, ink and

color on silk, 11V16 x 31)16 in.

(29.7 x 79.2 cm). Freer Gallery

of Art, Smithsonian Institution,

Washington, D.C. (61.34)

The first half of the large handscroll Six Horses (pi. 25) is by an unidenti-

fied late twelfth- or thirteenth-century northern painter under the Chin 19 who

shared the same Northern Sung artistic heritage as his Southern Sung contem-

poraries but developed it differently. The painting, which depicts nomads and

their horses at a water hole, seems to owe its brushwork to techniques used by

professional monumental wall painters; there is an unself-conscious, rough

vigor in its drawing not usually encountered in scroll paintings. Although the

drawing of the horses benefits from the linear formulation of Li Kung-lin

(fig. 81), the brushlines are used, along with shading and colors, to achieve rep-

resentational realism, which is the opposite of what Li, the scholar-official

painter, wished to achieve. In depicting the nomadic tribe, the painting shows

a sympathetic familiarity with the subject that seems alien to Southern Sung

art. The robust figures of the steppes, one holding a falcon and two others

attending to horses, are presented as three-dimensionally modeled images
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following in the monumental figural tradition of the north, as seen in the early

eighth-century wall paintings of the T'ang prince Chang-huai (died 684;

fig. 82). The intensely realistic, portraitlike faces also compare closely with

those seen in Lady Wen-chi's Return to Han (fig. 83), by the early thirteenth-

century Chin painter Chang Yii.

PI. 25. Unidentified artists (first

half of scroll, late 12th or 13th cen-

tury; second half of scroll, 14th

century). Six Horses. Handscroll,

ink and color on paper, ltf/i x

65^4 in. (47 x 167 cm). Bequest

of John M. Crawford, Jr., 1988

(1989.363.5)

Fig. 81. Li Kung-lin (ca. 1041-

1106). Five Tribute Horses, datable

to 1090. Detail, "The Fifth Groom

and Horse." Handscroll, ink on

paper. Present location unknown,

formerly in Kikuchi and Yama-

moto Teijiro Collections, Japan
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Fig. 82. Officials Receiving Foreign

Guests, T'ang dynasty, ca. 711.

Detail from a wall painting from

the tomb of Li Hsien, Prince

Chang-huai (654-684; post-

humously reinterred and elevated

to the rank of crown prince, ca.

711), Ch'ien-hsien, Shensi Prov-

ince, ink and color. Shensi Provin-

cial Museum, Sian

Fig. 83. Chang Yii (active early

13th century). Lady Wen-chi's Re-

turn to Han. Detail. Handscroll,

ink and color on silk, iiyie x 50

in. (29 x 127 cm). Jilin Provincial

Museum, Ch'ang-ch'un
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The Dynastic Revival

Confronted by the Chin invasion, Emperor Hui-tsung abdicated in favor of

his son Ch'in-tsung. After sacking Pien-ching, the Chin in 1127 took with

them to the north both Hui-tsung and Ch'in-tsung, more than three thousand

members of the imperial clan, and all the Academy artists, court artisans, and

workmen they could round up, thus ending the rule of the Northern Sung.

Prince K'ang, the ninth son of Hui-tsung, however, managed to escape,

eventually staved off the invasion, and re-established a government from the

northern banks of the Yangtze River to all areas in the south. This was the

Southern Sung. Following the abduction of his father and brother, Prince

K'ang was proclaimed Emperor Kao-tsung (1107-1187; r. 1127—62) at the south-

ern capital, Ying-t'ien-fu, in Honan Province. With the Chin in pursuit, Kao-

tsung and his court in exile retreated steadily south, crossing the Yangtze and

stopping briefly in Chien-k'ang. Intent on capturing the emperor, the Chin

cavalry took Hangchow and Ning-po, chasing Kao-tsung to the sea. The for-
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Fig. 84. Diagram ofthe Southern

Sung Imperial Library Complex

a. Right Civil Hall (Yu-wen-tien)

b. Hall of the Mountain of the

Tao (Tao-shan-t'ang)

c. Writer's Pavilion (Chu-tso-t'ing)

n

tunes of the Sung finally turned in early 1130, when a decisive victory was

scored at Jun-chou and other points, driving the Chin back to the north side

of the Yangtze (Map 3).

The reconstruction of the Southern Sung under Kao-tsung began in 1131,

when a new reign era, Shao-hsing ("Reviving Prosperity"; 1131-62), was pro-

claimed. In early 1132, Kao-tsung brought his court to Lin-an ("Temporary

Peace"), which he designated officially as the capital in 1138. During the early

1130s, Kao-tsung's reign remained extremely precarious. In 1129, a near disaster

occurred when two of his generals mutinied. Also in 1129, Liu Yii (r. 1129-37)

was set up by the Chin as a puppet emperor of Ch'i in the Central Plains, and

bandits and local militia occupied much of the south, in areas beyond Kao-

tsung's control. The emperor also faced the daunting task of legitimizing his

rule, a task hardly facilitated by the fact that his brother, the rightful emperor

Ch'in-tsung, was alive in captivity. (He did not die until 1161.) Kao-tsung's

one claim to the throne was his Sung family lineage, but having lost the old

Sung capital, he did not even have access to the ancestral tombs. As his over-

riding preoccupation was self-preservation, he avoided military confrontation

with the Chin at any cost. The only condition of his peace negotiations with

the Chin was the return of his mother— to legitimize his rule—and the mor-

tal remains of Hui-tsung. This objective was finally realized in 1142.
10

Lin-an in the late 1130s saw the rise of a glittering new imperial city (Map 4,

page 249). In 1143, at the completion of the new palace library complex, Kao-

tsung held a palace opening similar to those Hui-tsung had held a quarter of a

century earlier. He rode his palanquin to the Right Civil Hall (fig. 84, marked

a) ; at the main library building, the Hall of the Mountain of the Tao (marked

b) , he displayed for the heir apparent and attending ministers "imperial writ-

ings and works of art by former rulers, masterworks of calligraphy and paint-

ing from the Tsin and T'ang dynasties, and antique ritual vessels from the

Three Dynasties period."
21 The celebration ended with a feast at the Right

Civil Hall. Some years later, in 1178, Kao-tsung's successor, Emperor Hsiao-

tsung, would repeat the occasion in the same buildings.
12

By the 1140s, Kao-tsung had embarked on a major cultural program of

Sung revival. One great resource for legitimation to which the emperor turned

with increasing energy in the 1140s and 1150s was sponsorship of the arts, along

with the restoration of artistic institutions and the rebuilding of the imperial

art collections.
23
After the reestablishment of the National University in 1143,

the Calligraphy and Painting Academies were reinstated in 1146 with the ap-

pointment of several original members of Hui-tsung's Academy who had found

their way to Lin-an.
24

Among the projects sponsored by Kao-tsung's revival movement was a se-

ries of historical and symbolic narrative paintings. These are exemplified by

Duke Wen of Chin Recovering His State (pis. 26a-h), an unsigned work datable

to the early 1140s. The story of Prince Ch'ung-erh, the future Duke Wen of

Chin (modern Shansi Province), dates to the Eastern Chou period (771-256 B.C.).
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In 656 B.C., Ch'ung-erh, a younger son of the old Duke of Chin, was forced

by family disputes over the question of succession to go into exile. After

first spending twelve years in tribal Ti country in western Shansi, he returned

east through Wei and remained for seven more years in the state of Ch'i, in

Shantung. Finally, in 637 B.C., he headed for home. His journey took him

west and south through the states of Ts'ao, Sung, Cheng, and Ch'u, in the

Yangtze River valley, and then back north across Ch'in in Shensi. Returning to

Chin in 636 b.c, he became, as Duke Wen, the powerful leader of all the feu-

dal princes in central China, building his state into an effective bulwark

against the outer states of Ch'in and Ch'u.

The saga of Duke Wen of Chin exemplifies the classic story of dynastic

revival, which had a special significance during the reign of Kao-tsung. Like

Ch'ung-erh, Kao-tsung started life as a minor prince, and in 1126 he was twice

sent north as a hostage of the Jurchen Chin. When he was installed in my,

the dowager empress Yuan-yu published a decree in support of the new em-

peror, and there she explicitly compared Kao-tsung to Duke Wen:

When ill fortune descended on the House of Han in its tenth genera-

tion, it was Emperor Kuang-wu [r. 25-57] who brought about a

dynastic revival. Similarly, of the nine sons of Duke Hsien [of Chin],

Ch'ung-erh was the only one who survived. Such is the wish of Heaven;

how could it be planned by men?25

Pis. 26a-h. Attributed to Li

T'ang (ca. ioyos-ca. 1150s). Duke

Wen ofChin Recovering His State,

early 1140s. Handscroll, ink and

color on silk, 11^8 x 325^8 in.

(29.5 x 827 cm). Gift of The

Dillon Fund, 1973 (1973.120.2)

PI. 26a. Duke Wen of Chin Recov-

ering His State. Detail, "Duke

Hsiang of Sung Making a Gift

of Horses"

The painted narratives illustrate what Kao-tsung regarded as the principal attri-

butes of rulership: leadership among allies, forbearance in humiliation, defiance

in defeat, vigilance in security, loyalty in friendship, and magnanimity in vic-

tory. And indeed, Kao-tsung read and reread the story of Prince Ch'ung-erh
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time and again as he struggled to survive his many adversities and re-establish

his empire.

Duke Wen ofChin Recovering His State, which appears to be one of a pair

of scrolls,
26

chronicles, in a series of six dramatically contrasting encounters, the

duke's return journey to Chin in 636 B.C. After the collapse of the Western

Chou in 771 B.C., the feudal principalities of central China were held together

as a kind of loose confederation under the leadership of a pa, or hegemonic

prince. During his odyssey, Ch'ung-erh, a potential ruler and thus regarded as

an important personage, was royally received by the powerful ruler of Ch'i in

Shantung, then the acknowledged pa, and the Duke of Sung in Honan. He

was, however, rudely ignored by the weaker princes of Wei, Ts'ao, and Cheng.

The first scene (pi. 26a) shows the head of the Sung in cordial conversa-

tion with the peripatetic prince, while teams of horses are brought into the

courtyard for presentation. The second scene (pi. 26b), by contrast, depicts the

arrogant Earl of Cheng standing rigidly before his guest, here unwelcome, who

hastily takes his leave. At the right, Ch'ung-erh is shown angrily riding away

in his carriage, his attendants, briskly following, flipping back their long

sleeves in a gesture of disgust.

In the second pair of illustrations, Ch'ung-erh's triumphant procession

through the state of Ch'u is contrasted with a tranquil domestic scene in Ch'in.

In their departure from Ch'u (pi. 26c), the brave Chin warriors in exile, their

morale boosted by having withstood the insults of the Ch'u, march in trium-

phant procession, banners flying, through billowing clouds and jagged boul-

ders. The prince himself, in the last of the three visible carriages, is seen

immersed in thought. Arriving in Ch'in, Ch'ung-erh is presented with five

young maidens to attend him (pi. 26d). After the threat of confrontation in
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the militant state of Ch'u, the inviting domestic scene in Ch'in is perhaps a

ploy to prevent the prince from returning home.

The last two scenes show a private moment of personal drama between

Ch'ung-erh and one of his followers and his formal, triumphant installation as

the ruler of Chin. On the eve of the prince's return, just before crossing the

Yellow River, Tzu-fan, one of his faithful followers, berates himself for his fail-

ures and asks that he be relieved of his duties. He presents the prince with a

jade disk as a symbol of his loyalty, whereupon the prince dramatically tosses

the disk into the river, declaring, "If ever my heart harbors suspicion, may I

course down the river with these waters!" The scene (pi. 26e), an emotional

moment of the reaffirmation of trust between a master and his subject, takes

place under the magnificent canopy of a spreading pine tree. At the left, prepa-

rations are made to ferry horses and carriages across the river. In the final

scene (pi. 26f), the crowned ruler is shown in full regalia seated in his chariot

of state. Flanked by his ministers, who bear ceremonial staffs and the symbolic

seals and vessels of state, Duke Wen prepares to reenter the palace gates.

Although the scroll is not signed, it has traditionally been attributed to Li

T'ang (ca. io/os-ca. 1150s), a former member of Hui-tsung's Painting Academy

recently returned from captivity in the north and now a leader of the recon-

stituted Southern Sung Painting Academy. The calligraphy (fig. 85), a transcrip-

tion of the story of Ch'ung-erh by Tso-ch'iu Ming (active ca. 274 B.C.),

appears to be by Emperor Kao-tsung himself; it is natural and spontaneous,

rather than a lifeless imitation or copy by a palace scribe. Kao-tsung's early cal-

ligraphy, as seen in the rubbing of a stele dated 1133 (fig. 86), follows the style

of the late Northern Sung master Huang T'ing-chien (1045-1105). In the callig-

raphy for Duke Wen of Chin Recovering His State, he continues in the Huang

manner, using a relaxed small running script, with oblong characters and

PI. 26f. Duke Wen ofChin Recov-

ering His State. Detail, "Trium-

phant Return to Chin"

Overleaf

PI. 26g. Detail, pi. 26c
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Fig. 85. Emperor Kao-tsung

(1107-1187; r. 1127-62). Inscrip-

tion on pi. 26c

Fig. 86. Emperor Kao-tsung (1107-1187;

r. 1127-62). Stele ofthe Pagoda of the Buddha's

Brilliant Halo, dated 1133. Rubbing, 69 x 34 in.

(175 x 86.4 cm). Imperial Household

Agency, Tokyo
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exaggerated diagonal strokes; it compares closely not only with the dated

rubbing of 1133 but also with a series of original letters from the emperor to

his minister Liang Ju-chia dated 1135, 1141, and 1143 respectively.
27 The

authentication of Kao-tsung's calligraphy on the scroll argues convincingly

that the accompanying painting is the work of the emperor's favorite court

painter, Li T'ang.

A native of Honan, Li T'ang almost single-handedly led the change in

Academy landscape painting from the Northern Sung monumental style to the

intimate Southern Sung "one-corner" composition.
28 By the early twelfth cen-

tury, under the rule of Hui-tsung, the extravagantly atmospheric landscape

style of Kuo Hsi (fig. 32 and pi. 11) had lost favor. In his Wind in the Pines

amid Ten Thousand Valleys, dated 1124 (fig. 79), Li T'ang had used a severe,

tactile treatment of the mountain surface reminiscent of the work of Fan

K'uan (fig. 30); Fan's pointillistic technique has been enlarged to a broad, angu-

lar stroke, known as the "ax-cut" (fu-p'i), which effectively describes the rug-

ged, chipped-off facets of the rock surface. In Duke Wen of Chin (pi. 26g),

however, Li T'ang combines ax-cut strokes with the softly rubbed texture

idiom of Kuo Hsi to represent the loess-deposited, deeply eroded rounded

boulders of the north.

Li T'ang displays two principal tenets of Sung Academy painting: the

painting style is calligraphic in expression and it draws as much on forms de-

veloped by the old masters as from nature. The drawings of human figures

and horses (pi. 26I1), characteristic of the elegant line of the Southern Sung

Academy painters, show the influence of Li Kung-lin's plain drawing tech-

nique. In marked contrast to the more typical heavily colored and decorative

paintings by professional artisans, such as Emperor Hsuan-tsung's Flight to Shu

(pi. 3), by an anonymous mid-twelfth-century court painter, Li T'ang's style,

exemplified by the thin iron-wire line and light, transparent colors of the

mounted standard-bearers (pi. 26c), appears both casually "written" and kines-

thetically charged.

In composition, Li T'ang relies on the ancient method of using tall trees

to divide scenes or to define space (see fig. 4). While his studies of important

single trees, as seen in the fourth and fifth scenes (pis. 26d, e), recall earlier

great trees in the Li Ch'eng-Kuo Hsi tradition (see pi. 9), Li T'ang develops a

strong interest in contrasting two opposing types, the great pine tree and the

hardwood deciduous tree. The interplay between a pine and a scrub oak in his

later landscape painting Autumn (fig. 87), for example, becomes familiar in

landscapes by such Southern Sung artists as Ma Yuan and Hsia Kuei. With his

narrower, more concentrated vision of nature (recalling that of Hui-tsung, see

pi. 22), Li T'ang created a new landscape idiom.

Finally, in composition, Duke Wen ofChin again shows the influence of

Li Kung-lin. Duke Wen's return journey is portrayed in six tableaux, which,

because they emphasize psychological interpretation, are presented as specific

dramatic moments rather than as continuous narrative. The presentation of

PI. 26h. Detail, pi. 26a several psychological situations and layers of meaning in a single scene is
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enhanced by a naturalistic spatial organization, originally seen in the work of Li

Kung-lin. In a ninth-century illustration of Prince Siddhartha holding a discus-

sion with his courtier (fig. 88) a tree and architectural elements are, like stage

settings, frontally disposed; the figures move and relate to one another only lat-

erally, parallel to the picture plane. In contrast, Li Kung-lin's treatment of a

similar court gathering, in the Classic ofFilial Piety (pi. 8d), the single architec-

tural element, the emperor's couch, is placed diagonally, the front leg breaking

through the picture plane into the viewer's space. Furthermore, the disposition

of the figures around the emperor creates a psychological tension that draws

the viewer into the picture, inviting him to become a participant in the unfold-
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Fig. 88. Scenes from the Life of the

Buddha, T'ang dynasty, 9th cen-

tury. Detail, "Prince Siddhartha

Holding a Discussion." Banner

from Tun-huang, Kansu Province,

ink and color on silk, 16% x

6
7
/S in. (42.5 x 17.5 cm). British

Museum, London

ing drama. Similarly, an architectural drawing by Li Kung-lin (pi. 8c), which

displays the late Northern Sung mastery of continuous recession typically seen

in landscape painting, shows a full integration of the figures within the spatial

setting. Following in this tradition, the figures in Li T'ang's Duke Wen ofChin

move easily in and out of the architectural settings and through the landscape.

And like Li Kung-lin's depiction of the emperor's couch in the court gathering

of the Classic ofFilial Piety, some of Li T'ang's horses and carriages are shown

at a sharply foreshortened angle, breaking out of the picture plane and coming

directly toward the viewer (pi. i6g).

This naturalistic approach to spatial organization is also seen in Eighteen

Songs ofa Nomad Flute: The Story ofLady Wen-chi (pis. 27a-d). The scroll is

an exact copy of the original scroll commissioned by Emperor Kao-tsung in

the early 1140s, conceivably by a court painter of the early Ming period. It is

divided into eighteen sections that illustrate a cycle of songs composed by the

eighth-century poet Liu Shang. Only four damaged fragments of the original

scroll—from episodes three, five, thirteen, and eighteen (fig. 89)— survive.

Kao-tsung, after accepting the humiliating terms of a peace treaty with

the Chin in 1141, succeeded in securing the return of his mother, the empress

dowager Wei, along with the mortal remains of Hui-tsung, Hui-tsung's first

wife, and his own first wife, all of whom had died in captivity in the 1130s.

Eighteen Songs ofa Nomad Flute, dating probably from the early 1140s, echoes

the return of the empress dowager by presenting the parallel story of Lady

Wen-chi of the Han dynasty. In the year 195, Lady Wen-chi was abducted by

the Hsiung-nu hordes. She spent twelve years in Mongolia as the wife of a

chieftain, bore him two children, and was finally ransomed and returned
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home. 29 The saga of Lady Wen-chi tells of loneliness and sorrow in an alien

land, the discovery of love, the loss of love, and the integration of experience.

The first song is "The Abduction of Wen-chi":

The Han house is declining, barbarians from all four corners invade;

They raise arms, and wars are incessant.

Pity my father and mother, who bore and raised me;

Now is the time to witness partings and turmoil.

At gauze-covered windows, and looking into mirrors,

I never experienced the world;

I thought the beaded curtains would shelter me.

But one day the barbarian cavalry entered China;

Suddenly, the land swarmed with soldiers.

Alas, my unfortunate life is now at sword's point,

A helpless woman carried away into the aliens' dust.

The illustration (pi. 27a) shows nomad soldiers ransacking a mansion, seizing

the daughter of the house, and then presenting her to their chieftain in the

courtyard. The courtyard mansion, with elegantly curved eaves and light, open

construction, depicts early Southern Sung architecture in the Chiang-nan area.

The aerial perspective, affording a bird's-eye view of well-planned urban dwell-

ings and city streets, resembles that of Spring Festival on the River (fig. 90), by

the twelfth-century Southern Sung expatriate Chang Tse-tuan, which recalls

the halcyon days of the Northern Sung capital, Pien-ching.
30

The contrast between the comforts and luxuries of urban life with the

harsh and bleak existence in the steppes is brought forth in a series of songs

and illustrations that relate the story of Wen-chi in the desert. The figural

narrative is here fully integrated in landscape settings:

I was taken on horseback to the ends of the earth,

Tiring of life, I sought death, but death would not come.

Fig. 89. Unidentified artist (early

1140s). Eighteen Songs ofa Nomad
Flute: The Story ofLady Wen-chi.

Detail, "Lady Wen-chi's Return,"

section of a handscroll mounted

as an album leaf, ink and color

on silk, 9^8 x 22 in. (25 x 55.8 cm).

Denman Waldo Ross Collection,

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston

(28.65)

Opposite, bottom

Fig. 90. Chang Tse-tuan (active

early 12th century). Spring Festival

on the River. Handscroll, ink and

light color on silk, 9V4 x 208/4 in.

(24.8 x 528.7 cm). Palace

Museum, Beijing

Pis. 27a- d. Unidentified artist

(15th century?), after Sung Acad-

emy painter (early 1140s). Eighteen

Songs ofa Nomad Flute: The Story

ofLady Wen-chi. Handscroll, ink,

color, and gold on silk, u 3
/i6 x

477 in. (28.3 x 1207.5 cm )- Gift

of The Dillon Fund, 1973

(1973.120.3)
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The barbarians stink so. How can they be considered human? . . .

The cold sands are boundless: one can no longer tell the south from the

north . . .

They can make me work, or they can cut my hair . . .

But to make me his wife is worse than killing me . . .

In the vast barbarian sky my cries are not answered,

Yet the bright moon is my Han moon, which should recognize me . . .

I sleep by water and sit on the grass,

The wind that blows from China tears my clothes to shreds . . .

My days and nights are endless.

In the fifth scene, "Encampment by a Stream" (pi. 27b), the unhappy Wen-chi

and her husband are seated at a meal under a tent; at the left, behind a screen,

cooks prepare joints of mutton in iron caldrons, the grease and smell of which

are among Wen-chi's chief complaints. The drawing of the trees and grass re-

calls the work of Chao Ling-jang (pi. 20). Lady Wen-chi's husband tries to

amuse her with music (pi. 27c), but the strains of the instruments only make

her more desolate.

Then a son is born, and the hatred she feels for her abductors is trans-

formed:

When I became pregnant with a barbarian child, I wanted to destroy

myself,

Yet once I bore him, I found the love of mother and child.

His looks are strange, and his speech is different, yet my hate turns into

love . . .

How can I not pity that which my womb has borne and my hand

nurtured?

A Chinese envoy is finally sent to ransom her. Lady Wen-chi's initial joy, how-

ever, turns to grief when she learns she will have to leave her children behind

(pi. 27d):

Now I must abandon my children in order to return home.

Across ten thousand miles of mountains and rivers, I shall arrive at our

border stations,

And once having turned away, forever my children will be lost to me.

With tear-stained face, I turn toward the setting sun;

All the long day I have stood here, looking to the south and then to the

north.

PI. 27b. Eighteen Songs ofa

Nomad Flute: The Story ofLady

Wen-chi. Detail, "Encampment

by a Stream"
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In the original painting for the eighteenth song (fig. 89), which represents

Lady Wen-chi's return, the setting of the first song is duplicated, but the activi-

ties depicted and the prevailing mood are quite different. As Wen-chi is joy-

fully welcomed back by her relatives inside the courtyard, the streets outside

continue their normal bustle.

The events and sufferings described in this thousand-year-old romance

must have seemed palpably real to numberless northern Chinese families who

had fled south to escape the nomad conquerors and who had had similar





experiences of homes broken and families reunited. Seen against the history of PI- 27c Eighteen Songs ofa

i r • • i c -i ~u • r.L zr- c Nomad Flute: The Story ofLady
the oung imperial ramily, the paintings or the Eighteen bongs express the ^ . ^ .j
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y

^ ^
tragedy of a national trauma. Steppe"

By far the most extensive cycle of symbolic narratives sponsored by Kao-tsung

is the illustrations to the Classic ofPoetry, dating from the n6os, a project car-

ried on by his successor, Emperor Hsiao-tsung (r. 1162-89).
31 Comprising three

hundred five odes dating from about 1000 to 700 B.C., the Classic ofPoetry is

one of the thirteen classics of the Confucian canon. It is divided into three

groups: the feng, folk songs from ancient regional cultures; the ya, courtly odes

sung at occasions of state entertainment and celebration; and the sung, panegy-

rics and sacrificial temple songs. As early as the Han dynasty, the Classic of

Poetry was a regular part of the Academy curriculum. Traditional commentar-

ies on the odes explored the historical context in which they were written and

their moral and political implications.
32

Kao-tsung's sponsorship of a new cycle

of illustrations was therefore an important part of his program of dynastic re-

vival, a reaffirmation of the known, "civilized" world at a time of threatened

tribal conquest. In Kao-tsung's scrolls, each calligraphy that precedes a paint-

ing begins with a brief commentary, traditionally called the Little Preface, by
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PI. 27c!. Eighteen Songs ofa the early Han dynasty scholar Mao-kung (active ca. 2nd century B.C.). Ma
Nomad Flute: The Story ofLady u -h • l- l r 11 l \x l

, . _ ..
J„ J

f.„ Ho-chin s illustrations, which follow the Mao commentary, represent the or-
Wen-chi. Detail, 1 he rarewell

thodox Confucian views of history and politics.

There is general consensus among modern scholars that the calligraphies

on the more than twenty surviving scrolls of the Classic ofPoetry are the work

of palace scribes writing in the manner of Kao-tsung. The most accomplished

paintings are by Ma Ho-chih, although it is generally believed that Ma em-

ployed assistants who worked under his supervision in the execution of many

of the scrolls. The existence of duplicate and triplicate versions of some of the

scrolls suggests that Kao-tsung had copies made, perhaps to be used as gifts.

In the 1130s, Kao-tsung began to cultivate a habit of daily practicing cal-

ligraphy by transcribing texts from the Confucian classics. "In this way not

only do I practice calligraphy, I also memorize the classics," he declared in

1142.
33 Within a short time, the emperor's transcriptions of the teachings of

Confucius began to appear in government schools. In 1138, at the suggestion of

the prime minister, Ch'in Kuei, the Classic ofFilial Piety as transcribed by Kao-

tsung was first engraved in stone. This meant that the text, through rubbings,

could be widely disseminated. Because of its underlying theme of moral obliga-

tion and obedience to authority, the concept of filial piety was used to
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Fig. 91. Emperor Kao-tsung (1107-1187; Fig. 92. Ma Ho-chih (active ca. 1130-ca. 1170). Sacrificial Odes ofChou. Detail,

r. 1127-62). The Classic ofPoetry, from The "Bright Hall." Handscroll, ink and color on silk, io/^ x 293 in. (27.5 x 743 cm).

Stone Classics, dated 1143. Rubbing, height Liaoning Provincial Museum, Shen-yang

of line 9 in. (23 cm)

propagandize government policy; it was, for example, used to justify the

acceptance of unfavorable peace terms with the Chin in 1141 because such accep-

tance would result in the repatriation of members of the imperial family, both

those who had survived and those who had died in captivity. By 1143, engraved

steles carved with the emperor's transcriptions of other major classics, includ-

ing the Classic ofPoetry (fig. 91), were erected at the newly rebuilt National

University in Lin-an, and replicas of the stones were installed in government

schools throughout the empire. 34

A native of the south from the Lin-an area, Ma Ho-chih (active ca. 1130-

ca. 1170) belonged to the new generation of southern painters who grew up

under the Southern Sung. It is not known whether he started out as a scholar-

official or as a professional court painter. He is mentioned in a late thirteenth-

century account as the leader of a group of ten painters in Kao-tsung's imperial

Painting Academy, 35 but according to a fourteenth-century biographer, he at-

tained the rank of Vice Minister of the Board of Works, which suggests that

he was more than just a professional painter.
36

In illustrating the ancient odes, Ma does not use the historical narrative

approach as exemplified in Duke Wen of Chin or Eighteen Songs ofa Nomad

Flute; instead, in each illustration, he tries to generalize and summarize the po-

etic content. His figures are presented as purely symbolic; their movements are

carefully choreographed and all narrative interaction between them is elimi-

nated. Ma's drawing of the drapery shows the pervasive influence of Li Kung-

lin's plain drawing technique on Southern Sung figure painting. Unlike Li,
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Fig. 93. Ma Ho-chih (active ca.

1130-ca. 1170). Sacrificial Odes of

Chou. Detail, "Altar of Heaven."

Handscroll, ink and color on silk,

10^8 x 293 in. (27.5 x 743 cm).

Liaoning Provincial Museum,

Shen-yang

ft i
1
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however, who varies his brush technique within one painting, Ma Ho-chih

channels all his expressive energy into his fluctuating calligraphic formula,

known as "orchid-leaf" drawing.

As a model, Ma uses the didactic tableau as seen in the Classic ofFilial

Piety (pis. 8a-g). In the scroll Sacrificial Odes of Chou, for example, he devel-

ops a series of illustrations of imperial ancestors (fig. 92) and ritual sacrifices to

Heaven (fig. 93) based on illustrations of the same theme by Li Kung-lin

(pis. 8b, c; and fig. 94). Turning Li's plain drawing into the thickening-and-

thinning orchid-leaf manner, Ma Ho-chih creates a visual and musical poetry

alive with energy.

The Odes ofthe State ofPin from the Classic ofPoetry (pis. 28a- c) com-

prises seven poems, or odes: "The Seventh Month," "The Owl," "Eastern

Hills," "Broken Axes," "Cutting an Ax Handle," "Fish Nets," and "The Wolf's

Dewlap."37 Pin, a small state in the Shensi region, was the home of the ances-

tors of the Chou kings for nearly five centuries before the Chou dynasty was

founded. The seven odes of Pin relate to the deeds of the Duke of Chou, re-

gent of the young King Ch'eng (r. ca. 1040-ca. 1003 B.C.).

Pis. 28a- c. Ma Ho-chih (active

ca. 1130-ca. 1170) and assistants.

Odes ofthe State ofPin. Hand-

scroll, ink, color, gold, and silver

on silk, io
7
/% x 284A in. (27.6 x

722.6 cm). Purchase, Gift of J.

Pierpont Morgan, by exchange,

1973 (1973-12.1.3)

PL 28a. Odes ofthe State ofPin.

Detail, "The Seventh Month"
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The first ode, "The Seventh Month" (pi. 28a), shows the labors and occu-

pations of an ancient people in arcadia. The illustration depicts an agricultural

society in a full landscape setting. Beginning at the right, a man observes a

constellation in the sky; to the left, beyond a thick haze of clouds, young girls

gather mulberry leaves; below them, men hoe and plow the field while a

woman and child carry food to the working men; finally, at the left, a feast is

held at the house of the lord, and dancers and musicians perform in the court-

yard. While the poem itself is rich in narrative detail, Ma, in his attempt to

create a coherent visual image, is highly selective. To suggest an archaic feel-

ing, naturalistic description is minimized; rather, the scenes are enclosed in

space cells juxtaposed on the picture plane and tilted up toward the viewer.

The lyrical mood of an earthly paradise is captured in the fluctuating rhythms

of the orchid-leaf brushline pulsing through the billowing clouds and jagged

rocks, the tree branches and draperies.

The second poem,"The Owl" (pi. 28b), is a political allegory about the Duke

of Chou's stand against two of his brothers. In the poem the duke is symbol-

ized by a bird protecting its young, who represents his ward, King Ch'eng:
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owl, O owl,

You have taken my young.

Do not destroy my house.

With love and with toil,

1 nourished them—I am to be pitied.

My wings are injured,

My tail is broken,

My house is in peril,

Tossed about in wind and rain.

I can but sound a cry of woe.
38

In the illustration, a great tree with two rocks at its base quivers in the thrall

of an electric rainstorm. In typical symbolic abbreviation, no owl is shown;

instead, in the branches, a mother bird guards her nest, while her mate flies

toward her at the far right with a twig in its beak, reinforcement for their

threatened home. The allegorical nature of the painting is underscored by the

expressionistic style of the representation, conveyed by an electrified orchid-

leaf brushstroke and ink wash mixed with specks of gold and silver.

In the final poem, "The Wolf's Dewlap" (pi. 28c), the Duke of Chou is

portrayed as a wise old wolf, whose movement, however, is constrained be-

cause he trips on his own large dewlap and long tail. Ma shows three court

officials on the left commenting on the old wolf, at right, encircled by a

wreath of cloud scrolls. In describing the difficulties of an elderly statesman,

the metaphor of the wolf's dewlap may allude to Kao-tsung's own position,

after 1162, as an emperor in retirement.

A second scroll from the Classic ofPoetry, Courtly Odes, Beginning with

"Wild Geese" (pi. 29), illustrates six poems about the Chou king Hsiian (r. 827-

782 B.C.), whose reign was viewed as another example of a dynastic revival.

Kao-tsung had a special fondness for the poem "Wild Geese," which in 1135 he

transcribed himself and presented to the prime minister, Chao Ting. 39 The

poem sings the praises of King Hsiian, under whose rule vast multitudes of

people, having survived long years of war and suffering, found peace and a

sense of hope:

The wild geese are flying,

Su-su goes the rustle of their wings.

There are those engaged in the campaign,

Suffering pain and toil in the open fields.

All are piteous.

Alas, for the wifeless and the widowed!

The wild geese are flying;

They gather in the midst of the marsh.

There are those building the walls,

Hundreds of them rising at once.

Though there is pain and toil,

In the end, they settle in their homes.
40
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PI. 28b. Odes ofthe State ofPin.

Detail, "The Owl"

PI. 28c. Odes ofthe State ofPin.

Detail, "The Wolf's Dewlap"
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In the illustration, a pair of wild geese return to their young nesting in the

water reeds. Following the cyclical laws of the seasons, the wild geese traverse

the continents without rest. The settling of the wild geese symbolizes, in the

courtly panegyric, the reestablishment of peace under Kao-tsung.

Odes ofthe State ofPin: The Seventh Month (pis. 30a, b), formerly believed to

be by Li Kung-lin but now attributed to an unidentified thirteenth-century

painter, exemplifies Southern Sung literary and genre narrative.
41 Executed in

PI. 29. Ma Ho-chih (active ca.

1130-ca. 1170) and assistants.

Courtly Odes, Beginning with

"Wild Geese. "Detail, "Wild

Geese." Section of a handscroll,

ink and color on silk, 10 x 30/
/
2

in. (25.3 x 77.5 cm). Edward El-

liott Family Collection, Gift of

Douglas Dillon, 1984 (1984.475.1)
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Pis. 30a, b. Unidentified artist

(13th century). Odes ofthe State of

Pin: The Seventh Month. Hand-

scroll, ink on paper, 11V16 x 540 in.

(29.7 x 1371 cm). John M. Craw-

ford, Jr. Collection, Gift of The

Dillon Fund, 1982 (1982.459)

PL 30a. Odes ofthe State ofPin:

The Seventh Month. Detail,

"Crickets"

Li's plain drawing technique, the long handscroll illustrates the first of the

Odes ofthe State ofPin as a continuous narrative that reflects contemporary life

in Southern Sung China. This literal and explicit illustration of the content of

the ode is the opposite of Ma Ho-chih's monoscenic, symbolic approach to

the same subject (pi. 28a). The fifth stanza, for example, reads:

In the fifth month the locust moves its legs;

In the sixth month the cricket shakes its wings;

In the seventh month it is out in the grounds;

In the eighth month it is under the roof;

In the ninth month it is in the doorway;

In the tenth month the cricket is under our bed.
42

In the handscroll (pi. 30a), the passage of time is illustrated, from right to left,

by the march of the crickets across a courtyard, into a pavilion, and under a

couch on which a man reclines. In details worthy of any fine album painting,

they kick their legs and shake their wings in their sprightly seasonal call. Fur-

ther into the poem:

In the eighth month we pluck the date trees;

In the tenth month we reap the rice

To make spring wine,

To enhance vigorous longevity.
43

The painting for this verse (pi. 30b) shows laborers picking dates, reaping the

rice crop, and making wine. These illustrations of farming and production re-

late to the Illustrations ofPlowing and Weaving, a cycle of twenty-one pictures

that depict agriculture and twenty-four pictures that depict sericulture, which

were first engraved in stone by imperial edict in 1210.
44 By the thirteenth cen-

tury, with the spread of printing, such illustrations also enjoyed increasingly

wide circulation in the form of the printed book.

A
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Southern Sung Imperial Calligraphy PL 30b. Odes ofthe State ofPin:

The Seventh Month. Detail,

Despite its relative military weakness, the Southern Sung dynasty managed to Bringing in the Harvest

consolidate its rule over southern China for one hundred fifty years, fending

off invasions by both the Chin and the Mongols. More significant were the

enormous social and intellectual changes that occurred and that exerted far-

reaching influence on Chinese history. Under Kao-tsung and his successors,

the study of history, poetry, and calligraphy and painting played a crucial role

not only in the private lives of the emperors but in their public policies and

code of behavior as well.

In the 1130s, while still in his late twenties and early thirties, Kao-tsung

transcribed the Confucian classics and copied works of ancient calligraphy, be-

stowing them as gifts or giving them as prizes to his generals, ministers, and

other officials. A quiet man of modest, even austere habits, he built in 1158 a

retreat where he could "withdraw to private meditation in a place without col-

ors, sounds, or idle amusements."45

During the 1130s and early 1140s, Kao-tsung's calligraphic style (figs. 85,

86) was strongly influenced by the individualistic styles of the late Northern

Sung masters Huang T'ing-chien and Mi Fu. In the late 1130s, he changed his

style, reportedly because, according to a popular contemporary account, the

Chin puppet ruler of the northern state of Ch'i, Emperor Liu Yii (r. 1129—38),

also wrote in the manner of Huang T'ing-chien, and the two rulers' similar

style was causing confusion in secret state communications. 4 *5

Kao-tsung's new

style followed in the tradition of the pre-T'ang regular-script manner of the

two Wangs—Wang Hsi-chih and Wang Hsien-chih—which had earlier been

championed by the T'ang emperor T'ai-tsung. In returning to an archaic and
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balanced regular-script manner, Kao-tsung established a new dynastic style in

Southern Sung calligraphy.

One important model for his study of Wang Hsi-chih was an original

transcription of the Thousand-Character Essay in Regular and Cursive Scripts, by

the priest Chih-yung (5i5?-6o4?; fig. 95), a seventh-generation descendant of

Wang. Chih-yung reportedly wrote more than eight hundred versions of the

Thousand-Character Essay— a composition of two hundred fifty rhymed lines

of four characters each, made by the order of Emperor Wu of the Liang dy-

nasty (r. 502-49)— using characters found in anthologies of Wang Hsi-chih's

calligraphy kept in the Liang imperial collection. A copy of Yii Shih-nan's

Thousand-Character Essay by Kao-tsung (fig. 96), datable to the 1170s, is now

in Shanghai. 47 Kao-tsung's regular script, which is modeled after Chih-yung's,

is exemplified in his manuscript copy of the Preface to the Collected Writings of

Emperor Hui-tsung, dated 1154 (fig. 97). Done with the point of the brush,

which he would flick and turn primarily with his fingers rather than with his

wrist, Kao-tsung's brushwork is supple and smooth, and especially suited to

the small writing. The principal hallmark of this square, archaizing, regular

script is a prominent wavelike ending stroke (po), seen also in the clerical

script of the Han period (fig. 42). Kao-tsung's calligraphic manner was easily

followed by the court scribes, as well as by later Southern Sung calligraphers.

Indeed, it became a dynastic emblem that remained in force until the end of

the Southern Sung period, in the late thirteenth century.

Following his abdication in 1162, Kao-tsung lived another twenty-five

years in retirement with his wife, the empress Wu (1115-1197), who was also a

calligrapher and a poet, devoting himself to scholarly and artistic pursuits. The

Quatrain on Fishermen (pi. 31), written in a regular script, is a late work from
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Fig. 95. Chih-yung (515?- 604?).

Thousand-Character Essay in

Regular and Cursive Scripts.

Detail. AJbum(?), ink on

paper, height 9% in. (24.7 cm).

Ogawa Collection, Kyoto
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Fig. 96. Emperor Kao-

tsung (1107-1187; r. 1127-

62). Thousand-Character

Essay in Regular and Cursive

Scripts, after Yii Shih-nan,

ca. 1170s. Detail. Hand-

scroll, ink on silk, 9^8 x

191^8 in. (23.2 x 486.6 cm).

Shanghai Museum
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Fig. 97. Emperor Kao-tsung

(1107-1187; r. 1127-62). Pref-

ace to the Collected Writings of

Emperor Hui-tsung, dated

1154. Detail. Handscroll(?),

ink on paper, height 10^8 in.

(27.6 cm). Ogawa Collec-

tion, Kyoto
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this period. Executed with an old brush with a smoothly worn tip, the brush-

work is quiescent, yet enriched by a spontaneous variety and liveliness; it re-

sembles the regular script of his Thousand-Character Essay (fig. 96), also a late

work. The poem, written in four columns, embellishes a round silk fan, a fa-

vored format in Southern Sung imperial art. The use of such a fan appears in

Listening to the Sound ofa Zither (fig. 98), an early twelfth-century painting by

a member of Hui-tsung's Painting Academy, though the fan held by the

courtly gentleman in the painting is not decorated. By the late twelfth cen-

tury, silk fans were regularly embellished with a painting on one side and a

poem on the other, with the image and the words complementing each other.

The earliest extant example of an original matched set, excavated from the

tomb of the Ming prince Chu T'an (died 1389),
48 shows four lines of cursive

script by Kao-tsung (fig. 99a) and a painting of a flowering autumn mallow by

an unidentified Academy painter (fig. 99b). It was the retired emperor's cus-

tom to inscribe these fans and to bestow them as gifts at special occasions.

The poems, when not original works by the emperor himself, were taken from

anthologies of T'ang or early Sung poetry.

Kao-tsung inscribed one fan (the companion painting is lost) with his

Quatrain on Fishermen (pi. 31):
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Fig. 98. Unidentified Acad-

emy artist (early 12th cen-

tury). Listening to the Sound

ofa Zither. Detail. Hanging

scroll, ink and color on

silk, 57^8 x 20//8 in. (147 x

51 cm). Palace Museum,

Beijing

Fig. 99a. F.mpcror Kao-rsung

(1107- 1187; r. 1127-62). Qitti-

iratiL Fan. Gold on silk, 9^8 x 10

in. (24.3 x 25,5 cm). Shantung

Provincial Museum. Chi- nan

Fig, 99b. Unidentified Academy

artist (early 12th century). Au-

tumn Mallows. I-an Ucversc of* fig.

99a). Ink, colors, and gold on

silk, gJ'K x to in, (24.3 x 2s. 5 cm).

Shantung Provincial Museum,

Chi-nan

Small fishing boats are moored along the sandbanks of a stream.

Calling to tint another, the boatmen have gone to the winehouse.

Turning In their catch of perch [for money] to buy drink,

They retire to the song of the oars, to sleep in the rosy mist.

While the gentle beauty of the regular-script calligraphy seems to capture the

poem's spirit of contentment, without the painting, the "poetic idea'* {shih-i)

remains unrepresented. In illustrating the poem, the painter might have cho-

sen to show all four images: the boats moored by the stream bank, the men
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PI. 31. Emperor Kao-tsung (1107-

1187; r. 1127-62). Quatrain on

Fishermen. Fan mounted as an

album leaf, ink on silk, 9/4 x

10 in. (23.5 x 25.4 cm). Bequest

of John M. Crawford, Jr., 1988

(1989.363.7)
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Fig. ioo. Emperor Hsiao-tsung

(1127-1194; r. 1162-89). Poem

inscribed on Awakening Under

a ThatchedAwning, by an

unidentified Academy artist (12th

century). Album leaf, ink and

color on silk, 9% x 20^8 in.

(24.8 x 52.3 cm). National Palace

Museum, Taipei

calling to one another, turning in the catch of fish, and retiring for the night.

However, the Southern Sung court taste for simplicity and evocation would

suggest that the painter, rather than attempting a literal illustration of all four

lines, probably would have used only the last image— of men going to sleep

"to the song of the oars"— to evoke the tranquil mood of the poem.

An album painting that illustrates a similar theme, Awakening Under a

ThatchedAwning (fig. 100), is accompanied by a poem formerly believed to be

inscribed by Kao-tsung but now attributed stylistically to Kao-tsung's son

,

Hsiao-tsung:

Who says the fisherman is an old fool?

Making his way home in a skiff, he is free of all worries.

With light, breaking waves and a gentle breeze,

He awakens and rises under a thatched awning, the sun at high noon. 49

The simple "one-corner" landscape composition uses the familiar Southern

Sung Academy formula of two trees on a foreground promontory overlooking

a lake bounded by a distant shoreline. The scene is made specific to the poem

simply by the addition of a seated man under the boat awning and a breeze

rustling through the trees. In evoking poetic ideas, the Southern Sung painter

typically used selective details rather than narrative illustration. The attempt

here, for example, is not so much to represent the fisherman in his boat as to

express the thoughts of the fisherman as he looks out over the vast expanse of

shining water.

Kao-tsung's Quatrain on Heavenly Mountain (pi. 32), a beautiful late work

in an archaic cursive clerical script, compares closely with his famous transcrip-

tion of the Rhapsody on the Goddess ofthe Lo River (fig. 101), dating to after

1162. Both works are modeled after the cursive clerical style of Chih-yung's
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Fig. 101. Emperor Kao-tsung (1107-1187; r. 1127-62). Rhapsody on the

Goddess ofthe Lo River, after 1162. Detail. Handscroll, ink on silk, 11 x

27%. in. (28 x 70.5 cm). Liaoning Provincial Museum, Shen-yang
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Fig. 102. Attributed to Emperor Hsiao-tsung (1127-1194;

r. 1162—89). Comments on Calligraphy. Ink on paper.

Private collection, Japan

Thousand-Character Essay (fig. 95). The Quatrain, laden with occult and astro-

logical references, reads in part:

Dark [word missing] from Heavenly Mountain divides the turbid and

the vast.

Ministered by the second hexagram, the elixir pours in a liquid jade.

As I stand at the north-northeast and the south-southwest gates of the

compass,

I see the flash of rosy lights, ten thousand feet in the air.

While the exact meaning of the poem is unknown, 50
its expression is clearly

symbolic and celebratory. It might have been illustrated by a blue-and-green

mythical landscape, similarly suffused with symbolism.

Because Kao-tsung did not have an heir, he carefully groomed his

adopted son, Hsiao-tsung (1127-1194; r. 1162-89), to succeed him. The so-

called Filial Emperor's Couplet on Pond Scenery (pi. 33), on a round fan, com-

pares closely with Comments on Calligraphy (fig. 102), also generally attributed

to him. On the left, under the imperial seal, the inscription reads: "Bestowed on

[Chao] Chih-chung," a eunuch attendant in Hsiao-tsung's palace, which seems

to confirm the attribution.
51
Hsiao-tsung's brushwork is heavier and more

sensuous, his individual characters more elongated than those by Kao-tsung.
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PI. 34. Attributed to Emperor

Kuang-tsung (1147-1200; r. 1189-

94). Couplet by Han Yii. Fan

mounted as an album leaf, ink on

silk, 8^8 x S%. in. (21.3 x 21 cm).

Bequest ofJohn M. Crawford,

Jr., 1988 (1989.363.11)

Fig. 103. Emperor Ning-tsung

(1164-1224; r. 1194-1224). Inscrip-

tion on On a Mountain Path in

Spring, by Ma Yuan (active ca.

1190 -1225). Album leaf, ink and

color on silk, 10% x 17 in. (27.4 x

43.1 cm). National Palace Mu-
seum, Taipei
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Fig. 104. Yang Mei-tzu (1162-

1232). Inscription of 1216 on Layers

ofIcy Silk, by Ma Lin (ca. 1180-

after 1256). Hanging scroll, ink

and color on silk, 39% x 19/2 in.

(101 x 49.6 cm). Palace Museum,

Beijing

But while extremely fluent, the brushwork is less varied and does not show

the influence of the archaic clerical script. The couplet describes the stillness

of a pond at evening:

Above the pond, a thin mist envelops the emerald green;

At water's edge, the late sun plays with dragonflies.

Hsiao-tsung was succeeded in 1190 by the unfortunate, mentally dis-

turbed Kuang-tsung (1147-1200; r. 1189-94), who, after less than five years on

the throne, was forced to resign in favor of his son Ning-tsung (1164-1224;

r. 1194-1224). While no extant work by Kuang-tsung is known, the Couplet by

Han Yii (pi. 34) may prove to be from his hand. The couplet is taken from a

poem by the great T'ang writer Han Yii (768-824):

[The bamboo's] lofty appearance defies the austerity of autumn,

Its chaste color surpasses the lush beauty of spring.
52
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Although this calligraphy has been attributed to Emperor Ning-tsung, 53
it does

not agree with accepted examples of his handwriting (fig. 103).
54 Indeed, the

square, carefully balanced form of the regular script shows the strong influence

of Kao-tsung and is more typical of the hand of an earlier Southern Sung em-

peror and very different from the freer, more expressive forms of most thir-

teenth-century imperial calligraphy.

During the reign of Ning-tsung, his consort, the empress Yang Mei-tzu

(1162-1232), was also a formidable presence, both in politics and in the arts.

Starting out as a young musician in the palace of Empress Wu (the wife of

Kao-tsung), Yang Mei-tzu found favor with Ning-tsung and maneuvered her

way into becoming his wife. Wielding great power in court politics, she played

PI. 35. Empress Yang Mei-tzu

(1162-1232). Quatrain on Yellow

Roses. Fan mounted as an album

leaf, ink on silk, 9/4 x 9^8 in.

(23.5 x 24.5 cm). Bequest of John

M. Crawford, Jr., 1988

(1989.363.13)
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PI. 36. Empress Yang Mei-tzu

(1162-1232). Quatrain on Spring's

Radiance. Fan mounted as an al-

bum leaf, ink on silk, 9^8 x 9^8 in.

(23.2 x 24.4 cm). Bequest of

John M. Crawford, Jr., 1988

(1989.363.12)

an important role in the installation of the next emperor, Li-tsung, following

the death of her husband. 55

Yang Mei-tzu's poems on flower paintings reflect a new kind of lyric

poetry that became increasingly popular during the thirteenth century. On
a painting of two branches of blossoming plum entitled Layers ofIcy Silk

(fig. 104), by the thirteenth-century Academy painter Ma Lin, for example,

Yang Mei-tzu wrote a poem, dated 1216

:

Like a cold butterfly passing the night in the corolla,

Embracing the rouge center while recalling a past encounter.

How lovely are the buds at the tip of the chilled branch:

Such is the beauty that adorned the Han palace.
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PI. 37. Emperor Li-tsung (1205-

1264; r. 1224-64). Coupletfrom a

Poem by Han Hung, dated 1261.

Fan mounted as an album leaf, ink

on silk, 8 x $h in. (20.3 x 21.5 cm).

Bequest of John M. Crawford, Jr.,

1988 (1989.363.23)

Both the plum blossom and the butterfly allude to the transitory nature of

physical beauty, desire, and life itself.
56 The frail blossoms, though not a literal

illustration of the poem, are through the words of the poem transformed into

an emblem of intense human feeling.

Shuen-fu Lin, in his study of Southern Sung lyric poetry, describes what

he sees as "an increasing narrowness of vision, a sensual plenitude of images,"

culminating in "the retreat toward the object."
57 In the poetic genre of "songs

on objects" {yung-wu tz'u), Lin argues, the Southern Sung tz'u poet "shrinks

from the vast world of his lived experience and concentrates his creative vision

on one tangible object." We can observe in Southern Sung painting a similar

"retreat toward the object." It is best exemplified in the genre of still-life

flower painting. In earlier Southern Sung landscapes that depict "poetic ideas"

(fig. 100), the painter, in illustrating a poem, projects onto the picture plane

the story of the poem. In later Southern Sung painting, by contrast, poetic feel-

ing is focused on one object, which is endowed with an immediate, sensuous

presence.

Two poems by Yang Mei-tzu, composed by the aging empress for her hus-

band, Ning-tsung, are representative of the later Southern Sung manner. They
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are written in a distinctively expressive regular script and date from the early

1220s. The Quatrain on Yellow Roses (pi. 35) reads:

Snowy stamens dot the tender yellow [flowers];

The rose is wet with the morning dew that dampens my garment.

As the west wind sweeps away the wild bees and butterflies,

I alone, at the border of Heaven, keep company with the fragrant

cassia tree.

And the Quatrain on Springs Radiance (pi. 36):

My makeup worn and faded, only the scent lingers;

Still I shall enjoy spring's radiance before my eyes.

Once you said to me, How a year blooms quickly and as quickly dies!

May we now forsake worldly splendors for the land of wine?
58

One imagines that the Quatrain on Yellow Roses was illustrated, simply, by a

branch of yellow roses, while the Quatrain on Springs Radiance might have

been illustrated by a paler flower, white pear or apple blossom. The poet, in a

voice both intimate and amorous, implores her lover to forsake the world and

to retreat with her to "the land of wine." The same lyrical feeling of devotion

and longing is beautifully expressed by Yang Mei-tzu's calligraphy, which,

though clearly derived from that of Emperor Kao-tsung (pi. 31), is looser and

intentionally awkward, with a naive, feminine quality.

Emperor Li-tsung (1205-1264; r. 1224-64), a ruler of moderate tempera-

ment, was the most accomplished of the late Southern Sung imperial

Fig. 105. Attributed to Li Sung

(active ca. 1190-1230). The Hang-

chow Bore in Moonlight, ca. 1210.

Fan mounted as an album leaf,

ink and color on silk, 8% x 8^8 in.

(22.3 x 22 cm). National Palace

Museum, Taipei
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PI. 38. Emperor Li-tsung (1205-

1264; r. 1224-64). Couplet on Au-

tumn Sky. Fan mounted as an

album leaf, ink on silk, 9^4 x 7

in. (23.5 x 17.8 cm). Bequest of

John M. Crawford, Jr., 1988

(1989.363.20)

calligraphers. His Coupletfrom a Poem by Han Hung (pi. 37), dated 1261, takes

two lines from a poem by the Tang dynasty poet Han Hung (active ca. 766-80)

entitled "Farewell to Yuan Shen on His Return to Chiang-tung":

The sounds of the tide rise at noon;

The greens of the mountains are deepest in the south.

These lines may be an illustration of a favorite Southern Sung scene, the fa-

mous Hangchow bore at the mouth of the Ch'ien-t'ang River, an example of

which is seen in The Hangchow Bore in Moonlight (fig. 105), attributed to Li

Sung (active ca. 1190-1230). Li-tsung, in a large regular script based on the

square forms of Kao-tsung, abandons the archaistic pre-T'ang Chih-yung mode

(fig. 95), returning to the monumental wrist-and-arm action of such T'ang

models as Ou-yang Hsiin and Yen Chen-ch'ing (fig. 47). The result is a swiftly

formed, crisp brushwork that is at once freely expressive and well balanced.

An excellent example of Li-tsung's cursive script is the Couplet on Autumn

Sky (pi. 38):

Deep in the autumn, waters are clear to the bottom [of the lake];

After rain, blueness extends across the sky.
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PI. 39. Emperor Li-tsung (1205-

1264; r. 1224-64). Quatrain on

Snow-Covered West Lake. Fan

mounted as an album leaf, ink on

silk, 9^8 x 9^8 in. (25.2 x 25.2 cm).

Bequest of John M. Crawford, Jr.,

1988 (1989.363.18)

Framed within the narrow oval of the silk fan, the sprightly characters, in rich

lacquer-black ink, are knife sharp and restrained. Matching the calligraphy,

one imagines, could have been the barest description of water and sky, captur-

ing the essence of quietude and meditation.

Li-tsung's Quatrain on Snow-Covered West Lake (pi. 39) describes the leg-

endary beauty of West Lake in Hangchow, by this time developed into a resort

for the Southern Sung emperors:

On the lake, a bright frozen mist lingers;

On the lake, brilliant sights beckon.

From the pavilion, I gaze at the mountain peaks;

The color of snow and a hazy vapor shine in my wine cup.

In the Quatrain by Meng Hao-jan (pi. 40), the emperor transcribes a landscape

poem by the famous T'ang dynasty poet Meng Hao-jan (689-740):

In the Ch'an meditation hall, on the mountaintop, hangs a priest's robe.

There is no one outside the window, only birds flying by a stream.

As dusk half envelops the mountain path,

I hear the bells toll over the endless greenery.
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Pi. 40. Emperor Li-tsung (1205-

1264; r. 1224-64). Quatrain by

Meng Hao-jan. Fan mounted as

an album leaf, ink on silk, 9 x

9^8 in. (22.9 x 24.7 cm). Bequest

of John M. Crawford, Jr., 1988

(1989.363.19)
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PI. 41. Emperor Li-tsung (1205-

1264; r. 1224-64). Quatrain on

Late Spring. Fan mounted as an

album leaf, ink on silk, 9^8 x 9/4

in. (24.5 x 23.5 cm). Bequest of

John M. Crawford, Jr., 1988

(1989.363.22)
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PI. 42. Emperor Li-tsung (1205-

1264; r. 1224-64). Quatrain on a

Spring Garden. Fan mounted as

an album leaf, ink on silk, 11 x

9/2 in. (28 x 24.2 cm). Bequest

ofJohn M. Crawford, Jr., 1988

(1989.363.21)

Both poems, written in a fluent running script, date from the last years of Li-

tsung's life. The swiftly executed brushwork has gained in both suppleness and

tensile strength, as individual brushstrokes are now switched from the round

to the square and back again to the round with perfect ease and control.

In the Quatrain on Late Spring (pi. 41), the emperor laments the coming

of old age:

How spring makes me sad!

Timidly I bear the passing of spring.

The young lady has no feeling for me,

She treats my love merely as that of a waning spring.

Life for the aging emperor, however, was not without its pleasures. The

Quatrain on a Spring Garden (pi. 42), in a charming cursive script, was written

for the "noble consort" who inspired the poem:

Last year I saw a branch scented with a red fragrance;

Faintly, I imagined red corollas with little makeup.

Today, in the palace garden, such colors abound.

Perhaps, without knowing it, I prayed to the god of spring.
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1. The sociologist Max Weber, who links the

growth of capitalism in the West with the Pu-

ritan ethic, has contrasted Confucian rational-

ism with Puritan rationalism:

Both the Puritan and the Confucian were

"sober men." But the rational sobriety of

the Puritan was founded in a mighty en-

thusiasm which the Confucian lacked com-

pletely; it was the same enthusiasm which

inspired the monk of the Occident. The

rejection of the world by occidental asceti-

cism was insolubly linked to its opposite,

namely, its eagerness to dominate the

world. In the name of a supra-mundane

God the imperatives of asceticism were

issued to the monk and, in variant and

softened form, to the world. Nothing

conflicted more with the Confucian ideal

of gentility than the idea of a "vocation."

The "princely" man was an aesthetic

value; he was not a tool of a god.

See Max Weber, "Conclusions: Confu-

cianism and Puritanism," in The Religion of

China: Confucianism and Taoism (Glencoe,

111.: Free Press, 1951), pp. 226-49. F°r further

discussion of "professionalism," see Frederick

W. Mote, Review of Confucianism and Autoc-

racy: Professional Elites in the Founding of the

Ming Dynasty, by John Dardess, Harvard

Journal ofAsiatic Studies 46, no. 1 (June

1986), pp. 302-17.

2. See Chang Hao, Ken-ytieh chi (Record of

Ken-yueh), and Tsu Hsiu, Yang-hua-kung chi

(Record of the Yang-hua Palace), in Li Lien,

Pien-ching yi-chi chih (Gazetteer of the Ar-

chaeological Remains of [the Former Capital]

Pien-ching), in San-t'ieh-t'ang ts'ung-shu (Col-

lected Works in the San-t'ieh-t'ang) (Honan:

Kuan Shu-chii, 1922), chtian 4.

3. See Ts'ai T'ao, T'ieh-wei-shan ts'ung-t'an

(Miscellanea at the Iron-clad Mountain),

Chung-huaed. (Beijing, 1983), chtian 1. Anita

Wai-fong Siu, a graduate student at Prince-
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Introspection and Lyricism:

Southern Sung Painting

Southern Sung art, because it was dominated by the court, must be seen

against the political and intellectual climate of the time. Devastated by their

loss of northern China to the Chin invaders, the Southern Sung emperor Kao-

tsung (r. 1127-62) and his conservative ministers held the reform policies of

1069-85 and their reapplication in 1093-1125 responsible for the rapid decline

of the Northern Sung. Rather than trying to initiate further institutional

changes, they renewed the appeal of Neo-Confucian morality as a way of revi-

talizing the empire. After the humiliating peace treaty with the Jurchen Chin

in 1141, Kao-tsung, intent on consolidating his personal rule, established an in-

creasingly absolutist and repressive government.

After Kao-tsung's successor, Emperor Hsiao-tsung (r. 1162-89), renegoti-

ated and improved the peace terms with the Chin in 1165, Southern Sung

China enjoyed a full century of growth and prosperity. During that time, how-

ever, two crises in the imperial succession severely damaged the moral author-

ity of the court: the deposing, in 1194, of the mentally ill emperor Kuang-tsung

(r. 1189-94) in favor of his son Ning-tsung (r. 1194-1224) and a palace coup

in 1225 following the death of Ning-tsung, who died without an heir, which re-

sulted in the installation of Li-tsung (r. 1224-64).
1

For conservative Southern Sung scholars and thinkers, who believed that

the only answer to the ills of society was moral transformation, disenchant-

ment with court affairs typically led to an increased focus on self-cultivation

through meditation and philosophical reflection on human affairs. When Em-

peror Hsiao-tsung ascended the throne in n 62, the great Neo-Confucian phi-

losopher Chu Hsi advised that the new ruler expel the Jurchen Chin, follow

the Confucian practice of "the investigation of things leading to the perfection

of knowledge," and place only men of high moral principle in office.
1 Chu Hsi

and his followers, in their Neo-Confucian philosophy, known as the School of

Tao {Tao-hsiieh), established the concept of Tao-t'ung, or the Orthodox Lin-

eage of the Tao, in which they claimed direct lineage from the ancient sage

kings Yao and Shun, through Confucius and Mencius, and the early Northern

Sung Neo-Confucianists. Emperor Li-tsung, in an attempt to bolster the

image of the court, appointed scholars of the School of Tao to high court

office, and to strengthen the Southern Sung claim as the legitimate heir to the

Confucian state, he proclaimed Neo-Confucianism, now designated the School

of Principles, the official philosophy of the state.
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With the threat of first Chin, then Mongol, invasion looming on its

northern border, and government officials preferring stability and inaction to

innovation and change, Southern Sung China turned increasingly inward. In

Southern Sung painting, the deepening introspection is reflected in a gradual

shift of imagery from a realistic rendition of nature to a symbolic representa-

tion of single flowers, rocks, and trees.

A Fisherman s Lodge

By the late twelfth century, Lin-an, the Southern Sung capital, was not only a

great metropolis of wealth and commerce but also a cultural haven of refined

living and elegant taste.
3 Wedged between West Lake, the Che estuary, and the

Eastern Sea (Map 4), the city lacked the spaciousness and symmetry of

an ideal imperial capital; its natural beauty, however, was unparalleled. Thir-

teenth-century eyewitness accounts of the city, including that of the Venetian

traveler Marco Polo (who called it "the finest city in the world"), describe the

great amenities of urban life: fine taverns and restaurants, pleasure houses,

shops specializing in every luxury and exotic product imaginable, and goods

from all over China and other parts of the world. 4 West Lake, always decked

with gaily decorated pleasure boats and humming day and night with the clat-

ter of banquets and festivities, was surrounded by Buddhist and Taoist temples

and magnificent villas and gardens. Many owners of private estates vied with

one another in their extravagant life-styles and lavish entertaining. A leading

aristocrat of the day, Chang Tzu, who modestly styled himself the Master of

the Studio of Frugality, for example, resided in a palatial retreat situated north

of the city that comprised some eighty buildings, bridges, and artificial ponds,

where he held no fewer than one hundred thirty-seven feasts and outings in a

single year.
5

With factionalism within the palace making official careers ever more haz-

ardous and unrewarding, life away from the pressures of court, a life of reclu-

sion and often of luxury as well, became much desired. For these wealthy

aristocrats and scholar-officials, however, the objective of a reclusive life was,

in the words of the modern scholar Shuen-fu Lin, "not pleasure but refine-

ment . . . the pristine and transparent state of being."
6

Fisherman's Lodge at Mount Hsi-sai (pi. 43), formerly attributed to Wang

Shen (ca. 1036-after 1104), is the work of the Southern Sung scholar-official,

poet, and painter Li Chieh (ca. 1124-after 1191).
7 Born in Ho-yang, Honan

Province, shortly before the Jurchen Chin invasion, Li Chieh was given the

name Chieh by his father in tribute to the T'ang dynasty recluse poet Yuan

Chieh (723-772); the political climate around 1124 was already ominous

enough for the elder Li to project a life of reclusion for his newborn son. De-

spite his father's prediction, however, Li Chieh, after immigrating to the south

and earning his chin-shih degree in the early 1150s, went on to serve the South-

ern Sung court, both at provincial posts and in the capital. In the 1180s, he

built near Lake T'ai in the Hsi-sai Mountains, Chekiang Province, a retreat
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for himself and his family called the Fisherman's Lodge, which he also used as

a meeting place for his poetry club. In 1190, after a final government assign-

ment in Szechwan, Li retired to the Fisherman's Lodge. He died there after

1191.

Fisherman's Lodge at Mount Hsi-sai was painted about 1170, before the

lodge was actually built. It has colophons dated from 1185 to 1191, written at

Li's request by seven of the best-known and most successful scholar-officials

of the day. Fan Ch'eng-ta (1126-1193) was special Sung envoy to the Chin in

1170, minister of state in 1179, and a leading calligrapher, poet, naturalist, and

author of travelogues; Hung Mai (1123-1202) was a special envoy to the Chin

in 1162 and subchancellor of the Han-lin College; Chou Pi-ta (1126-1204) was

prime minister in 1187; Chao Hsiung (1129-1193), another envoy to the Chin,

was prime minister in 1178 ; Wang Lin (1128-1192) was prime minister in 1190,

and so on. Thus, the painting by Li, together with its impressive colophons,

constitutes an extraordinary artistic and social document of Southern Sung

scholar-official culture.

Because Fisherman's Lodge was painted before the lodge was built, it does

not represent an actual place, but rather a projection by the artist. A landscape

in the archaic blue-and-green style, it depicts a country home modeled after

the prototypical image of a scholar's retreat, Wang-ch'uan Villa (fig. 27), done
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by the eighth-century T'ang poet and painter Wang Wei. Unlike Li Kung-lin's

Dwelling in the Lung-mien Mountains (fig. 106), which was also inspired by

Wang Wei's composition but which describes specific topographical features of

a real site, Li Chieh's imaginary landscape is symbolic and unspecific. Li

Chieh's property, situated between the Cha and T'iao streams, was built at the

site of the home of the famous eighth-century T'ang recluse poet and painter

Chang Chih-ho (active ca. 756-62), known as the Fisherman of Misty Break-

ers; hence the name Fisherman's Lodge.

The painting shows a lakeside villa surrounded by hills (pi. 43a). On the

shore are weeping willows and fir trees, and on the lake a scholar in a skiff

drifts by dense clusters of lotus leaves. The style of the landscape, built up with

soft round dots, recalls the manner of Tung Yiian's The Hsiao and Hsiang Riv-

ers (fig. 107), long praised by Mi Fu as expressive of the reposeful landscapes

of the south and the elegant "plain and natural" taste of the scholar-artist.
8
As

a symbolic landscape the quiet, undramatic image thus reflects, through

identifiable historical and stylistic allusions, the deeply cherished cultural ideal

of reclusion.

Li Chieh sent the painting to his friends, asking if they would contribute

comments or colophons, and in effect calling for a gathering in absentia. This

exchange of literary and artistic works among friends followed in a long tradi-

Pl. 43. Li Chieh (ca. 1124-after

1191). Fisherman's Lodge at Mount

Hsi-sai, ca. 1170. Handscroll, ink

and color on silk, 16 x 53^8 in.

(40.7 x 135.5 cm)- Bequest of John

M. Crawford, Jr., 1988 (1989.363.10)

Overleaf

Pi. 43a. Detail, pi. 43
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tion that was begun at Wang Hsi-chih's famous literary meeting at the Orchid

Pavilion in a.d. 353, when a group of friends gathered to create a collection of

poems.

Fan Ch'eng-ta, who wrote the first colophon for Fisherman's Lodge, care-

fully sets the artistic and literary standard. His calligraphic essay (fig. 108),

Fig. 106. After Li Kung-lin (ca.

1041-1106). Dwelling in the Lung-

mien Mountains. Detail. Hand-

scroll, ink on paper, 11^8 x 143/2

in. (28.9 x 364.6 cm). National

Palace Museum, Taipei
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dated 1185 and written in a bold running script, is both a visual and verbal ac-

companiment to Li's painting, explicating and enhancing the image and plac-

ing it in a personal and historical context. In the colophon Fan recalls how,

when he and Li Chieh first met as young officials in Anhwei in the 1150s, they

already spoke of their longing for retirement. By this time, Fan had retired

and was no longer in good health:

Although [Li Chieh] built his Fisherman's Lodge later in his life than I,

he is in good health and can still take care of his parents. ... I am ten

thousand times more envious of [Li Chieh] than he once was of me. I

hope my illness will subside. When the peach blossoms bloom and the

streams are flowing, I shall sail to Hsi-sai in a skiff and ask him to buy

fish and wine. We shall sing songs of the oars, write verses along the

streams, and invite young fishermen and woodcutters to come sing with

us. . . . With emerald waters reaching to the sky and the sound of the

rain beating on the thatched awning, we shall enjoy a nap after drink-

ing. What a wonderful way to renew our friendship!

Fan's calligraphy shows the stylistic influence of the late Northern Sung mas-

ters Huang T'ing-chien and Mi Fu, both of whom were popular among South-

ern Sung scholar-artists. Compared with the brushwork of both Huang and

Mi, however, Fan's is relatively flat and lacking in variation (figs. I09a-c). Typ-

Fig. 107. After Tung Yiian (died

962). The Hsiao and Hsiang Riv-

ers. Handscroll, ink and color on

silk, 19^4 x 55^8 in. (50 x 141.4 cm).

Palace Museum, Beijing

Fig. 108. Fan Ch'eng-ta (1126-

11 93). Detail of a colophon to

Li Chieh's Fisherman's Lodge at

Mount Hsi-sai, dated 1185 (pi. 43)
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Fig. 109a. Fan Ch'eng-ta (1126-

1193). Detail of a colophon to

Fisherman 's Lodge at Mount Hsi-

sai (fig. 108)

Fig. 109b. Huang T'ing-chien

(1045-1105). Detail from Scrollfor

Chang Ta-t'ung (see also fig. 60)

Fig. 109c. Mi Fu (1052-1107).

Detail from Poem Written in a

Boat on the Wu River (pi. 19a)

a b c

ical of Southern Sung calligraphy it emphasizes, in an expressive and informal

script, broad movement rather than the articulation of individual characters.

The next colophon, dated 1188, is written by Hung Mai. Hung writes

that his father once owned a painting of a fisherman by the eighth-century re-

cluse painter Chang Chih-ho, in which

the landscape looked like the Hsi-sai Mountains. ... [Li Chieh] has

now acquired this property. Because we can no longer visit with Chang

Chih-ho, we shall have to settle for visiting with Li. And if we cannot

actually go to the Hsi-sai Mountains, we shall have to settle for viewing

Li's painting Fisherman's Lodge]

In several of the colophons, there are references to the vicissitudes of Li's

career as well as veiled expressions of envy of his worldly successes. Though

considered an exceptionally able official, Li had led a checkered career, having

twice been relieved of his duties, first in the late 1160s and again in 1179; as a

result, he did not enjoy a consistent friendship with many of the grandees of

the court. Writing his colophon in 1190, Chou Pi-ta recalled that when Li first

brought the painting to him in 1170, he had declined the invitation to write

an inscription because "working in the [bustle of the] capital, I found it

difficult to say anything about [the beauties of] the streams and mountains

of Hsi-sai." In 1190, now that Li was "the imperial secretary in charge of [the

finances of] the whole of Szechwan, with officials and clerks from sixty-one

prefectures and hundreds of thousands in the military under his jurisdiction,"

Chou, himself retired, queried: "How can this be your time to talk about

reclusion?"

Chao Hsiung, also retired, wrote his colophon in 1190, on the day of the

winter solstice:
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This is Wu-hsing's scenery at its best. . . . When I think of my own

place, how rustic it seems! . . . But [Li Chieh's] talent and ability are

just now beginning to be used. Our emperor, having just ascended the

throne, has promoted him. How can he be a hermit at his Fisherman's

Lodge?

Finally, Wang Lin recalls in his colophon, dated 1191, how years before he

had visited and admired the ancient site of Chang Chih-ho's retreat at Hsi-sai

and was surprised to find that Li Chieh had acquired that famous property.

When Li first asked him in 1183 (soon after his second disgrace) to write a colo-

phon, Wang too had declined. But now, with Li visiting him after his retire-

ment, he writes:

Since I know that [Li Chieh] is as honest and as poor as I am, I as-

sumed that his new Fisherman's Lodge would not be too grand. So I

asked him about his plans, and he replied: "I shall have the pines and

thickets removed, and shall build some dozen simple structures. ... If I

wanted something more grand ... I would have to wait for the Yellow

River to clear." I clapped my hands and laughed, saying, "Then your

painting A Fisherman's Lodge is but a figment of your imagination! Do

you remember how you laughed at my rusticity?" [Li,] too, laughed,

and said, "You can write all this down [on my scroll]!"

The Southern Sung Painting Academy

Professional court painting under the Southern Sung flourished for three gener-

ations following the reestablishment of the Painting Academy in Lin-an in the

1140s. The first generation of artists, under Emperors Kao-tsung and Hsiao-

tsung, followed in the late Northern Sung tradition of representational realism

and poetic evocation in painting. Under Emperor Ning-tsung, in the early thir-

teenth century, a second generation emerged with its own distinctive idioms,

developing through meditative introspection a lyric style that became the hall-

mark of the Southern Sung. Finally, under Emperor Li-tsung, from the 1220s

through the middle of the thirteenth century, a third generation of court paint-

ers brought representational realism to a climactic finish while at the same

time inaugurating a new age of symbolic painting.

Southern Sung Academy painting continued to express the highest Sung

ideals of wen, or a moral and cultural order, albeit in a manner more circum-

scribed and self-contained than first conceived in the early years of the North-

ern Sung. Because the Academy recruited fresh talent from provincial painters'

guilds, the Academy painting style continued to draw inspiration from popular

life and beliefs, so that while it catered to the refined taste of the aristocracy, it

managed to retain a popular character. It remained an art of representation

and moral and political ideals, of visual beauty and technical and material

splendor.
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The Painting Academy Under Emperors Kao-tsung and

Hsiao-tsung (mid-ii40s—8p)

By the middle of the twelfth century, the shift from the monumental land-

scape painting of the Northern Sung to the narrowly focused and intimate vi-

sion of the Southern Sung was complete. If large wall hangings best express

the heroic spirit of the early Northern Sung and long handscrolls and narrative

paintings best represent the perspective of the late Northern and early South-

ern Sung, it is the intimate format of round silk fans and square album leaves

(each about ten inches in diameter or across) that reflects the sensibilities of

the Southern Sung. Here, paintings on silk fans appeared as art objects, to be

carried and held in hand, enjoyed for their beauty as well as used for practical

purpose. The circle and the square, ancient Chinese symbols for heaven and

earth, were ideal shapes for pictorial designs that could be taken in at a single

glance; the composition, in a round or square format, comprising a balance of

yin and yang elements, could be seen as a mirror of life forces both physical

and spiritual.

Southern Sung silk fans were decorated with painting on one side and

calligraphy on the other, with the image and the words enhancing each other.

Li Ch'eng-sou, in his essay on landscape painting (preface dated 1221), com-

mented, "In painting, in early times, what could not be said in words was said

in painting. Now it is the reverse. What cannot be expressed in painting is

said in words."9 Li also saw landscape composition as an interplay between sol-

ids (shih) and voids (hsu): "[One must] seek the void amid the solid . . . and

the solid within the void . . . filling the void and breaking up the solid."
10

In

Southern Sung landscape painting, blank space plays a defining role in a com-

position and contributes its own presence.

Hermitage by a Pine-Covered Bluff'(pi. 44), a fan painting attributed to

Yen Tz'u-yii (active ca. 1164-81), shows a cottage at the base of a rocky bluff

that rises out of an inlet overgrown with tall reeds. The scene is perhaps at the

mouth of the Ch'ien-t'ang River outside Lin-an, not far from the Eastern Sea.

Yen Tz'u-yii, whose father was a member of Hui-tsung's Academy, was him-

self a member of the Academy and a recipient of the Golden Girdle under

Emperor Hsiao-tsung in the 1160s. A follower of Li T'ang, his style, as exem-

plified in Mountain Market in Clearing Mist (fig. no), shows rock forms ren-

dered in small ax-cut strokes.

The solidly modeled rocky cliff in Hermitage by a Pine-Covered Bluff're-

calls the Northern Sung high-distance compositions of Fan K'uan (fig. 30) and

Li T'ang (fig. 79), but here the earlier compartmentalized treatment of space

has been replaced by a unified composition. The view is compressed into the

near distance, with the world beyond the cliff obliterated by mist. The mood

of the sultry summer scene is quiet and serene. Compared with Li Chieh's

Fisherman's Lodge (pi. 43), which shows pleasure pavilions that suggest activity

within, Yen Tz'u-yii's landscape, which probably illustrated a now lost poem

on reclusion that was mounted on the other side of the fan, is secluded and
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mysterious; no figures are about, and the thatched cottage is hidden among

trees, behind a fence, bringing to mind lines by the early fifth-century recluse

T'ao Ch'ien:

Daily I stroll contentedly in my garden;

There is a gate, but it is always shut."

Towing a Boat in a Rainstorm (pi. 45), by an unidentified late twelfth-

century artist who painted in the highly animated, thickening-and-thinning

brush idiom of Kuo Hsi (pi. 11), captures within a circle of less than twelve

inches in diameter the timeless human struggle against the forces of nature,

exemplified by two laborers in a violent storm pulling a loaded boat upstream.

In 1121, Han Cho, a member of Hui-tsung's Academy, modified the Northern

Sung landscape compositional patterns set down by Kuo Hsi—high distance,

level distance, and deep distance—proposing an alternative scheme:

The viewing of far-reaching distant mountains from the nearby shore

of a broad expanse of water is the "wide distance." Vast, hazy wilderness

mists with running streams that intersect each other and then disappear

is the "lost distance." And where landscape elements diminish with

distance, becoming tiny and disappearing in space, is the "remote

distance."
12

Fig. no. Yen Tz'u-yii (active ca.

1164-81). Mountain Market in

Clearing Mist. Album leaf, ink

and color on silk, 10 x 10^16 in.

25.3 x 25.8 cm). Freer Gallery of

Art, Smithsonian Institution,

Washington, D.C. (35.10)



PI. 44. Attributed to Yen Tz'u-yii

(active ca. 1164-81). Hermitage

by a Pine-Covered Bluff. Fan

mounted as an album leaf, ink

and color on silk, 8^8 x 9 in.

(21.3 x 22.8 cm). Purchase, Gift of

Mr. and Mrs. Jeremiah Milbank

and Gift of Mary Phelps Smith,

in memory of Howard Caswell

Smith, by exchange, 1973

(1973. 121. 12)

Han Cho's scheme, a division based less on physical space than on atmosphere

and its psychological dimension, was well suited to the lyrical vision of the

Southern Sung painters.

Another open composition is seen in Egrets in Water Reeds (pi. 46), by an

unidentified late twelfth-century painter, which recalls Ma Ho-chih's Wild

Geese (pi. 29), an image that symbolized the reestablishment of peace under

the Southern Sung. Here, a family of egrets on a marshy bank is joined by

three egrets alighting from the sky. Bamboo and reeds in the foreground, exe-

cuted in a beautifully controlled rounded brushwork, bend in the breeze. The

birds and swaying bamboo define at once the finite world within the picture

and the vast world beyond.
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Sparrows, Plum Blossoms, and Bamboo (pi. 47), which dates from the same

period, continues in the tradition of Hui-tsung's Finches and Bamboo (pi. 22).

A fine interlace of branches, leaves, flowers, and birds fills the circular space of

the silk fan, but within the delicately balanced composition resides a dynamic

tension as the nervously alert sparrows do not rest but merely pause on the

springy branches. As a pair of sparrows watches from the left, a third on the

right holds in its bill a coiled strand of grass. A master of detail, the painter

lavishes studied care on every petal, twig, and feather, transforming the natural

forms into a language of visual signs and creating a miniature universe where

things tiny and colorful loom large and significant, emblems of the endless cos-

mic pattern of creation.

PI. 45. Unidentified artist (late

12th century). Towing a Boat in

a Rainstorm. Fan mounted as an

album leaf, ink and light color on

silk, 9/2 x io/
/
8 in. (24.1 x 25.7 cm).

From the Collection of A. W. Bahr,

Purchase, Fletcher Fund, 1947

(47.18.83)
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PI. 46. Unidentified artist (late

12th century). Egrets in Water

Reeds. Fan mounted as an album

leaf, ink and color on silk, x

ioKe in. (25.3 x 26.2 cm). From

the Collection of A. W. Bahr,

Purchase, Fletcher Fund, 1947

(47.18.77)

Two Birds on a Wintry Tree (pi. 48), attributed to Li Ti (ca. mo-after

1197), shows a pair of scissors-tailed birds perched on a gnarled, snow-covered

tree growing on a ledge above a cascade. The fan painting compares closely in

its composition with an album leaf, Birds in a Tree Above a Cataract (fig. 111),

a painting signed by Li Ti. A consummate draftsman, Li Ti, a deputy director

of the Academy, was the leading flower, bird, and animal painter of the last

quarter of the twelfth century. His album leaves A Large Dog Walking and Two

Chicks Waiting to Be Fed, both dated 1197 and in the Palace Museum, Beijing,

are masterpieces of realism. The two pictures of paired birds are occasional

paintings, given as birthday gifts to elderly couples. The birds are known as

shou-tai, or longevity birds: each has a white head, a white stomach, and two
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Pi. 47. Unidentified artist (late 12th century). Sparrows,

Plum Blossoms, and Bamboo. Fan mounted as an

album leaf, ink and color on silk, io/
/
8 x 10/2 in.

(25.7 x 26.8 cm). Bequest of Mary Clark Thompson,

1923 (24.80.487)
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long tail feathers, which symbolize longevity lines {shou-tai), the lines around

the mouth of an elderly person. The ancient tree, though leafless in winter, is

still full of vigor and energy. The stillness of the scene is enlivened by the

water rushing beneath the birds, which symbolizes life eternal. Despite the win-

ter motif, the scene exudes the cozy warmth of domestic bliss.

A less serene side of nature is depicted in Gibbons Raiding an Egrets Nest

(pi. 49), also by a late twelfth-century master, which shows gibbons stealing

the young in an egret's nest.'
5 The graceful shape of the anguished mother

egret is echoed in the raised arm of the gibbon sitting atop the tree. The

meanspiritedness of the taunting gesture is matched, paradoxically, by the ex-

quisite beauty of the drawing.

The Painting Academy Under Emperor Ning-tsung

(1194-1224)

The genius of Southern Sung Academy painting is seen most clearly in the

works of the Ma family, which for five generations dominated the Academy.

Ma Fen (born ca. 1060), a native of Ho-chung, Shansi Province, was a mem-

ber of Emperor Hui-tsung's Academy and a specialist in bird and animal paint-

ing. After the Chin invasion, his son Ma Hsing-tsu (born ca. 1080) went

south, serving both as a member of Kao-tsung's restored Painting Academy in

Lin-an and as a connoisseur-adviser to the emperor. About the same time,

Hsing-tsu's sons Kung-hsien (born ca. 1110) and Shih-jung (born ca. 1120)

were also made members of the Academy. 14
Shih-jung's son Ma Yuan (born

ca. 1150), in the late twelfth and early thirteenth centuries, became the premier

Fig. in. Li Ti (ca. 11 10 -after

1197). Birds in a Tree Above a Cat-

aract. Album leaf, ink and light

color on silk, 9% x 10/4 in. (24.8 x

26 cm). Mr. and Mrs. A. Dean

Perry Collection, The Cleveland

Museum of Art (64.155)
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PI. 48. Attributed to Li Ti (ca.

mo -after 1197). Two Birds on a

Wintry Tree. Album leaf, ink and

color on silk, 9^8 x 9/2 in. (23.7 x

24.1 cm). Bequest of John M.
Crawford, Jr., 1988 (1989.363.15)



Pi. 49. Unidentified artist (late

12th century). Gibbons Raiding an

Egret's Nest. Fan mounted as an

album leaf, ink and color on silk,

9/2 x 9 in. (24.1 x 22.8 cm). John

Stewart Kennedy Fund, 1913

(13. 100.104)
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painter of the Academy under Emperors Kuang-tsung and Ning-tsung, and

was especially favored by Ning-tsung's wife, Empress Yang Mei-tzu (1162-

1232). Finally, Ma Yiian's son Ma Lin (ca. 1180 -after 1256) led the Academy

under Emperor Li-tsung through the middle of the thirteenth century.

Since very little is known about even the most celebrated of the Southern

Sung Academy painters, extant paintings are the only evidence of their activi-

ties. The Ma family commanded a wide repertory of subjects— figures, land-

scapes, and a variety of bird-and-flower genres. In Meeting Between Yao-shan

and Li Ao (fig. 112), a late twelfth-century painting signed by Ma Yiian's uncle

Ma Kung-hsien,
15
the famous encounter between the Confucian scholar Li Ao

(died ca. 840) and the Ch'an Buddhist master Yao-shan takes place beneath

the branches of a great pine tree. The setting recalls the meeting between

Prince Ch'ung-erh and his retainer Tzu-fan in Li T'ang's Duke Wen of Chin Re-

covering His State (fig. 113). Indeed, Ma Kung-hsien's brush technique, in both

his figures and landscape elements, derives from Li T'ang, who in turn fol-

lowed Li Kung-lin. Ma Kung-hsien's angular drapery technique, which reflects

that of Li Kung-lin, in which rounded, centered brushstrokes begin with a

knobby "nailhead" before breaking into crisp, angular folds (fig. 23), was fol-

lowed by other Ma family painters.

Extant works by Ma Yuan (active ca. 1190-1225) include Confucian and

Ch'an Buddhist portraits, narrative compositions, landscapes with figures,

flowers and birds, and series paintings of water and flowering plum. His paint-

ings are profoundly influenced by Buddhism. Developing traditional Buddhist

themes, they transform popular narrative images into deeply meditative ones.

The Ch'an Monk Tung-shan Wading a Stream (fig. 114), with a poem by Em-

press Yang Mei-tzu, for example, treats the subject of a Buddhist monk cross-

ing the water.
16

In traditional Buddhist iconography, as seen in Lohans Crossing

over a Stream (fig. 115), from the Five Hundred Lohans, dated 1178, by the arti-

san painter Chou Chi-ch'ang,
17

the depiction is a supernatural drama of the

lohans flying over the stream, with whirling clouds and trees and rushing

water. By contrast, Ma Yiian's simple meditative image shows a humble mendi-

cant monk on foot traveling across the empty space in solitude.

Buddhist influence was all-pervasive in Southern Sung culture and soci-

ety. In popular Buddhist imagery, the lohans (worthies or saints; arhats, in San-

skrit), as Buddha's disciples, are shown in one of two positions, one standing

or walking and the other seated. These represent two paths to enlightenment:

the former path, exemplified here as the "monk traveling on foot" (hsing-chiao-

seng), achieved through living an active life of hard work and varied experi-

ence in the real world, and the latter, achieved by way of the cultivation of the

mind through meditation and the contemplation of natural phenomena.

According to the T'ien-t'ai sect of Buddhism, a school influential in the

formation of Ch'an Buddhism, Buddha-nature is found in all things and ac-

tions. Even the tiniest particle of dust and the humblest act in life is deemed

worthy of meditation, which leads to spiritual enlightenment. T'ien-t'ai Bud-

dhism taught the threefold truth: first, all events and things of the phenomenal
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world are void, empty, and unreal; second, all things enjoy a temporal

existence as transient phenomena; finally, the synthesis of emptiness and phe-

nomenal existence, of universality and particularity, is known as the truth of

the mean, or middle. Hence, enlightenment is achieved through a threefold

meditation: on the empty and immaterial; on all created things in their state

of transiency; and on the mean, on both the real and the empty. There is total

interpenetration and identification between the parts and the whole, between

all the dharmas, or laws, and the ultimate cosmic unity; Buddha-nature is pres-

ent in a single strand of hair or in a grain of sand, or as a T'ien-t'ai master

would put it, "one thought is the [sic] three thousand worlds.'"
8

In Lohans Watching a Stag (fig. 116), from the Five Hundred Lobans, five

lohans are seen gathered on a porch to meditate on a stag or goat. An enco-

Fig. 112. Ma Kung-hsien (active

ca. 1130S-1160S). Meeting Between

Yao-shan and Li Ao. Hanging

scroll, ink and color on silk, 45^8

x 19/8 in. (115.9 x 48.5 cm).

Nanzenji, Kyoto
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Fig. 114. Ma Yuan (active ca. 1190-

1225). The Chan Monk Tung-shan Wad-

ing a Stream. Hanging scroll, ink and

color on silk, 30/2 x 13 in. (77.6 x 33

cm). Tokyo National Museum

Fig. 115. Chou Chi-ch'ang (active late

12th century) . Lohans Crossing over a

Stream, from Five Hundred Lohans, set of

100 paintings, datable to 1178-88. Hang-

ing scroll, ink and color on silk, 44/2 x 21

in. (112. 8 x 53.4 cm). Daitoku-ji, Kyoto

Fig. 116. Chou Chi-ch'ang (active late 12th

century). Lohans Watching a Stag, from

Five Hundred Lohans, datable to 1178-88.

Hanging scroll, ink and color on silk, 44^2

x 21 in. (112.8 x 53.4 cm). Daitoku-ji, Kyoto

mium dated 1115, by the early twelfth-century Buddhist monk Te-hung, de-

scribes a similar image of a lohan seated under a tree:

Even the tree begs for the Law [dharma],

By offering its trunk as a seat;

Even the stag shows a donor's heart,

By presenting a flower from the hill.
19

Viewing Plum Blossoms by Moonlight (pi. 50), a signed fan painting dating

to the turn of the thirteenth century, is a representation by Ma Yuan of the

viewing of, and meditation on, flowering plum trees. Ma Yuan derives his land-

scape motifs and ax-cut texture strokes from Li T'ang (fig. 87), a founder of

the Southern Sung Painting Academy. In Ma's painting, a scholar sits on a hill-

top gazing at the moon through sparse, twisted plum branches, while a boy

holding a zither stands behind him. Symbol of the recluse scholar in the moun-

tains, the wild old plum, the first tree to blossom when winter still reigns,

holds the promise of spring, much as the recluse holds the beacon of morality

and the hope of renewal in times of political turmoil.
20 The delicately sensuous
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PI. 50. Ma Yuan (active ca. 1190-

1225). Viewing Plum Blossoms by

Moonlight. Fan mounted as an

album leaf, ink and color on silk,

9^8 x 10X in. (25.1 x 26.7 cm).

Gift of John M. Crawford, Jr., in

honor of Alfreda Murck, 1986

(1986.493.2)
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plum blossoms contrast dramatically with the rugged plum tree boughs, while

the flower's brief bloom intensifies its fragility.

Lin-an, the home of the famous Plum Recluse Lin Pu (967-1028), a

scholar who retired to grow plum trees and raise cranes on Mount Ku in West

Lake, was the land of flowering plum during the Southern Sung. Here, the aes-

thetic of the plum blossom was avidly cultivated. The early thirteenth-century

hedonist Chang Tzu, for example, planted a grove of three hundred flowering

plum trees at his retreat in 118 5 and catalogued methods for their care and con-

templation.
21

Viewing Plum Blossoms by Moonlight illustrates one of Chang

Tzu's "fitting moments" for viewing plum blossoms, focusing on a splendid

single plum tree in moonlight, with angular branches that twist back upon

themselves, rendered in a strong yet unaggressive round brushwork. The tree

echoes the words of the late twelfth-century Southern Sung poet Yang Wan-li:

"The flowering plum in the grove is like the recluse, filled with the spirit of

open space, free from the spirit of worldly dust."
21 The seated scholar, how-

ever, is no simple mountain recluse, but rather an elegant guest in Chang

Tzu's garden of artifice (a thatched pavilion is seen in the lower right corner),

where the Southern Sung cult of beauty is infused with the sadness and nostal-

gia of a diminished empire, a vanished Utopia.

For Chang Tzu and his friends, Buddhist thought offered the perfect

rationale for luxurious, even decadent, living. "If a man can keep his heart

pure . . . [and] enter the undifferentiated meditation," Chang Tzu wrote,

"then even if he is in a bedroom, or a wineshop, he can go through the stages

of enlightenment; to listen to music and singing voices must be a communing

with spiritual wisdom." Though wealthy, powerful, and immersed in palace in-

trigues, Chang Tzu believed that he cultivated a tranquil and luminous mind,

"detached from all grasping and clinging." The goal of the cultured life

should, in other words, be spiritual enlightenment, the liberation of the self

from the material world.
23

Fig. 117. After Li Kung-Iin (ca.

1041— 1106). T'ao Yiian-ming Re-

turning to Seclusion, 12th century.

Detail. Handscroll, ink and color

on silk, 14^16 x 204^16 in. (37 x

518.5 cm). Freer Gallery of Art,

Smithsonian Institution, Washing-

ton, D.C. (19.119)
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Fig. 118. Attributed to Ma Yuan

(aaive ca. 1190 -1225). Banquet by

Lantern Light. Hanging scroll, ink

and color on silk, 44 x 21 in. (111.9 x

53.5 cm). National Palace Museum,

Taipei

Fig. 119. Chou Chi-ch'ang (active

late 12th century). Lohans Viewing

a Waterfall, from Five Hundred

Lohans, datable to 1178-88. Hang-

ing scroll, ink and color on silk,

44/2 x 21 in. (112.8 x 53.4 cm).

Daitoku-ji, Kyoto

Unlike Chou Chi-ch'ang's narrative approach in representing the act of

viewing (fig. 116), in Ma Yiian's painting the scholar is seated in profile and

looks away, drawing us into a deep psychological space. Ma learned this com-

positional device from Li Kung-lin (fig. 117), who first introduced the meditat-

ing figure looking away from the viewer into space in his representation of

T'ao Ch'ien's line:

[He] sit[s] by the clear stream and compose [s] a poem.
14

Instead of depicting the scholar merely viewing plum blossoms, Ma projects

onto the landscape the meditative experience of the scholar: the tree's rhyth-

mic energy, echoed in the companion tree at the right and in the jutting hill-

ock silhouetted at the left, becomes a metaphor for the Buddha's dharma, which

permeates all things in the universe.

Ma Yiian's treatment of the moon is also significant in Viewing Plum Blos-

soms by Moonlight. Since the time of Hui-tsung's Academy, nocturnal scenes

had held a particular fascination for artists. Ma's Banquet by Lantern Light

(fig. 118) shows the palace decked out for feasting under lantern light on a

clear, cool night. Unlike the sun, which illuminates objects in sharp detail, the

moon reveals form through essential shapes and patterns, here rendered in
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PI. 51. Ma Yiian (active ca. 1190-

1225). Scholar Viewing a Waterfall.

Album leaf, ink and color on silk,

9^8 x 10/4 in. (24.9 x 26 cm). Gift

of The Dillon Fund, 1973

(1973.120.9),

Mas crisp, spare brushwork. This in part explains the Southern Sung prefer-

ence for scenes in monochrome, which fixes the viewer's attention on pure form.

Ma Yiian's Scholar Viewing a Waterfall (pi. 51), a signed album leaf dating

to about 1220, shows a scholar standing under a large pine tree and watching

the swirling waters at the foot of a waterfall; a boy with a double-knot coiffure

waits behind, holding his cane. The picture echoes a Buddhist narrative image

of lohans viewing waterfalls by Chou Chi-ch'ang (fig. 119). But unlike Chou's

lohans, Ma's scholar and valet, protected from the cascade by a railing, are

no intrepid mountain climbers, but rather introspective strollers in a garden.

Barnhart has suggested that the painting recalls lines in a poem by the T'ang
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PI. 52. After Ma Yuan (active

ca. 1190-1225). Viewing the Moon

Under a Pine Tree, early 13th

century. Album leaf, ink and color

on silk, 10 x 10 in. (25.4 x 25.4 cm).

Rogers Fund, 1923 (23.33.5)

Fig. 120. Hsia Kuei (active ca.

1195-1230). Streams and Moun-

tains, Pure and Remote. Hand-

scroll, ink on paper, 18/4 x 350 in.

(46.5 x 889 cm). National Palace

Museum, Taipei

poet Li Po, "On Visiting a Taoist Master at the Tai-t'ien Mountains and Not

Finding Him":

Wild bamboo cuts across bright clouds,

A flying cascade hangs from a green peak.

No one knows where you have gone.

In my melancholy, I have leaned against two,

now three, pines.
25

Ma Yuan has selected individual motifs, creating a painting that is in its ap-

proach like a verse of poetry. The large, dark pine is contrasted with the light-

er deciduous tree with autumnal foliage; the bamboo leaves behind the large

boulder are silhouetted against mist and clouds; and the scholar, delicately exe-

cuted in halting round nailhead brushlines, gazes into the waters, seeking en-

lightenment through meditation on the wondrous variety of nature. Here

brushwork and composition harmonize in a perfect union of style and

meaning.

Viewing the Moon Under a Pine Tree (pi. 52), formerly attributed to Ma
Yuan, repeats the motifs and brushwork of Scholar Viewing a Waterfall. A
scholar, seated beneath a great pine tree, holds a zither in his lap, while a

young attendant dozes nearby. Although the work lacks the psychic energy of

the two earlier paintings, the relaxed yet forceful round brushwork suggests

the hand of an early and close follower of the master.

The name Hsia Kuei (active ca. 1195-1230), that of a slightly later contem-

porary of Ma Yuan from Ch'ien-t'ang, Chekiang Province, is synonymous

with Southern Sung landscape painting. As an Academy painter, Hsia Kuei,

like Ma Yuan, derived his ax-cut brush idiom and compositional motifs from

Li T'ang (fig. 87). But whereas Ma included human figures in landscape pic-

tures, Hsia remained primarily a poet of pure landscape.

In Streams and Mountains, Pure and Remote, an unsigned handscroll more

than thirty feet long, Hsia Kuei creates a monumental horizontal composition

using Li T'ang's familiar motifs of pines and deciduous trees and ax-cut rocks.
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In the handscroll format, the three compositional patterns of the early North-

ern Sung— level, high, and deep— are orchestrated into three horizontal

movements, each with its own introduction and conclusion. Space remains

compartmentalized, and disconnected silhouettes of mountain forms are

united by the mist and void around them. In the beginning section at the

right, bare boulders are shown with two contrasting kinds of trees, the spindly

pine and the deciduous hardwood. To the left, a level-distance vista emerges

PI. 53. Hsia Kuei (active ca. 1195—

1230). Mountain Market in Clear-

ing Mist. Album leaf, ink on silk,

9% x 8^8 in. (24.8 x 21.3 cm).

John Stewart Kennedy Fund, 1913

(13. 100.102)
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Fig. 121. Wang Hung (active ca.

1131-61). Eight Views of the Hsiao

and Hsiang Rivers , ca. 1150. De-

tail, "Mountain Market in Clear-

ing Mist." Pair of handscrolls in

eight sections, ink on silk, each

section approx. 9% x 34^2 in.

(23.4 x 90.7 cm). Museum Pur-

chase from the Edward L. Elliott

Family Collection, The Fowler

McCormick Fund, The Art

Museum, Princeton University

(1984-14)

with a monastery surrounded by oaks and pines. After an interval of blank

space, a dramatic second movement begins with a great high-distance over-

hanging cliff (fig. 120). This is followed by a third movement, a deep-distance

view of iciclelike mountain peaks standing silent in the mist. And finally, at

the end of the scroll, a mountain village in the foreground brings the viewer

back to a vantage point similar to that of the scene at the opening of the scroll.

But by far the majority of Hsia Kuei's extant landscapes are of a more in-

timate scale. Mountain Market in Clearing Mist (pi. 53), an album leaf signed

by the artist, is one of the Eight Views ofthe Hsiao and Hsiang Rivers. In the

earliest extant set of the Eight Views, by the Southern Sung painter Wang

Hung (active ca. 1131-61),
26

the same scene (fig. 121) shows a river view with

people arriving by boat to barter goods at a mountain hamlet, while merchants

carrying bags on shoulder poles gather between two rows of buildings on the

river embankment. Wang Hung's earlier narrative approach is replaced in

Hsia's painting by poetic evocation, of a mountain market in a clearing mist

{shan-shih ch'ing-lan), executed in bold brushwork and ink dots that create an

abstract language of visual signs. Hsia develops the familiar Li T'ang idiom of

ax-cut rocks and pines and deciduous trees (fig. 87). His kinesthetic brush-

strokes, which change effortlessly from outlines and foliage dots to wedge-

shaped modeling strokes and ink wash, at once simplify and unify the

composition, breathing life into the moisture-dampened landscape (pi. 53a).

It was this brilliantly simplified ink wash and ax-cut brush idiom, which

infused gesture with meaning, that prepared the way for the mid-thirteenth-

century splattered-ink vision of Mountain Market in Clearing Mist, by the

Fig. 122. Yii-chien (active mid-

13th century). Mountain Market

in Clearing Mist. Hanging scroll,

ink on paper, 13 x 32^8 in. (33.1 x

82.8 cm). Idemitsu Museum of

Arts, Tokyo

Overleaf

PI. 53a. Detail, pi. 53

* * ft *
i * 1 *

J
I 14 £ 5

«fc % * • i
* * *r * a
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Fig. 123. After Hsia Kuei

(active ca. 1195-1230).

Mountain Market in

Clearing Mist, 14th century.

Hanging scroll, ink and

light color on silk, 39/2 x

20 in. (100.3 x 5°-7 cm)-

Kozo Yabumoto Collection,

Hyogo

Buddhist monk painter Yu-chien (fig. 122).
17

In both these paintings, the

brushwork creates a yin-and-yang relationship of void to solid that transmutes

itself directly into living forms rather than serving to shape, model, or decorate

the forms. Landscape elements are united only by the mist and void, with no

ground-plane structure to connect them. Hsia Kuei's inspired abbreviated style

is much imitated but seldom equaled. A fourteenth-century follower of Hsia

Kuei, for example, developed the composition into an ambitious monumental

landscape with realistically modeled details (fig. 123), but turned the ax-cut

brush idiom into a surface pattern that is lifeless and conventional.

Windswept Lakeshore (pi. 54), an unsigned fan painting by Hsia Kuei, is a

prototypical Southern Sung one-corner riverscape bounded by a distant moun-
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tain silhouette. The compositional simplicity seen here was anticipated by Li

Kung-lin, who showed a similar river scene at the end of the Classic ofFilial

Piety (fig. 124).
28 The subject of Hsia Kuei's painting has been identified by

Barnhart as two friends at their moment of farewell. A bent figure walks deject-

edly away on the shore while another man, overcome by emotion, kneels pros-

trate in the boat.
19 Few scenes in Chinese life called for public displays of

emotion like that of friends' parting before a journey. It was a theme memori-

alized in poems, ballads, and music. In one of the most famous poems of fare-

well, the T'ang poet Wang Wei spoke the immortal lines:

Come, let us empty one more cup of wine,

For once west of the Yang Pass, you will have no old friends.
30

Ever since the opening of the Silk Road under the Han dynasty, the Yang

Pass, near Tun-huang at the western end of the Kansu corridor, represented

the outer limits of China proper. Because it was likely that anyone traveling so

far would never return, the Yang Pass came to symbolize exile and farewell.

When Li Kung-lin painted The Yang Pass as a gift for a departing friend, the

picture gained instant celebrity among Li's friends. The composition, which

no longer survives, portrayed a scene of farewell before a journey on land, a

scene that became standard during the late Northern Sung. After the move of

the Sung capital to the south, when journeys on the river became more com-

mon, a new composition, showing a scene of farewell before a river journey be-

came standard. Seeing the Venerable Priest Hai-tung Returning to His Country

(fig. 125), dated 1191, for example, represents the departure of the Japanese

priest Hai-tung from Ning-po. 31

Windswept Lakeshore is a variation of the typical Southern Sung farewell

scene by the river's shore. Spare in its expression, it suggests the many partings

and separations known in Chinese life: exile, self-imposed reclusion, and

death. The expression of human grief is enhanced by the echoing rhythms of

the figures, the trees, and the rocks, all executed in a simple, unifying brush

technique. Moving easily from line to volume to surface, Hsia's kinesthetic

brushwork unites the compositional elements into a single spatial continuum,

transforming human gesture into an expression of the natural world and the

rocks and windblown trees into a projection of human emotion.

Returning Home in a Driving Rain (pi. 55), a similar composition for-

merly attributed to Hsia Kuei, depicts two farmers struggling to return home

in a summer downpour. Although the drawing of the angry cliff face and

dancing tree leaves is extremely skillful, the effect is somewhat theatrical. The

round brushwork, while deriving from Hsia Kuei, is from a different hand,

probably that of a close follower.

Throughout the first half of the thirteenth century, the stylistic influences

of Li T'ang and Hsia Kuei dominated Southern Sung Academy landscape

painting. The fan painting Boats Moored in Wind and Rain (pi. 56), by an

unidentified thirteenth-century Academy painter, while echoing the work of

Hsia Kuei, also reflects the influence of Li T'ang. Two men in a lakeside
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pavilion hidden behind a thick grove of trees are seen looking out at the water,

where a fishing boat returns from the day's work; across the lake, three boats

are moored near a quiet landing. The composition derives from Li T'ang's

Autumn (fig. 87), in which foreground elements that extend diagonally across

the picture plane divide it into a typical one-corner composition. Li T'ang's

foreground trees have been transformed into a virtuoso performance of great

pines, with powerful intertwining trunks and branches and ball-shaped clusters

of pine needles and swinging vines, all executed in a strong round brushwork.

The rocks and overhanging cliff, done in bold ax-cut strokes, are sharply sil-

houetted against the picture plane; in the distance are the outlines of simpler

forms in a softer ink tone.

PI. 54. Attributed to Hsia Kuei

(active ca. 119 5 -1230). Windswept

Lakeshore. Fan mounted as an

album leaf, ink on silk, 10/4 x

10^8 in. (26 x 27 cm). Purchase,

Theodore M. Davis Collection,

Bequest of Theodore M. Davis,

by exchange, 1973 (1973.121.11)
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Fig. 124. Li Kung-lin (ca. 1041-

1106). The Classic ofFilial Piety

(pis. 8a-g). Chapter 18, "Mourn-

ing the Parent"

Fig. 125. Unidentified artist (12th

century). Seeing the Venerable

Priest Hai-tung Returning to His

Country, dated 1191. Hanging

scroll, ink and light color on

paper, 25 x 14/4 in. (63.6 x 36.3 cm)

Tokiwayama Bunko,

Kamakura

Hsia Kuei's simplified one-corner composition (pi. 54) is reflected in the

anonymous early thirteenth-century winter landscape Waitingfor the Ferry in

Snow (pi. 57), which develops the Fan K'uan idiom of small, stippled ax-cut

rock pattern and bare, stubbly wintry branches (fig. 30). The scene focuses on

the silent lake, where two men at the edge of a shore await the arrival of a

small ferryboat, while in the distance, across the lake, crows fly over a snow-

capped mountain. While the wide expanse of space perfectly enhances the still-

ness of the snowscape, the vigorous brushwork of angular boulders and spiky

branches gives strength and power to the simple composition.

Liang K'ai (active first half of 13th century), whose family migrated from

the north, began his career probably as a professional painter of religious sub-

jects in a provincial painting studio. Appointed to the Painting Academy be-

tween 1201 and 1204, he soon left to live and paint in a Ch'an monastery in

Hangchow. Calling himself Liang the Crazy, he drank heavily and, while ine-

briated, painted "in a sketchy manner, known as reduced brushwork" 32—
a radically simplified ink painting style characteristic of the works of Ch'an

Buddhist monks of the time.

In Sakyamuni Leaving His Mountain Retreat (fig. 126), a work datable

to about 1204 and signed "Liang K'ai of His Majesty's Painting Academy,"

I*m
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PI. 55. After Hsia Kuei (active ca.

1195-1230). Returning Home in a

Driving Rain, early 13th century.

Fan mounted as an album leaf,

ink and color on silk, 10V16 x

io
3
/8 in. (25.6 x 26.2 cm). Purchase,

The Dillon Fund Gift, 1982

(1982.7.3)
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PL 56. Unidentified artist (13th

century). Boats Moored in Wind

and Rain. Fan mounted as an

album leaf, ink and color on silk,

9)4 x 10% in. (24.8 x 26.1 cm). Be-

quest of John M. Crawford, Jr.,

1988 (1989.363.26)
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Liang paints with color and follows the traditional narrative iconography prac-

ticed by the artisan painters of the commercial painting studios. The painting

recalls Lohans Leaving Their Mountain Retreat (fig. 127), dated 1178, by the pro

fessional artist Chou Chi-ch'ang. The central figures in both paintings, done

in an Indian— Central Asian drapery style (a wavy double line known as the

scudding-cloud-and-running-water pattern), reflect a common iconographic

model.

Later, in Li Po Chanting a Poem (fig. 128), done after he left the Acad-

emy, Liang K'ai again works with an inspirational reduced brushwork com-

monly associated with Ch'an Buddhist painting. Just before the turn of the

thirteenth century, a Ch'an Buddhist monk-painter named Chih-yung (1114-

1193), who lived in Ling-yin-ssu, Hangchow, is said to have painted with ink

PI. 57. Unidentified artist (early

13th century). Waitingfor the Ferry

in Snow. Fan mounted as an album

leaf, ink on silk, 9^8 x 10/% in.

(25.1 x 25.7 cm). John Stewart

Kennedy Fund, 1913 (13.100.117)
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Fig. 126. Liang K'ai (active first

half of 13th century). Sakyamuni

Leaving His Mountain Retreat, ca.

1204. Hanging scroll, ink and

color on silk, 46/4 x zo/t. in.

(117.6 x 51.9 cm). Collection of

Hinohara Setsuzo, Tokyo

Fig. 127. Chou Chi-ch'ang (active

late 12th century). Lohans Leaving

Their Mountain Retreat, from

Five Hundred Lohans, dated 1178.

Hanging scroll, ink and color on

silk, 44/2 x 21 in. (112.8 x 53.4 cm).

Daitoku-ji, Kyoto

Fig. 128. Liang K'ai (active first

half of 13th century). Li Po Chant-

ing a Poem. Hanging scroll, ink

on paper, 31^ x 12 in. (80.8 x

30.4 cm). Tokyo National Museum

so pale and with a brushwork of such transparency that his work was de-

scribed as "apparition painting" {wang-liang-hua).n In Li Po, which was proba-

bly influenced by the style of Chih-yung, Liang, with a simplified brushwork,

captures the figure immediately, the trace of the brush becoming transparent

and virtually disappearing. Stylistically, the Ch'an monk's brush painting de-

rives its inspiration from Li Kung-lin's kinesthetic plain drawing style. Such

simplified figure drawings, often isolated and removed from a narrative con-

text, now themselves became the objects of Ch'an meditation and worship. 34

Liang K'ai's meditative Ch'an landscape painting on a fan, Poet Strolling

by a Marshy Bank (pi. 58), turns to a different vision from that of the imperial

Lin-an garden scenes, capturing the experience of awe the painter must have

felt for the immense mountain cliff and its stark, raw energy. This is not the

rustic invention of a court aristocrat, but the bleak mind landscape of a true

mountain recluse. The painter expresses his impression of the grotto overhang

and the tranquil water as fleeting memory images, much as a poet might string

together images in a quatrain. The Ch'an conception of k'ung, of "emptiness"

and the illusoriness of existence, represented by blank space, is pervasive and

all-embracing, the silence and emptiness of the landscape a preparation for

Sudden Enlightenment.
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PI. 58. Liang K'ai (active first half of 13th

century). Poet Strolling by a Marshy Bank.

Fan mounted as an album leaf, ink on silk,

9
5
/8 x 10/2 in. (24.5 x 26 cm). Bequest of

John M. Crawford, Jr., 1988 (1989.363.14)
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The Painting Academy Under Emperor Li-tsung (r. 1224-64)

Through the middle of the thirteenth century, during the reign of Emperor

Li-tsung (r. 1224-64), Southern Sung Academy realism continued to flourish

under the leadership of Hsia Kuei's younger contemporaries Liu Sung-nien,

Li Sung, and Ma Yiian's son Ma Lin. In landscape painting, the decorative

realism of Liu Sung-nien (active ca. 1175-after 1195) was popular. 35 Evening in

the Spring Hills (pi. 59), a fan painting by an unidentified mid-thirteenth-

century Academy painter, recalls Liu's sumptuous depiction of spring from the

series Landscapes ofthe Four Seasons (fig. 129). Seen below two great pine trees

with ball-shaped clusters of pine needles and twisting branches executed in a

smooth, polished brushwork is a bird's-eye view of a private garden in the

hills outside Lin-an. On a fresh spring evening—what Chang Tzu would have

considered a "fitting moment"—the branches flowering with perfect pink blos-

soms, the garden owner and his guest stand in a pavilion that overlooks a

broad valley to view the green hills with notched silhouettes in the distance.

PL 59. Unidentified artist (mid-

13th century). Evening in the

Spring Hills. Fan mounted as an

album leaf, ink and color on silk,

9^4 x 10/4 in. (24.8 x 26.1 cm).

Gift of John M. Crawford, Jr.,

in honor of Alfreda Murck, 1986

(1986.493.1)
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Fig. 129. Liu Sung-nien (active

ca. 1175-after 1195). Landscapes of

the Four Seasons. Detail, "Spring

Scene" (see also fig. 37). Hand-

scroll in four sections, ink and

color on silk, each section 16/^ x

27^8 in. (41.2 x 69.5 cm). Palace

Museum, Beijing

PL 60. Unidentified artist (ijth

century). Boating by a Willow

Bank, Fan mounted as an album

leaf, ink and color on silk, 9K6 k

9 he in. (23.6 x 14.9 cm). From

the Collection of A. W. Bahr.

Purchase, Fletcher Fund, 1947

(47. 18. 137)

I



Boating by a Willow Bank (pi. 60), by another unidentified thirteenth-

century painter, shows two figures rowing on the water with lily pads and wil-

lows. The composition recalls the scenery of Li Chieh's Fisherman's Lodge at

Mount Hsi-sai (pi. 43). As the boat glides through the silvery moonlight, still-

ness reigns on the cool scented water.

A good example of late Southern Sung genre realism is seen in the fan

painting The Immortal Lu Tung-pin Appearing at the Yiieh-yang Pavilion

(pi. 61), by an unidentified mid-thirteenth-century artist. The painting brings

to mind the bustling Northern Sung street scene depicted in the early twelfth-

century Spring Festival on the River, by Chang Tse-tuan (fig. 90). The scenic

Yiieh-yang pavilion overlooking Lake Tung-t'ing, in Hunan Province, was a fa-

vorite tourist site during the Southern Sung. It was also a place, according to

popular legend, that Taoist immortals and Buddhist saints, often disguised as

eccentric priests, liked to frequent. In the painting a clamorous crowd of din-

ers, waiters, and vendors at the pavilion rush onto the balcony and into the

courtyard, craning their necks for a better look at the wine-loving Taoist

PI. 61. Unidentified artist (mid-

13th century). The Immortal Lii

Tung-pin Appearing at the Yiieh-

yang Pavilion. Fan mounted as an

album leaf, ink and color on silk,

9^8 x 9?8 in. (23.8 x 25.1 cm).

Rogers Fund, 1917 (17.170.2)
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PI. 62. Attributed to 1

Chen Chii-chung (active

ca. 1201-30). Nomttil

Horsemen Hunting. Fan

mounted as an ,1 Ilium leaf, ink

and color on iilk, y/i x 10)4 in

(24.1 x 27.5 cm). From the Cnllec

tion of A. W. Bahr. Purchase, Fletcher

Fund, 1947 (47.i8.32)

Fig, 130. Unidentified artist {isth

century?). Eighteen Smp ofa

Nomad Flute: The Story ofLady

Wm-chi, Detail from Section 9,

"Writing Home." Handstroll, ink,

color, and gold on silk, iiVi x

477 in. (28.3 x 1207.5 cm). Gift

of The Dillon Fund, 1973

(1973.120.3)

t
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immortal Lii Tung-pin, who, having drunk his fill, flies away in the dusk. De-

picted on the wall of the courtyard, in an abbreviated ink drawing style, is the

tipsy figure of the popular immortal riding on a mule; the figure recalls similar

portraits of Ch'an Buddhist eccentrics of the time (see pi. 76).

Attention to descriptive realism is also seen in Nomad Horsemen Hunting

(pi. 62), an unsigned work by Ch'en Chii-chung (active ca. 1201-30), an Acad-

emy painter who specialized in painting Khitan horsemen and landscapes of

the northern steppes. The desert scene, with stocky Mongolian ponies striding

across rolling sand dunes, compares closely with details in Eighteen Songs ofa

Nomad Flute (fig. 130). Despite the political hostility that existed between the

Southern Sung and the Khitan and Jurchen peoples, there was during this

time great popular interest in the north, and the Southern Sung painter here

shows a respect for and curiosity about nomadic life, which was shared as well

by poets and writers.

PI. 63. Attributed to Li Sung

(active ca. 1190-1230). Knick-

knack Peddler, ca. 1230. Fan

mounted as an album leaf, ink

and light color on silk, 10^8 x

10/2 in. (26.1 x 26.7 cm). Pur-

chase, Gift of J. Pierpont

Morgan, by exchange, 1973

(1973.121.10)
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Li Sung (active ca. 1190-1230), another great realist in figure painting,

began life as a craftsman specializing in wood carving and carpentry. Adopted

by the Academy painter Li Ts'ung-hsiin, he was admitted to the Academy,

where he worked primarily in architectural and figural genres. Knickknack Ped-

dler (pi. 63), a work dating to about 1230, depicts one of Li's favorite subjects.

With minutely delineated detail, village life is described to suit the imperial

taste. A street vendor, carrying on a shoulder pole two enormous baskets brim-

ful with merchandise— children's toys, household utensils, carpenters' tools,

and medical aids—jauntily passes before a nurse with four clinging children.

A familiar sight, the ambulatory vendor calling out and selling his wares served

as an indispensable link between city and village life. Here, wearing a pheasant

feather and a small flag in his cap, he plays Sung China's Santa Claus to the

children and supplies luxury goods to the adults. Trained magpies alight on his

portable store, and a flag advertises a special wine, an import from occupied

Shantung, in the north.

The fan painting compares closely with an earlier handscroll by Li, also ti-

tled Knickknack Peddler (fig. 131), dated 1211 and signed "Li Ts'ung-hsun's son

Li Sung." The figure on the right, a nurse holding an infant, who appears in

both paintings, suggests that Li used stencil patterns made from sketches based

on close observation of village life. Li's virtuoso fine-line portrayals are marvels

of technical skill and psychological penetration.

The colored hanging scroll Children Playing in the Palace Garden (pi. 64)

further illustrates the highly developed realism of mid-thirteenth-century Acad-

emy art. The depiction of playful children in a sumptuous palace setting,

which began with the late eighth-century T'ang painter Chou Fang (pi. 2),
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PI. 64. Unidentified artist (mid-

13th— 15th century?). Children

Playing in the Palace Garden.

Hanging scroll, ink and color on

silk, 54^8 x 29
I

/
/i6 in. (139.3 x 76

cm). Purchase, The Dillon Fund

Gift, 1987 (1987.150)
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Fig. 132. Unidentified artist (13th

century). One Hundred Children

at Play. Fan mounted as an album

leaf, ink and color on silk, 11
5
/i6 x

1^/16 in. (28.8 x 31.3 cm). Purchase

from the J. H. Wade Fund,

The Cleveland Museum of Art

(61.261)

was made popular by the twelfth-century Southern Sung Academy painter Su

Han-ch'en (active ca. 1120s -60s) and reflects the folk tradition of festival pic-

tures and images that feature children as symbols of blessing and fecundity.

This style is exemplified in the thirteenth-century fan painting One Hundred

Children at Play (fig. 132).

Children Playing in the Palace Garden shows four princely children strug-

gling with their lessons in a pavilion in a terraced garden,
36 while outside the

pavilion more than a dozen gaily turned-out children are noisily at play, racing

up and down slides, riding hobbyhorses, catching crickets, and playing games;

at the right, one child tries to catch something in a tree. The children are

dressed in richly exotic clothing, with one wearing a nomad-style helmet. One

of the children who watch a cricket fight wears on his back a square badge of

rank, which, costume historians believe, did not appear until the early Ming

dynasty, toward the end of the fourteenth century. 37 This would, if confirmed,

suggest that the painting is an early Ming copy rather than an original mid-

thirteenth-century work. Nonetheless, the naturalism of the drawing, as well as

the spatial setting, which is achieved by the use of a simple system of parallelo-

grams that recede back in space from the picture plane, reflects unmistakably a

late Southern Sung composition. Indeed, the study pavilion in the painting

could be a depiction of the Writer's Pavilion in the Lin-an palace library com-

pound. 38

Southern Sung Academy realism reached its zenith with Ma Yiian's son

Ma Lin (ca. 1180-after 1256). As a fifth-generation member of the Ma family,
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Ma Lin, like his father, was a favorite with imperial patrons, first Emperor

Ning-tsung and Empress Yang Mei-tzu, then Emperor Li-tsung. After succeed-

ing to the throne in 1225, Li-tsung in 1230 commissioned Ma Lin to execute

Portraits ofSages and Worthies, a set of thirteen paintings, five of which are

now at the National Palace Museum, Taipei.
39 The portraits represent ancient

China's greatest sage-kings and worthies: the legendary culture hero Fu-hsi; the

three kings Yao, Shun, and Yii; the first Shang king, T'ang; the Chou kings

Wen and Wu; the Duke of Chou; and Confucius and four of his followers.

The eulogies that appear above each of the portraits were written and inscribed

by Li-tsung himself. The first of the series, a portrait of Fu-hsi (fig. 133), which

shows the legendary sage dressed in animal skins and with his traditional attri-

butes, the hexagram and the tortoise, is modeled after the Buddhist image of a

seated lohan. The entire set of portraits was enshrined in the imperial temple

as evidence of the orthodox lineage of the Confucian state, of which the South-

ern Sung saw itself as the legitimate heir. Though technically flawless, the por-

traits, done on a scale too large for Ma Lin's customary intimate brush style,

show a certain stiffness typical of official imperial portraits.

By contrast, in the album-size painting The Evening Sun (fig. 134), Ma
Lin is in total control of both his subject and his medium. A five-word cou-

plet written by Emperor Li-tsung and dated 1254 (originally presented as a fac-

ing album leaf, but now mounted on top of the painting so that together they

resemble a small hanging scroll) reads:

The mountains hold the autumn colors nearby,

Where the swallows traverse the late evening sun.

Ma Lin has turned Hsia Kuei's quintessential Southern Sung landscape idiom

of dynamic empty space (pi. 54) into a symbolic visual statement. The four

tiny swallows scattered in the light of the setting sun—faint streaks of pink

brush in the gray ink wash—make an indelible image of the last days of the

Southern Sung.

Two signed late album-size works by Ma Lin point to new directions in

painting. Landscape with Great Pine (pi. 65), datable to the late 1250s, though

continuing in Ma Yiian's family idiom, has a dark and foreboding quality,

suggestive of impending doom. (It may be relevant that the Mongols com-

menced their final march on the Southern Sung in 1257.) Compared with the

more natural structure of Ma Yiian's trees (pi. 51), Ma Lin's twisting, highly

embellished pine shows a baroque expressionism. In contrast to the freedom of

movement in the elder Ma's painting, Ma Lin's forms are curiously heavy and

static. The single figure, shown solemnly facing the great tree with his hands

cupped in worship, adds to the mystic aura of the image. The transformation

from the monumentalism of the Northern Sung to the symbolic imagery of

single trees and rocks is now complete.

The delicate outline technique of Ma Lin's Orchids (pi. 66) derives from

Hui-tsung's academic style (pi. 22). The flowers are outlined in ink, colored in

a soft malachite green and pale pink, and touched with whitish highlights; the
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leaves are outlined in dark green and colored in a deep malachite blue-green.

The carefully planned composition, with gracefully twisting flower petals and

leaves, is informed by an abstract, calligraphic sensibility, a subtle balancing of

parallel rhythms and counter-rhythms. Because the accompanying poem is

lost, the symbolic meaning of the image is not known. We may, however, re-

call Emperor Li-tsung's Quatrain on Late Spring (pi. 41), quoted earlier:

How spring makes me sad!

Timidly I bear the passing of spring.

The young lady has no feeling for me,

She treats my love merely as that of a waning spring.

But the symbolism of Orchids may include allusions to the political climate as

well as to the waning of passion.
40

Because the orchid grows wild in inaccessi-

ble mountainous areas, it symbolizes the reclusion of the scholar-painters and

poets, a trend that became significant in the last years of the Southern Sung,

particularly after the Mongol conquest.

Ma Lin's art brings to an end the realistic representation of the Sung

Painting Academy, and in it is exemplified both the achievements and the limi-

tations of Sung academic art. Though he served the imperial taste and worked

within the tradition of the Ma family, Ma Lin also developed his own idiom.

In painting lone trees, rocks, and flowering plants, he created a personal

Fig. 133. Ma Lin (ca. 1180 - after

1256). Portrait ofFu-hsi. Hanging

scroll, ink and color on silk, 98H x

44/8 in. (249.8 x 112 cm). Na-

tional Palace Museum, Taipei

Fig. 134. Ma Lin (ca. 1180-

after 1256). The Evening Sun,

dated 1254. Hanging scroll, ink

and color on silk, 20.4 x 10/2 in.

(51.3 x 26.6 cm). Nezu Bijitsukan,

Tokyo
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Pi. 65. Ma Lin (ca. 1180- after

1256). Landscape with Great Pine,

ca. 1250s. Album leaf, ink and

color on silk, 9^/16 x 10/4 in.

(25.1 x 26 cm). From the Collection

of A. W. Bahr, Purchase, Fletcher

Fund, 1947 (47.18.63)
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PI. 66. Ma Lin (ca. 1180- after

1256). Orchids. Album leaf, ink

and color on silk, 10^16 x 8^/16 in.

(26.2 x 22.4 cm). Gift of The

Dillon Fund, 1973 (1973. 120.10)
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symbolism both about nature and about his own search for renewal. His flower

paintings, repeated as serial compositions, exemplify the new symbolic imagery

of single elements of nature.

But the symbolic image, laden with meaning, could be explicated only

with the help of words. Ma Lin's paintings were often accompanied by poems.

Yet these were written by his patrons and were not meant to express the

artist's own perceptions. A silent partner in a collaborative effort, the profes-

sional painter was thus bound to a wordless vision. It remained for a different

kind of painter to discover a new mode of self-expression, one that combined

both word and image.

Word and Image: The Art of the Scholar-Amateur

During the Northern Sung, scholars after passing civil examinations usually

became government officials. By the Southern Sung, however, the civil exami-

nation system regularly produced hundreds more chin-shih degree candidates

than the bureaucracy could absorb. Besides teaching, an unemployed scholar

had few options. He could either become a recluse or remain a frustrated

office seeker. After the Mongol conquest in the late thirteenth century, with

the disruption of the examination system, the traditional career of the Confu-

cian scholar—rising through government service—was ended. The modern

scholar Yoshikawa Kojiro has described the emergence of a new "independent

(free) artist" (wen-jen), as opposed to the old Sung scholar-official {shih-ta-fu),

in China after the Mongol conquest.
41 Deprived of a role in the government,

unemployed scholars now turned to earning their livings as professional men

of letters. What had been for the earlier Sung scholar-official the pursuit of

wen, the ideal of civil "ornament" or culture, now became for the Yuan man

of letters a way of life, through either necessity or choice, devoted primarily to

poetry, calligraphy, and painting.

This in turn led to the development of an increasing interaction among

poetry, calligraphy, and painting, the so-called three perfections {san-chueh).

By the late thirteenth century, scholar-amateur artists, who were trained more

as poets and calligraphers than as painters, were attempting to master all three

modes of expression and to use them as equal components in a single work.

They began by talking and writing about a visual poetics that equated painting

both with poetry and with calligraphy.

During the late Southern Sung, a decline in moral values gave rise to sev-

eral popular themes in painting, one of which was the three friends of the win-

try season: the early-blossoming plum, harbinger of spring; the bamboo, which

bends but does not break; and the pine, green throughout the harsh winter

—

all symbolic of moral steadfastness and friendship in adversity. Poems on Paint-

ing Plum Blossoms and Bamboo (pi. 67), dated 1260, an important calligraphic

handscroll by the late Southern Sung scholar-amateur Chao Meng-chien (1199-

before 1267), exemplifies mastery of the three perfections. In these poems that

Chao composed for friends, among them a bamboo painter named Wang Ts'ui-
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yen, as "a painter's manual" on how to paint plum trees and bamboo, he em-

phasizes the importance of creative freedom and the revival of early traditions

in both painting and poetry:

Ancient painters depicted objects without copying fixed forms;

By shaping forms after nature, they achieved true correspondence.

Today, those who pursue tradition are bound to their mentors;

Like stamping in clay, they only follow in their footsteps.

How can we build a house within a house?

Only by creating something new will I be satisfied.

Many hundreds of years have passed since the time of Tsin and Wei;

Who shall renew the traditions of Wang Hsi-chih and Wang Hsien-chih?

And the lofty lyrics of Li Po and Tu Fu?
4Z

In a colophon at the end, Chao adds:

Several months after receiving this poem from me, [Wang] Ts'ui-yen

suddenly asked: "What I requested was a poem about painting bamboo.

Why did you write to me about the poetry of Li Po and Tu Fu?" I an-

swered, laughing, "Have you not heard the words [of Su Shih], 'Anyone

who composes poetry by insisting on one fixed form of poetry is not a

true poet'?"
43

These words by the famous late Northern Sung scholar-amateur follow his bet-

ter-known injunction, "Anyone who judges painting by form-likeness shows

merely the insight of a child."44 By citing Su Shih's celebrated words, which

equally condemn "fixed form" in poetry and "form-likeness" in painting, Chao

Meng-chien goes beyond his thesis that the depictions of objects should follow

not "fixed forms" but nature, and raises the possibility of reaching for "unlike-

ness" in painting.

Chao Meng-chien was a member of a distant branch of the Sung imperial

family. Born and raised in Hai-yen, Chekiang Province, in relatively im-

poverished circumstances, he later came to be known as one of the most culti-

vated scholar-amateurs of his time. Because he left behind a considerable body

of writing, his life is better documented than that of most Academy painters. 45

After earning his chin-shih degree in 1226, he served, without much distinc-

tion, as a prefectural official, but was better known as a passionate art collec-

tor, in which capacity he was compared with Mi Fu, of the late Northern

Sung. He is said in his later years to have retired to a life of meditation and

the practice of calligraphy and flower painting. In his calligraphy, he follows

the square-character format of the Southern Sung imperial tradition (see the

writing of Emperor Li-tsung, pi. 37), expressing a free yet tranquil spirit with

a relaxed but angular brushstroke.

In the long handscroll •Narcissus (pi. 68), which shows more than twelve

feet of Chao's favorite flower, the viewer is treated to an insect's view of a sea

of narcissus plants, executed in a monochromatic plain drawing technique,

that gently twist and wave in the breeze. The pale, silvery ink tone creates a

soft moonlight effect. The stemmed buds and blossoms and long, entwined
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leaves are first drawn in outline, then subtly shaded with ink; a darker shade

of ink is applied along the outline, then made to fade toward the center,

giving a three-dimensional appearance to the form. The blossoms are de-

scribed at every stage of growth (pi. 68a).

Painting style during the Southern Sung may be characterized as fol-

lowing two contrasting modes, the "elegant" and the "rustic."
46 The former

may be associated with Ma Lin's academic painting in color and the latter

with Chao Meng-chien's scholar-amateur painting in monochrome. The aca-

demic style remained entrenched in realism, while the style of the scholar-ama-

teur developed into the representation of a state of mind. Unlike Ma Lin's

orchids (pi. 66), which offer a realistic rendition of the flower, Chao Meng-

chien's formalized narcissus, despite botanical accuracy, turns from the flower

itself to the mind of the painter.

Known as the water goddess, the narcissus was associated with the two

PI. 67. Chao Meng-chien (1199-

before 1267). Poems on Painting

Plum Blossoms and Bamboo, dated

1260. Detail. Handscroll, ink on

paper, 13^8 x 128/^8 in. (33.5 x 327 cm).

Bequest ofJohn M. Crawford, Jr.,

1988 (1989.363.28)
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goddesses of the Hsiang River, and this association in turn linked it with Ch'ii

Yuan (343-278 B.C.), the loyal minister of the ancient kingdom of Ch'u, who,

dejected by the devastation of his country and his banishment from court,

drowned himself in the Mi-lo River (a tributary of the Hsiang). In his later

years, Chao Meng-chien, distressed by the rapidly declining fortunes of the

Southern Sung, is said to have identified with Ch'ii Yuan: sailing in a house-

boat (in the manner of Mi Fu), he would take off his cap, pour wine on his

hair, and while squatting on the floor sing "On Encountering Sorrow," the

famous poem by Ch'ii.
47

After the Mongol conquest in 1279, a calamity that Chao himself fortu-

nately did not live to witness, his admirers regarded his Narcissus as symbol-

izing the "fragrance of a nation fallen and drifting away."
48

In his poem

inscribed on Chao's scroll, Ch'iu Yuan (1247-after 1327), a leading Sung loyal-

ist after the conquest, writes of the painting as a symbol of a China shattered

:
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The ice is thin, the sandbanks are dark, and the short grasses are dying;

[The goddess] who picks fragrant flowers is far away, on the other side

of Lake Hsiang.

Who has left the immortal's jade pendants in the moonlit night?

They surpass even the "nine fields of orchids in the autumn breeze."
49

The shiny bronze vessel is overturned, and the immortal's dew spilled;

The bright jade ring is smashed, like broken corals.

How I pity the narcissus for not being the orchid,

Which at least knew the sober minister from Ch'u [Ch'u Yuan].

Less fortunate than Chao Meng-chien was Ch'ien Hsiian (ca. 1235 -before

1307), who survived the conquest to face a totally changed world. A native of

Wu-hsing, Chekiang Province, he achieved his chin-shib degree candidacy in

the Ching-ting era (1260 - 64) and quickly won a place for himself in the liter-

ary circles in Wu-hsing, as well as in the Southern Sung capital, Lin-an. Ch'ien

was just over forty in 1276, when the capital fell to the Mongols. By 1279, all

of China was for the first time totally under alien rule. Soon after the catastro-

phe, Ch'ien renounced his scholarly life and, in vehement disgust with the fail-

ure of traditional Confucian learning to save the country from conquest,

burned all his books.
50 He was determined, however, not to cooperate with the

Mongols, and he refused to register as the head of a Confucian household,

which would have exempted him from certain taxes and corvee duties.
51 To

support himself, he turned to selling his paintings in Wu-hsing. Trying to lose

himself in his art, he would drink heavily before he painted.
52

PI. 68. Chao Meng-chien (1199-

before 1267). Narcissus. Detail.

Handscroll, ink on paper, 13/16 x

146*/! in. (33.2 x 372.2 cm). Gift

of The Dillon Fund, 1973

(1973.120,4)
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In an early work, Sparrow on an Apple Branch (fig. 135), datable to the

1270s, Ch'ien Hsiian paints in the Southern Sung Academy tradition of Lin

Ch'un (active ca. 1174-89) and Li Ti (ca. 1110- after 1197).
53 In the autumn

scene, a sprightly sparrow pauses briefly on an apple branch laden with ripe,

succulent fruits and browning, worm-eaten leaves. A direct descendant of Hui-

tsung's Finches and Bamboo (pi. 22), the sparrow and the apple branch inhabit

the same magic garden as that which the Northern Sung emperor had envi-

sioned. Executed on paper rather than silk, the delicate drawing with its se-

rene, harmonious colors glows with a warm realism. There is in this work a

tenuous, but false, sense that the delicate and harmonious world of the South-

ern Sung could have gone on forever, re-creating itself with a self-absorbed

focus and energy.

A vastly changed world is seen in Ch'ien Hsiian's Pear Blossoms (pi. 69),

datable to about 1280, after the Mongol conquest. 54 Although the painting

in its composition initially resembles Ma Lin's picture of flowering plum

(fig. 104), Ch'ien's poem, a seven-word quatrain at the left, makes it clear that

the real subject is not the flowering pear but the artist's own sorrow at the de-

struction of Sung civilization:

The lonely tear-stained face, teardrops washing the branches.

Though now without makeup, her old charms remain.

Behind the closed gate, on a rainy night, how she is filled with sadness,

Overleaf How differently she looked bathed in golden waves of moonlight, before

PI. 68a. Detail, pi. 68 darkness fell.
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PI. 69. Ch'ien Hsiian (ca. 1235-

before 1307). Pear Blossoms, ca.

1280. Handscroll, ink and color

on paper, 12/4 x 37/2 in. (31. 1 x

95.3 cm). Purchase, The Dillon

Fund Gift, 1977 (1977.79)

Fig. 135. Ch'ien Hsiian (ca. 1235-

before 1307). Sparrow on an Apple

Branch, ca. 1270s. Album leaf

mounted as a hanging scroll, ink

and light color on paper, 8^8 x

10^8 in. (22 x 27.5 cm). Univer-

sity Museum purchase, Carl Otto

von Kienbusch, Jr., Memorial

Collection, The Art Museum,

Princeton University (1959 -1)
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The first two lines allude to the T'ang dynasty poet Po Chii-i's immortal

"Song of Unending Sorrow," which laments the loss of the T'ang Empire:

The lonely, jadelike face, stained with tears,

Like a rain in spring on the blossom of the pear.
55

In Po's ballad, the T'ang emperor Hsiian-tsung dreams of his murdered mis-

tress, whose tear-stained face is compared to a rain-bathed pear blossom.

Ch'ien Hsuan in his poem tries to recall how his own love once looked, "be-

fore darkness fell." While Ch'ien's painting shows no grieving woman and his

poem makes no direct mention of the pear blossom, the mute image of the

pale-colored flower, as a metaphor of all women, is given specificity of mean-

ing through historical reference.
56

Ch'ien's calligraphy (fig. 136) is modeled after the pre-Wang Hsi-chih ar-

chaic mode of Chung Yu, in particular the Memorial Recommending Chi-chih

(fig. 56). Ch'ien Hsiian's revival of the third-century Chung Yu style at the end

Overleaf
°^ t^ie S°uthern Sung initiated its popularity among recluse artists of the Yuan

PI. 69a. Detail, pi. 69 period, most notably Ni Tsan (1301-1374).
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PL 70. Ch'ien Hsiian (ca. 1235-

before 1307). Returning Home,

ca. 1285. Handscroll, ink and

color on paper, io/^ x 42 in.

(26 x 106.6 cm). Gift ofJohn

C. Ferguson, 1913 (13.220.124)

Fig. 136. Ch'ien Hsiian (ca. 1235-

before 1307). The artist's inscrip-

tion on Pear Blossoms (pi. 69)
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In combining painting with poetry and calligraphy to create a single work

of self-expression, Ch'ien Hsiian's art marks the end of painting as objective

representation, ushering in a new era of greatly increased complexity and so-

phistication. If we compare Ma Lin's plum blossom and accompanying poem

by Empress Yang Mei-tzu (fig. 104) with Ch'ien's Pear Blossoms, we can see the

progression from parallel expression to integrated expression. In Ma's work,

word and image neither mutually describe nor interact with each other; the

poet and the painter merely express their own individual, though parallel, re-

sponses to a lovely flower. Ch'ien Hsiian, on the other hand, as both the poet

and the painter, creates a work that integrates poetry and painting, and in

which word, image, and calligraphy resonate and amplify one another in a per-

fect union of expression. Similarly, Ma Lin's realistic representation of orchids

in a natural, three-dimensional space (pi. 66) may be compared with Ch'ien's

rendering of pear blossom, branches, and leaves as flat patterns on the picture

plane, drawn with a thin calligraphic brushline to express a mood of languid

passivity and detachment. Ch'ien's flower petals are perfectly round and even

(pi. 69a), yet their very perfection makes them abstract and unreal. The leaves

turn and fold in a motion consonant with the slow, twisting movement of the

calligraphy and, in turn, the brushstrokes and characters imitate the rhythm of

the leaves and blossoms.

Ch'ien Hsiian's Returning Home (pi. 70), datable to about 1285, shows the

recluse poet T'ao Ch'ien. In this work, Ch'ien confronts the meaning of ere-

mitism in his own time, and onto T'ao Ch'ien he projects his own sense of

alienation and loss. T'ao Ch'ien was born under the Eastern Tsin dynasty
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2°)- At the age of forty, he left the last of several frustrating low-level

government jobs and returned home to live as a farmer. He wrote "Returning

Home" in the year 405.
57 The poem was acclaimed as a masterpiece of lyrical

expression. While its focus was liberation from material concerns, it also raised

the moral dilemma of having to choose between serving against one's con-

science and withdrawing from political engagement. On his handscroll Return-

ing Home, Ch'ien Hsiian added the following lines:

In front of his gate he plants five willows;

By the eastern fence, he picks chrysanthemums.

In his long chant is a lingering purity,

But there is never enough wine to sustain him.

To live in this world one must drink,

For to take office brings only shame.

In a moment of inspiration he composes "Returning Home"

—

The poem of a thousand years.
58

The image of T'ao Ch'ien as the archetypal recluse had undergone im-

portant changes during the Sung dynasty, by which time a scholar's decision

to serve the imperial house or to withdraw politically was viewed as an act of

loyalty or dissent. In order to restore Confucian ethics after the turmoil of the

Five Dynasties period, the Northern Sung statesman-historian Ou-yang Hsiu,

in his History of the Five Dynasties, scathingly condemned the shamelessness of

Five Dynasties officials who so casually switched their allegiance during dynas-

Pl. 71. Ch'ien Hsiian (ca. 1235-

before 1307). Wang Hsi-chih

Watching Geese, ca. 1295. Hand-

scroll, ink and color on paper,

9/8 x 36/
/

2 in. (23.2 x 92.7 cm).

Gift of The Dillon Fund, 1973

(1973.120.6)
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tic change, singling out Feng Tao (died 954), a minister who had served a suc-

cession of four ruling houses. A righteous minister, by strict Neo-Confucian

standards, should not serve two masters; he must show absolute loyalty to a

fallen dynasty, if not by dying a martyr's death then by withdrawing from

worldly affairs. To buttress this view, Southern Sung historians, led by the

great Neo-Confucian philosopher Chu Hsi (1130-1200), linked T'ao Ch'ien's

permanent reclusion to his loyalty to the Eastern Tsin and his subsequent re-

fusal to serve the new Liu-Sung dynasty in a.d. 420. T'ao is said to have sig-

naled his refusal to acknowledge the new dynasty by never using its reign

title.
59 Thus T'ao's self-imposed reclusion was used to suit the new political

definition of eremitism that emerged in the thirteenth century.

After the Mongol conquest, Neo-Confucianists demanded that all loyal

"leftover subjects" {i-miri) of the Southern Sung resist serving the new rulers.

In Ch'ien Hsuan's Returning Home, T'ao Ch'ien as the "leftover subject"

exemplifies reclusion as an act of ultimate devotion to a fallen dynasty. Ch'ien

Hsiian too resisted pressure to serve at court, in his case the Mongol court. As

the early Ming scholar Chang Yii (1333 -1385) wrote:

Who could imagine that only Ch'ien alone would choose virtue and

hardship,

Serving as a professional painter until his hair turned white?
60

Ch'ien derived his image of T'ao Ch'ien from Li Kung-lin's illustration of

T'ao's poem (fig. 48), casting it in an archaic blue-and-green setting, the
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traditional malachite green isle of the immortals. But unlike Li's narrative, which

shows T'ao returning to a pastoral community representing the whole struc-

ture of China's rural life,
61

Ch'ien Hsuan's T'ao Ch'ien, in a boat suspended in

space, seems to be drifting away from the shore.
62

In Wang Hsi-chih Watching Geese (pi. 71), datable to about 1295, Ch'ien

Hsiian illustrates the new wen-jen, or "man of letters," culture in the Chiang-

nan region, south of the Yangtze River. At the left is Ch'ien's own poem:

How pleasant are the elegant bamboo and trees!

In a peaceful pavilion, relaxing with bare stomach, how wonderful

it must feel!

Writing the Tao-te ching for a Taoist friend,

He leaves behind a romantic image—a man who loves geese.

In the painting, Wang Hsi-chih, the fourth-century "calligraphic sage," is repre-

sented as a prototypical man of letters, one with a passion for style, tradition,

and spiritual freedom (pi. 71a). According to popular legend, when a certain

powerful court official was looking for an ideal son-in-law, he chose Wang

Hsi-chih because Wang alone among the candidates interviewed appeared non-

chalant and unintimidated by his sumptuous surroundings, sitting with his

robe open and his stomach shockingly bared. It will be recalled that Wang was

said to have found inspiration for his calligraphy by observing the graceful

movements of long-necked geese; hence the "romantic image—a man who

loves geese."

In Ch'ien's painting, the scholar surveys his idealized domain from a

pavilion. The scholar's retreat was first represented in painting by the eighth-

century recluse Lu Hung, in his Ten Views from a Thatched Lodge (fig. 28).

Here, under Mongol rule, the early Yuan scholar's private dwelling is viewed

as a privileged haven, where values central to traditional Chinese culture could

be salvaged and preserved.

Compared with Ma Yiian's Scholar Viewing a Waterfall (pi. 51), Ch'ien

Hsuan's archaizing blue-and-green painting—made by an artist who has re-

nounced the present in order to live in the past—has an unreal, storybook

quality. Turning resolutely away from Southern Sung realism, Ch'ien treats the

composition as a page from an illuminated manuscript, with a painted border

on the left that clearly separates it from the space used for the accompanying

text. The mountains and trees, painted in linear patterns in flat mineral colors,

are archaizing and schematic.

With the demise of the Southern Sung Painting Academy, Ch'ien

Hsuan's patrons were no longer princely aesthetes and court aristocrats, but

affluent merchants, urban dwellers, and displaced scholar-officials like himself.

Although Ch'ien's popular success as a painter rested partly on his erudition

and his reputation as a scholar-amateur, he was also a superb craftsman, capa-

ble of the most refined techniques in painting. In an early Ming work on an-

tiquities, Essential Criteria for the Judgment ofAntiquities (preface dated 1387),

PI. 71a. Detail, pi. 71 by Ts'ao Chao, is found a spirited discussion attributed to Ch'ien Hsiian and
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his younger contemporary Chao Meng-fu of what constitutes scholar-amateur

{li-chia) painting:

Chao Meng-fu asked Ch'ien Hsiian, "What then is scholar-amateur

painting?" Ch'ien replied, "It is the painting of the amateurs." Chao

said, "Correct! But look at the paintings of Wang Wei, Li Ch'eng, Hsu

Hsi, and Li Kung-lin. They are all lofty and admirable works by scholar-

amateurs, and each of them accurately transmits the spirit of the depicted

object by capturing its special qualities. As for people of recent times

who practice scholar-amateur painting, how very misguided they are!"
63

This exchange suggests a reassessment of the so-called scholar-amateur tradi-

tion in painting during the early Yuan period. It remained for Chao Meng-fu

to lead the Yuan revolution in painting, formulating and redefining a new

discipline for the scholar-amateur painter.

1. For a close analysis of the politics and intel-

lectual climate of the early Southern Sung,

see James T. C. Liu, China Turning Inward:

Intellectual-Political Changes in the Early

Twelfth Century, Harvard East Asian Mono-
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Some Buddhist and

Taoist Themes

Founded by Siddhartha Gautama in the fifth century B.C., Buddhism is based

on the Indian religious doctrines of karma (meaning "deed" or "act"), retribu-

tion, and rebirth. In mankind's seeming existence in the world of illusion, all

beings live out a karmic fate. According to his karma of the past, a living

being is subject to endless cycles of birth, retribution, rebirth, and suffering

until the cycle is broken by salvation, or nirvana. There are two major tradi-

tions, or vehicles: Theravada, which teaches the discipline of the arhat {lohan,

in Chinese, meaning a venerable disciple of Buddha, or "saint"), the ascetic

who, by self-discipline, achieves individual nirvana, and Mahayana, or the

Great Vehicle, which preaches the bodhisattva (enlightened being) ideal, that

of a compassionate savior who postpones his own nirvana until all sentient be-

ings are saved. While the former relies on individual effort, the latter empha-

sizes universal salvation through prayer and intercession.

Introduced from northwest India through Central Asia into Han dynasty

China at the beginning of the Christian era, the basic tenets of Buddhism

—

most notably the practice of celibacy and the quest for otherworldliness— of-

fered a philosophy fundamentally opposed to Chinese societal values, which

emphasized family and social relations. Yet despite this conflict, Buddhism not

only survived in China but had a profound influence on its religious outlook

and social life.

In pre-Buddhist Han society, religion was a combination of ancient divi-

nation techniques, the theories of yin and yang and the five elements, and pop-

ular belief in immortals, gods, and shamanistic practices. One kind of teaching,

known as religious or occult Taoism— as opposed to the philosophical Taoism

of the ancient nature mystics Lao-tzu and Chuang-tzu—was centered princi-

pally on the goal of achieving immortality in this life. Claiming both the leg-

endary Yellow Emperor (Huang-ti) and Lao-tzu as its founders, followers of

the so-called Huang- Lao practices specialized in the cultivation of the ch'i-

breath and in alchemy—mainly the preparation of mercuric sulfide—for the

nurturing of the immortal body. Occult Taoism not only enjoyed a wide fol-

lowing but also found favor with the Han emperors.

Popular religious faith in China combined indigenous Taoist and folk be-

liefs with Indian and Iranian traditions. When Buddhism first appeared in

China, it was presented as an aspect of Taoism; the Buddha was seen either as a

disciple of Lao-tzu or as associated with Taoist deities. Nevertheless, over time,

competition between the two faiths led to persecution of Buddhism, as the
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imperial court played one off against the other in order to suppress the growth

of organized religion within the empire. But despite its rivalry with Buddhism,

religious Taoism emulated Buddhism's institutional organization and systematic

teachings, freely borrowing from them in its development of an iconography

and a canon of scripture.

During the T'ang dynasty (618-906), several schools of Buddhist philoso-

phy that reflected distinctly Chinese characteristics emerged. By the seventh

and eighth centuries, the form of Buddhism that had won the widest popular

acceptance was the Mahayana Pure Land, or Western Paradise, sect, one of the

less esoteric and less demanding schools, which taught universal salvation by

faith and compassion.
1

Great monastic establishments flourished as a result, as

wealthy donors and worshipers competed with one another in making lavish

gifts to the temples as offerings to the Buddha. The popular Mahayanist text,

the Lotus Sutra, became the most influential Buddhist scripture in China. The

Lotus doctrine of One Vehicle embracing both the arhat and the bodhisattva

vehicles is represented by the Chinese image of five figures, which shows the

Buddha flanked by two arhats and two bodhisattvas, here exemplified in the

colossi of Feng-hsien-ssu at Lung-men, completed in a.d. 675 (fig. 137).
2

Fig. 137. The Buddha Flanked by

Disciples and Bodhisattvas, dated

675. Height of central Buddha

56 ft. (17.14 m). Feng-hsien cave

temple, Lung-men, Honan

Province
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A second Buddhist sect that achieved great popularity during the T'ang

dynasty was the Ch'an (Zen, in Japanese) school. 3 A basic tenet of Ch'an is the

belief that because the Buddha-nature is found within oneself, rituals, scrip-

tures, and icons are superfluous to the attainment of enlightenment. After the

great persecution of 845-46, during which thousands of Buddhist temples and

monuments were destroyed, temple property was confiscated, and hundreds of

thousands of monks and nuns were forced to return to secular life, the icono-

clastic Ch'an sect survived to emerge as a powerful social and intellectual

force in the succeeding Sung period. Because of its belief in "wordlessness"

and "forgetting oneself," Ch'an Buddhism struck a sympathetic chord with

philosophical Taoism, and during the Northern Sung, increasing social inter-

course between Confucian scholars and Ch'an priests further brought Ch'an

Buddhism into the mainstream of Chinese life and thought.

By the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, during the Jurchen Chin dynasty

in the north and the Southern Sung dynasty in the south, a highly Sinicized

Buddhism had become part of an integral religious system known as Three

Fig. 138. Rubbing of the engraved

stele Holy Portraits ofthe Three Re-

ligions, dated 1209, 45/^ x 23^8 in.

(115 x 60 cm)

Overleaf

PI. 72. Unidentified artist (early

12th century). Vimalakirti Sutra,

dated January 13, 1119. Detail.

Handscroll, gold and silver on

purple silk, 11 x 312^8 in. (27.9 x

795 cm). From the Collection of

A. W. Bahr, Purchase, Fletcher

Fund, 1947 (47.18.2)
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Religions in One. This coming together of the philosophies of the three reli-

gions—Confucianism, Buddhism, and Taoism— is represented in Holy Por-

traits of the Three Religions (fig. 138), an engraving dated 1209, which shows the

Buddha flanked by Confucius on his right and Lao-tzu on his left. From this

time onward, the influences of the three teachings were inseparable in all

forms of Chinese art and culture, especially those of a popular origin.

The Vimalakirti Sutra

The Vimalakirti-nirdesa Sutra tells the story of Vimalakirti, a wise and power-

ful householder. 4 Upon learning that Vimalakirti is ailing, the Buddha asks his

followers, the arhats and the bodhisattvas, to journey to the city of Vaisali to

inquire after his health. The arhats decline, saying they are unworthy. So the

Buddha sends Manjusri, the bodhisattva of wisdom. After Manjusri arrives in

Vaisali, he and Vimalakirti are soon engaged in a theological debate. Their dis-

cussion ranges from the nature of Vimalakirti's ailment and the power of the

Buddha to the transcendental nature of the Buddha's physical being; the house-

holder, a brilliant speaker, dominates the conversation. Finally, Manjusri asks

Vimalakirti to define the Buddhist doctrine of nonduality, the complementar-

ity and mutual identification of reality and nonreality. His question is met

with silence, and there the debate ends. Whereupon Manjusri exclaims: "Well

done, well done! To have neither word nor letter is to enter into the doctrine

of nonduality." 5 By his silence, the wise Vimalakirti follows the Buddha's own

example of not applying human discourse on the phenomenal world to the ul-

timate reality; truth is not a matter for empirical observation.

A Mahayana text, the Vimalakirti Sutra found special favor with the Chi-

nese, as it deals with such topics as being and nonbeing, appearance and real-

ity, and the meaninglessness of such distinctions. The example of Vimalakirti

also emphasizes the importance of the layman in the Buddhist faith, in that

Vimalakirti—a layman householder with wife and children—appears to be a

perfect Confucian scholar and gentleman.

The Vimalakirti Sutra, with frontispiece illustration (pi. 72, pp. 328-29),

dated 1119, shows Vimalakirti, who has appeared miraculously above the city of

Vaisali, seated on an elaborate canopy bed with screens and curtains. He is at-

tended by a heavenly female deva who scatters flowers before him, and sur-

rounded by a large retinue of bodhisattvas and deva guardians.
6
Here, the con-

frontation between Vimalakirti and Manjusri (who is not shown) is presented

as a dramatic cosmic event, a scene of miraculous manifestations. The sky is

filled with Buddha figures riding on cloud scrolls, while below, in the city of

Vaisali, Vimalakirti, surrounded by his followers, returns to his worldly domain.

The sutra, in gold and silver on purple-dyed silk, was a gift to a Sung

envoy from the ruler of the kingdom of Ta-li (modern Yunnan Province), and

the Vimalakirti illustration is based on monumental temple-wall decorations

deriving ultimately from a famous composition by the fourth-century painter

Ku K'ai-chih. 7 In Cave 335, dated a.d. 686 (fig. 139), at Tun-huang, the scene,
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which covers a large wall, is presented as a great cosmic drama in full color.

Manjusri, at left, is shown on a dais facing Vimalakirti, who is seated on a can-

opied bed; between them are illustrations of various miracles described in the

sutra, and behind them is the crenelated wall of Vaisali. In the foreground are

donor figures and an emperor with attendants. The sky is filled with celestial

beings and bodhisattvas, with visions of the enthroned Buddha on the left and

Mount Sumeru on the right.
8

A very different presentation of the same story is seen in the scroll Vima-

lakirti and the Doctrine ofNonduality (pi. 73), dated 1308 and done in an ink

outline, or plain drawing, style by the early Yuan court painter Wang Chen-

p'eng (active ca. 1280-1329). According to Wang's inscription, written after

1320, the scroll, commissioned in 1308 by the Yuan emperor Jen-tsung (r. 1311 —

20), then heir apparent, was a preparatory drawing for a fully colored version. 9

Wang noted that he had based his composition on a painting by the Chin

court painter Ma Yun-ch'ing (active ca. 1230),
10
which was itself modeled on a

work by Li Kung-lin. A scroll formerly attributed to Li, Vimalakirti Preaching

the Doctrine (fig. 140), appears to be a work by Ma Yiin-ch'ing.

In Wang's painting the colorful, theatrical presentation of the T'ang mural

has been transformed into a simple Ch'an-influenced meditation. Here, a gen-

tle, emaciated-looking Vimalakirti holds up his right hand in the gesture of a

Ch'an mentor teaching the doctrine of nonduality in silence— in Manjusri's

description, with "neither word nor letter."
11

At left, the heavenly deva atten-

dant tosses flower petals, signs of human desire, on the arhat Sariputra (pi. 73a),
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who tries desperately to shake them off. Reflecting the early Yuan master

Chao Meng-fu's emphasis on calligraphic brushwork, Wang Chen-p'eng's

plain drawing style is tightly controlled, with the round and centered brush-

stroke made to resemble a smoothly flowing iron-wire line. Wang uses this

technique to describe realistic organic figures.

PI. 73. Wang Chen-p'eng (active

ca. 1280-1329). Vimalakirti and

the Doctrine ofNonduality, dated

1308. Detail. Handscroll, ink on

silk, v>h x 85% in. (39.5 x 217.7 cm)

Purchase, The Dillon Fund

Gift, 1980 (1980.276)

Ten Kings ofHell

During the T'ang dynasty, the Indian Ghost Festival, which represented a

merging of the Indian belief in metempsychosis with the Chinese tradition of

sacrificing to the ancestors, became a cult event.
12 And by the Five Dynasties

period in the tenth century, a time of great destruction and suffering, the cult

of the underworld, the representation of the horrors of hell and the promise of

salvation, had reached full fruition. Based on the Ten Kings Sutra, an apocry-

phal scripture attributed to a tenth-century monk named Ts'ang-ch'uan from

the Ta-sheng-tz'u monastery in Ch'eng-tu, Szechwan Province,
13
the cult of the

Ten Kings reflected paternalistic Confucian values of harsh justice and loving

forgiveness. It also united the Chinese tradition of moral ethics with the In-

dian belief in karma and divine retribution to create a philosophy that em-

braced accountability for one's deeds in life and unmitigated punishment for

sinners in death, from which the only means of salvation was prayer for inter-

cession in hell by the compassionate bodhisattva Ti-tsang.

In Buddhist doctrine, there are six forms of existence: buddha, human,

demon, animal, hungry ghost, and denizen of hell; only buddhas live in para-

dise, or nirvana, while the other five, all susceptive to the inexorable laws of

karmic causation and retribution, are subjected to various forms of suffering,

Fig. 140. Attributed to Ma Yun-

ch'ing (active ca. 1230). Formerly

attributed to Li Kung-lin (ca. 1041-

1106) . Vimalakirti Preaching the

Doctrine. Detail. Handscroll, ink

on paper, 13% x 81/2 in. (34.8 x

207.1 cm). Palace Museum,

Beijing
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the most extreme of which is eternal damnation in hell. The souls of those

who die penitent are sent to purgatory, where they remain until their rebirth

in another form; the moral balance of their past deeds determines whether

they are reborn as humans, animals, or hungry ghosts. Bodhisattva Ksitigarbha

(Ti-tsang) with the Ten Kings ofHell (fig. 141), a mid-tenth-century painting

from Tun-huang, shows the compassionate bodhisattva of the underworld,
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Fig. 141. Bodhisattva Ksitigarbha

(Ti-tsang) with the Ten Kings of

Hell, mid-ioth century. Painting

from Tun-huang, Kansu Province,

ink, color, and gold on silk,

18^16 x i6
3
/i6 in. (48.1 x 41.1 cm).

British Museum, London

who vows to end the sufferings of all sentient beings, enthroned above the Ten

Kings of Hell, the merciless judges of the nether regions.
14 The six bands of

light that issue from the sides of the central deity signal the six paths of re-

birth.

According to the Ten Kings Sutra, one who has recently died, if he success-

fully withstands trial by the first of the ten kings in purgatory, can be reborn

on the seventh day after death. If not, he faces a different king every seventh

day, for a total of seven times during the first forty-nine days after death; there-

after, he goes to the eighth trial on the one-hundredth day, the ninth on the

first anniversary of his arrival in purgatory, and the tenth on the third anniver-

sary. Ritual offerings and good deeds performed on behalf of the dead are

made with the hope of reversing or mitigating the cycle of causation and

thereby assisting the soul's successful journey to rebirth. The worship of the

Ten Kings was so pervasive that it became a part of the mortuary services of all

classes in Chinese society and an activity independent of organized religion.
15

In the Ten Kings Sutra (fig. 142), a late tenth-century scroll from Tun-

Pl. 73a. Detail, pi. 73 huang, the soul's journey through the ten tribunals of hell is depicted in vivid
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Pis. 74a- g. Chin Ch'u-shih (late PI. 74a. Ten Kings ofHell. Detail,

12th century). Ten Kings ofHell, the fifth king, Yama

before 1195. Five of a set of ten

hanging scrolls, ink and color on PI. 74b. Detail, pi. 74a

silk, 44 x 18% in. (111.8 x 47.6 cm).

Rogers Fund, 1930 (30.76.290-294)
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PI. 74c. Ten Kings ofHell. Detail, PI. 74c!. Ten Kings ofHell. Detail,

sinners being turned into beasts woman in a cangue

of labor
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detail. Each scene, conceived as a typical Chinese magistrate's courtroom,

shows one of the kings of hell seated behind a draped table and attended by

scribes, officers of records, and demon-constables, while the sinners, wearing

wooden cangues and clad in loincloths, are herded on until they reach the last

tribunal, where their past deeds are weighed in a balance. They are then sent

on to be reborn as humans, animals, demons, hungry ghosts, or denizens

of hell.'
6

Ten Kings ofHell (pis. 74a-g), a set of hanging scrolls datable to before

119 5, five of which are now in the Metropolitan Museum, represents the high

moment of genre-narrative Buddhist art during the Southern Sung dynasty.
17

The vivid colors, typical of popular Buddhist imagery, were achieved by the

application of paints to both sides of the silk surface. While much of the silk

in the unpainted areas has disintegrated with age, the painted surfaces, with

the silk sandwiched between two layers of pigment, have held firm with the

binding. The excellent quality of both the pigments and the silk, together

with the highly accomplished technical level of the painting, suggests that

those who commissioned the works were affluent individuals with cultivated

aesthetic standards.

Each scroll bears the inscription, written in cinnabar: "The Great Sung

[dynasty], at Ming-chou [Ning-po], the Carriage Bridge, West, Painted at the

House of Chin Ch'u-shih" (fig. 143).
18 The paintings, originally preserved in

Japan, were brought by Buddhist pilgrims and merchants during the thir-

teenth and fifteenth centuries from Ning-po, a port city in Chekiang Province.

Stylistically, the paintings compare closely with the Five Hundred Lohans of

Preceding pages

PI. 74g. Detail, pi. 74f

Fig. 142. Ten Kings Sutra, late

10th century. Detail. Handscroll

from Tun-huang, Kansu Province,

ink and color on paper, 11 x

approx. 195 in. (28 x approx. 495

cm). British Museum, London
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Fig. 143. Detail, seal

inscription on pi. 74c!

Lin T'ing-kuei and Chou Chi-ch'ang, datable to 1178-88 (see figs. 144 and fol-

lowing), and because the name Ming-chou, which appears in the inscription,

was changed to Ch'ing-yiian-fu in 1195,
19

the paintings can be dated securely to

the third or fourth quarter of the twelfth century, during the reigns of Emper-

ors Hsiao-tsung and Kuang-tsung.

Each composition of the Ten Kings ofHell is divided into two tiers, with

a courtroom scene above showing an interrogation and the passing of judg-

ment and below a scene in hell depicting the damned subjected to torture. In

each of the courtroom scenes, behind a desk and seated on a draped, high-

backed carved throne, is one of the Kings of Hell, resplendent in court robe

and jeweled crown. The Indian and Chinese features of the kings reflect their

names as given in the Ten Kings Sutra.
20
Behind each of the kings is a painted

landscape screen set against carved and lacquered balustrades, over which

plants and flowers in the adjoining courtyard garden can be seen. Fiercest of

the kings is the fifth, King Yama (pi. 74a), who confronts the accused with the

crime displayed in the karmic mirror: the murder of an unfortunate man in a

boat (pi. 74b). After all the records have been reviewed and sins confessed and

verified, judgments are passed. In one scene, two sinners are turned into beasts

of labor (pi. 74c); in another, a woman in a cangue, with a child pitifully hang-

ing on to her, is dragged down to hell (pi. 74d). In the lower half of the paint-

ings, torture is at its most gruesome: one demon jabs at caged prisoners with

his spear (pi. 74c), another tosses the condemned into a field of sharp blades

(pi. 74c), and two others boil the prisoners in a caldron (pi. 74d). In yet an-

other scene, an enormous infernal machine with flaming wheels driven by a

giant demon mows down and chews up fleeing hungry ghosts (pis. 74f, g).

Part of the popular culture of late twelfth-century Sung China, the explic-

itness and sensationalism of the Ten Kings exemplify the kind of genre realism

traditionally suppressed in Confucian symbolic narratives and court-sponsored

paintings. But just as the popular Pure Land Paradise Buddhism had coexisted

with Ch'an meditation in Sung monastic establishments, these gory passion

plays of saints and demons lived side by side with contemplative ink paintings

of landscapes and scholars.

The Visual Culture

During the Southern Sung, the city of Ning-po, where the Ten Kings ofHell

was made, was a thriving seaport that traded with Japan and a great center for

the production of Buddhist devotional images. The Five Hundred Lohans, a set

of one hundred paintings dated from 1178 to 1188, is the largest extant group

of Southern Sung narrative Buddhist paintings.
21 The project was initiated by

Abbot I-shao of Hui-an-yiian, a great Buddhist monastery located southeast of

Ning-po, and carried out by two Ning-po artisan painters, Chou Chi-ch'ang

and Lin T'ing-kuei, who were perhaps members of the workshop attached to

the monastery or recruits from one of the several commercial enterprises in Ning-

po that specialized in producing religious icons." Known as the Lo-han-yiian,
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or Chapel of Lohans, the monastery was first established in the year 938

to commemorate the appearance in 904 of sixteen lohans on All Souls' Feast

Day. 23 The representation of lohan images was thus closely associated with the

All Souls' Feast, during which the lohans now played the role of compassion-

ate saviors guiding humanity through the journey of suffering to universal sal-

vation.

The dedicatory inscriptions on the paintings disclose information about

the pattern of patronage that enabled the support of ambitious projects such

as this, as well as the professional painting workshop system that produced

them. 25 Rather than coming from one or two major sources, funds for the Five

Hundred Lohans were, collected from many donors over a period of ten years.

Individuals contributed just enough money to pay for one more scroll, often

Fig. 144. Chou Chi-ch'ang (ac-

tive late 12th century). The Mak-

ing ofthe Five Hundred Lohans,

from Five Hundred Lohans, set of

100 paintings, datable to 1178-88.

Hanging scroll, ink and color on

silk, 44)2 x 21 in. (112.8 x 53.4 cm).

Daitoku-ji, Kyoto

Fig. 145. Chou Chi-ch'ang (active

late 12th century). Feast ofthe

Lohans, from Five Hundred

Lohans, datable to 1178-88. Hang-

ing scroll, ink and color on silk,

44/2 x 21 in. (112.8 x 53.4 cm).

Daitoku-ji, Kyoto
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Fig. 146. Detail, fig. 145

Fig. 147. Chou Chi-ch'ang (ac-

tive late 12th century). Detail

from Lohans Viewing an Image of

the Buddha Amitabha, from Five

Hundred Lohans , datable to 1178-

88. Hanging scroll, ink and color on

silk, 44/2 x 21 in. (112.8 x 53.4 cm).

Daitoku-ji, Kyoto

asking that it serve as an offering for the soul of a deceased relative. Many do-

nors were residents of nearby villages.
26 Most of them seem to have been pros-

perous, and only three bore official titles.
17

In the title piece of the series

(fig. 144), five lohans are shown seated above two donors on the left and

Abbot I-shao and an attendant on the right. The donors are dressed in

commoners' garb rather than that of court officials. The attendant holds a

plaque inscribed "The Making of the Five Hundred Lohans."

The Five Hundred Lohans was displayed at the monastery on special feast

days and during funeral services of wealthy donors. On such occasions, the

hangings were mounted on special altars alongside images of the Buddha and

bodhisattvas, creating a symbolic Mahayana Pure Land Paradise.
28 One of the

hangings, the Feast of the Lohans (fig. 145), shows a company of five lohans de-

scending from the clouds to pay a visitation on a noble family as they make of-

ferings from a garden pavilion overlooking a lotus pond. Before an altar table

decked with incense and flowers, a priest leads the family in prayer, while se-

nior members of the family, formally attired in court robes, fall on their knees

to receive the saints. Along the veranda wall behind the pavilion, where ser-

vants prepare for a buffet, is a set of scroll paintings (fig. 146) that, like the

very painting in which they appear, shows lohans. In private worship, such por-

table sets of images were brought out on special occasions, then stored for safe-

keeping. One can imagine that the family portrayed here owned a set of the

Ten Kings ofHell, which they would display perhaps on feast days to commem-

orate the deaths of family members.

The traditional craft of painting was based on the replication of images

through stencils. In Lohans Viewing an Image of the Buddha Amitabha
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PI. 75. Unidentified artist (13th

century). The Buddha Amitabha

Welcoming Souls into the Pure

Land Paradise. Hanging scroll,

ink and color on silk, 53/^ x 23 in.

(136 x 58.5 cm). Purchase, The

Dillon Fund Gift, 1980 (1980.275)



Fig. 148. Stencil of a Buddha,

mid-ioth century. From Tun-

huang, Kansu Province, ink on

paper with pricked outlines from

a design on verso, 11^/16 x io
7A6 in.

(32.5 x 26.5 cm). British Museum,

London

(fig. 147), the lohans gather to admire a scroll painting that represents

Amitabha, the Buddha of the Pure Land Paradise, as he welcomes souls into

his realm. This scene was part of the standard Buddhist repertory. The Buddha

Amitabha Welcoming Souls into the Pure Land Paradise (pi. 75) is another ver-

sion of this image. This scroll, datable to the early thirteenth century, was, ac-

cording to a fragmentary inscription, "painted at Ch'ing-yuan-fu [the name of

Ning-po from 1195 to 1276], to the east of Washing Horse Bridge [not far

from Hui-an-yiian, where the Five Hundred Lohans -was produced]." The paint-

ing was made from a stencil with pinholes such as those seen in a T'ang dy-

nasty stencil from Tun-huang (fig. 148). In murals as well as silk paintings,

such images were executed in a three-stage process. First, an assistant would

transfer the image from the stencil to a painting surface by means of pricking

the holes with ink or white powder. Then a master painter would work up the

form with brush drawing. And finally, the assistant would complete the paint-

ing by filling in the colors.
19

In painting the Ten Kings ofHell, the master at the House of Chin Ch'u-

shih also worked from stencil patterns. Mixing fantasy with an intensely realis-

tic style, the Ten Kings ofHell affords a glimpse of the popular imagination of

the time. While the physical setting—the richly colored and embroidered

silks, exquisite furnishings, and sumptuous decorations of the courtroom

scenes— represents the Southern Sung experience of the material world, the
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figural representations are pure theater, no doubt inspired by ritual reenact-

ments of Buddhist lore staged in temple festivals and at bazaars, where

motifs such as King Yama with his karmic mirror, sinners turning into ani-

mals, or the various scenes of terror and torture were also stock themes.

Basing their work on the same repertory of themes, the professional paint-

ers of Ning-po sold their products on the strength of their ability to incorpo-

rate into conventional stencil patterns their own distinctive and innovative

style. In Lohan Performing a Miracle, by Lin T'ing-kuei (fig. 149), for example,

one of the standing figures is a mirror image of a standing lohan attributed to

the tenth-century painter Chang Yuan (fig. 150). Lin T'ing-kuei, through the

use of a stencil, incorporates the figure into a dramatic composition of lohans

performing a miracle. He displays a square brushwork, with sharp, angular

drapery folds, devil-face rocks, and crab-claw trees in the Kuo Hsi manner of

landscape painting.
30 The powerful brushwork is especially suited to the repre-

sentation of the dramatic, action-filled scene.

Ch'an Painting

The legendary Indian monk Bodhidharma is said to have arrived in China in

the year 520 or 527. After an unsuccessful audience with the Liang dynasty em-

peror Wu-ti (r. 502-49), Bodhidharma crossed the Yangtze River and pro-

ceeded to the Shao-lin Temple on Mount Sung, Honan Province, and there he

Fig. 149. Lin T'ing-kuei (active

late 12th century). Lohan Perform-

ing a Miracle, from Five Hundred

Lohans, datable to 1178-88. Hang-

ing scroll, ink and color on silk,

44^2 x 21 in. (112.8 x 53.4 cm).

Daitoku-ji, Kyoto

Fig. 150. Attributed to Chang

Yuan (active ca. 890-930). Stand-

ing Lohan. Hanging scroll, ink

and color on silk, 58^8 x zy/i in.

(149 x 74.9 cm). Osaka Municipal

Museum of Art
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sat for nine years in meditation, or trance {dhyana, in Sanskrit, from which

the word Ch'an is derived) . The early followers of Bodhidharma were ascetic

monks in search of a direct, intuitive approach to enlightenment, the realiza-

tion of Buddhahood through meditation. In their attempt to reach enlighten-

ment without the aid of scriptures and institutionalized worship, early Ch'an

masters borrowed the Taoist belief in subitism, that understanding is wordless

and can be transmitted only from mind to mind. 3 '

In 700, the revered Ch'an monk Shen-hsiu (605?-706), the Sixth Ch'an

Patriarch after Bodhidharma, was honored by an invitation to the capital by

the T'ang empress Wu (r. 690-705). Shen-hsiu's approach to Ch'an, described

as Gradual Enlightenment—which recalls the Threefold Meditation of the

T'ien-t'ai school— involved a four-part "purification of the mind" that pro-

ceeded from concentrating the mind through meditation and physical exer-

cises; settling the mind to banish thought; deepening insight to comprehend

the emptiness of things; and inner verification of the state of release from the

differentiated world.
32 A very different approach to Ch'an is seen in the philos-

ophy of Hui-neng (638-713), an illiterate laborer turned ascetic from the south,

whose teachings were disseminated by a monk from Honan named Shen-hui

(670-762), who claimed that Hui-neng was the true inheritor of Bodhi-

dharma's mantle. Hui-neng's approach, influenced by Taoist insight and thus

described as Sudden Enlightenment, taught that when the mind is completely

emptied and void, when "all paths of language are destroyed" and "all ways of

the mind are cut off," there occurs a spontaneous psychic insight into the abso-

lute nature of the phenomenal world. Shen-hui's brilliant, radical teaching of

"the sword that must directly pierce through" and destroy the need for all

scripture, ritual, and formal meditation technique won popular following. In

796, a council of Ch'an masters was convened by the court to settle the dis-

pute about the lineage of Ch'an transmission. An imperial decree declared

Shen-hui the Seventh Patriarch, thereby recognizing, by implication, his

teacher Hui-neng as the Sixth Patriarch. Thereafter, Shen-hsiu's Gradual En-

lightenment, known as the Northern School of Ch'an, declined, and Hui-

neng's so-called Southern School of Sudden Enlightenment predominated. 33

During the ninth century, when the Buddhist church was subjected to its

worst persecutions, the radical, iconoclastic Ch'an held tremendous popular ap-

peal. But the Ch'an movement, which began as a revolt against institutional-

ized religion, itself became a powerful organized religion. Because the success

of any religious teaching depended upon imperial patronage and support, all

great Ch'an masters necessarily possessed a dual persona, one official and politi-

cal and the other spiritual.

Wu-chun (ca. 1178-1249), a famous Ch'an master from Chien-chou,

Szechwan Province, and a teacher at Mount T'ien-t'ai in Chekiang, was in-

vited to court by the Southern Sung emperor Li-tsung to discourse on Ch'an.

Li-tsung bestowed on him the title Buddha-Mirror Ch'an Master and ap-

pointed him Abbot of Ching-shan-ssu, a monastery near the capital, Lin-an. A
finely drawn, highly realistic likeness of Wu-chun enthroned as a great Ch'an
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PI. 76. Unidentified artist (mid-

13th century). Chan Master

Riding a Mule, before 1249. In-

scribed by Wu-chun (ca. 1178-

1249). Hanging scroll, ink on

paper, 25/^ x 13 in. (64.2 x 33 cm).

Bequest of John M. Crawford, Jr.,

1988 (1989.363.24)
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Fig. 151. Unidentified artist (13th

century). Portrait ofthe Ch'an

Master Wu-chun, dated 1238.

Hanging scroll, ink and color on

silk, 48^4 x 7.1% in. (123.8 x 55.2 cm).

Tofuku-ji, Kyoto

patriarch in full ecclesiastical vestments (fig. 151), a picture painted in full color

on silk has an inscription dated 1238 by the master himself, dedicating the

portrait to a visiting Japanese priest.

A very different Wu-chun is seen in an ink outline painting, the Ch'an

Master Riding a Mule (pi. 76), which bears the cryptic inscription, also

autograph:

The rains come, it is dark in the mountains.

He sees a mule, and mistakes it for a horse.
34

Wu-chun's dual persona as an imperially appointed high clergyman and an

iconoclastic eccentric searching for enlightenment is consciously patterned

after that of the ninth-century Ch'an monk-painter Kuan-hsiu, the Grand Mas-

ter of Ch'an Moon (832-912), who is thought to have painted self-portraits in

the guise of lohans.
35 In Sung popular imagination, Taoist immortals and
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"living lohans," as miracle-working saviors of the world, often roamed city streets

disguised as eccentrics or beggars. (The painting recalls the pale ink drawing

on the courtyard wall of the Taoist immortal Lti Tung-pin riding a mule; see

pi. 6i.) Stylistically, the Chan Master Riding a Mule is an "ink play" that traces

its origins to the eccentric "untrammeled" painters of the T'ang dynasty.
36 Ex-

cept for the face, which shows carefully delineated, individualized features

(high bulging forehead, mustache, and wispy beard) similar to those of the

formal portrait (fig. 151), the ink drawing on paper is executed with a bold,

simplified brushstroke, suggesting spontaneity and mystic oneness with the

subject.

The Meeting Between Yao-shan and Li Ao (pi. 77), attributed to the early

thirteenth-century Ch'an painter Chih-weng, depicts the famous encounter be-

tween the Neo-Confucian scholar Li Ao (died ca. 840) and the Ch'an master

Yao-shan, a story recounted in the early eleventh-century text the Ching-te Rec-

ord ofthe Transmission of the Lamp}1 Meeting the renowned Ch'an mentor,

the scholar was disappointed by the master's lack of response to his quest for

PI. 77. Attributed to Chih-weng

(early 13th century). Meeting Be-

tween Yao-shan and Li Ao, before

1256. Inscribed by Yen-hsi Kuang-

wen (1189-1263). Horizontal panel

mounted as a hanging scroll, ink

on paper, 33/^8 x 12/4 in. (84.1 x

31. 1 cm). Edward Elliott Family

Collection, Purchase, The Dillon

Fund Gift, 1982 (1982.2. 1)
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truth and remarked, "Seeing you face-to-face is not as exciting as hearing

about your great reputation." Whereupon the master replied, "Would you

trust what you hear rather than what you see?" And in answer to the question

"What is Tao?" the master pointed up and down, indicating that the ultimate

reality is what you can see, such as "the clouds in the sky and the water in my

flower vase." An inscription on the painting, by Yen-hsi Kuang-wen, reads:

The moment of enlightenment comes in a flash,

Why do we mistrust what we see and value what we hear?

Do not say there is no truth

Between the water and the clouds.

A depiction of a meeting between two individuals, the painting recalls Li

Kung-lin's picture of two men greeting each other at a roadside (fig. 20). The

style of this and similar Ch'an ink paintings, with its pale ink tones and sensi-

tive brushwork, is known as apparition painting.
38

It was developed by a monk-

painter, Chih-yung (1114-1193), who spent his last years at Ling-yin-ssu, where
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PL 78. Li Yao-fii (active ca. 1300).

Bodhidharma Crossing the Yangtze

River on a Reed, before 1317.

Inscribed by I-shan I-ning

(died 1317). Hanging scroll, ink

on paper, 33^4 x 13^8 in. (85.6 x

34.1 cm). Edward Elliott Family

Collection, Purchase, The Dillon

Fund Gift, 1982 (1982.1.2)
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Fig. 152. Chou Chi-ch'ang (active

late 12th century). Five Lohans

Crossing the River, from Five Hun-

dred Lohans, datable to 1178-88.

Hanging scroll, ink and color on

silk, 43^8 x 20^8 in. (in. 5 x 53.1

cm). Gift of Denmon Waldo Ross,

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston

(06.291)

Yen-hsi Kuang-wen served as abbot from 1254 to 1256. The transparent tech-

nique seems almost to express the perception espoused by Ch'an Buddhism of

existence as emptiness.

Despite its iconoclasm, Ch'an spirituality depended on symbolic resources

of words and images. The hanging scroll Bodhidharma Crossing the Yangtze

River on a Reed (pi. 78) depicts Bodhidharma, the First Patriarch, crossing the

Yangtze River after his unsuccessful interview with the Liang emperor. The

scroll is signed in the lower left by Li Yao-fu and inscribed by I-shan I-ning,

a renowned Yuan dynasty Ch'an priest sent by the emperor Ch'eng-tsung

(r. 1294-1307) as his emissary to Japan in 1299. The inscription reads:

Crossing rivers and deserts he came.

Facing the emperor he confessed, "I don't know";

Unsuccessful, he moved on,

His feet treading on the water.
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PI. 79. Unidentified artist (early

14th century). Reading a Sutra by

Moonlight. Inscribed by Yii-hsi

Ssu-min (died 1337). Hanging

scroll, ink on paper, 47 x 13^8 in.

(119.4 x 33.3 cm). Edward Elliott

Family Collection, Purchase, The

Dillon Fund Gift, 1982 (1982.3.2)

Overleaf

PL 79a. Detail, pi. 79

In conventional Buddhist iconography, such as is seen in Chou Chi-

ch'ang's Five Lohans Crossing the River (fig. 152), Bodhidharma, standing on

the reed and leading four other lohans across the Yangtze, is depicted as in a

pageant, with colorful theatricality. But in Li Yao-fu's pale ink-outline repre-

sentation, the ascetic monk, in a plain robe, becomes a symbol of forbearance

and suffering; the rendering of the face, subtly reflecting the holy man's for-

eign features, captures a sense of spiritual concentration. Removed from its nar-

rative context, the isolated image of Bodhidharma itself became the focus of

Ch'an meditation and worship. 39

Ch'an Buddhism defined its methods and techniques through the strict

observation of monastic discipline. The center of Ch'an life in the thirteenth

and fourteenth centuries was the sparse rectangular meditation hall, within

which one observed the rule of silence.
40 From early morning to night, after at-

tending to their various chores and servicing the monastery, the monks fol-

lowed a rigid daily routine of lessons in meditation and circumambulation.

Having renounced physical passion and material possessions, the monk learned

through meditation and physical labor the serenity and ecstasy of metaphysical
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PI. 80. Unidentified artist (late

14th century). White-Robed Kuan-

yin, before 1391. Inscribed by

Tsung-le (1318-1391). Hanging

scroll, ink on paper, 35^8 x 12^8 in.

(91 x 32.6 cm). Edward Elliott

Family Collection, Purchase, The

Dillon Fund Gift, 1982 (1982.3.3)
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Fig. 154. Assistant to Chou Chi-

ch'ang (active late 12th century).

Lohans Viewing an Image ofthe

White-Robed Kuan-yin, from Five

Hundred Lohans, datable to 1178-

88. Detail. Hanging scroll, ink

and color on silk, 44/2 x 21 in.

(112.8 x 53.4 cm). Daitoku-ji, Kyoto

existence. Reading a Sutra by Moonlight (pi. 79), by an unidentified early four-

teenth-century Ch'an painter, bears an inscription (reading from left to right,

in imitation of Sanskrit) by the priest Yii-hsi Ssu-min (died 1337), who served

as the Abbot of Pao-fu-ssu in Hangchow from about 1310 to 1332:

In this one volume of sutra,

The words have no clear meaning.

The sun rises, the moon sets,

When will I finish reading it?

This image of a seated lohan with long eyebrows reading a sutra derives

ultimately from The Sixteen Lohans of Kuan-hsiu (fig. 153), a late ninth-century

painter who first illustrated the canonical group of the Sixteen Lohans as de-

scribed in the text Record ofthe Duration ofthe Law.*
1

In Kuan-hsiu's paint-

ings, sixteen seated lohans, most of them with Indian features, are shown

reading sutras and meditating.
42 As the cult of the lohans gained increasing

popularity during the Sung period, lohans came to be depicted as having Chi-

nese characteristics and as living in Chinese monastic settings, where they stud-

ied, collated, and chanted scripture. The old monk in Reading a Sutra by

Moonlight (pi. 79), who pulls at his long eyebrow while he struggles with his

task, is humorously represented. Compared with earlier Ch'an apparition paint-

ings (pi. 77), the broad, sweeping brushwork, rather than describing the drap-

ery folds, calligraphically expresses the intensity of the monk's concentration as

he puzzles over the written word.

Ch'an Buddhism, along with the general decline of Buddhism by the early

Ming period (1368-1644), was weakened by its increasing effort to harmonize
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with the teachings of other Buddhist schools. White-Robed Kuan-yin (pi. 80), PI. 81a. Chang Yu-ts'ai (r. 1295-

by an unidentified late fourteenth-century early Ming painter, bears an
I3I<^" Beneficent Ratn -

Detail.

Handscroll, ink on silk, 10/8 x
inscription by the eminent Ch an priest Tsung-le (1318-1391), who, as Io6y4 >m (2? x 2?I 4 cm) Gift of

the Abbot of T'ien-chieh-ssu, near Nanking, first around 1375 and later from Douglas Dillon, 1985 (1985.227.2)

1388 to 1391, was the leading Buddhist cleric under the first Ming emperor,

T'ai-tsu (r. 1368-98). The inscription reads:

Like a speck of dust, ephemeral is the body,

So is the doctrine ephemeral, like a speck of dust.

Only when all sentient beings and the world attain emptiness

Will Kuan-yin's all-compassionate heart rest.

The doctrine that entire Buddha worlds may be found in a speck of dust

was the teaching of the Hua-yen school, while the calling forth of Kuan-yin,

the goddess of mercy, was a practice of the Pure Land school. By turning

Ch'an meditation into ritualized recitation and by invoking the names of the

Pure Land Paradise Buddha and the bodhisattvas, Ch'an Buddhism during the

Ming period became closely allied with Pure Land Buddhism. 43 The conven-

tionalizing of early Ming Ch'an seems to be reflected in White-Robed Kuan-

yin, the drawing of which is now a smooth calligraphic formula.

Kuan-yin (Avalokitesvara, in Sanskrit), the Buddha Amitabha's principal

lieutenant in the Pure Land Paradise and a symbol of compassion, was trans-

formed during the late T'ang period into the Chinese goddess of mercy, Water-

and-Moon Kuan-yin. 44 Late T'ang paintings depict the elaborately costumed

and jeweled Indian deity Avalokitesvara at his abode on Mount Potolaka. Then,

in the 1080s, Li Kung-lin transformed the Indian icon into the Chinese image,

the White-Robed Kuan-yin, now residing at her Chinese home, Mount P'u-

t'o, in Chekiang Province. A twelfth-century version of White-Robed Kuan-
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yin, reflecting Li Kung-lin's innovation, is seen in the Five Hundred Lohans

(fig. 154), where the lohans are shown worshiping an image of the goddess.

By the early Ming period, Buddhism ceased to be a dynamic creative and

social force. But what remained was its influence on Chinese philosophy. The

belief, shared by the Neo-Confucian School of the Mind, that all things of the

phenomenal world are products of the mind and thus without ultimate signifi-

cance reinforced the Chinese tendency to turn, in times of trouble, to self-

cultivation and withdrawal from the world rather than to struggle for an ideal

human society.

Magic Realism

Founded as an organized religion by the Celestial Master Chang Tao-ling in

the late second century a.d., religious Taoism, as opposed to philosophical Tao-

ism, played an important role in popular rebellions and secret societies in

China from the end of the Han period. The bitter rivalry between Taoism and

Buddhism was an important contributing factor in the persecution of Bud-

dhism throughout Chinese history. The T'ang emperor Wu-tsung's (r. 840-

46) attempt to eradicate Buddhism in 845 was, for example, instigated by his

trusted Taoist adviser. After steadily gaining influence during the Northern

Sung, Taoism achieved great power under Hui-tsung (r. 1100-25), the Taoist

emperor. It continued to be popular in northern China after the invasion of

the Jurchen Chin, and Taoist priests, who practiced divination, fortune-telling,

and shamanism, became powerful advisers to the Mongol conquerors. Although

PL 81b. Detail from Beneficent
Mongols (beginning with Khubilai Khan) favored Tibetan Lamaism over

Rain Taoism, they found the Taoist church organization useful in aiding their
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conquest of southern China, and southern Taoists became the official conduit

between the Mongols and the southern Chinese. 45

The thirty-eighth Taoist Celestial Master, Chang Yii-ts'ai (r. 1295-1316),

lived at Dragon-Tiger Mountain, Kiangsi Province. In addition to being a reli-

gious leader, Chang was a famous rainmaker and painter. A favorite of the

Yuan emperors, he received special commendation from the court for inducing

rain and for subduing a "tidal monster" that had plagued the eastern coast. In

Beneficent Rain (pis. 81 a, b), Chang suffused the silk with ink to depict a dra-

matic nighttime scene of four dragons, the mythical rainmakers, creating a

tidal wave in an electric storm. The Southern Sung scholar Lo Yuan (1136-

1184), writing from ancient traditions, gave this lively account of the dragon:

"When it is about to rain, dragons sing out, making sounds like the beating of

bronze basins. Their saliva can exude different fragrances, and their breath

forms clouds, which they use to conceal their bodies so that they cannot be seen."
46

The painting of dragons has always been associated with magical powers

that could invoke a real dragon. In the Five Hundred Lobans, which represents

familiar dragon lore, dragons are pictured in various scenes. One such scene

shows a dragon having its eyes put in by a lohan (fig. 155), a reference to the

legend of the magic painter who, in a final flourish, laid in the dragon's eyes,

thus enabling it to come to life and fly away. 47

Fig. 155. Chou Chi-ch'ang (active

late 12th century). Detail from

Lobans Putting the Eyes into a

Dragon, from Five Hundred

Lohans, datable to 1178-88. Hang-

ing scroll, ink and color on silk,

44^2 x 21 in. (112.8 x 53.4 cm).

Daitoku-ji, Kyoto
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Fig. 156. Ch'en Jung (active ca.

1235-62). Nine Dragons, dated

1244. Detail. Handscroll, ink and

touch of ted pigment on paper,

i8/^ x 431^8 in. (46.3 x 1096.4 cm).

Francis Gardner Curtis Fund,

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston

(17.1697)

Chang Yii-ts'ai's powerful dragons are composite creatures, with heads of

oxen, horns of deer, four-clawed feet that spark with electric currents, and the

long bodies and tails of serpents covered with fish scales. In the painting, they

seem to permeate, and dissolve in, the atmosphere. Such paintings no doubt

contributed to Chang's image as a spiritual leader with great magical powers.

Chang's dragons are closely related to the celebrated Nine Dragons image of

1244 (fig. 156), a handscroll by Ch'en Jung (active ca. 1235-62), which bears a

colophon by Chang's son the thirty-ninth Taoist Celestial Master. Serving as a

magistrate at Dragon-Tiger Mountain, Ch'en painted dragons in the tradition

of the eccentric untrammeled painters. A description of Ch'en by the four-

teenth-century author Hsia Wen-yen says he "makes clouds by splashing ink,

creates vapor by spraying water, and, while drunk and shouting loudly, takes

off his cap, soaks it in ink, and smears and rubs with it before finishing the

painting with a brush."
48

Another painting that reflects popular folk belief is the handscroll The

Demon-Queller Chung K'uei Giving His Sister Away in Marriage (pis. 82a, b),

by Yen Keng (active ca. 1300).
49 Chung K'uei, a folk hero during the T'ang dy-

nasty, was deified as a protector against demons. 50 He was, according to leg-

end, a man of exceptional martial abilities who, having failed the military

examination, committed suicide in order to serve the emperor in death by pro-
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tecting him from demons. During the Sung period, portraits of Chung K'uei

were distributed on New Year's Eve among high court officials, and street car-

nivals, led by imperial palace guards, were staged to reenact legends about

Chung K'uei and the marriage of his sister.
51

The Demon-Queller Chung K'uei depicts the wedding march of Chung

K'uei's sister as a procession of demons performing acrobatic feats and martial

arts dance to the accompaniment of a gong and drum. The athletic figures are

drawn with vivid realism and humor. One figure skips and dances with a huge

chopper, another with a long spear; a muscular weight lifter balances an enor-

mous rock in one hand; another figure spins a huge jar in the air; others box

with one another or carry furniture and other belongings for the bride. At the

left end of the scroll (pi. 82a), the bride appears riding a water buffalo, fol-

lowed by Chung K'uei, hopelessly inebriated from the wedding feast and sup-

ported by three demons.

A very similar work, both in subject and style, is Chung K'uei's Excursion

on the Night ofthe Lantern Festival (fig. 157), now in the Cleveland Museum of

Art, by the professional painter Yen Hui, perhaps a brother of Yen Keng. 52
Sev-

eral figures in the Cleveland painting are repeated in the Metropolitan scroll,

which indicates that the two works, products of the same painting studio,

shared the use of the same stencils. A comparison between the music-making

groups in the two scrolls (pi. 82a and fig. 158) shows how different figural

groupings could be created from single-figure stencil patterns.

Both the Metropolitan and the Cleveland scrolls are popular genre paint-

ings by professional artisans, depicting Chung K'uei as a comic character, no

doubt as he would have been portrayed in street carnivals and theatrical reen-

Pl. 82a. Yen Keng (active ca.

1300). The Demon-Queller Chung

K'uei Giving His Sister Away in

Marriage. Detail. Handscroll, ink

on silk, 9% x 99%. in. (24.4 x

253.4 cm). Purchase, The Dillon

Fund Gift and Rogers Fund, 1990

(1990.134)

Overleaf

PI. 82b. Detail from The Demon-

Queller Chung K'uei Giving His

Sister Away in Marriage
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Fig. 157. Yen Hui (active late

I3th-early 14th century). Chung

K'uei's Excursion on the Night of

the Lantern Festival. Handscroll,

ink on silk, 9% x 94^8 in. (24.8 x

240.3 cm). Mr. and Mrs. William

H. Marlatt Fund, The Cleveland

Museum of Art (61.206)

actments at temple festivals. Confucian scholar-artists, on the other hand, who

regarded their work as expressions of moral arid didactic teaching, rejected the

intrusion in painting of earthy realism and street humor. Kung K'ai (1222 -ca.

1304), a late Southern Sung and early Yuan scholar-artist, in his painting Chung

K'uei's Excursion (fig. 159), for example, complains, in a colophon, about an

"uncouth" painter who has depicted "the Whiskered One [Chung K'uei] in a

field privy being approached by a huge hog, with his dishevelled sister, stick in

hand, driving the beast away." Kung adds that in his own painting, he wishes

to "wash away . . . such uncouthness, so as not to spoil the pure joy of the

brush and the ink."
53 Here, the artist displays carefully executed calligraphic

brushstrokes, and the intent of the painting, as made clear by his own inscrip-

tion and the colophons that follow it, is highly moral and symbolic. 54
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Fig. 158. Detail from Chung

K'uei's Excursion on the Night

of the Lantern Festival (see also

fig- 157)

Fig. 159. Kung K'ai (1222- 1307).

Chung K'uei's Excursion. Detail.

Handscroll, ink on paper, I2
1

/
/i6 x

66% in. (32.8 x 169.5 cm )- Freer

Gallery of Art, Smithsonian Insti-

tution, Washington, D.C. (38.4)

Pi. 82c. Detail from The Demon-

Queller Chung K'uei Giving His

Sister Away in Marriage
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1. In his study of dedicatory inscriptions in

the Buddhist caves at Lung-men, Honan

Province, Tsukamoto Zenryu argues persua-

sively that the center of Buddhist worship at

Lung-men after the beginning of the sixth

century shifted steadily from Sakyamuni, the

historical Buddha, to Maitreya, the future

Buddha, and then to Amitabha and

Avalokitesvara (Kuan-yin, in Chinese), the

Buddha and the principal bodhisattva of the

Pure Land paradise. During the Northern

Wei dynasty (386-535), the leading deities

represented were Sakyamuni and Maitreya;

Amitabha and Avalokitesvara played only

minor roles. After 650, under the T'ang,

Amitabha and Avalokitesvara were predomi-

nant. See Tsukamoto Zenryu, "Ryumon

sekkutsu ni arawaretaru Hokugi Bukkyo"

(Buddhism Under the Northern Wei Dy-

nasty as Seen in the Cave-Temples at Lung-

men), in Mizuno Seiichi and Nagahiro

Toshio, Kanan rakuyo ryumon sekkutsu no

kenkyu (A Study of the Buddhist Cave-

Temples at Lung-men; in Japanese, with an

English summary) (Tokyo: Zauho Press,

1941), pp. 223-36.

2. According to Mizuno and Nagahiro (ibid.,

p. 136), the five-figured grouping appeared

first during the Yung-p'ing era (508-11), in

the early sixth century. The Lotus Sutra illus-

trates the doctrine of One Vehicle encompass-

ing many Lesser Vehicles (Hinayana) with

the parable of the Burning House: A man

finds his children trapped in a burning

house. To induce them to escape, he prom-

ises to give them three carts, a deer cart (the

arhat vehicle), a goat cart (the pratyekabud-

dha vehicle), and a bullock cart (the bodhi-

sattva vehicle). But after the children have

rushed out of the house, they are all rewarded

with bullock carts, the most desirable of the

three. See The Saddharma-pundarika; or, The

Lotus of the True Law, translated by H. Kern,

in F. Max Miiller, ed., The Sacred Books of

the East, 2d ed. (Oxford: Clarendon Press,

1909), vol. 21, pp. 72-82; see also the discus-

sion by Wen C. Fong, The Lohans and a

Bridge to Heaven, Freer Gallery of Art Occa-

sional Papers, vol. 3, no. 1 (Washington,

D.C.: Smithsonian Institution, 1958),

pp. 27- 30.

3. Hu Shih, in "Chan (Zen) Buddhism in

China: Its History and Methods," Philosophy

East and West 3, no. 1 (April 1953), pp. 3-24,

sees Ch'an as a reemergence of Taoism with

Buddhist trappings. Other modern Chinese

scholars have compared Ch'an Buddhism to

the European Protestant Reformation move-

ment in the sixteenth century. See Ch'ien

Mu, "Tsai-lun Ch'an-tsung yii Li-hsiieh"

(Once Again, On the Ch'an Sect and the

School of Principles) , in Chung-kuo hsiieh-shu

ssu-hsiang-shih lun-ts ung (Collection of Es-

says on Chinese Intellectual History) (Taipei:

Tung-ta T'u-shu Kung-ssu, 1978), vol. 4,

p. 232; and Yii Yin-shih, Chung-kuo chin-shih

tsung-chiao lun-li yii shang-yeh chin-shen (Reli-

gious Ethic and the Spirit of Mercantilism in

Later Chinese History) (Taipei: Lien-ching

Ch'u-pan Shih-yeh Kung-ssu, 1987), pp. i7ff.

For bibliography in English on Ch'an, see

Kenneth K. S. Ch'en, Buddhism in China: A
Historical Survey (Princeton: Princeton Uni-

versity Press, 1964), pp. 535-37.

4. See Ch'en, Buddhism in China, pp. 288—89,

382-85.

5. For another translation, see Etienne Lamotte,

The Teaching of Vimalakirti (Vimalakirti-

nirdesa), translated by Sara Boin (London:

Pali Text Society, 1976), pp. 202-3.

6. See Aschwin Lippe, "The Religions of Asia,"

Apollo 82 (September 1965), p. 224; and Li

Lin-ts'an, Nan-chao Ta-li-kuo hsin tzu-liao ti

tsung-ho yen-chiu (A Study of the Nan-chao

and Ta-li Kingdoms in the Light of Art Mate-

rials Found in Various Museums; in Chinese,

with English summary) (Taipei: National Pal-

ace Museum, 1982), pp. 18-25.

7. See Emma C. Bunker, "Early Chinese Repre-

sentations of Vimalakirti," Artibus Asiae 30,

no. 1 (1968), pp. 48-49; and Judy C. Ho,

"The Perpetuation of an Ancient Model,"

Archives of'Asian Art 41 (1988), pp. 33-46.

8. Other Vimalakirti representations at Tun-

huang, dating from the sixth through the

tenth century, are seen in (chronologically)

Caves 314, 335, 220, 103, 159, 360, 138, 61,

and 98.

9. In a letter dated September 20, 1980, Chang

Kuang-pin of the National Palace Museum,

Taipei, writes that a detailed record of this

painting is given in Wang Shih-chen, Ch 'ih-

pei ou-t'an (Miscellanea at the North of a

Pond; preface dated 1691) (Beijing: Chung-

hua Shu-chii, 1982), chtian 15, p. 5.

10. Little is known about Ma Yiin-ch'ing, but ac-

cording to Howard Rogers (in a letter to Al-

freda Murck dated April 8, 1984), Ma Yiin-

ch'ing's more famous brother Ma T'ien-lai

(tzu Yun-chang) "was said to be 'completely

lacking the air of a court scholar' and despite

serving as an official, to have associated with

eccentrics and to have readily sculpted and

painted portraits for people." For Ma T'ien-

lai and a third brother, Ma Yiin-han, see

Hsia Wen-yen, T'u-hui pao-chien (Precious

Mirror of Painting; preface dated 1365), in

Yii An-lan, ed., Hua-shih ts'ung-shu (Compen-

dium of Painting Histories), vol. 2 (Shang-

hai: Jen-min Mei-shu Ch'u-pan-she, 1963),

chiian 4, p. 123.

11. See note 5 above.

12. A favorite subject of the transformation tales

preserved in Tun-huang is the story of the

Arhat Maudgalyayana (Mu-lien, in Chinese),

who journeyed through purgatory in search

of his mother. At the urging of the Buddha,

Mu-lien initiated the All Souls' Feast (Ullam-

bana; Yii-lan-p'en, in Chinese) for the bene-

fit of all the unfortunate denizens of hell. See
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Stephen F. Teiser, The Ghost Festival in Medie-

val China (Princeton: Princeton University

Press, 1988), especially pp. 87-91, 170-90; see

also Ch'en, Buddhism in China, pp. 282-83.

13. Called Fo-shuo Yen-lo-wang shou-chi ssu-chung

ni-hsiu-sheng ch'i-chi wang-sheng ching-t'u

ching (Sutra Spoken by the Buddha on the

Prophecy of King Yama Concerning the Four

Assemblies' Retrospective Feasts of the Seventh

on Rebirth to Be Practiced Preparatory to Re-

birth in the Pure Land), in Hsu tsang ching

(
Tripitaka Continued) (Shanghai: Commercial

Press, 1913), i/2b/23, vol. 4, pp. 385ff. For the

printed text based on a Korean version of

1469, see Dai Nihon zokuzokyo (The Japanese

Tripitaka Continued) (reprint, Taipei, 1967),

vol. 150, pp. 385—87. The earliest confirmed

dating of one of the manuscript copies of the

Ten Kings Sutra recovered at Tun-huang is

926. See Matsumoto Eiichi, Tonkoga no

kenkyii (Study of Paintings from Tun-huang)

(Tokyo: Toho Bunka Gakuin, 1937), vol. i,

pp. 402-16; and Sakai Tadao, "Juo shinko ni

kan suru shomondai oyobi Enrao juki-kyo"

(Problems Concerning the Cult of the Ten

Kings and the Sutra on the Prophecy of King

Yama), in Saito sensei kokishukuga kinen

rombun shii (Essays Celebrating Mr. Saito 's

Seventieth Birthday) (Tokyo: Katanae Shoin,

1937), pp. 611-56.

14. For a recent study on Ti-tsang, see Hayami

Tasuku, Jizo shinko (A New Study of Ti-

tsang) (Tokyo: Hanawa Shobo, 1975).

15. For modern popular illustrations of the Ten

Kings, including Taoist manifestations, found

in present-day Taiwan, see Ten Kings of

Hades: The Vidor Collection (Taipei: National

Museum of History, 1984).

16. See Lothar Ledderose, "A King of Hell," in

Chiigoku kaigashi ronshu: Suzuki Kei sensei

kanreki-kinen (Essays on Chinese Painting

in Honor of Professor Suzuki Kei's Sixtieth

Birthday) (Tokyo: Yoshikawa Kobunkan,

1981), pp. 31-42; and Ledderose, "The Ten

Kings and the Bureaucracy of Hell," manu-

script copy of a paper read at the Interna-

tional Symposium on Chinese Painting,

Cleveland Museum of Art, March 1981.

17. Four more scrolls from this set are in the

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. See Kojiro

Tomita, Museum ofFine Arts, Boston: Portfo-

lio ofChinese Paintings in the Museum (Han

to Sung Periods) , 2d ed. (Cambridge, Mass.:

Harvard University Press, 1938), pis. 106-9.

18. The real name of Chin Ch'u-shih, or Chin

the Buddhist Layman, is Chin Ta-shou,

under whose label appear a number of extant

works produced by different artisan painters

employed in that workshop. See list under

Chin Ta-shou, in James Cahill, An Index of

Early Chinese Painters and Paintings: Tang

Sung, and Yuan (Berkeley and Los Angeles:

University of California Press, 1980), p. 77.

As Cahill notes, the painter was mistakenly

called Hsi-chin Chti-shih in the catalogue of

the Ashikaga Ruling House, Kundaikan

Sochoki (Tokyo: Teishitsu Hakubutsukan,

1932), p. 4b.

19. See Ning-p'o-fu chih (The Gazetteer of Ning-

po; preface dated 1560) (reprint, Taipei:

Ch'eng-wen Ch'u-pan-she, 1983), vol. 1,

chuan 16, pp. 97-98.

20. 1. Far-reaching King of Ch'in (Ch'in-

kuang wang)

.

2. King of the First River (Ch'u-chiang

wang)

3. King of Sung (Sung-ti wang)

4. King of the Five Offices (Wu-kuan

wang)

5. King Yama (Yen-lo wang)

6. King of Transformation (Pien-ch'eng

wang)

7. King of Mount T'ai (T'ai-shan wang)

8. Impartial King (P'ing-teng wang)

9. King of the Capital (Tu-shih wang)

10. King of the Cycle of the Five Paths

(Wu-tao chuan-lun wang)

During the Han dynasty, before the appear-

ance of Buddhism in China, Mount T'ai, in

Shantung Province, was regarded, in Taoist

belief, as the abode of the lord of the under-

world, where the gods ruled with an imperial

bureaucracy similar to that of the Chinese

Empire. The seventh king of Mount T'ai was

of Chinese origin; the fifth king, Yama, the

second king of the Buddhist river Styx, and

the tenth king of the cycle of rebirth were In-

dian; and the remaining six kings were of

mixed indigenous and foreign origins. See

Arthur Waley, A Catalogue ofPaintings Recov-

eredfrom Tun-huang by Sir Aurel Stein,

K.C.I.E., Preserved in the Subdepartment of

Oriental Prints and Drawings in the British

Museum and in the Museum of Central Asian

Antiquities, Delhi (London: Trustees of the

British Museum and the Government of

India, 1931), pp. xxvi-xxvii.

21. The original set of one hundred paintings

was taken to Japan in the thirteenth century

and deposited at the Jufukuji in Kamakura.

Transferred to the Sounji, in Hakone, by

the H6j6 family, which supported that mon-

astery, they were removed to Kyoto by Toy-

otomi Hideyoshi in 1590 and presented to

the Hokoji, a temple that he founded. Later

the paintings were transferred to the Daito-

kuji, where six of the scrolls today are known

to be seventeenth-century replacements, by

Kano Tokuo, of originals that had been lost.

See Tomita, Portfolio of Chinese Paintings,

pp. 12-13, pis. 75-84. In 1894, forty-four

paintings from the set were exhibited at the

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. Ten of the

group were acquired by the museum, and

two more were later acquired by the Freer

Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C. See Wen
C. Fong, "Five Hundred Lohans at the

Daitokuji" (Ph.D. dissertation, Princeton

University, 1956), pp. 130-31.

All one hundred scrolls in Japan, including
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the replacement paintings, are illustrated in

Suzuki Kei, comp., Chugoku Kaiga sogo

zuroku/Comprehensive Illustrated Catalog of

Chinese Paintings, vol. 4, Japanese Collections:

Temples and Individuals (Tokyo: University of

Tokyo Press, 1983), pp. 14-22, jt io-ooi,

nos. 1-100. The six seventeenth-century re-

placements by Kano Tokuo are: nos. 21, 22,

24, 27, 28, and 63. Modern replacements for

the ten paintings at the Museum of Fine

Arts, Boston, are: nos. 12-19, 25, and 26; and

replacements for the two paintings at the

Freer Gallery are nos. 20 and 22. There are,

in addition, two previously unnoted, earlier

replacements, nos. 74 and 98, which are sty-

listically datable to the Muromachi period,

about the time of the monk-painter Mincho

(1351-1431). When I had the privilege of ex-

amining these paintings in the company of

Professor Shimada Shujiro in 1955—56, twenty

of the original scrolls were at the Kyoto Na-

tional Museum, eighteen at the Nara Na-

tional Museum, and the remainder at the

Daitokuji.

22. See Fong, Lohans and Bridge to Heaven,

PP- J-2
;

23. See Ch'in-hsien-chih (Gazetteer of the City

of Ning-po), edited by Tai Mei, Chang Shu,

and Tung P'ei (Ning-po, 1877), chiian 67,

p. 6b.

24. See Fong, Lohans and Bridge to Heaven,

pp. 27ff.

25. Forty-one inscriptions, in different states of

preservation, have been found on the remain-

ing eighty original scrolls in Japan, while

both paintings at the Freer Gallery and four

of the ten at the Museum of Fine Arts, Bos-

ton, have inscriptions.

26. Of the donors, eleven were from Wan-ling-

hsiang, eight from Hsiang-feng-hsiang, and

four from Feng-lo-hsiang; seven bore the sur-

name Ku, a large clan still living today near

the site of Hsiang-feng-hsiang. Two of the

donors were fellow clergy, a monk from the

nearby monastery Tsun-chiao-yiian and a

nun from P'u-ming-an, a nunnery in Hua-

t'ing, Kiangsu Province. The nun, most

likely a native of Ning-po, seems to have lost

all her family, as she dedicated her offering

to her deceased father, brother, and sister.

In addition, two other donors were from

Kiangsu, a man from Hua-t'ing and a man

residing in Ch'ang-chou.

27. The title of one donor was that of a lowly

military inspector (hsiin-kuan). Two other ti-

tles were ceremonial {chiang-shih-lang, grade

9b), the kind that well-to-do gentry families

in Sung times commonly purchased for pres-

tige.

28. For a description of the Taoist "Fifth Seventh

service," see Ten Kings ofHades, p. 79, which

quotes the Ming dynasty novel Chin-p 'ing-

mei (The Golden Lotus), chiian 66. See also

Shan-hsi-sheng Po-wu-kuan (Shansi Provin-

cial Museum), Pao-ning-ssu Ming-tai shui-lu-

hua (Ming Buddhist Feast Pictures from the

Pao-ning Temple) (Beijing: Wen-wu Ch'u-

pan-she, 1985).

29. In describing the wall paintings in the tem-

ples of the two capitals, Chang Yen-yuan

notes many images drawn by Wu Tao-tzu

but colored and finished by "artisans" {kung-

jen). See 'Chang, Li-tai ming-hua chi (Record

of Famous Paintings in Successive Dynasties;

completed 847), in Yii An-lan, Hua-shih

ts'ung-shu, vol. 1, chiian 3, pp. 39—43.

30. See Fong, Lohans and Bridge to Heaven,

pp. 6-10.

31. For comments on the relationship between

Taoism and the early seventh-century Ox-

head school of Ch'an Buddhism, see Tu Wei-

ming, "Ch'an in China: A Reflective Inter-

pretation," in Zen in China, Japan, East

Asian Art: Papers ofthe International Sympo-

sium on Zen, Zurich University, 16—18 Novem-

ber 1982, Swiss Asian Studies; Research

Studies, 8 (Bern: Peter Lang, 1985), pp. 15-18.

32. See Hu Shih, "Ch'an (Zen) Buddhism in

China"; and Tu Wei-ming, "Ch'an in

China," p. 19.

33. See Hu Shih, "Ch'an (Zen) Buddhism in

China"; and see John R. McRae, "Shen-hui

and the Teaching of Sudden Enlightenment

in Early Ch'an Buddhism," in Peter N.

Gregory, ed., Sudden and Gradual: Approaches

to Enlightenment in Chinese Thought, Studies

in East Asian Buddhism, 5 (Honolulu: Uni-

versity of Hawaii Press, 1987), pp. 227-78.

34. See entry no. 38 by James Cahill, in Chinese

Calligraphy and Painting in the Collection of

John M. Crawford, Jr. , exhib. cat. (New York:

Pierpont Morgan Library, 1962), pp. 94-96.

35. For a full discussion of Kuan-hsiu and his

lohan paintings, see Fong, "Five Hundred

Lohans," chap. 1, pp. 30—77.

36. See Chapter 2, p. 76; and Shimada Shujiro,

"Ippin gafu ni tsuite," Bijutsu kenkyii 161

(1950), pp. 264-90; translated by James F. Ca-

hill, "Concerning the I-p'in Style of Paint-

ing," parts 1-3, OrientalArt 7 , no. 2 (Summer

1961), pp. 66-74; 8, no. 3 (Autumn 1962),

pp. 130-37; 10, no. 1 (Spring 1964), pp. 19-26.

37. Ching-te ch'uan-teng lu, compiled by Tao-

yiian and edited by Yang I, chiian 14/2076,

p. 312. See Yonezawa Yoshiho, "Enkei

Komon san Yakusan Rio zen-e-zu" {Ch'an

Meeting Between Yao-san and Li Ao with En-

comium by Yen-ch'i Kuang-wen), Kokka, no.

859 (October 1963), p. 20; and Yoshiaki

Shimizu, "Six Narrative Paintings by Yin T'o-

lo: Their Symbolic Content," Archives of

Asian Art 33 (1980), p. 13.

38. See Shimada Shujiro, "Moryo-ga" (On the

"Moryoga" Style of Zen Painting), parts 1, 2,

Bijutsu kenkyii, no. 84 (December 1938),

pp. 4-13; no. 86 (February 1939), pp. 8—11.

39. See Ogawa Hiromitsu, "Mokkei—Koten

shugi no hen'yo" (Mu-ch'i—Transformation

of Classicism), Bijutsushi ronso, no. 4 (1988),

pp. 95ff.
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40. For early Ch'an life, see Martin Collcutt,

"The Early Ch'an Monastic Rule: Ch'ing kuei

and the Shaping of Ch'an Community Life,"

in Whalen Lai and Lewis R. Lancaster, eds.,

Early Ch 'an in China and Tibet, Berkeley

Buddhist Studies Series, 5 (Berkeley and Los

Angeles: University of California Press, 1983),

pp. 165-84. For an account of the practice of

Ch'an in the larger Chinese monasteries just

before its demise in Communist China, see

Holmes Welch, The Practice ofChinese Bud-

dhism, 1900—1950, Harvard East Asian Stud-

ies, 26 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard

University Press, 1967).

41. Translated into Chinese by the pilgrim Hsuan-

tsang in 654; "Ta-a-lo-han Nan-ti-mi-to-

lo so-shuo Fa-chu-chi" (Record of the Dura-

tion of the Law, as Spoken by the Great

Arhat Nandimitra), in Takakusu Junjiro and

Watanabe Kaigyoku, eds., Taisho shinshii

daizokyo (The Tripitaka in Chinese) (Tokyo:

Taisho Issaikyo Kankokai, 1924—35), vol. 49,

no. 2030, pp. 12-14.

42. See Fong, "Five Hundred Lohans," pp. 59fF.

43. See Ch'en, Buddhism in China, pp. 404,

445-47-

44. Teng Ch'un, Hua-chi (A Continuation of the

History of Painting; preface dated 1167), in

Yii An-lan, Hua-shih ts'ung-shu, vol. 1, chiian

3, pp. 12—13; see Shimada Shujiro, "Keynote

Speech," in International Symposium on Art

Historical Studies, $th, 1986, Osaka: The Art of

Bodhisattva Avabkitesvara— Its Cult-Images

and Narrative Portrayals (Toyonaka: Kobusai

Koryii Bijutsushi Kenkyukai, 1987), pp. 3-4.

45. Ch'iu Ch'u-chi (1148-1227), the leader of

the northern Ch'iian-chen ("Total Truth")

sect, for example, was invited in the early

1220s by Chingghis Khan to join him on his

journey to Samarkand. In 1276, the year of

the Mongol conquest of the Southern Sung

capital, Lin-an, Khubilai Khan, as the first

Yuan emperor, Shih-tsu (r. 1271-94), sum-

moned the southern Taoist primate, the

thirty-sixth Celestial Master of the Cheng-i

("Orthodox Unity") sect, Chang Tsung-yen

(d. 129 1), to the capital to be honored. See

K'o-k'uan Sun, "Yii Chi and Southern Tao-

ism During the Yuan Period," in John D.

Langlois, Jr., ed., China Under Mongol Rule

(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1981),

pp. 212-53.

46. See Lo Yuan, Erh-yayi (Encyclopedia of

Dragons; dated 1174), in Ku-chin t'u-shu chi-

ch'eng (Compendium of Writings of Ancient

and Modern Times; 1725) (Shanghai: Chung-

hua Shu-chii, 1934-35), vc>1 - 64, pp. 290-91.

I owe this reference to Professor Michael

Nylan, Bryn Mawr College, Bryn Mawr, Pa.

47. The story is first told in connection with the

Liang dynasty painter Chang Seng-yu (active

ca. 500-ca. 550). See Chang Yen-yuan, Li-tai

ming-hua chi, in Yii An-lan, Hua-shih ts'ung-

shu, vol. i, chiian 7, p. 90.

48. Hsia Wen-yen, T'u-hui pao-chien, in Yii

An-lan, Hua-shih ts'ung-shu, vol. 2, chiian 4,

pp. 95-96; see also Hsien-chi Tseng, "A

Study of the Nine Dragons Scroll," Archives

ofthe Chinese Art Society ofAmerica 11 (1957),

PP- 17-39.

49. Although Yen Keng is not recorded in any

of the usual sources, the closeness of this

painting to a handscroll in the Cleveland Mu-

seum of Art, Chung K'uei's Excursion on the

Night ofthe Lantern Festival (see fig. 157) by

Yen Hui, suggests that the two works are

from the same workshop. Furthermore, the

common surname suggests that the two art-

ists may have been brothers.

50. For the legend of Chung K'uei, see Hu Wan-

ch'uan, Chung K'uei shen-hua yii hsiao-shuo

chih yen-chiu (A Study of the Legend and Sto-

ries of Chung K'uei) (Taipei: Wen-shih-che

Ch'u-pan-she, 1980).

51. See ibid., pp. i4ff.

52. See entry no. 91 by Wai-kam Ho, in Eight

Dynasties ofChinese Painting: The Collections

of the Nelson Gallery-Atkins Museum, Kansas

City, and the Cleveland Museum ofArt, exhib.

cat. (Cleveland: Cleveland Museum of Art,

1980), pp. 111-12.

53. See Thomas Lawton, Freer Gallery ofArt Fifti-

eth Anniversary Exhibition, II: Chinese Figure

Painting (Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian

Institution, 1973), no. 35, pp. 142-49. For a

transcription of the text of Kung K'ai's colo-

phon, see Pien Yung-yii, Shih-ku-t'ang shu-

hua hui-k'ao (Compilation of Writings on

Calligraphy and Painting; 1682) (reprint of

1921 facsimile, Taipei: Cheng-chung Shu-chii,

1958), vol. 4, chiian 15, p. 90.

54. See Lawton, Freer Gallery ofArt, pp. 1456°.
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The Yuan Renaissance

Chingghis Khan's (r. 1206-27) Mongol armies began their conquest of China

with the attack on the Hsi-Hsia kingdom in northwest China between 1205

and 1209. After destroying the Jurchen Chin's northern capital, Yen-ching

(modern Beijing), in 1215, Chingghis Khan turned west in 1219, overrunning

the Turkish Empire of Khwarizm (Turkistan) in 1220 and establishing the basis

of a vast Eurasian empire by the time he died in 1227 while he was completing

the conquest of the Hsi-Hsia. In 1234 the eastern Mongol army, aided by the

Chinese, captured Pien-ching and destroyed the Chin. Chingghis Khan's

grandson Khubilai Khan (1215-1294), who became the Great Khan in 1260,

adopted the Chinese dynastic title Yuan (meaning "the beginning") in 1271,

and in that year began his southern conquest. Taking the Southern Sung

capital, Lin-an, in 1276, Khubilai Khan, as the first Yuan emperor, Shih-tsu

(r. 1271-94), finally destroyed the Southern Sung in 1279, becoming the first

nomad conqueror to rule all of China.

Although the Mongol rulers made conciliatory gestures toward Confucian-

ism by restoring Confucian temples and exempting Confucian scholars from

taxation, they did not have a tradition of recruiting scholarly talent through the

state examination system.
1

Particularly suspicious of the southern Chinese, the

Mongols ruled through the Central Asians, the Jurchen, and the northern Chi-

nese. As a result, the scholars in the south, now a disenfranchised class, became

artists and men of letters if they were independently self-sustaining or took up

jobs as teachers, clerks, scribes, geomancers, and so forth. The reunification of

north and south not only brought together different regional styles but also

stimulated the revival of earlier Northern Sung traditions long neglected or for-

gotten in the south, and in the great urban centers lovers of antiquities gath-

ered to collect, study, and practice calligraphy and painting. Thus, while their

political fortunes suffered, Yuan scholars led a renaissance of the arts.

By the early Yuan period, in the late thirteenth and early fourteenth cen-

turies, Chinese painting had entered its richest and most diverse stage of devel-

opment. While figurative imagery continued to dominate Buddhist and Taoist

art, a great variety of other subjects— among them landscape, architecture,

flowers, birds, fish, insects, bamboo, orchids, and plum trees— also flourished,

sometimes as specialties of regional schools or studios. Although the imperial

Painting Academy was discontinued under the Yuan, leaving government bu-

reaus in charge of professional religious and portrait painters, who were treated
Unidentified artist (ca. 1300). , . ..

Detail from Lotus and Water Birds
as common craftsmen, some Mongol rulers, most notably Jen-tsung (r. 13 11 -

(pis. 84a, b) 20) and Wen-tsung (r. 1328-32), were actively involved in the arts. And Princess
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Sengge (ca. 1283-1331), a sister of Emperors Wu-tsung (r. 1307-11) and

Jen-tsung, was a great patron of the arts and a collector of rare works of paint-

ing and calligraphy.
2

Genres and Styles in Yuan Painting

The Pleasures ofFishes (pi. 83), by Chou Tung-ch'ing (active late 13th century),

a Sung loyalist and a native of Lin-chiang, Kiangsi Province, who lived not far

from the Taoist center on Dragon-Tiger Mountain, continues in the tradition

of Sung Academy realism of Hui-tsung (pi. 22) and Chao K'o-hsiung (pi. 23).

The painting, dated 1291, was inspired by a passage from the fourth-century

B.C. Taoist classic Chuang-tzu. In one episode, Chuang-tzu, strolling along a

bridge, observes, "See how the minnows come out and dart around where they

please! That's what fish really enjoy!" Whereupon his companion, Hui-tzu, re-

marks, "You are not a fish, how do you know what fish enjoy?" To which

Chuang-tzu replies, "You are not I, so how do you know I don't know what

fish enjoy? . . . [But] let's go back to your original question, please. You asked

me how I know what fish enjoy—so you already knew I knew it when you

asked the question. I know it by standing here beside the Hao." 3 At the end of

the scroll, the artist wrote the following inscription:

Not being fish, how do we know their happiness?

We can only take an idea and make it into a painting.

To probe the subtleties of the ordinary,

We must describe the indescribable.

PI. 83. Chou Tung-ch'ing (active

late 13th century). The Pleasures of

Fishes, dated 1291. Detail. Hand-

scroll, ink and color on paper,

i2
l

/8 x 233% in. (30.8 x 593.7 cm).

From the Collection of A. W.

Bahr, Purchase, Fletcher Fund,

1947 (47.18.10)
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Living under alien rule, Sung loyalists felt like fish out of water. The pleasures

taken by fish in water thus held for them an "indescribable" feeling.

A work of breathtaking beauty, the long handscroll on paper shows a vari-

ety of grass carps, minnows, and shrimp swimming among aquatic plants in

pale translucent colors. Although basing his images on schematic formulas, the

artist captured a sense of spontaneity and freedom of movement that reflects a

sympathetic understanding of water life indicative of a lifetime of patient

study and daily practice. As a "painting from life" {hsieh-sheng), this work of

magic realism from the early Yuan period reaches a moment of perfection after

which no improvement was possible.

Lotus and Water Birds (pis. 84a, b), a pair of hanging scrolls on silk dat-

able to about 1300, are decorative works by a professional painter of the P'i-

ling school, which takes its name from the historical designation for Ch'ang-

chou (modern Wu-chin), Kiangsu Province, where the school was situated.
4

The midsummer scene (pi. 84a) shows lotus flowers in early stages of budding

and bloom. Leaves in lush malachite and blossoms in rich rose hues are massed

on the right, with rush, or cattail, inclining to the left. The watery world is en-

livened by a pair of ducks skimming the water for food and a turtle paddling

away at the lower right; water lilies and grasses float just beneath the surface.

The autumn scene (pi. 84b) shows the lotus in later stages, its pods gone to

seed, with smartweed and golden water plant. The withered leaves are colored

in dusky shades of brown and dark green. At the right, two egrets rest quietly.
5

Imported from India, the lotus—growing from the slime of a pond, its
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Pis. 84a (right), b (left).

Unidentified artist (ca. 1300).

Lotus and Water Birds. Pair of

hanging scrolls, ink and color

on silk, 54/
/
8 x 25V16 in.

(138.7 x 66.9 cm). Purchase,

The Dillon Fund Gift, 1988

(1988.155)
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blossoms blooming unsullied—was linked to Buddhist images of purity and re-

birth. Lotuses first appeared in Buddhist paintings of paradise. Two such exam-

ples are lohan paintings by two Southern Sung artists, Chou Chi-ch'ang and

Lu Hsin-chung: one, dated 1178, shows sinners being saved by the lohans, who

transform a caldron of boiling water into a cool lotus pond (fig. 160); the

other, datable to before 1278, shows the lohan Vanavasi meditating by a lotus

pond (fig. 161). In the twelfth-century example the lotuses are depicted natural-

istically, with their blossoms and leaves turning three-dimensionally in space;

in the late thirteenth-century painting, the drawing of lotus leaves and flowers

becomes stylized and patterned.

Lotus Pond and Waterfowl (fig. 162), a pair of scrolls that bear the seal of

the artisan painter Yu Tzu-ming of the P'i-ling school, may be dated to the

middle of the thirteenth century.
6 Compared with these paintings, Lotus and

Water Birds (pis. 84a, b) has more linear pattern than movement in depth, a

characteristic shared by another pair of scrolls, Lotus Pond and Waterfowl

(fig. 163), which have been dated to the early fourteenth century.

Fig. 160. Chou Chi-ch'ang (ac-

tive late 12th century). Lohans

Saving Souls in Hell, from Five

Hundred Lohans, set of 100 paint-

ings, datable to 1178-88. Detail.

Hanging scroll, ink and color on

silk, 44^2 x 21 in. (112.8 x 53.4 cm).

Daitoku-ji, Kyoto

Fig. 161. Lu Hsin-chung (active

13th century). Vanavasi, the Four-

teenth Lohan, Viewing a Lotus

Pond, datable to before 1278. De-

tail. Hanging scroll, ink and color

on silk. Shokoku-ji, Kyoto
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Another decorative work of the P'i-ling school is Flowers (pi. 85), attrib-

uted to the late fourteenth-century painter Lii Ching-fu. 7 The vertical composi-

tion on silk, one of a matching pair, shows butterflies and a mantis flying

amid a late spring bouquet of poppies, aster, Chinese pink, and chrysanthe-

mum; a salamander at center foreground is flanked by an orchid on the left

and a cabbage on the right. The flowers and insects are flawlessly executed in

fine, precise brushwork and colored in delicate hues of pink, white, green,

and purple, with malachite and powder-white highlights.

Similar floral and insect motifs are also found in decorative arts of the

period. In blue-and-white ceramics decoration done in underglaze cobalt

(fig. 164), first produced in the early fourteenth century, floral elements ap-

pear with frogs, salamanders, praying mantises, and cicadas.
8 The salamander,

when shown with a mantis devouring a cicada to symbolize cyclical predation

in nature, echoes a famous passage from the Chuang-tzu: "Creatures are so en-

meshed in nature, one species always preying on another."9 The popularity of

such motifs in fourteenth-century art seems to reflect the political climate

Fig. 162. Yii Tzu-ming (mid-i3th

century). Lotus Pond and Water-

fowl. One of a pair of hanging

scrolls, ink and color on silk, 48^8

x 29^2 in. (123 x 75 cm). Chionin,

Kyoto

Fig. 163. Unidentified artist (early

14th century). Lotus Pond and Wa-

terfowl. One of a pair of hanging

scrolls, ink and color on silk,

59^8 x 35%. in. (150.3 x 90.9 cm).

Tokyo National Museum
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PI. 85. Attributed to Lii Ching-fu

(active late 14th century). Flowers.

Hanging scroll, ink and color on

silk, 40 x 20^8 in. (101.6 x 53 cm).

Rogers Fund, 1912 (12.37.134)



of the time, when China, ruled by the Mongols, was beset by repression

and injustice.

One of the most important subjects in Yuan painting was the bamboo,

which, as one of the three friends of the wintry season, was especially favored

by scholar-amateur painters. Bamboo and Rocks (pi. 86), by Li K'an (1245-

1320), a two-panel silk screen dated 1318, not only reflects the characteristically

Chinese interest in botany and scientific detail but also shows the extent to

which early Yuan scholar-amateurs were disciplined in the craft of painting.

Li K'an, an artist from Chi-ch'iu, Hopei Province, was among the few

early Confucian scholars to attain a high court position under the Mongols.
10

Having specialized in astrology and calendrical studies, Li, at age twenty-three,

was appointed assistant ritual officer of the Court of Imperial Sacrifices. After

the fall of Lin-an in 1276, the art treasures of the Chin and Sung imperial

households were taken to the Yuan imperial library in the new Yuan capital,

Ta-tu (modern Beijing), and there Li was able to see many masterpieces. One

of these was an ink bamboo painting by the Chin scholar-artist Wang T'ing-

yiin (1151-1202), which inspired Li to become a bamboo painter. In about

1287, the well-known calligrapher Hsien-yu Shu (ca. 1257-1302) advised Li to

paint bamboo in natural colors rather than in ink, so that they would look not

only refined but real. In 1294, Li was sent by the new emperor, Ch'eng-tsung

(r. 1294-1307), on a mission to Annam (Indochina), and there, in wild bam-

boo country, he began to examine strange species, classifying a great number

by analyzing their similarities and differentiating their special features. After
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Fig. 165. Li K'an (1245-1320). Ink

Bamboo, datable to 1308. Hand-

scroll, ink on paper, 14% x 93/1 in.

(37.5 x 237.5 cm)- Nelson- Atkins

Museum of Art, Kansas City

(48-16)

PI. 86. Li K'an (1245- 1320). Bam-

boo and Rocks, dated 1318. Pair of

hanging scrolls, ink and color on

silk, each scroll 74
3
/4 x 21^4 in.

(189.9 x 55- 2 cm )- Gift of The

Dillon Fund, 1973 (1973.120.7)

returning to Ta-tu, Li compiled the Treatise on Bamboo (preface dated 1299),

which came to be the definitive source on bamboo and bamboo painting."

In Ink Bamboo (fig. 165), part of a handscroll datable to 1308, Li K'an cre-

ates a profusion of clustered bamboo stalks and leaves with lucid, firm single

brushstrokes. In the Treatise on Bamboo, Li writes of understanding the nature

of bamboo in order to paint it:

To paint bamboo, one must "hold the complete bamboo plant in one's

heart." Grasping the brush and carefully surveying the silk, the painter

sees what he wants to paint, then quickly moves the brush to catch

what he sees. ... If the heart knows what must be done and the hand

fails to realize it, the fault lies with a lack of training. ... If a man

knows that bamboo must not be rendered merely section by section and

leaf by leaf but denies that the complete bamboo plant in his heart

comes only with training, he is like a person who dreams of rising to

high places but fails to take the necessary steps.
12

Li's Bamboo and Rocks is dated 1318 and executed in a fine outline tech-

nique, with leaves and stalks in a washed green touched with malachite high-

lights. Like Chao Meng-chien's Narcissus (pi. 68), it is almost a botanical

treatise, in which the bamboo is shown in various stages of growth: "A bam-

boo is born complete with all its parts— from leaves the size of a cicada chrysa-

lis or a single snakeskin scale, it grows giant stalks a hundred feet long.'"
3

Standing tall, noble yet reverential, the bamboo symbolizes the gentlemanly

virtues of humility and uprightness.

A companion subject to that of bamboo is the flowering plum, another

of the three wintry friends. The late Northern Sung Ch'an Buddhist monk-

painter Chung-jen (died 1123), from Kuei-chi, a contemporary and friend of

Su Shih and Huang T'ing-chien, originated the tradition of ink plum painting

that was later firmly established by the Southern Sung scholar-amateur Yang

Wu-chiu (1097-1169), a native of Kiangsi Province.
14
In contrast to the South-

ern Sung Academy painting of the flowering plum by Ma Lin (fig. 104), which
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PI. 87. Wang Mien (1287- 1359).

Fragrant Snow at Broken Bridge.

Hanging scroll, ink on silk, 44^8 x

i9//8 in. (113. 2 x 49.8 cm). Purchase,

Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, by

exchange, 1973 (1973.121.9)
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Fig. 166. Yang Wu-chiu (1097-

1169). Four Views ofthe Flowering

Plum, dated 1165. Handscroll, ink

on paper, 14^8 x 141% in. (37.2 x

358.8 cm). Palace Museum, Beijing

depicts the flower with fine outline drawing and color, Yang's Four Views of

the Flowering Plum (fig. 166), dated 1165, shows the plum rendered in ink in a

calligraphic image based on a set of conventionalized brush formulas.

Fragrant Snow at Broken Bridge (pi. 87), a small hanging scroll on silk by

Wang Mien (1287-1359), exemplifies Yuan dynasty ink plum painting at its

best. The composition, which follows a formula found in the fourteenth-cen-

tury ink plum manual by Wu T'ai-su (ca. 1351; fig. 167),
15 shows a splendid old

branch of plum laden with flowers pendant from the top of the scroll. The

plum tree is rendered in different calligraphic brushstrokes: the snow-covered

boughs in rough "flying white" strokes, with streaks of white showing through

a split brush; the curving branches in sweeping saberlike strokes; and the deli-

cate blossoms and scattering petals in sharp outline strokes. Wang Mien stains

the silk surface with a light ink wash, so that the snowy branches and silken

blossoms stand out dramatically as in a moonlit scene. In the upper left is a

poem composed and inscribed by the artist:

A plum tree in winter, with branches of white jade,

Stirred by a warm breeze, its scattering petals flutter like snowflakes.

In his heart, the Recluse of the Lonely Hill [Lin Pu, 967-1028] remains

true to himself,

But someone has just passed the Broken Bridge, carrying with him the

song of reed pipes.

Born in Chu-chi, Chekiang Province, to a poor family, Wang Mien, al-

though a brilliant scholar, failed the chin-shih examination, which resulted in
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his turning his attention to the study of martial arts and military strategy.
16

In

1347, he went to Ta-tu in search of a career. A year later, predicting political

chaos, he returned home, retiring to the Chiu-li Mountain with his aging

mother, and became a recluse. In 1359, he is said to have been named an ad-

viser to the future first Ming emperor, Chu Yuan-chang (r. 1368—98); he died

soon after. A tall, impressive figure with a bristling beard and a colorful person-

ality, he served as the model for the prototypical scholar in the famous eigh-

teenth-century Ch'ing dynasty novel The Scholars, by Wu Ching-tzu. The

story tells of a virtuous scholar whose romantic image of himself as a knight-

errant was sadly out of place in the regimented world of late imperial China. 17

In Fragrant Snow at Broken Bridge, the plum branch is a symbol of Wang

Mien himself. The recluse, upon hearing the worldly "song of reed pipes"

across Broken Bridge, is stirred by the "warm breeze" of growing rebellion

against the Mongols in the late 1350s. In the painting a forceful vitality, released

Fig. 167. Wu T'ai-su (14th cen-

tury). Pine Studio Plum Manual,

ca. 1351. Early 16th-century manu-

script copy, 8^8 x 7^8 in. (21.3 x

18 cm). Hiroshima Municipal

Library

PI. 87a. Detail, pi. 87

.rt «/v% $
t ft 5 A
%1 vf

i
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through the wildly dancing stamens and fluttering petals, courses through

the textured old branch.

Although the Mongol rulers made no attempt to sponsor a Painting Academy

as such, they could be generous to their favorite artists. One professional

painter who richly benefited from imperial patronage was Wang Chen-p'eng

(active ca. 1280-ca. 1329), from Yung-chia, Chekiang, a specialist in fine-style

figure and architectural painting. Having served the future emperor Jen-tsung

(r. 1311-20) while he was the heir apparent— painting, among other works,

Vimalakirti and the Doctrine ofNonduality (pi. 73) in 1308—Wang, in 1314,

was made registrar (rank 7) at the imperial library. By 1327, he had been pro-

moted (to rank 5) and made supervisor of the water transportation of grain tax

between Ch'ang-shu and Chiang-yin, an important and much coveted post.

Dragon Boat Regatta on Chin-ming Lake (pi. 88) is an early copy of a pic-

ture by Wang Chen-p'eng painted for Princess Sengge after a composition he

had painted for the future emperor Jen-tsung in 1310.
18
At least six other ver-

sions of this composition are extant.
19
Traditionally held on the fifth day of the

fifth lunar month, dragon boat races commemorated the death of the ancient

PI. 88. After Wang Chen-p'eng

(active ca. 1280-1329), 14th cen-

tury? Dragon Boat Regatta on Chin-

ming Lake. Detail. Handscroll,

ink on silk, x 212 in. (34.3 x

538.5 cm). Purchase, Bequest

of Dorothy Graham Bennett,

1966 (66.174)
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Ch'u minister and poet Ch'ii Yuan, who, despondent over his banishment

from the king's court, drowned himself in the Mi-lo River in 278 B.C. De-

picted here is a regatta sponsored by the Northern Sung emperor Hui-tsung

during the Ch'ung-ning era (1102-6) on Golden Bright Lake, near the imper-

ial palace compound in Pien-ching. At the right, the elaborately decorated

dragon boats, their banners and streamers waving in the breeze, are rowed by

dozens of oarsmen under the arched bridge that connects the palaces and pavil-

ions to the goal at left, in front of the Tower of the Precious Ferry. A dragon

barge with a large towered structure serves as a reviewing stand. In the fore-

ground, acrobats and tumblers perform, while on the terrace of the great pavil-

ion officials gather to witness the awarding of the prize by the emperor.

Wang's architectural, meticulously rendered painting set a new standard.

Executed with a pointed brush and a ruler according to guidelines set forth

in contemporary architectural manuals, Wang's drawing is totally accurate,

and one could, on the basis of the drawing, reconstruct the entire building

complex.
20

The Yellow Pavilion (pi. 89), by Hsia Yung (second half of the 14th cen-

tury), dating to about 1350, closely follows Wang Chen-p'eng's architectural
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PI. 89. Hsia Yung (active second half of 14th century). The Yellow Pavilion,

ca. 1350. Album leaf, ink on silk, x 10^2 in. (20.7 x 26.8 cm) From the

P. Y. and Kinmay W. Tang Family Collection, Gift of Jack C. Tang and

Oscar L. Tang, 1991 (1991.438. 3)
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drawing style.
21 A castlelike structure overlooking a river and filled with tour-

ists and diners enjoying the view is depicted in careful detail in ink on silk.

Over the horizon above the distant hills, an immortal flies away on the back

of a crane. On the painting, in a minute regular script, the artist has inscribed

"A Rhapsody on the Yellow Pavilion," an essay by the famous Northern Sung

scholar Su Ch'e (1039-1112), a brother of Su Shih.
22

A professional painter from Ch'ien-t'ang, the former Southern Sung capi-

tal, Hsia Yung specialized in painting early Sung architectural sites, especially

two popular scenic favorites, the Prince of T'eng Pavilion in Nan-ch'ang,

Kiangsi (fig. 168), and the Yiieh-yang Pavilion at Lake Tung-t'ing, Hunan.

Tours de force of miniature refinement, Hsia's album-size paintings clearly ap-

pealed to the popular taste for virtuoso performance. Similar technical display

occurred in later Ming and Ch'ing decorative arts, such as lacquer and embroi-

dery designs and bone carvings. Yet, for all its meticulous detail, The Yellow Pa-

vilion (pi. 89a) is anything but static and conventional; indeed, the structure is

realistic and volumetric and the scene has an elegant vitality.

Su Ch'e's "Rhapsody on the Yellow Pavilion" had a special significance for

Hsia Yung. In 1077, when Su Shih was a prefect at Hsu-chou, in northern

Kiangsu, the region was flooded following a sudden break in the dikes of the

Yellow River. Su worked indefatigably to prepare for the disaster, and after the

Fig. 168. Hsia Yung (active sec-

ond half of 14th century). The

Prince of T'eng Pavilion. Album

leaf, ink on silk, io?i6 x io
!

^i6 in.

(26.5 x 27.5 cm). Freer Gallery of

Art, Smithsonian Institution,

Washington, D.C. (15.36k)

Overleaf

PI. 89a. Detail, pi. 89
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flood subsided and the city walls were repaired, the Yellow Pavilion (named for

the color of the river mud) was dedicated in his honor on the northeast wall.

Three centuries later, in 1344, the Yellow River again flooded its banks, inun-

dating the Huai River region between the lower reaches of the Yellow and the

Yangtze rivers. This disaster, followed by drought and famine and locust

plagues, led to widespread peasant rebellions against the hated Mongol rule.
23

In the painting, the scenery apparently refers to the legend of the Yellow

Crane Pavilion, which tells of an immortal riding into the sunset on the back

of a yellow crane. But instead of citing a poem that related to the Yellow

Crane Pavilion (which was situated near Wu-ch'ang, Hupei Province, rather

than in northern Kiangsi), the painter chose Su Ch'e's rhapsody on the Yellow

Pavilion. By referring to a flood that had occurred three centuries earlier—and

concealing his real message by writing Su's text in a script so minute that few

would actually have read it— Hsia Yung obliquely signaled his awareness of

the momentous social changes caused by the flood of the 1340s, which would

lead to the downfall of the Yuan dynasty less than twenty years later.

In landscape painting, the early Yuan artist faced wide stylistic choices. Scholar

Viewing Plum Blossoms (pi. 90), by an unidentified Hangchow painter, dating

to about 1300, continues in the ax-cut brushstroke and ink wash idiom of the

Southern Sung Academy. The small hanging scroll repeats Ma Yiian's favorite

theme of a scholar meditating on the flowering plum tree (pi. 50). The early

Yuan painting, however, has lost Ma's vision and purity of style. The composi-

tion is cluttered, and the ink-wash technique, now used for realistically model-

ing rock and tree forms, no longer suggests the vast emptiness of space.

More typically expressive of the ethos of early Yuan is the brooding vi-

sion of Crows and Bare Trees in Winter (pi. 91), by an unidentified late thir-

teenth- or early fourteenth-century painter. The dominant element of the

composition, executed in the dotted idiom of the early Northern Sung master

Fan K'uan (active ca. 990-1030; fig. 30), is a continuous receding ground

plane, with a flat horizon line cutting across the picture plane; sweeping curves

and swirling rhythms echo the fan format. Against a schematic composition,

crazed jackdaws circle in a wild frenzy over a still, frozen landscape. The pic-

ture came to symbolize China under Mongol occupation, recalling the T'ang

poet Tu Fu's patriotic lament:

The country is shattered,

But the mountains and the rivers remain!
14

A similar representation is the large hanging scroll Crows in Wintry Trees

(pi. 92), by Lo Chih-ch'uan (active ca. 1300-1330).
25 A loyalist recluse living in

his native Lin-ch'uan, Kiangsi, Lo painted in the Northern Sung idiom of Li

Ch'eng and Kuo Hsi, using it as the basis for a new emotional realism in land-

scape art. The painting shows powerful anthropomorphic trees rising against

snow-covered banks, with crows circling overhead. The contorted trees with

frozen, spiky branches, the devil-face rocks pushing out from under the snow,
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PI. 90. Unidentified artist (ca.

1300). Scholar Viewing Plum Blos-

soms. Hanging scroll, ink and color

on silk, 37/^ x 11A in. (94.7 x

29.2 cm). Purchase, The Dillon

Fund Gift, 1988 (1988.153.2)



the icy water, and the restless, hungry crows squawking against the dark sky

—

all convey a mood of desolation and gloom. Describing a similar composition

attributed to the early Northern Sung master Li Ch'eng (919-967), Lo's con-

temporary Chao Meng-fu wrote, "The dark forest and piled snow [are] deeply

moving; the flock of circling birds seems to cry sadly from hunger and cold."
26

Li Ch'eng's earlier depiction of travelers in a wintry forest (pi. 9) had

great significance for early Yiian painters. Like the unbending old tree symbol-

izing the virtuous scholar in Li's painting, clustered trees often symbolized a si-

lent gathering of friends in Yiian paintings. The Yiian painters saw, instead

of figural representations, enduring old trees as self-portraits. Huddled in the

snow near the tree roots are a pair of pheasants, two tiny dots of warm

color in the blustery winter scene. Stylistically, the return to the Li Ch'eng

idiom also reflects the early Yuan search for a new realism in landscape

PI. 91. Unidentified artist (late

13th or early 14th century). Crows

and Bare Trees in Winter. Fan

mounted as an album leaf, ink

and color on silk, diameter 9^ in.

(24.8 cm). Purchase, The Dillon

Fund Gift, 1982 (1982.46)

PI. 92. Lo Chih-ch'uan (active

ca. 1300 -1330). Crows in Wintry

Trees. Hanging scroll, ink and

color on silk, 51^4 x 31/2 in.

(131. 5 x 80 cm). Purchase, Gift of

J. Pierpont Morgan, by exchange,

1973 (1973.121.6)
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Fig. 169a. Ma Lin (ca. 1180-after

1256). Scholar Reclining and Watch-

ing Rising Clouds, dated 1256. Fan

mounted as an album leaf, ink on

silk, 9^8 x 9
I

/
/
i6 in. (25.1 x 25.3 cm).

John L. Severance Fund, The

Cleveland Museum of Art (61.421)

Fig. 169b. Emperor Li-tsung

(1205-1264; r. 1224-64). Poem

by Wang Wei, dated 1256. Fan

mounted as an album leaf, ink on

silk, 9^8 x 9^16 in. (25.1 x 24.9 cm).

John L. Severance Fund, The

Cleveland Museum of Art (61.422)

Pi. 93. T'ang Ti (1287-1355).

Painting After Wang Wei's Poem,

dated 1323. Hanging scroll, ink

and light color on silk, 50^ x

27/^ in. (128.9 x 69.2 cm). Gift of

Ernest Erickson Foundation, 1985

(1985.214.147)

painting. The early Yuan scholar and Sung loyalist Chao Wen (1238-1315)

wrote a poem in which Lo Chih-ch'uan describes his painting:

Because I use my eyes as my hands,

All the myriad things of Heaven and earth are my mentors.

If I am to express their essence,

First I must capture their appearance, their skin.

Whether or not a finished painting possesses likeness,

All men have eyes, so who can deceive them?
17

Another major exponent of the Li Ch'eng-Kuo Hsi idiom during the

fourteenth century was T'ang Ti (1287— 1355), from Wu-hsing, Chekiang.
18 A

fellow townsman and pupil of Chao Meng-fu, T'ang Ti, though trained as a

scholar and poet, entered official service in the capital in the mid-i3ios as a

court painter, winning praise from Emperor Jen-tsung for his part in the deco-

ration of the Yuan imperial palaces. In the wall paintings of the north, the

Li-Kuo tree style had survived from the late Northern Sung period as the pre-

ferred representational idiom of the professional painters. In Painting After

Wang Wei's Poem (pi. 93), dated 1323, T'ang Ti paints a composition after Kuo

Hsi, illustrating a famous couplet by the T'ang poet Wang Wei: 29

I walk to where the water ends,

I sit and view the clouds as they rise.
30

The couplet, listed by Kuo Hsi in his index of poetic subjects suitable for

representation in painting, was one of the most widely illustrated T'ang poems

in Sung landscape painting.
31
In Ma Lin's Scholar Reclining and Watching Rising

Clouds (fig. 169a), which is dated 1256 and accompanied by Emperor Li-tsung's

transcription of Wang's couplet (fig. 169b), a scholar reclines on the riverbank

as he watches and meditates on rising clouds enveloping a distant mountain
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peak. Like Ma Yiian's Viewing Plum Blossoms by Moonlight (pi. 50), Ma Lin's

painting draws us into a psychological space by evoking the poetic vision with

an abstract language of visual signs.

T'ang Ti, on the other hand, returns to a narrative approach. In his paint-

ing the poet is shown sitting on an embankment under towering wintry trees;

in the distance, billowing clouds rise over a level-distance view of bleak shore-

line, reminiscent of Kuo Hsi's Old Trees, Level Distance (pi. 11). In T'ang's

image, an attendant, to the right of the trees, carries the scholar's zither, pre-

sumably illustrating the act of walking to "where water ends." The literal rendi-

tion of the written word, however, adds little to its poetic expression.

Returning Fishermen (pi. 94), dated 1342, is an example of T'ang Ti's mon-

umental wall painting style. A detail from the wall paintings of the Taoist tem-

ple Yung-lo-kung in Shansi (fig. 170), dated 1358, shows how the Li-Kuo

descriptive landscape idiom was preserved and practiced by the artisan painters

of the north. In T'ang Ti's painting, the landscape forms are built with the

principal motifs of the earlier style, billowing-cloud rocks and crab-claw

branches. Three fishermen return after the day's work, talking animatedly as

they approach a narrow bridge to cross a stream (pi. 94a). The great trees and

boulders are realistically depicted in a brushwork that, while fluent and sure,

never dominates or detracts from the realism of the representation. The

Fig. 170. Pine Trees. Detail of a

wall painting, dated 1358, from

the Taoist temple Yung-lo-kung.

Ink and color. Jui-ch'eng, Shansi

Province

Fig. 171. T'ang Ti (1287-1355).

Fishermen Returning on a Frosty

Bank, dated 1338. Hanging scroll,

ink and color on silk, 56% x 35/^. in.

(144 x 89.7 cm). National Palace

Museum, Taipei

PI. 94. T'ang Ti (1287-13 55).

Returning Fishermen, dated 1342.

Hanging scroll, ink and color on

silk, 52%. x yiVvS in. (134 x 86.2 cm).

Purchase, Bequest of Joseph

H. Durkee, by exchange, 1973

(1973.121.5)

Overleaf

PL 94a. Detail, pi. 94
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composition follows that of an earlier version (fig. 171), dated 1338. The figure

groups in the two paintings are identical, which suggests the painter's use of a

stencil. One can easily understand the Yuan emperor's satisfaction with T'ang's

work, for such painting recalls the monumental grandeur of the Northern

Sung palace style, while the fishermen returning home, conversing and singing,

celebrate the peace and prosperity of a new imperial rule.

After successfully serving as a magistrate in Hsiu-ning, a large and thriv-

ing city in southern Anhwei Province, T'ang Ti retired to his native Wu-hsing

in 1349. In The Prince of T'eng Pavilion (pi. 95), a handscroll on paper dated

1352, T'ang renders a popular scenic site in a style that combines architectural

realism with a scholar-painter's calligraphic brushwork. Compared with profes-

sional works by Wang Chen-p'eng (pi. 88) and Hsia Yung (pi. 89), which also

excel in clarity of minute architectural rendering, T'ang's painting successfully

integrates architectural precision with a highly naturalistic Li-Kuo style of

landscape, executed in a free calligraphic brushwork.

The Yuan Renaissance in Calligraphy

The Mongol conquest led to a revival of interest in the establishment of conti-

nuity with the past. The dissemination of the imperial collections at the Chin

PI. 95. T'ang Ti (1287-1355).

The Prince of T'eng Pavilion,

dated 1352. Handscroll, ink on

paper, 10% x 33/^ in. (27.3 x 84.4

cm). Bequest of John M. Craw-

ford, Jr., 1988 (1989.363.36)
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and Southern Sung capitals following the conquest, the former in 1234 and the

latter in 1276, made a large number of ancient works of art available to private

collectors, which stimulated the study of ancient styles by artists and collectors

alike, providing a basis for a renaissance in the arts of calligraphy and painting.

Toward the end of the Southern Sung there had been increasing dissatis-

faction with the state of calligraphy. The renowned late Southern Sung calligra-

pher and narcissus painter Chao Meng-chien (1199-before 1267), for example,

complained that Southern Sung calligraphy was weak in structure:

It is common belief that it is preferable to follow the [Eastern] Tsin

[317-420] style than to follow the T'ang [618-906]. Yet how can one

follow the Tsin [without first mastering the T'ang]? To follow the T'ang

is to learn the basic methods and principles [of calligraphy]. To follow

the Tsin without first mastering the T'ang is to misjudge one's own capa-

bilities. If one merely slants the characters, trying to make them attractive

but not succeeding, it is like attempting to draw a tiger and ending up

with a dog. Why so? In calligraphy every character must rest firmly on a

framework of supports and walls; only then will it not look weak and

crooked. In Ssu-ling's [Emperor Kao-tsung's] calligraphy, though smooth

and fluent, not enough attention is given to the building of supports

and walls. This problem should be discussed among the connoisseurs.
32

Overleaf

PI. 96. Yeh-lu Ch'u-ts'ai (1190-

1244). Poem ofFarewell to Liu

Man, dated 1240. Detail. Hand-

scroll, ink on paper, 14H x 108^8

in. (36.5 x 274.5 cm)- Bequest of

John M. Crawford, Jr., 1988

(1989.363.17)
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This passage by Chao Meng-chien states the terms of the new calligraphic

debate. Whereas during the eleventh century, late Northern Sung masters such

as Huang T'ing-chien and Mi Fu had invoked Tsin models to promote freer,

more individualistic styles, Chao Meng-chien, in the late thirteenth century,

now called for a revival of the T'ang standard to restore discipline and

structure.

After the fall of the Northern Sung, Chin calligraphers in the north, like

their southern counterparts, generally followed the Northern Sung masters, es-

pecially Huang T'ing-chien (pi. 18) and Mi Fu (pi. 19). The Poem ofFarewell

to Liu Man (pi. 96), a handscroll by the Yuan statesman Yeh-lii Ch'u-ts'ai

(1190-1244), dated 1240 and his only extant work, is perhaps the finest known

example of thirteenth-century northern calligraphy. In 121 5, when the Mongols

took Yen-ching (modern Beijing), Yeh-lii Ch'u-ts'ai, a native of Yen-ching and

a descendant of the Khitan prince Tung-tan of Liao, entered the service of

Chingghis Khan and in 1231 was appointed prime minister under Chingghis

Khan's son Ogodei. 33

Written in large square characters, each about four inches high, the Poem

ofFarewell sings the praises of the official Liu Man, a local magistrate in north-

west Shansi who protected his people during the conquest:

Half the population of Yiin and Hsiian have fled their homes;

Only the few thousand people under your care are secure.

You are among our dynasty's most able administrators,

Your good name stands as tall as Mount T'ai.
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Fig. 172. Sun Kuo-t'ing (648?-

703?). Manual of Calligraphy,

dated 687. Detail. Handscroll,

ink on paper, 10/2 x 354^8 in.

(26.5 x 900.8 cm). National

Palace Museum, Taipei



Fig. 173. Yen Chen-ch'ing (709-

785). Draft ofa Burial Memorial

for a Nephew. Handscroll, ink on

paper, x 29% in. (28.2 x 75.5

cm). National Palace Museum,

Taipei

In his calligraphy, Yeh-lii Ch'u-ts'ai follows the traditions of both the T'ang

master Yen Chen-ch'ing (709-785; fig. 47) and the late Northern Sung master

Huang T'ing-chien (1045-1105; fig. 60). In his broad, straightforward brush-

work, similar to that of Huang T'ing-chien and done with a rapid movement,

Yeh-lii follows Huang's precept of using a simplified brushwork and "driving

every stroke with full force."
34 The powerful characters, executed in thick

brushstrokes and square compositions, also evoke the heroic style of Yen Chen-

ch'ing. Compared with Yen's writing, however, which is highly balanced and

controlled, Yeh-lii's style is unadorned and unstructured, reflecting in its bold,

blunt manner the generous, unaffected nature of its maker.

The early Yuan calligrapher Hsien-yii Shu (i257?-i302), a northerner

from Yii-yang, Hopei, arrived in Hangchow (formerly the Southern Sung capi-

tal, Lin-an) in about 1283. There he soon became part of a coterie of promi-

nent scholars and connoisseurs that included the well-known collector Chou

Mi and the great scholar-official calligrapher and painter Chao Meng-fu. 35 In

Hangchow, Hsien-yii Shu was able to study ancient masterpieces of calligra-

phy, including two of the most famous: the Manual of Calligraphy (fig. 172), a

classic of the archaic running-clerical script in the tradition of Wang Hsi-chih

by the early T'ang master Sun Kuo-t'ing (648?-703?), and the Draft ofa

Burial Memorialfor a Nephew (fig. 173), a superb example of the T'ang dy-

nasty running script by Yen Chen-ch'ing. While Hsien-yii Shu emulated the

cursive styles of T'ang masters such as Sun Kuo-t'ing and Yen Chen-ch'ing, he

was highly critical of the Northern Sung master Huang T'ing-chien, claiming

that "with Huang, there was a major and irreversible decline."
36

Hsien-yii's
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PI. 97. Hsien-yu Shu (1257? -1302). Song ofthe Stone Drums, dated 1301.

Detail. Handscroll, ink on paper, 17^8 x 143^2 in. (44.8 x 364.7 cm).

Bequest of John M. Crawford, Jr., 1988 (1989.363.29)





Figs. 174a, b. The character

a. Hsien-yii Shu (1257? -1302).

Detail from Song of the Stone

Drums (pi. 97)

b. Wang Hsien-chih (344-388).

Detail from O-ch'iin t'ieh. Private

collection, Japan

criticism of Huang T'ing-chien's style was basically the same as Chao Meng-

chien's criticism of Kao-tsung's manner: whereas T'ang cursive script, like

T'ang regular script, shows a firm structure of "supports and walls," Huang

T'ing-chien, in making powerful lopsided compositions with a round brush-

work, ignores the principle of symmetry and balance.

Hsien-yii Shu's Song of the Stone Drums (pi. 97), dated 1301, is a transcrip-

tion of the T'ang scholar Han Yii's (768-824) poem in praise of the Stone

Fig. 175. Chao Meng-fu (1254-

1322). Record ofthe Miao-yen Mon-

astery, datable to 1309-10. Detail.

Handscroll, ink on paper, 13/2 x

143^2 in. (34.2 x 364.5 cm). Lent'by

John B. Elliott, The Art Museum,

Princeton University

(L.1970.178)
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Figs. 176a, b. The phrase ying-tai

ch'ing-liu

a. Chao Meng-fu (1254- 1322). De-

tail from Record ofthe Miao-yen

Monastery (fig. 175)

b. Attributed to Wang Hsi-chih

(ca. 303 -ca. 361). Detail from

Preface to the Gathering at the

Orchid Pavilion (see also fig. 44)

Drums inscription, a celebrated monument of late Eastern Chou (ca. 422 B.C.)

epigraphy. Hsien-yu's cursive script shows the influence of both Sun Kuo-t'ing

(fig. 172) and Yen Chen-ch'ing (fig. 173), the characters horizontally balanced

like Sun's and the individual brushstrokes well modulated like Yen's. In this cal-

ligraphy, Hsien-yu evokes Sun's stylistic sources, the archaic running-clerical

script of Wang Hsi-chih (fig. 63) and Wang Hsien-chih. 37 His character 0, or

"geese" (fig. 174a), for example, is a direct quotation from the same character

by Wang Hsien-chih (fig. 174b)

.

The principal architect of the Yuan renaissance in calligraphy and paint-

ing was Chao Meng-fu (1254- 1322), whose extraordinary talent and accom-

plishments both transformed and dominated the arts during the Yuan period.

A native of Wu-hsing, Chekiang, Chao Meng-fu was an eleventh-generation

descendant of the founder of the Sung dynasty, Emperor T'ai-tsu. After

Lin-an fell to the Mongols in 1276, he remained in Wu-hsing for ten years in

order to pursue his studies. In 1286, Khubilai Khan, now known as the Yuan

emperor Shih-tsu (r. 1271-94), began to recruit scholars from the south to

serve at the Yuan court. Chao Meng-fu, then thirty-two, was presented at the

capital and immediately caught the emperor's attention. In 1292, he was

posted to the Chi-nan circuit as Director General. After Emperor Shih-tsu

died in 1294, Chao returned to Wu-hsing. Offered a prefectship in the north

in 1297, which he did not take up, he was posted in 1299 to Hangchow as di-

rector of Confucian studies in the Chiang-Che provincial government, a posi-

tion he held until 1308. After 1309, he served again in the capital, rising to

become the head of the Han-lin Academy in 1316. After retiring in 1319, he re-

turned to Wu-hsing and died there in 1322. He was posthumously honored

with the title Duke of Wei. 38

Emperor Jen-tsung (r. 1311 -20) is said to have enumerated a number of

outstanding qualities in Chao Meng-fu: he was descended from the Sung

imperial family; he was endowed with an elegant appearance; he was highly

learned and of pure character; he was accomplished in literature and skilled in

calligraphy and painting; and he possessed a profound knowledge of Buddhist

and Taoist teachings. 39 In serving the Mongols, Chao Meng-fu encountered

strong criticism from his Sung loyalist countrymen in the south. His succumb-

ing to political pressure was contrasted with his fellow townsman Ch'ien

Hsiian's resolute refusal to serve. Yet the success of Chao and others like him

at the Mongol court played a crucial role in the preservation and continued vi-

tality of Chinese culture during the Yuan period.

Like Li Kung-lin and Mi Fu of the late Northern Sung period, Chao

Meng-fu believed that change in calligraphy and painting had to be guided by

a reexamination of ancient models. In order to break away from the Southern

Sung calligraphic style, which lacked a firm structure, he studied Northern

Wei stele inscriptions and Tsin and T'ang manuscript writings. It was Chao's

particular genius to be able to internalize and integrate disparate influences, re-

creating them in his own style. From 1299 to 1310, during his years in Hang-

chow and thereafter, he concentrated his study on the calligraphy of Wang
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Hsi-chih (ca. 303— ca. 361), in particular the Preface to the Gathering at the

Orchid Pavilion (fig. 44) .

4° In the Record of the Miao-yen Monastery (fig. 175),

datable to late 1309 or early 1310, Chao's mature large regular-script style dis-

plays a fluent synthesis of Tsin and T'ang models. In this work, for example,

in the phrase ying-tai ch'ing-liu (fig. 176a), the characters in Wang's Preface

(fig. 176b) are perfectly reproduced, though their well-modulated brushwork

derives equally from the T'ang masters Ch'u Sui-liang and Yen Chen-ch'ing. 41

PI. 98. Chao Meng-fii (1254-

1322). Four Anecdotes from the Life

of Wang Hsi-chih, 1310s. Detail.

Handscroll, ink on paper, 9^2 x

48^8 in. (24.2 x 116.5 cm). Be-

quest ofJohn M. Crawford, Jr.,

1988 (1989.363.30)
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In creating a regular script for his own era through a revival and in-

tegration of ancient models, Chao attained the Confucian goal of the Great

Synthesis ( Ta-ch'eng) . Chao's was the first new regular script since Yen Chen-

ch'ing's that could be successfully adapted to both small and large writing, hav-

ing not only beautifully modulated and well-balanced features but an easily

recognizable and easily copied array of brushstrokes as well. By the early dec-

ades of the fourteenth century, the Chao style dominated the calligrapher's
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Fig. 177a. Chao Meng-fu (1254-

1322). Detail from Four Anecdotes

from the Life of Wang Hsi-chih

(pi. 98)

Fig. 177b. Wang Hsi-chih (ca. 303-

ca. 361). I Recently Received Your

Letter . . . Detail. Rubbing, album,

ink on paper, height 10/^ in.

(26 cm)

visual universe. Its influence was ubiquitous throughout the Yuan period, evi-

dent even in printed books, where it exemplified a more modern typeface than

the Sung typeface inspired by T'ang models.
42 The chauvinistic historians of

the Ming period, however, judged Chao Meng-fu for serving the Mongols,

and despite its beauty and refinement, his calligraphic manner was deemed to

be weak and effeminate when compared with the robust style of Yen Chen-

ch'ing.

Chao Meng-fu's Four Anecdotesfrom the Life ofWang Hsi-chih (pi. 98),

datable to the 1310s and written in a running script, relates four well-known

stories originally recorded in the fifth-century Memorial on Calligraphy, by Yii

Ho. In the first story, it is noted that Wang in his late years was especially ad-

mired for his archaic running-clerical script. The second story tells how Wang

once helped a poor old woman fan vendor by writing calligraphy on her fans

and thereby vastly increasing their market value. The third anecdote relates

how someone copied Wang's handwriting so skillfully that even Wang himself

had difficulty in distinguishing it from his own. And the fourth tale, a great fa-

vorite, tells of Wang's special love for geese:
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There was in Shan-yin a Taoist priest who had raised more than ten fine

geese. One morning, Wang took a small boat to Shan-yin and was so de-

lighted [with the geese] that he asked to buy them. The priest refused to

sell them, and nothing could change his mind. Finally, the priest confided

that as a lover of Taoist philosophy, he had long wished to own a copy

of Lao-tzu's Tao-te ching, with commentary by Ho-shang-kung. He had

gone so far as to have the silk prepared, but still no one would write for

him. "If your excellency" [he suggested] "would care to write a couple

of chapters for me, I would be happy to make a gift of the entire flock

in exchange." So Wang stayed to write the chapters, and returned with

the geese in a cage.
43

As Ch'ien Hsiian had re-created Wang Hsi-chih's "romantic image" in his

painting Wang Hsi-chih Watching Geese (pi. 71), so Chao Meng-fu here evokes

Wang's image through calligraphy, in an elegant rendition of Wang's style that

Chao reproduces so freely and so effortlessly (figs. 177a, b) that Wang seems lit-

erally to come alive at his brush tip.

In a late work, A Summer Idyll (pi. 99), a hanging scroll on silk done

after his retirement to Wu-hsing in 1319, Chao Meng-fu, laying aside his earlier

precise, intricately crafted style, writes in a natural, easy manner. In large char-

acters (each about three inches in height) done with a dry brush in the flying-

white technique, the seven-word quatrain, composed by Chao himself, reads:

Through the loosely woven bamboo curtain from Hsiang, I see a sparse,

wavy pattern.

In my newly tailored white sackcloth gown, gentle heat rises.

The shadow of the sun over the courtyard grows longer, and visitors

stay away.

About the pond the grass is fragrant, and swallows fly in pairs.

The writing, despite its large size, is gentle and spare and filled with Chao's

fond recollections of the heroic calligraphy on Northern Wei steles— the char-

acter fang, or "fragrant," for example. By 1319, Chao, in permanent retirement

in Wu-hsing, had lost his beloved wife, Madame Kuan. Written within two

years of his own death, A Summer Idyll finds him, after an active life at court,

finally living in peace at his scholar's retreat.

1. Discontinued after 1235 in the north and

1276 in the south, the examination system

was restored briefly in 1315, abolished again

in 1335, then resumed in 1342 and maintained

until 1366. In all, the chin-shih examinations

were held sixteen times under the Yuan, but

produced only about one thousand chin-shih

graduates, a very small number compared

with those produced during the Sung or

Ming dynasties. I owe this information to

a personal communication from Professor

PI. 99a. Detail, pi. 99 Frederick W. Mote.

2. See Shen C. Y. Fu, Yuan-tai huang-shih shu-

hua shou-ts'ang shih-lueh (A Brief History of

the Yuan Imperial Collections of Calligraphy

and Painting) (Taipei: National Palace Mu-
seum, 1981); and Chiang I-han, Yuan-tai

K'uei-chang-ko chi K'uei-changjen-wu (The

K'uei-chang Pavilion and the K'uei-chang Per-

sonalities During the Yuan Period) (Taipei:

Ching-lien Ch'u-pan Shih-ye Kung-ssu, 1981).

3. After translation in Burton Watson, The Com-

plete Works ofChuang Tzu (New York: Co-

lumbia University Press, 1968), pp. 188-89.
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4. The identification of the P'i-ling school was

first made by Shimada Shujiro, in Sekai

bijutsu zenshu (Encyclopedia of "World Art)

(Tokyo: Heibonsha, 1951), vol. 14, pi. 66; see

also Suzuki Kei, "Oshimei hitsu renchi sui-

kin-zu ni tsuite" (On Lotus Pond and Water

Fowl, by Yii Tzu-ming), Yamato bunka, no.

31 (October 1959), pp. 71-75. A seal on one

of the two pictures at the Chion-in reads,

"P'i-ling Yii shih." On the Metropolitan Mu-

seum paintings, fragments of two seals are

found along their upper borders; they read:

T?]-hui [?] shih."

5. The botanical information in these two paint-

ings and on the following painting, Flowers

(pi. 85), has been verified by two authorities,

Dr. Edward Morris of Greenwich, Conn.,

and Dr. Rupert Barnaby of the New York

Botanical Garden, Bronx, NY.
6. See Shimada Shujiro and Yonezawa Yoshiho,

Painting ofthe Sung and Yuan Dynasties

(Tokyo: Mayuyama and Co., 1952), p. 15;

more recently, discussed by Toda Teisuke,

"Lotus-Pond Paintings" (in Japanese and En-

glish), in International Symposium on Art His-

torical Studies, 1, 1982, Kyoto: Flowers and

Birds Motifin Asia (Kyoto: Do Kenkyukai,

1983), pp. 28-32.

7. See Shimada Shujiro, "Ryokeiho no sochuzu:

Joshii sochiiga ni tsuite" {Flowers and Insects,

by Lii Ching-fu: Study on "Flowers-and-In-

sects" Paintings of Ch'ang-chou District),

Bijutsu kenkyu, no. 150 (1948), pp. 187-96.

8. This connection was first pointed out by

Roderick Whitfield in his paper "A Dated

Yuan Handscroll of the Piling School and

the Problem of Early Autumn? prepared for

a symposium on Ming painting held at the

Cleveland Museum of Art, May 1989.

9. See Watson, Complete Works ofChuang- Tzu,

p. 219; also cited by Whitfield, "Dated Yuan

Handscroll."

10. For a biographical study of Li K'an, see Kao

Mu-sen, "Li K'an: An Early Fourteenth-Cen-

tury Painter," Chinese Culture 22, no. 3 (Sep-

tember 1981), pp. 85-101; see also "Li K'an"

in Chen Kao-hua, ed., Yuan-tai hua-chia

shih-liao (Historical Source Materials on the

Painters of the Yuan Dynasty) (Shanghai,

1980), pp. 100-121; and Chang Kuang-pin,

"Li K'an: Wen Hu-chou chu-p'ai ti chung-

hsing-che" (Li K'an: The Painter Who
Revived Wen T'ung's School of Bamboo

Painting), in Yiian-ch'ao shu-hua-shih yen-chiu

lun-chi (Collection of Essays on the History

of Yuan Dynasty Calligraphy and Painting)

(Taipei: National Palace Museum, 1979),

pp. 59-69.

11. See the early study of Li K'an's Chu-p'u by

William C. White, "Li K'an's Treatise on

Bamboos," in White, An Album of Chinese

Bamboos: A Study ofa Set ofInk-Bamboo

Drawings, A.D. ij8$ (Toronto: University of

Toronto Press, 1939), pp. 23—29; and a Ger-

man translation by Aschwin Lippe, "Li K'an

und seine ausfiihrliche Beschreibung des

Bambus," Ostasiatische Zeitschrift \% (1942-

43), pp. 1-35, 83-114.

12. See P'ei-wen-chai shu hua p u (Encyclopedic

Compilation of Writings on Calligraphy and

Painting of the P'ei-wen Studio; 1708), com-

piled by Wang Yuan-ch'i et al. (reprint, Tai-

pei: Hsin-hsing Shu-chii Yu-hsien Kung-ssu,

1972), vol. 1, chiian 14, p. 304.

13. Ibid.

14. See Maggie Bickford et al., Bones ofJade,

Soul ofIce: The Flowering Plum in Chinese

Art, exhib. cat. (New Haven: Yale University

Art Gallery, 1985), pp. 64-67.

15. See Shimada Shujiro, Shosai baifii (Pine Stu-

dio Plum Manual) (Hiroshima: Municipal

Central Library, 1988), p. 207.

16. For biographical studies, see Chu-tsing Li,

"Wang Mien," in L. Carrington Goodrich

and Chaoying Fang, eds., Dictionary ofMing

Biography (New York: Columbia University

Press, 1976), vol. 2, pp. 1395-98; Chi Jo-hsin,

"Wang Mien yii Mo-mei ti fa-chan" (Wang

Mien and the Development of Ink-Plum),

parts 1—3, Ku-kung hsueh-shu chi-k'an z,

no. 1 (Autumn 1984), pp. 37-58; 2, no. 2

(Winter 1984), pp. 41-66; 2, no. 3 (Spring

1985), pp. 29-46; and Ch'en Kao-hua, Yuan-

tai hua-chia shih-liao, pp. 350-70.

17. See Wu Ching-tzu (1701—1754), Ju-lin wai-

shih (The Scholars) (Hong Kong: T'aip'ing

Shu-chii, 1969), pp. 1-13.

18. See Fong Chow, "A Dragon-Boat Regatta,"

Metropolitan Museum ofArt Bulletin 26 (May

1968), pp. 389-98.

19. Three versions of Dragon Boat Regatta on

Chin-ming Lake are at the National Palace

Museum, Taipei; one version is at the Palace

Museum, Beijing; one is at the Detroit An
Institute; and one is in the collection of

Ch'en Chi of Tokyo and Hong Kong.

20. See Ch'en Kao-hua, Yuan-tai hua-chia shih-

liao, p. 263.

21. For Hsia Yung, see Wei Tung, "Hsia Yung

chi-ch'i chieh-hua" (Hsia Yung and His

Boundary Painting), Ku-kung po-wu-yiian

yuan-k'an, no. 4 (1984), pp. 68-83.

22. This essay was identified by Xu Jie (Hsii

Chieh), a graduate student at Princeton

University.

23. For the flooding of the Yellow River and its

ramifications, see John W. Dardess, Conquer-

ors and Confucians: Aspects ofPolitical Change

in Late Yuan China, Studies in Oriental Cul-

ture, 9 (New York: Columbia University

Press, 1973), especially pp. 83-89, 99-103.

24. Tu Fu, Tu Kung-pu shih-chi (The Poems

of Tu Fu) (Hong Kong: Chung-hua Shu-

chii, 1972), vol. 1, chiian 9, p. 38.

25. For Lo Chih-ch'uan, see Shimada Shujiro,

"Rachisen no sekkoho-zu ni tsuite" (On Lo

Chih-ch'uan's Snowy Riverbank), Houn 22

(1938), pp. 41-52; and Ch'en Kao-hua, Yiian-

tai hua-chia shih-liao, pp. 332-37.

26. See Pien Yung-yii, Shih-ku-t'ang shu-hua hui-
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kao (Compilation of Writings on Calligraphy

and Painting; 1682) (reprint of the 1921 fac-

simile, Taipei: Cheng-chung Shu-chii, 1958),

vol. 3, chiianw, p. 422.

27. See Ch'en Kao-hua, Yiian-tai hua-chia shih-

liao, p. 333.

28. For T'ang Ti, see Kao Mu-sen, "T'ang Ti

ch'i-jen ch'i-hua" (T ang Ti, the Man and

His Paintings), Ku-kung chi-k'an 8, no. 2

(Winter 1973), pp. 43-56; She Ch'eng, "Yiian-

tai T'ang Ti chih yen-chiu" (A Study of

T'ang Ti of the Yuan Dynasty), parts 1, 2,

Ku-kung chi-k'an 16, no. 4 (Summer 1982),

pp. 33-54, and 17, no. 1 (Autumn 1982),

pp. 1-24; Ch'en Kao-hua, Yiian-tai

hua-chia shih-liao, pp. 214-34; and Shih

Shou-chien, "T'ang Ti (1287-1355) and the

Development of the Li Kuo Style During the

Yuan Dynasty" (in Chinese), Mei-shu yen-

chiu, no. 5 (March 1991), pp. 83-131.

29. See Robert E. Harrist, Jr., "Watching Clouds

Rise: A Tang Dynasty Couplet and Its Illus-

tration in Song Painting," Bulletin ofthe

Cleveland Museum ofArt 78, no. 7 (Novem-

ber 1991), pp. 301-23.

30. Wang Wei, Wang Yu-ch eng chi chien-chu

(The Collected Works of Wang Wei, with

Annotation) (Shanghai: Chung-hua Shu-chii,

1961), vol. 1, p. 35.

31. Kuo Hsi, Lin-ch'uan kao-chih (Lofty Ambi-

tion in Forests and Streams), compiled by

Kuo Ssu, 1117, in Yii Chien-hua, ed., Chung-

kuo hua-lun lei-pien (Classified Compilation

of Writings on Chinese Painting) (Hong Kong:

Chung-hua Shu-chii, 1973), vol. i,p. 641.

32. Chao Meng-chien, "Chao Tzu-ku shu-fa

lun" (Chao Meng-chien's Discussion of Cal-

ligraphy), in Pien Yung-yii, Shih-ku-t'ang shu-

hua hui-k'ao, vol. 1, chuan 3, p. 166.

33. For the mitigating influence of Yeh-lu Ch'u-

ts'ai on early Mongol rule in China, see Igor

de Rachewiltz, "Yeh-lii Ch'u-ts'ai (1189-1243):

Buddhist Idealist and Confucian Statesman,"

in A. F. Wright and Dennis Twichett, eds.,

Confucian Persuasion (Stanford: Stanford

University Press, 1962), pp. 189-216.

34. See Chapter 3, pp. 143—52.

35. See Marilyn Wong Fu, "The Impact of the

Re-unification: Northern Elements in the

Life and Art of Hsien-yu Shu (i257?-i302)

and Their Relation to Early Yuan Literati

Culture," in China Under Mongol Rule , ed-

ited by John D. Langlois, Jr. (Princeton:

Princeton University Press, 1981), pp. 371-433.

36. See National Palace Museum (and National

Central Museum), Taipei, Ku-kung shu-hua

lu (The National Palace Museum Catalogue

of Calligraphy and Painting), 2d ed. (Taipei:

National Palace Museum, 1965), vol. 3,

pp. 227-28; translated in Shen C. Y. Fu et

al., Traces of the Brush: Studies in Chinese Cal-

ligraphy, exhib. cat. (New Haven: Yale Uni-

versity Art Gallery, 1977), p. 86.

37. In the same private Hangchow collection that

housed Sun Kuo-t'ing's masterpiece there was
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Shih-ch'i t'ieh (Letter Written on the Seven-

teenth) ; see Marilyn Fu, "Impact of Re-

unification," pp. 396ff.

38. See Ch'en Kao-hua, Yiian-tai hua-chia shih-

liao, pp. 30-99; Chu-tsing Li, "Chao Meng-

fu chih yen-chiu" (A Study of Chao
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Revival and Synthesis:

Yuan Literati Painting

Yuan literati (wen-jen) painting, an outgrowth of Sung scholar-official {shih-ta-

fu) art, was born of the Mongol conquest, yet it owed nothing to the Mongols.

Unlike later European colonial conquerors, who introduced Christianity and

European culture to non-European peoples, the Mongols brought neither new

religion nor new culture to China. Living under the Mongols, the Chinese,

feeling ever more superior, reaffirmed their cultural inheritance and their iden-

tity with their past.

The changes brought about by Yuan literati painters were so fundamental

and so far-reaching that they permanently altered the nature of pictorial art in

China. With the end of the Sung ideololgy of a moral cultural order {wen),

the didactic art of the Academy, which had illustrated and represented the

ideals of the imperial state, lost its hold. Literati painting, on the other hand,

by emphasizing the cultivation of the self, became for the artist the vehicle for

moral and cultural survival. The expression of a class of people living in volun-

tary exile under alien domination, Yuan literati painting was undecorative, un-

realistic, and often ambiguous in expression and ambivalent in feeling. Turn-

ing from figural and narrative painting as practiced by the professional and

academic artists, literati painters developed a calligraphic approach to land-

scape painting as a means of "writing ideas" {hsieh-t) that employed words as

well as images.

The literati painters first studied ancient models, formulating a commen-

tary and a critique of their history. By systematically translating ancient land-

scape idioms into simplified calligraphic formulas, they created a new, abstract

vocabulary of expressive modes. During the early fourteenth century, as seen

in the works of Lo Chih-ch'uan (pi. 92) and T'ang Ti (pis. 93-95), painters fa-

vored the more descriptive idiom of the Northern Sung landscape masters Li

Ch'eng and Kuo Hsi. By the mid-fourteenth century, however, the more evoca-

tive southern landscape tradition of Tung Yuan (died 962; fig. 31)—which

Kuo Hsi had characterized as the "earthen" mode of landscape—had become

the preferred idiom of the literati painters in Chiang-nan. Once superseded by

Li Ch'eng's more dramatic northern landscape style but rediscovered in the

late Northern Sung period by the scholar-critic Mi Fu (1052- 1107), the tenth-

century southern style of Tung Yuan was described by Mi as "without clever

artifice, but possessing a natural, truthful quality."
1

By its very nature, the

brush technique of the Li-Kuo billowing-cloud rock and crab-claw tree idiom
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is more suited for descriptive realism, while the Tung Yuan hemp-fiber pattern

that describes soft rolling hills, done with parallel, round brushwork, is more

readily equated with calligraphic abstraction. The interest that late Yuan lite-

rati landscape holds for us, sparse of detail and economic of means, lies not so

much in a technically virtuosic rendering of magnificent scenery as in the pro-

jection and presentation of the artist's own response to the world. Created in a

highly personal language, calligraphic painting, accompanied by poetry written

by the artist, is the revealing of a complex personality, the combination of

words and images that affords the expression of nuances of emotion and intel-

lect on many different levels.

In their emphasis on the communication of individual expression, the

late Yuan literati painters came to be regarded as powerful artistic personali-

ties. The so-called Four Great Masters of the late Yuan—Huang Kung-wang,

Wu Chen, Ni Tsan, and Wang Meng— all valued individuality above tradi-

tion. Each of them placed great importance on the cultivation of the spirit,

and each produced his finest work in his seventies or eighties. By contrast,

their younger contemporaries, many of whom were killed during the early

Ming, never grew to artistic maturity, and consequently the literati painting

movement subsided with the end of the Yuan.

PI. ioo. Chao Meng-fu (1254-

1322), Chao Yung (1289-after

1360), and Chao Lin (active second

half of 14th century). Grooms and

Horses, dated 1296 and 1359. Hand-

scroll, ink and color on paper,

11^8 x 69^4 in. (30.3 x 177.1 cm).

Gift of John M. Crawford, Jr.,

1988 (1988.135)

Yuan Paintings ofHorses

Grooms and Horses (pi. 100), a handscroll on paper, shows three pairs of horses

and grooms. The first, dated 1296, is by Chao Meng-fu (pi. 100a); the two

later pairs, dated 1359, are by his son Chao Yung (1289-after 1360) and his

grandson Chao Lin (active second half of 14th century). Chao Meng-fu pre-

sented the original handscroll the year he painted it to a surveillance commis-

sioner named Fei-ch'ing. Some sixty-three years later, the scroll was in the

collection of Hsieh Po-li, an assistant prefect of Sung-chiang, Kiangsu Prov-
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ince, who commissioned the two companion pairs from Chao's son and grand-

son, thus creating a work of three generations.

All three pairs of horses and attendants are modeled after Li Kung-lin's

Five Tribute Horses (fig. 81), which had in turn been inspired by Han Kan's

legendary Night-Shining White (pi. i). During the late 1290s, Chao Meng-fu

made a careful study of horse paintings by both Han Kan and Li Kung-lin.

He felt a special affinity for Li's Five Tribute Horses, about which he wrote:

How elegant are the five horses,

Standing free in the autumn wind.

Because the emperor has renounced military ambition,

They feed on grass and grain through bountiful years.

In the morning they go to the palace gates,

In the evening they rest at the twelve stables.

Their powerful forms shine in the rising sun,

They fly at dusk through the mist.

How they look about, displaying their high spirits,

Like dragons cavorting in a field of sacred mushrooms.

These noble steeds shall never perish!

Through calligraphy and painting they shall live forever,

While the proud stone steeds of the [T'ang imperial] Chao mausoleum,

Alas, crumble through the passing years.
1

Han Kan in Night-Shining White had expressed the martial spirit of the T'ang

dynasty through a highly realistic drawing technique, using precise contouring

and sensitive ink shading. Li Kung-lin, in the Five Tribute Horses, on the other

hand, creates through calligraphic brushwork a subtle interaction between the

grooms and horses. Chao Meng-fu here follows Li Kung-lin, choosing a calli-

graphic, linear expression over realistic representation.

The theme of the horse and groom was a well-established metaphor for

the relationship between a junior scholar-official seeking employment and the
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PI. iooa. Chao Meng-fu (1254-

1322). Detail from Section 1,

dated 1296, of Grooms and Horses

(pi. 100)
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senior official who served as his sponsor. Po-lo, a legendary judge and trainer

of horses, was the prototype of the high-ranking official who recognizes talent

in a younger man. In an essay on Po-lo, the famous T'ang dynasty writer Han

Yii observed, "The world must first have a Po-lo before it can have fine horses.

But there are always more fine horses than there are Po-los!"
3 In 1286, Chao

Meng-fu, a young man of thirty-two, was discovered by the imperial censor

Ch'eng Chii-fu, and arriving at the Mongol court the following year, he

caught the attention of Khubilai Khan, now Emperor Shih-tsu.

In 1296, the metaphor of Po-lo had a special significance for Chao

Meng-fu. Chao first scored great bureaucratic successes in a series of bold pol-

icy initiatives in postal, transportation, and penal reforms; in 1291, he even con-

tributed to the ouster of the powerful and feared Muslim councillor Sengge.

Such unprecedented accomplishments for a southern Chinese aristocrat, how-

ever, were possible only because Shih-tsu (in effect, Chao's Po-lo) had taken a

personal interest in him and had lent him his support. The days of Chao's ac-

tive involvement in court politics ended with Shih-tsu's death, in 1294; his

later appointments were confined to educational and academic postings. For

Chao, service under the Mongols was a mixed blessing. Almost as soon as he

arrived at the capital, he began writing poems that expressed his longing for

the pleasures of country living:

Yesterday, I was a gull roaming the waters;

Today, I am a bird in a cage.
4

After Shih-tsu's death, Chao returned in late 1295 to his native Wu-hsing.

His ambivalence about retiring from court life is reflected in the painting Man

on Horseback (fig. 178), dated 1296. The painting shows an official (a self-por-

trait?) on a horse, clad in a red robe and wearing a T'ang-style hat. The

image, which represents a scholar-official on the job, derives from Li Kung-

lin's illustration for the Classic ofFilial Piety (fig. 179), a depiction of an

official arriving at the city gates to serve as the district's governing magistrate.

Chao's Groom and Horse, also painted in 1296, is dedicated to Fei-ch'ing,

the surveillance commissioner, which suggests that Chao was at this time seek-

ing a new sponsor. The painting combines both realistic and symbolic repre-

sentation. The groom, who represents the commissioner (a would-be Po-lo), is

highly realistic, the bearded face sensitively rendered and the subtly modulated

drapery line aptly describing the human form beneath. 5 The horse, on the

other hand, is presented in a more abstract mode, its foreshortened body circu-

lar and balloonlike. The bond between the master and his horse is suggested

not only by their expressions but also by a series of circles—the rein, the

horse's neck, and its hindquarter— that joins them graphically. The abstract

circular patterns of which the horse is composed, perhaps inspired by the pow-

erfully round hindquarter of Han Kan's Night-Shining White (pi. 1), also re-

calls Ch'ien Hsiian's rendering of pear blossoms as perfectly round patterns on

the picture plane (pi. 69).

Chao Yung's piebald horse and Chao Lin's horse with "jade mottled"
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{yii-hua) markings, added to the scroll in 1359— one accompanied by a heavily

bearded Central Asian groom and the other by a short-bearded man in a red

robe— are, like Chao Meng-fu's horse, modeled after that of Li Kung-lin. The

drawing of the later additions is, however, heavier and more conventional, and

for both Chao Yung and Chao Lin, the image seems to have had less to do

with metaphor than with the genre of horse painting.

The large handscroll Six Horses (pi. 25), the first half of which was painted

by a late twelfth-century Chin artist, is, like Grooms and Horses, an example of

a painting that has developed over the centuries by the addition of figures by

later artists. In the second half of the scroll, the proud Mongol rider and his

horses are realistically represented in strong, incisive brushlines (pi. 25a). If we

were to apply the literati aesthetic of Chao Meng-fu, the professional artisan's

brushstrokes might be described as somewhat hard and unsubtle, too overtly

modern and realistic. As Chao wrote in one of his colophons,

In painting, one must capture the spirit of antiquity [ku-i]; without it,

all skill is in vain. The modern painter knows only how to draw with a

fine line and to use rich and brilliant colors. . . . My own paintings may

appear simple and carelessly rendered, but connoisseurs know that they

are based on ancient models and so judge them to be of high merit.
6

Fig. 178. Chao Meng-fii (1254-

1322). Man on Horseback, dated

1296. Handscroll, ink and color

on paper, 11^16 x 1^/16 in. (30 x

51.3 cm). Palace Museum, Beijing

Fig. 179. Li Kung-lin (ca. 1041-

11 06). The Classic ofFilial Piety

(pis. 8a-g). Detail from Chapter

11, "Five Punishments." Hand-

scroll, ink on silk, 8% x 187/4 in.

(21.9 x 475.5 cm). From the P. Y.

and Kinmay W. Tang Family Col-

lection, Promised Gift of Oscar

L. and Jack C. Tang

Chao Meng-fu 's Calligraphic Landscape Style

For Chao Meng-fu, the reality of the scholar-official's life in the capital was

totally changed from what it had been during the Sung. Chao's very desire to

serve, in time-honored Confucian fashion but now under Mongol rule, was

deemed by Sung loyalists as evidence of moral weakness, and he found himself

in a position of having to apologize for an act many considered degrading, in-

deed unforgivable, for a former Sung prince.

PI. 25a. Unidentified artist (14th

century). Detail from Six Horses

(pi. 25)
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In The Mind Landscape ofHsieh Yu-yti (fig. 180), a short handscroll dat-

able to the late 1280s, soon after he arrived at the Yuan court, Chao expresses

his conflicting feelings about political engagement and service to the court ver-

sus a life of reclusion.
7 The painting shows Hsieh K'un (also known as Hsieh

Yu-yii, 280-322), an Eastern Tsin courtier who claimed to have retained the

"mind of the mountains and valleys" while he continued to serve at court.
8 To

avoid an overtly realistic description, Chao chose the archaic blue-and-green

idiom, using a round, controlled iron-wire brushline done in the ancient seal-

script calligraphic style (figs. 181a, b). Compared with the blue-and-green land-

scape of Ch'ien Hsiian (pi. 71), which displays a schematic archaism, Chao's

landscape explores the dynamic energies of individual rock and tree forms as

seal-script pictographs. The outlines of the trees and rocks, by following the

seal-cutting design principle of balancing positive and negative patterns, acti-

vate and define the spaces between them, as well as the spaces within them.

By applying calligraphic techniques and principles to landscape painting,

Fig. 180. Chao Meng-fu (1254-

1322). The Mind Landscape of

Hsieh Yu-yii, late 1280s. Hand-

scroll, ink and color on silk, 10% x

46 in. (27.4 x 117 cm). Museum
purchase from the Edward L.

Elliott Family Collection, The

Fowler McCormick Fund, The

Art Museum, Princeton Univer-

sity (1984-13)

Fig. 181a. Detail, fig. 180

Fig. 181b. Chao Meng-fu (1254-

1322). Record ofthe Miao-yen Mon-

astery, datable to 1309-10. Detail,

seal script character from the

title. Handscroll, ink on paper,

13/2 x 143^2 in. (34.2 x 364.5 cm).

Lent by John B. Elliott, The Art

Museum, Princeton University

(L.1970.178)
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Fig. 182. Chao Meng-fu (1254-

1322). Autumn Colors on the

Ch 'iao and Hua Mountains, dated

early 1296. Handscroll, ink and

color on paper, 11/4 x 36%. in.

(28.4 x 93.2 cm). National Palace

Museum, Taipei

Chao Meng-fu transformed it into a new art form. Systematically reducing an-

cient landscape styles to calligraphic pattern, he communicates, beyond physi-

cal description, personal meaning and imagery. In Autumn Colors on the Ch'iao

and Hua Mountains (fig. 182), dated early 1296, after his return to Wu-hsing,

and dedicated to his good friend the connoisseur and collector Chou Mi,

Chao uses the southern "earthen" landscape mode of Tung Yuan to recollect a

stretch of northern landscape in Shantung, where he had served as governor-

general.
9 Across the short handscroll composition on paper, two schematic

mountain forms, one triangular and the other semicircular, rise above a flat

marshland, recalling a painting of the eighth-century Wang Wei's scholar's re-

treat, Wang-ch'uan Villa (fig. 27). The central section is a quotation from

Tung Yuan's Wintry Groves and Layered Banks (fig. 31), a composition well

known to Yuan painters.
10

In modeling the mountains and sandy beaches,

Chao uses Tung's draping hemp-fiber texture pattern: the dry and exquisitely

executed calligraphic brushlines, rendered in the thickening-and-thinning regu-

lar script brush technique, are blurred and fused, creating an atmospheric ef-

fect around the trees and mountains. Chao's treatment of the thick clumps of

trees in the middle distance, however, transforms Tung's additive composition

into a visually continuous vista, with a spatially foreshortened ground plane.

In his late style, exemplified by Twin Pines, Level Distance (pi. 101), a

work done about 1310, Chao executes the Li Ch'eng-Kuo Hsi idiom (pis. 9,

11) of devil-face rocks and crab-claw tree branches in a combination of cursive

and seal-script brush styles. To the left, at the end of the scroll, Chao writes:

Besides studying calligraphy, I have since my youth dabbled in painting.

Landscape I have always found difficult. This is because ancient [land-

scape] masterpieces of the T'ang, such as the works of Wang Wei, the

great and the small Li [Ssu-hstin and Chao-tao], and Cheng Ch'ien, no

longer survive. As for the Five Dynasties masters, Ching Hao, Kuan

T'ung, Tung Yuan, and Fan K'uan, all of whom succeeded one another,

their brushwork is totally different from that of the more recent paint-

ers. What I paint may not rank with the work of the ancient masters,

but compared with recent paintings, I daresay mine are quite different.
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Here, Chao returns to Li Ch'eng's and Kuo Hsi's favorite theme, the ancient

pine, which, as a symbol of the virtuous gentleman, had a special significance

for Chao in his old age. Compared with Kuo Hsi's magical and spontaneous

rendering of billowing rocks and gnarled trees (pi. na)— a scroll that Chao

inscribed in the late 1300s— Chao's round, centered calligraphic brushwork

(pi. 101a) is careful and deliberate, and the individual marks, no longer subordi-

nate to realistic representation, have a life of their own. Chao's use of the Li-

Kuo landscape idiom is also very different from the methods of Lo Chin-

ch'uan (pi. 92) and T'ang Ti (pi. 93), who had tried to recapture Kuo Hsi's

emotional realism. Rather than describing natural forms or modeling continu-

ous surfaces, Chao in his kinetic brushwork, by cutting into the picture plane

and opening up forms in space, experiments with new formal possibilities. In-

dividual brushstrokes, invested with a crisp self-assurance, transfigure observed

nature into pure forms of brush and ink.

By thus transforming painting into the equivalent of calligraphy, turning

painting into an exploration of itself and focusing on the expressive potential

of brush and ink, the early Yuan literati painter created a startling prefigur-

ation of Western modernism. Chao summed up his calligraphic painting

method in the following verse:

Rocks as in flying-white [script], trees as in seal script;

When painting bamboo, one applies the spreading-eight [late clerical]

method.

Those who understand this thoroughly

Will realize that calligraphy and painting have always been the same."

PI. 101. Chao Meng-fu (1254-

1322) . Twin Pines, Level Distance.

Handscroll, ink on paper, 10/2 x

42/4 in. (26.9 x 107.4 cm)- Gift

of The Dillon Fund, 1973

(1973.120.5)
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The Late Yuan Literati Painters

The art of the late Yuan literati painters developed in the grain-rich lower

Yangtze delta region of southeastern China (Map 5, p. 443), an area that en-

compasses the modern cities of Nanking, Shanghai, and Hangchow. At the

heart of Chiang-nan is Lake T'ai, with Wu-hsing to the southwest, I-hsing to

the northwest, Wu-hsi to the north, and Soochow and Hua-t'ing (Shanghai)

to the east. Soochow, situated on the Grand Canal midway between the

Yangtze River and Hangchow, was the hub of the system of waterways that

connected the cities of the region and historically the leading center of the

area. It was described, in the late thirteenth century, by the Venetian visitor

Marco Polo:

The city is passing great, and has a circuit of some 60 miles; it hath mer-

chants of great wealth and an incalculable number of people. Indeed, if

the men of this city and of the rest of Manzi had but the spirit of sol-

diers they would conquer the world; but they are no [sic] soldiers at all,

only accomplished traders and most skilful craftsmen. There are also in

this city many philosophers and leeches, diligent students of nature.'
1

After the flooding of the Yellow River in 1344, which severely damaged

the agricultural output of the central China plain, the Yuan government came

to depend heavily on the rich southeast, especially Soochow and its neighbor-

ing prefectures.
13
In 13 51, the government embarked on a ruthless drive to mo-

bilize hundreds of thousands of peasants to repair the dikes. Insurrections

broke out— led by rebels known as the Red Turbans, who wore red headgear
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Map 5. The Chiang-nan Region, ca. 1350

symbolizing fire and light— fueled by the spread of a religious millennialism

that preached the coming of the Buddha Maitreya at the fiery destruction of

the world. By 13 51, the general uprising had spread from Shantung in the

north, southwest to the Yangtze, and through the Yangtze Valley, in Hupei

and Hunan, cutting the Mongol Empire in two.

During the early 1350s, the Soochow area remained a haven from unrest.

Hangchow, however, was sacked in 1352 by the marauding western wing of the

Red Turbans. In 1353-54, a sart smuggler named Chang Shih-ch'eng seized

three prefectures along the Grand Canal north of the Yangtze and proclaimed

himself Emperor of the Great Chou, the ruler of the new dynasty. Attacked

by the Mongol army from the north, Chang crossed the Yangtze in 1355, and

in early 1356 seized Soochow, making it his new capital. Once in Soochow,

Chang established an imperial-style bureaucracy and invited scholars of the re-

gion to join his government. Many responded immediately, and more fol-

lowed in late 1357 and early 1358, when Chang legitimized himself by accepting

a Yuan court appointment. After occupying Hangchow in 1358, Chang ruled

the entire Chiang-nan region, the richest in the empire. In 1363, he again de-

clared his independence from the Yuan government, calling himself the Prince

of Wu. In the summer of 1365, Chu Yuan-chang, the future founder of the

Ming dynasty, who had started his career as a member of the Red Turbans,

began his campaign against Chang Shih-ch'eng. By the end of 1366, Chu's gen-

erals were at the gates of Soochow, and after a bitter ten-month siege the city

PI. 101a. Detail, pi. 101 was taken. Chang later committed suicide while a prisoner. In early 1368, Chu
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Yuan-chang was proclaimed T'ai-tsu (r. 1368-98), the first emperor of the

Ming dynasty.
14

We may view the works of the late Yuan literati painters against this historical

background. The modern scholar Wai-kam Ho has given a vivid picture of the

life of the Chinese scholar under Mongol rule. The majority of Chiang-nan

scholars in the fourteenth century, those who chose to pursue government ca-

reers; spent their lives frustrated in low-level clerical positions. Outside the

court (except for those few born to the landed gentry, who enjoyed indepen-

dent means), their career options ranged from teaching, writing, and painting

to medicine, divination, and religion.
15

During the late Yuan period, in the generation after Chao Meng-fu, there

were four painters who, successfully turning Chao's calligraphic landscape style

into highly individualistic expressions, came to be known as the Four Great

Yuan Masters: Huang Kung-wang, Wu Chen, Ni Tsan, and Wang Meng.

Huang Kung-wang (1269-1354), the first of the Four Masters, was born under

the Southern Sung to a poor family in Ch'ang-shu, northeast of Soochow, but

was raised in Wen-chou, Chekiang Province, by foster parents. A child prod-

igy, he is said to have studied under Chao Meng-fu. After serving many years

as a government clerk, he was, in about 1315, implicated in legal violations by

his superior and briefly sent to prison. In the early 1330s, he made his living

as a professional fortune-teller and, wearing the Taoist cap and robe, he ex-

pounded on the Three Religions. In his last years, he retired to the Fu-ch'un

Mountains, west of Hangchow, and died there in 1354.
16

Of Huang's surviving works, the most famous is his masterpiece Dwelling

in the Fu-ctiun Mountains (fig. 183), dated 1350. In his essay on the theory of

landscape painting, "Secrets of Landscape Painting," Huang observes that

"painters of recent times mainly follow the two traditions of Tung Yuan and

Li Ch'eng." "The brush methods of drawing trees and rocks of these two tradi-

tions are not alike," he notes, "and students must pay careful attention to the

distinctions [between these two methods]."
17 Huang's realistically depicted pine

trees follow in the tradition of Li Ch'eng (pi. 9). As in Chao Meng-fu's Twin

Pines, Level Distance (pi. 101), which is also executed in the Li Ch'eng idiom,

the complex crab-claw branches and the scaly pine bark are depicted in a calli-

graphic brushwork. In painting the mountain slopes, however, Huang adopts

the hemp-fiber texture pattern of Tung Yuan (fig. 31).

Tung Yiian's rock modeling is called the hemp-skin [hemp-fiber] texture

pattern. [To make this pattern] one must first use a slanted brush to draw

an outline at the foot of the slope, and then use texture strokes. Later,

lighter strokes may be added to break into the deeply recessed areas. . . .

The modeling should be moist and soft, with sandy ground below. [The

ground] should be swept with light inkstrokes, curved lines, and repeat-

ing lighter strokes to break [the form].
18

A close observer of nature, Huang draws realistic natural forms calligra-

phically. In painting rocks, he advises that one "begin with light inkstrokes,
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so that alterations and revisions can be made, and then gradually build with

darker ink. ... In modeling, one should blur and blend individual brush-

strokes." In the Fu-ch'un scroll, Tung Yiian's earlier, additive spatial organiza-

tion is superseded by an integrated, unified ground plane that extends

continuously from the front to the back.

The mountain peaks should turn and link together, change direction

and turn again, yet the "veins" of the mountains always follow through

smoothly. This method makes the landscape come alive. The myriad

peaks seem to bow and make way for each other, with ten thousand

trees following along like a great army, grand and unopposed.
19

Huang further suggests that landscape should be freely "written" rather than

laboriously painted:

In painting each tree, each rock, one should give rein to the ink and let

it break free; in this way, the manner of the scholar will be achieved. If

there is too much detailed description, the painting will fall into the

class of artisan painting. . . . For the most part, as in writing characters,

diligent practice leads to mastery.
20

In the Fu-ch'un scroll, Huang transforms Tung Yiian's hemp-fiber pattern into

a hemp "skin" of the mountain, whose rising and falling peaks follow dragon-

like "veins," creating a new physicality and dynamism in his landscape

painting.

Fig. 183. Huang Kung-wang

(1269 -13 54). Dwelling in the

Fu-ch'un Mountains, dated 1350.

Detail. Handscroll, ink on paper,

13 x 232 in. (32.9 x 589.2 cm).

National Palace Museum, Taipei
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Wu Chen (1280-1354), the second of the Four Great Masters, was a na-

tive of Chia-hsing, Chekiang Province, where he was born soon after the fall

of the Southern Sung and where he lived most of his life (Map 5).
21 Wu ad-

mired the heroism of ancient wandering knights and was a fine swordsman in

his youth, and later, like Huang Kung-wang, he mastered the art of divination

in order to earn a living as a fortune-teller. A true recluse, he called his paint-

ings "ink plays" (mo-bsi), works of which he disavowed any purpose except

that of satisfying his own need for self-expression. Not surprisingly, he had nei-

ther commercial success nor renown as a painter during his lifetime.

In Crooked Pine (pi. 102), dated 1335, Wu Chen paints an ancient pine

with a thick, knot-scarred trunk, its twisting, contorted branches reaching out

as if in agony. At the lower left, the artist's inscription, executed in an exuber-

ant cursive script, reads:

In winter, the eleventh lunar month of the third year of the Yiian-t'ung

reign era [December 1335], while visiting the Cloudy Grotto I saw a

crooked and twisting ancient tree. So I wrote this picture to record what

I saw. Mei-hua Tao-jen [the Plum-Blossom Taoist, Wu Chen] playing

with ink.

The giant twisting branch of the tree (pi. 102b), pulling back toward the

trunk and suddenly darting out like a dragon's claw, is a dramatic expression

of both defiance and fortitude. Abandoning himself to intuition and feeling,

Wu Chen draws the pine as if writing cursive calligraphy, in a bold, virtually

unmodulated round brushwork. Chao Meng-fu's Twin Pines (pi. 101a), by com-

parison, is tame and academic. Interestingly, Wu made an error in recording

the date of the painting. The Yiian-t'ung reign ended officially after its second

year, in December 1334, and a new reign title, the later Chih-yuan, was pro-

claimed in January 1335. From 1328 to 1335, the Yuan court was plagued by

bloody factionalism and five Yuan emperors assumed the throne (one of them

occupied it twice). The reclusive Wu Chen, living in the mountains, evidently

had not received the news of the latest change of reign.

Besides the familiar Neo-Confucian metaphor of the great pine as the vir-

tuous gentleman, Wu's Crooked Pine also reflects the Taoist belief that the pine

tree embodies the supernatural powers of the dragon, whose form it resembles.

Like the dashing swordsman he once was, Wu Chen wields his brush as if pos-

sessed of superhuman energies. His Pine Tree and Spring (fig. 184), dated 1338,

is inscribed with the artist's words:

You may hang [my pine tree] high on a white wall in your hall;

At midnight, it will fly away amidst the wind and clouds.

In Central Mountain (fig. 185), dated 1336, Wu Chen reduces the landscape

to an iconic image of a host peak surrounded by guest peaks. By holding the

brush tightly and perpendicular to the painting surface, he limits the brushwork

to a few distinct stroke types that exhibit a characteristic thickness and blunt-

ness. This round, blunt brush technique, expressive of the artist's direct, assertive

personality, became the hallmark of the influential Wu Chen painting style.

PI. 102. Wu Chen (1280-1354).

Crooked Pine, dated 1335. Hanging

scroll, ink on silk, 65 /'Sx 32^8 in.

(166 x 82.3 cm). Purchase, The

Dillon Fund Gift, 1985 (1985. 120. 1)
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Fig. 184. Wu Chen (1280-1354).

Pine Tree and Spring, dated 1338.

Hanging scroll, ink on paper,

41)2 x i2/'i in. (105.6 x 31.7 cm).

Nanjing Museum

Right and opposite page

Pis. 102a, b. Details, pi. 102
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In the large hanging scroll C/<?#r River, Spring Dawn (fig. 186), datable to

the early 1340s, Wu attempts to re-create a monumental early Northern Sung

composition attributed to Chii-jan (active ca. 960-80), the principal follower

of Tung Yuan. Wu's parallel hemp-fiber texture strokes and round moss dots

became the standard calligraphic formulation of the transmitted images of

Tung Yuan and Chii-jan during and after the fourteenth century.

Wu Chen's much imitated, though never equaled, brush style is best

illustrated in a small handscroll on paper, Fisherman by a Wooded Bank

(pi. 103), datable to about 1345. The thick-line drawing, backed by flat ink

washes, shows a pared-down style: the fisherman, briskly done in a few strokes

and dots, is a marvel of abbreviation, while the rocks and trees, depicted with

the same halting round blunt brushstrokes and clustered ink dots, bristle with

energy and liveliness. On the right, the painter brushes in a poem in a bril-

liantly executed cursive script:

Red leaves west of the village reflect evening rays,

Yellow reeds on a sandy bank cast early moon shadows.

Lightly stirring his oar,

Thinking of returning home,

He puts aside his fishing pole, and will catch no more.

As a symbol of reclusion, the leisurely fisherman was contrasted with the

harassed official struggling to cope with the complexities of court life. Wu
Chen's poem follows the rhyming pattern of the "Fisherman Songs," verses

written by the eighth-century recluse fisherman Chang Tzu-ho, whose hermit-

age in the Hsi-sai Mountains was said to be the site of Li Chieh's Fisherman's

Lodge at Mount Hsi-sai (pi. 43)."

In Wu Chen's painting, all the descriptive elements in the poem—the

evening rays and early moon, the reds and yellows of the leaves and reeds

—

have been left out, though they are fully projected through luminous blacks

and subtle shades of gray. Wu's well-formulated brush idiom was immensely

popular during the Ming dynasty, though in a copy of Fisherman by a Wooded

Bank (fig. 187), by the Ming painter Yao Shou (1423-1495), the imitation of

Wu's brushwork becomes flat and formulaic, devoid of the passion and sponta-

neity of the original.

Fig. 185. Wu Chen (1280- 1354).

Central Mountain, dated 1336.

Handscroll, ink on paper,

35^ in. (26.4 x 90.7 cm). National

Palace Museum, Taipei
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Painters of many social strata flourished in the fourteenth century. The profes-

sional painter Sheng Mou (active ca. 1310-60), from Chia-hsing, Chekiang

Province, worked in the Tung Yiian-Chu-jan idiom, the style favored by the

scholar-official patrons in Chiang-nan. Sheng was a skillful painter, especially

adept at creating large, colorful compositions. It is said that his popular suc-

cess so upset his neighbor Wu Chen's envious wife that she urged him to

change his painting style. "It will not be so after twenty years," was Wu's re-

joinder, an opinion that was vindicated a century later.
23

Sheng Mou's fan painting Recluse Fisherman, Autumn Trees (pi. 104),

dated 1349, represents Sheng's narrative treatment of the popular theme of the

fisherman-hermit. The brushwork follows the Tung-Chii hemp-fiber idiom,

done with round brushstrokes and plump moss dots. The painting depicts a

fisherman in the hat and gown of a Mongol official, which suggests that the

fisherman is a portrait and the painting a commissioned work; his only com-

panions are three wild geese, symbolic of his temporary freedom from govern-

ment service. While the true fisherman "fished for fish and not for fame," the

Fig. 186. Wu Chen (1280-1354).

Clear River, Spring Dawn, datable

to the early 1340s. Hanging scroll,

ink on silk, 45^8 x 394 in. (114.7 x

100.6 cm). National Palace

Museum, Taipei

Overleaf

PL 103. Wu Chen (1280-1354).

Fisherman by a Wooded Bank, ca.

1345. Handscroll, ink on paper,

9% x 17 in. (24.8 x 43.2 cm).

Bequest of John M. Crawford, Jr.,

1988 (1989.363.33)
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politician-fisherman merely bided his time fishing, waiting to return to court.

The archetypal politician-fisherman was the eleventh-century B.C. recluse

Chiang Tzu-ya, who, when he was discovered by the sage-king Wen fishing

without a hook (to suggest that his thoughts were directed elsewhere), was re-

cruited to serve as chief minister.

By the early 1350s, however, with increasing uprisings against the Mon-

gols, few would have chosen to be called back to court. Sheng Mou painted

Recluse Fishing by Autumn Trees (pi. 105), a small hanging scroll on paper, for

his friend Chu-hsi in 1350. It shows a scholar wearing an ancient-style kerchief,

angling with a pole that has no line. Two colophons, written after the fall of

the Yuan, reflect a lingering nostalgia for a life in retreat during the early

Ming. The earlier of the two, by Lin Yung (active ca. 1360s), reads:

Across ten thousand // of wide waters, under a cloud-darkened sky,

In the forest on the plain, in the sunset glowing upon red maple leaves,

Yellow dust beats against the horses on their way to the capital;

No one is as contented as the old angler sitting by the rocky shore.

The later colophon, written about 1400 by the celebrated early Ming land-

scape and bamboo painter Wang Fu (1362-1416), reads:

The bustling crowds become daily more annoying;

How can one stop such troublesome clamor?

If my heart becomes quiet altogether,

Perhaps I may clear away the source of this [confusion].

Heaven is high and the Four Mountains are wrapped in silence,

In the setting sun a solitary cloud fades away.

Supreme laws of nature are present everywhere,

In the urban marketplace as in the rural garden.

I

Fig. 187. Yao Shou (1423 -1495).

Fisherman by a Wooded Bank,

after Wu Chen, from Landscapes

after Early Masters, dated 1494.

Leaf from an album of 18 paint-

ings, ink and color on paper, 12/^

x 19 in. (31 x 48.3 cm). Shanghai

Museum
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PI. 104. Sheng Mou (active ca.

1310-60). Recluse Fisherman,

Autumn Trees, dated 1349. Fan

mounted as an album leaf, ink

and light color on silk, 10/2 x

ia?/i6 in. (27 x 25.8 cm). Purchase,

Florence Waterbury Bequest and

Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Nathan

Cummings, by exchange, 1973

(1973.121.13)

You, sir, have grasped this wonder and responded;

Though I have lost the memory of how to say it.
14

The theme of the fisherman enjoyed continued popularity during the

early Ming. Sheng Chu (active toward the end of the 14th century), a nephew

of Sheng Mou, in Angling in the Autumn River (pi. 106), a fan datable to about

1370, continues in Sheng Mou's Tung-Chii hemp-fiber brush idiom (pi. 104),

with round ink dots that create an overall surface pattern. The drawing is

supple and relaxed, and again wild geese are the fisherman's only companions.

The youngest of the Four Great Masters, Wang Meng (ca. 1308-1385), was

a native of Wu-hsing and a grandson of Chao Meng-fu. Wang was educated
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PL 105. Sheng Mou (active ca.

1310-60). Recluse Fishing by Au-

tumn Trees, dated 1350. Hanging

scroll, ink on paper, 40^8 x 13% in.

(102.4 x 33.6 cm). Bequest of

John M. Crawford, Jr., 1988

(1989.363.35)
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PI. 106. Sheng Chu (active to-

ward end of 14th century). An-

gling in the Autumn River, ca.

1370. Fan mounted as an album

leaf, ink and light color on silk,

10% x 10%. in. (25.9 x 27.4 cm).

Purchase, Bequest of Martha T.

Fiske Collord, in memory of

Josiah M. Fiske, Bequest of Mrs.

Beekman Hoppin, and Gift of

Herman Cooper, by exchange,

1973 (1973-12.1-H)

as a poet and a painter, and he served for a time as a provincial prosecutor.

In the 1340s, because of growing unrest in western Chekiang, Wang retired

to the Yellow Crane Mountain, northeast of Hangchow, and there he took

up the pen name Huang-ho-shan-ch'iao (Wood Gatherer of the Yellow

Crane Mountain). After 1346, he spent much time traveling between Sung-

chiang, Soochow, and Wu-hsi in Kiangsu, making the acquaintance of the fa-

mous poets and artists in the region. Following the installation of the Ming

dynasty in 1368, Wang was appointed prefect of T'ai-an, Shantung Province,

but by 1371, he was back in the capital, Nanking. In 1380, he was implicated in

the alleged treason of the prime minister Hu Wei-yung. Thousands were exe-

cuted, and Wang Meng was incarcerated. He died in prison in 1385.
25

Wang Meng's Sparse Trees and Pavilion (pi. 107), a silk fan painting dat-

able to the late 1350s, is dedicated to the Soochow recluse scholar Ch'en
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PI. 107. Wang Meng (ca. 1308-

1385). Sparse Trees and Pavilion,

ca. late 1350s. Fan mounted as an

album leaf, ink on silk, 9^8 x

11/8 in. (25.2 x 28.3 cm). From

the P. Y. and Kinmay W. Tang

Family Collection, Gift of Jack C.

Tang and Oscar L. Tang, 1991

(1991.438.1)
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Ju-chih (tzu, Wei-yin; 1329-1385). In the accompanying poem, the painter

describes his own life as a recluse:

In the quiet of the empty forest, the leaves dance.

The thatched pavilion stands alone under the noonday sun.

In the south wind, green waves ripple all the day.

Wearing a gauze cap and coarse hemp, I feel no summer heat.

My wilderness home is near the Yellow Crane Peak.

By evening I go to the empty grotto, to listen to the mountain rain.

Under tall, sparse trees, a lonely recluse is shown sitting in a pavilion by the

shore. Compared with Ma Yiian's meditating scholar in Viewing Plum Blossoms

by Moonlight (pi. 50), Wang Meng's image reflects political upheaval. Using a

round seal-script-style brushstroke, Wang Meng creates an ethereal yet vibrant

dreamlike space. His self-portrait recalls Ni Tsan's image of himself in Enjoying

the Wilderness in an Autumn Grove (pi. 116). Both Ni's and Wang's depictions

of the scholar in retreat echo Ch'ien Hsiian's representation of Wang Hsi-chih

watching geese from his pavilion (pi. 71), which, in turn, harks back to the

T'ang artist Lu Hung's recluse in a thatched hut (fig. 28). During the second

half of the fourteenth century, the scholar, living on the edge of moral and so-

cial collapse, was sustained only by his faith in nature and in the Confucian

virtue ethic. Wang Meng's painting of a figure in a pavilion under autumnal

trees listening to the mountain rain symbolizes adherence to the traditional

Confucian code, the way of life followed by the literati painters.

As disorder erupted in western Chekiang in the late 1340s, many schol-

ars began an exodus to the east of Lake T'ai. There they were welcomed at

the homes of their wealthy friends. In Greeting Friends at the Pine Pavilion

(fig. 188), dated 1347, by Wang Yuan (ca. 1280-after 1349), visitors arrive at a

pavilion by boat. The gathering of scholars and friends inevitably recalls fa-

mous literary gatherings of earlier times. In 1348, for example, the scholar and

poet Yang Wei-chen wrote an essay entitled "Elegant Gathering at Jade Moun-

tain," which records an event that took place at the estate of Ku Te-hui. Yang

compared the event with both Wang Hsi-chih's gathering at the Orchid Pavil-

ion in a.d. 353 and with the late Northern Sung gathering of scholars and

artists at Wang Shen's Western Garden in 1087.
26

In 1365, Wang Meng com-

memorated another gathering of literati notables at the Rain-Listening Pavilion

of Lu Shih-heng {tzu, Shan-fu), near Soochow, by painting a handscroll on

which all those present, including Ni Tsan, inscribed poems. 27

In Dwelling in the Ch'ing-pien Mountains (fig. 189), dated 1366 and proba-

bly painted for his cousin Chao Lin, Wang Meng presents the Chao family es-

tate near Wu-hsing.
28

In 1366, the Wu-hsing area was in the midst of warfare

between forces of Chu Yuan-chang and his chief rival, Chang Shih-ch'eng.

Wang Meng's painting of the scholar's home is not an ideal representation of a

peaceful retreat but a landscape of complexity and turmoil. Stylistically, Wang

here resurrects the monumental mountain format of the Northern Sung.
29 Hav-

ing had more exposure to the old masters and being more concerned with de-
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Fig. 188. Wang Yuan (ca. 1280-

after 1349). Greeting Friends at the

Pine Pavilion, dated 1347. Hanging

scroll, ink on silk, 34/^ x 19^8 in.

(86.9 x 49.3 cm). National

Palace Museum, Taipei

scriptive techniques than either Huang Kung-wang or Wu Chen, Wang Meng

came close to defining a new representational style for late Yuan and Ming

landscape painting.

Red Cliffs and Green Valleys (pi. 108), datable to about 1367, when the

struggle between Chu's and Chang's forces was nearing its climactic end, de-

picts Wang Meng sitting by a riverbank under trees. His poem, in the upper

right corner of the painting, reads:

Far away, among a hundred thousand blue mountains,

Vermilion cliffs and green valleys, deep and impenetrable.

The wind through pine trees brings the sound of a waterfall from the

edge of the sky;
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The scent of flowers emerges from the cave, pervading the clouds.

When did the fishing boat bring me here?

Where shall I meet the hermits of the Ch'in?

Springtime is brief and flowers fail.

Only the river flows, eastward, year after year.

Two references in the poem may be noted. The cave indicates a place of

retreat, a term used by Taoist recluses.
JO The hermits of the Ch'in bring to

mind a reference in Peach Blossom Spring, by the early fifth-century poet T'ao
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Fig. 189. Wang Meng (ca. 1308-

1385). Dwelling in the Ch'ing-pien

Mountains, dated 1366. Hanging

scroll, ink on paper, 55^8 x 16^8

in. (140.6 x 42.2 cm). Shanghai

Museum

Fig. 190. Wang Meng (ca. 1308-

1385). Recluse Angling on a Flower-

ing Stream. Hanging scroll, ink

and light color on paper, 50% x

23 in. (129 x 58.3 cm). National

Palace Museum, Taipei

Pi. 108. Wang Meng (ca. 1308-

1385). Red Cliffs and Green Valleys,

ca. 1367. Hanging scroll, ink on

paper, 26%. x 13/2 in. (68 x 34.3 cm),

Purchase, Gift: of Darius Ogden

Mills and Gift of Mrs. Robert

Young, by exchange, 1973

(1973.121.7)
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Ch'ien, in which, during the T'ai-yiian era (a.d. 376-96), a fisherman loses

his way and finds himself in the land of peach blossoms. There he meets villag-

ers whose ancestors had settled there after having escaped during the tumultu-

ous years of the Ch'in dynasty (221-206 B.C.) and who have lost all sense of

time. Thus, thematically, Red Cliffs and Green Valleys is closely related to Wang

Meng's Recluse Angling on a Flowering Stream, also datable to 1367 (fig. 190).
31

Wang Meng, in the final months of the siege of Soochow by the forces of Chu

Yuan-chang, was himself in a kind of time warp, hiding in the mountains to

wait out the war.

In Red Cliffs and Green Valleys, the recluse, seated in rituallike solemnity,

listens to the sound of a waterfall. The tense, quivering brushstrokes of the

figures are echoed by the tremulous lines of the rocks and trees. The firmly

centered round brushwork is done with the tucked-in tip of the brush, as in

archaic seal-script writing, and tadpolelike brushstrokes enliven the rocks. The

painting is a timeless image of an aging man who watches the flowing river,

contemplating the passage of time.

A younger contemporary of Wang Meng, Chao Yuan (active ca. 1350—75),

a professional painter active in the Soochow area, was ranked by his admirers

PI. 109. Chao Yuan (active ca.

1350-75). Landscape in the Style of

Yen Wen-kuei and Fan Kuan , ca.

1370. Handscroll, ink on paper,

9^4 x 31^8 in. (24.9 x 79 cm).

Edward Elliott Family Collection,

Purchase, The Dillon Fund Gift,

1981 (1981.285.15)
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as the equal of the master. In Landscape in the Style of Yen Wen-kuei and Fan

Kuan (pi. 109), a short handscroll on paper datable to about 1370, Chao at-

tempts to re-create the monumental landscape style of the early Northern

Sung. The composition, a succession of four mountain peaks, was inspired by

Buddhist Temple in Autumn Mountains (pi. 15), after Yen Wen-kuei, which was

at that time well known to Soochow painters.
32

Trees in the background are

seen through those in the foreground, and there is a physically integrated, re-

ceding ground plane. While the second and third peaks, one diagonally reced-

ing and the other a massive central form, are modeled after Yen Wen-kuei and

Fan K'uan (fig. 30), the peak at the far left, an eruptive form with billowing

contours, echoes the devil-face mountains of Li Ch'eng and Kuo Hsi (pi. 11)

and shows brushstrokes and dots that revolve as if caught in a whirlwind.

In combining the idioms of Yen Wen-kuei, Fan K'uan, and Li Ch'eng-

Kuo Hsi in one composition, Chao Yuan rejects the advice of Huang Kung-

wang to "pay careful attention to the distinctions between [the ancient brush

methods]." Instead, Chao unites the different mountain forms and texture pat-

terns with a centered calligraphic brushwork, creating a congruent surface

structure.
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PL no. Chao Yiian (active ca.

1350—75). Farewell by a Stream

on a Clear Day, ca. early 1370s.

Hanging scroll, ink on paper,

37/4 x 13% in. (94.6 x 34.9 cm).

Purchase, Gift of J. Pierpont

Morgan, by exchange, 1973

(1973.121.8)

PI. 110a. Detail, pi. no
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Fig. 191. Unidentified artist (14th

century). Formerly attributed to

Mi Fu (1052-1107). Spring Moun-

tains and Pines. Hanging scroll,

ink and color on paper, 13% x

17^8 in. (35 x 44.1 cm). National

Palace Museum, Taipei

Chao Yiian's Farewell by a Stream on a Clear Day (pi. no), datable to the

early 1370s, shows friends parting before a river journey under an imposing

mountain peak. In a manner similar to that of Wang Meng (fig. 190), Chao

displays an extraordinary control of texture and tonality, transforming Wang's

powerfully expressive brushwork into vivacious surface pattern. The figural

groups in the foreground, done in pale ink and soft round brushstrokes, are

beautifully evocative. The reeds, wave patterns, and windblown trees, echoing

human gesture, infuse the landscape with emotion.

After the installation of the Ming dynasty, Chao Yuan was summoned, in

1368, to Nanking to serve as a court painter. His career, however, like those of

many other notable Chiang-nan painters, was cut short by the capricious and

vengeful first Ming emperor, T'ai-tsu, who was deeply suspicious of the inde-

pendent and often arrogant Soochow scholars and artists. Taking offense at

something Chao had painted, the emperor had him executed.

Another late Yuan literati artist who died in the early Ming was the poet,

calligrapher, and painter Chang Yii (1333—1385). Known as one of the Four

Talents of Soochow—the others being Kao Ch'i, Hsu Pen, and Yang Chi—
Chang Yii accepted an appointment in 1371 to serve at the Ming court. De-

spite his loyal attendance, his earlier association with a political rival, Chang

Shih-ch'eng, made him suspect, and he was eventually driven to suicide.

Chang Yii's only surviving painting, Spring Clouds at the Pine Studio (pi. in),

dated 1366, shows a scholar's thatched studio, hidden in a pine grove by a

stream. Chang's descriptive realism relates his style to the more conservative
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manner of the early Yuan. Painted in the horizontal black and blue-green Mi-

dot idiom, it recalls Spring Mountains and Pines (fig. 191), a Yuan work for-

merly attributed to Mi Fu, for whom the technique is named. The poet's

lyrical sentiments are expressed through the subtle use of ink wash and pale

colors and the suggestion of dense clouds clearing after a spring shower.

The Literary Taoists

The political influence of the Taoist church began under the Mongols in the

1220s, when the Taoist master Ch'iu Ch'u-chi, renowned for his magical pow-

ers of divination and fortune-telling, was invited by Chingghis Khan to his

court in Central Asia. 33 In 1276, the year the Southern Sung capital, Lin-an,

fell to the Mongols, Khubilai Khan summoned the southern Taoist prelate

Chang Tsung-yen, the thirty-sixth Celestial Master of Dragon-Tiger Moun-

tain, to the Yuan capital to be his adviser. Chang's disciple Chang Liu-sun was

placed, in 1295, in charge of the Taoist church in the south. Chang Liu-sun

and his successors at the Mongol court effectively served as liaisons between

the Mongols and the southern Chinese. 34

There were two schools of religious Taoists in the south. The elixir mas-

ters were itinerant magicians who practiced divination, rainmaking, and

alchemy. The literary Taoists, men of intellectual achievement and great in-

fluence, combined Neo-Taoist metaphysical thought with Confucian learning.

As friends and companions of leading scholars and artists, they infused the

Chiang-nan literati culture with Taoist mysticism, which served as the underly-

ing philosophy for reclusive living. Several literary Taoists were also accom-

plished painters.

Bamboo and Rock (pi. 112), datable to about 1360, is by the leading late

Yuan literary Taoist Teng Yii (ca. 1300-after 1378), recently identified as the

early Ming Taoist prelate Teng Chung-hsiu. 35 Born in Lin-ch'uan, Kiangsi Prov-

ince, Teng Yii joined a Taoist temple at Dragon-Tiger Mountain at age twelve

and practiced alchemy and rainmaking. About 1360, he served as superinten-

dent of the Taoist temple Hsiian-miao-kuan in Wen-chou, near the Chekiang

coast.
36
After the establishment of the Ming, in 1371, the forty-second Celes-

tial Master was summoned to the capital, and Teng Yii, now known as Teng

Chung-hsiu, accompanied him as his principal aide. Taking up residence in

the official Taoist temple in Nanking, Teng repeatedly performed miracles of

rainmaking. In 1377, he represented the emperor in Kuei-chi, Chekiang, and

conducted ritual sacrifices to the legendary Emperor Yii and at the tombs of

two of the Southern Sung emperors, Hsiao-tsung and Li-tsung, after which he

retired to Dragon-Tiger Mountain.

Bamboo and Rock is executed according to the precepts of Chao Meng-fu.

The bamboo leaves are done in clerical script; the stalks in seal script; and the

rocks, drawn in mixed ink tones, simulate the flying-white style. Two stalks

of bamboo, symbolizing the Confucian virtues of righteousness and humility,

with luxuriantly spreading leaves, grow tall and straight from an outcropping
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PI. 112. Teng Yii (ca. 1300- after

1378). Bamboo and Rock, ca. 1360.

Hanging scroll, ink on paper, 53 x

16^8 in. (134.6 x 42.2 cm). From

the P. Y. and Kinmay W. Tang

Family Collection, Gift of Jack C.

Tang and Oscar L. Tang, 1991

(1991.438.1)
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of rocks. Above the bamboo, a poem inscribed by Liu Jen-pen (died 1367), the

governor-general of Wen-chou under the rebel leader Fang Kuo-chen, reads:

After fog and rain, in Chiang-nan,

Few friends of integrity remain.

As autumn fills the shores of the Hsiao and Hsiang rivers,

Clouds paint the bamboo a deep green.

Fang Ts'ung-i (ca. 1301-after 1378), one of Teng Yii's fellow Taoist clerics

from Dragon-Tiger Mountain, went to Peking after 1336, apparently with polit-

ical ambitions. Failing to make an impression at the Yuan court, he consoled

himself by visiting the famous T'ai-hang Mountains and viewing collections of

ancient paintings. 37 In Cloudy Mountains (pi. 113), datable to the late 1360s,

Fang combines Fan K'uan's raindrop texture pattern with round Mi-dots and

wet ink wash, transforming Fan's tactile, barefaced rocky landscape of the

north (fig. 30) into a mist-filled, visionary landscape of the south. It is possible

that Fang had seen Buddhist Temple in Autumn Mountains, attributed to Yen

Wen-kuei (pi. 15), as his angular mountain contours and stacked, interlocking

mountains suggest that he was inspired by such a model. Fang's landscape, con-

stantly in flux, which reflects the Taoist view of nature as a coalescence of the

amorphous ch'i ("breath"), is a metaphor of the interaction between yin and

yang: ink against paper, vapor and water against mountain, movement against

inertia. The vision of the dragonlike mountain, first levitating then flying off

in a gust of wind, gives form to nature's elemental forces.

Spring Dawn over the Elixir Terrace (pi. 114), by Lu Kuang (ca. 1300-

after 1371), depicts a Taoist temple at daybreak, nestled in a mountain ravine.
38

Lu Kuang fled his native Soochow in the late 1350s. He painted Spring Dawn

in about 1369 for his Taoist friend Po-yung after he returned to the Lake T'ai

area. The painting celebrates the installation of the Ming dynasty, and is in-

scribed with a poem composed by the artist:

PI. 113. Fang Ts'ung-i (ca. 1301-

after 1378). Cloudy Mountains, ca.

1360s. Handscroll, ink and color

on paper, 10% x 56^8 in. (26.1 x

144.5 cm)- Purchase, Gift of J.

Pierpont Morgan, by exchange,

1973 (1973-121.4)

PI. 113a. Detail, pi. 113
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PI. 114. Lu Kuang (ca. 1300-after

1371). Spring Dawn over the Elixir

Terrace, ca. 1369. Hanging scroll,

ink on paper, 24^8 x 10/^ in. (61.3 x

26 cm). Edward Elliott Family

Collection, Purchase, The Dillon

Fund Gift, 1982 (1982.2.2)



For ten years I wandered, homeless and far from the troubled world.

Now, returning by the river, I see the world anew.

Jadelike vapors float in the sky; it is spring but there is no rain.

Rising up from a well at dawn, elixir rays are transformed into clouds.

Standing in the wind I lean on my dragon staff.

Long have I missed your playing of the mouth organ in moonlight.

I am happy to be with you, the venerable immortal, away from the

military strategists.

We sit, looking at paintings and discussing literature.

In 1369, Lu Kuang inscribed the landscape handscroll Buddhist Temple in

Autumn Mountains (pi. 15), attributed to the early Northern Sung master Yen

Wen-kuei, which he described as depicting "elixir terraces and jade palaces."

Spring Dawn over the Elixir Terrace, which shows overlapping vertical peaks,

is inspired by the ruggedly stylized forms of the central section of that hand-

scroll.
39 A vertical hanging scroll, the composition re-creates what the North-

ern Sung painter Kuo Hsi called the high-distance scheme, and in fact it

resembles Kuo's masterpiece of 1072, Early Springing. 32).

Dragon Pine (pi. 115), datable to about 1400, is by Wu Po-li (active late

14th-early 15th century), a disciple of Fang Ts'ung-i, who served as the super-

intendent of the Upper Purity Temple on Dragon-Tiger Mountain in the early

years of the Yung-lo era (1403-24).
40 This mysterious and powerful painting

bears an inscription by Chang Yii-ch'u (1361-1410), the forty-third Celestial

Master. The intense animation of the tree recalls a description by the tenth-

century landscape master Ching Hao: "Among the trees, one had grown to oc-

cupy a huge area by itself. Its aged bark was covered with green lichen. It

looked as if it were a flying dragon riding the sky, or as if it were a coiling

dragon aiming at reaching the Milky Way." 41
Close to the roots of the dragon

pine is a spring-fed pool—no doubt the auspicious dragon cavity of Taoist

geomantic belief.
41 The writhing, surging, serpentlike tree, its branches like

grasping claws, is depicted in a soft, dense brushwork that bristles with

energy and creates a lively texture that heightens the impression of a living

being.

Ni Tsan, the Noble Recluse

Ni Tsan (1301-1374), the third of the Four Great Masters, was the prototypical

late Yuan literati painter. More than anyone else of his time, Ni Tsan success-

fully melded poetry, calligraphy, and painting into an expressive unity, bring-

ing to Yuan painting a fresh complexity and sophistication.

Born in 1301 to a wealthy landowning family in Wu-hsi, on the northeast-

ern shore of Lake T'ai, Ni Tsan enjoyed a life of luxury and ease at his family

estate through the 1330s and the mid-i340s. After natural disasters in the north

in the 1340s virtually destroyed the agricultural production of the central

China plain, the Yuan government imposed a heavy tax on the wealthy fami-

lies in the Chiang-nan region. Through a policy of "collecting grain tax by
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PL. 115. Wu Po-li (active late

14th—early 15th century). Dragon

Pine, inscribed by Chang Yii-ch'u

(1361-1410). Hanging scroll, ink on

paper, 47^8 x 13)16 in. (120.9 x

33.5 cm). Edward Elliott Family

Collection, Gift of Douglas Dillon,

1984 (1984.475.3)



awarding rank," the officials coerced the landowners to accept titles and then

to make payments on the basis of rank. To evade the tax collectors, Ni Tsan

left home and roamed the lake region between Wu-hsi and Soochow. For

about ten years, from 1356 to 1366, he and his family lived in the water coun-

try of Mao Lake and the Sung River. After the establishment of the Ming in

1368, Ni Tsan wandered throughout the Chiang-nan area, finally returning to

"Wu-hsi in 1374. He died there in December 1374.
43

Enjoying the Wilderness in an Autumn Grove (pi. 116), dated 1339, shows

Ni Tsan attended by a servant and gazing out at the far shore from a thatched

pavilion on a riverbank. In the upper left corner, Ni Tsan's colophon (pi. 116a)

begins with a prefatory note:

After I made this picture of enjoying the wilderness in an autumn grove

for Hsiao-shan in the ninth month, he brought it back to ask me for an

inscription. It happened that on the fifteenth of last month, I was pass-

ing the Tilling Studio and the cassia tree in front of it was in full

bloom. I was inspired to compose the following poem:

How delightful is autumn, my inkstone and mat feel cool.

With bamboo shades rolled up, a light dew softens my robe.

Forest gates and cave windows send forth new pleasures,

Green rain and yellow mist envelop distant bedrock.

Scattered bamboos wave in the bright sun,

The shadows of fir parasols lie beneath the moonlight.

I burn my incense in a gilded duck censer,

And collect fallen petals in a pouch by my pillow.

Painted in Tung Yiian's earthen landscape idiom of soft rolling hills in a

hemp-fiber texture pattern, Ni's composition is based on Tung's Wintry Groves

and Layered Banks (fig. 31). A similar composition by Ni, Thatched Cottage at

Eastern Ridge, dated 1338, is now preserved in a copy by the late Ming painter

Tung Ch'i-ch'ang (1555—1636; fig. 192).
44 Ni's inscription, transcribed by Tung,

reads:

Hsi-hsien visited me at [Yiin-]lin and spoke of the scenic beauty of his

home, the thatched cottage at Eastern Ridge. So I imagined it and

painted this.

In both compositions, Ni Tsan shows the scholar's pavilion retreat as the focal

point of the landscape. In his fully developed style, figures would be absent

from the landscape, leaving only an empty pavilion under trees or simply

sparse trees and rocks.

Painted when he was in his late thirties, Enjoying the Wilderness shows Ni

Tsan in privileged surroundings. His comfortable life-style is reflected also in

the elegant accoutrements of his scholarly studio, as mentioned in his poem:

the inkstone and sitting mat cool to the touch, the gilded incense burner, and

the scented pouch filled with flower petals. A portrait of Ni Tsan (fig. 193),

painted about 1340 by an unidentified artist, shows the painter as something of
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PI. 116. Ni Tsan (1301-

1374). Enjoying the Wilder-

ness in an Autumn Grove,

dated 1339. Hanging scroll,

ink on paper, 38^8 x 27 in.

(97 x 68.5 cm). Bequest of

John M. Crawford, Jr.,

1988 (1989.363.38)

PL 116a. Ni Tsan (1301-

1374). Detail from the

artist's inscription, dated

1339, on Enjoying the Wil-

derness in an Autumn

Grove (pi. 116)
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Fig. 192. Tung Ch'i-ch'ang (1555-

1636). Thatched Cottage at Eastern

Ridge. Copy of a painting by Ni

Tsan dated 1338. Hanging scroll,

ink on paper, 34^8 x zfa in.

(87.4 x 65 cm). National Palace

Museum, Taipei

a dandy. Dressed immaculately in white linen and flanked by two attendants,

one holding a duster and the other carrying washing implements, he sits on a

daybed surrounded by a painted screen, scrolls, an inkstone, and several an-

tique objects.

Contemporary biographers described Ni Tsan as a rich eccentric, overly

fastidious and obsessed with cleanliness. In addition to his private library and

studio, which he named the Pure and Secluded Pavilion, his garden villa in-

cluded the Cloudy Forest Hall, the Pavilion of Leisurely Immortals, the Vermil-

ion Sun Guest House, the Cave of Snowy Cranes, and the Pavilion of Mi Fu's

Calligraphy and Painting. According to one writer,

The Pure and Secluded Pavilion was covered with blue carpets and was

equipped with a hundred pairs of rope slippers, so that guests could

change into them before entering. . . . The Cave of Snowy Cranes was
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Fig. 193. Unidentified artist (mid-

14th century). Portrait ofNi Tsan,

ca. 1340. Handscroll, ink and color

on paper, 11^8 x 24 in. (28.2 x

60.9 cm). National Palace

Museum, Taipei

covered with white carpets. ... In front of these buildings were planted

flowers of many different colors, and the flower beds were lined with

white glazed tiles. When the flowers were watered, the fallen petals were

picked up with a long bamboo pole so that the beds would not be dirt-

ied by footprints.
45

In his earlier painting, Ni Tsan followed Huang Kung-wang's admonition

that a painter "should carry his brushes in a leather satchel ... to draw and re-

cord [from nature]."
46 To a friend he wrote:

When I first learned to use a brush,

Seeing an object I tried to capture its likeness.

Whenever I traveled, in country or in town,

I sketched object after object, keeping the sketches in my painting [basket].

I ask my [Buddhist] master Fang Yai,

What is illusion? What is reality?

From the inkwell I take some ink drops,

To lodge in my painting the boundless feeling of spring.
47

Enjoying the Wilderness shows heavily modeled trees and rocks, but the

painting on the whole is labored and does not successfully convey a "bound-

less feeling of spring." Ni Tsan at this point has not yet come into his own as

a painter, though the calligraphy on the painting is already of great interest.

During the fourteenth century, most artists of Ni's generation grew up

under the influence of Chao Meng-fu. But as a countrified recluse, Ni Tsan

could no more write in Chao's elegant official regular script (fig. 175) than

serve at court in Chao's formal robes. Instead, Ni emulated Chung Yu (151—

230), the Wei dynasty master who developed the archaic clerical form of the

Han period into an informal regular script. A famous work attributed to
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Chung Yu, Memorial Recommending Chi-chih (figs. 56, 57), then in the collec-

tion of Lu Hsing-chih, a close friend of Ni, became Ni's model. Chung's

loose, open forms, done in a simple, unmodulated brushstroke, influenced Ni

in his cultivation of a naive and rustic manner.

Ni Tsan's first colophon inscribed on Enjoying the Wilderness (pi. 116a)

reflects the influence of Chao Meng-fu in the characters fang, wu, and chi

(fig. 194a). Ni successfully loosens up Chao's forms (fig. 194b), however, by in-

troducing a horizontal clerical influence into his characters. In the character

chi, for example, while he keeps Chao's tightly knit regular-script element at

the top, he uses the clerical flaring na ending for the bottom stroke, there-

by making the character appear "simple and natural." In affecting an archaic

manner in his writing, Ni Tsan combines the archaic clerical and the modern

regular modes. Instead of the perfectly articulated regular-script brushwork

practiced by Chao Meng-fu, Ni uses the simple clerical technique of pressing

down and lifting the brush: the horizontal stroke touches down lightly on

the left, broadens smoothly to the right, and ends abruptly as a truncated na

stroke. Structurally, the clerical and the regular modes are fundamentally differ-

ent: whereas the symmetrical clerical form is made of straight horizontals and

verticals, the elegant T'ang-style regular script shows slanted horizontals, with

intricately balanced, almost organically fitted parts. Ni Tsan purposely exploits

their inherent structural contradictions, creating a style that is at once awk-

ward and sophisticated. Every one of Ni's characters, with its slanted horizon-

tals and tilting verticals, seems unstable yet balanced. In the character mu

(fig. 195a), for example, the vertical is placed to the right of the horizontal

stroke, thus accentuating the character's tilt to the left, yet the two diagonal

strokes, spreading out evenly in the clerical mode, calmly hold up the leaning

central element. In the character chin (fig. 195b), the openness of the spreading

form on the top and the long horizontal at the bottom, comfortably carried

out in the clerical mode, is deliberately contrasted with the closely wound ele-

ment in the center, in the regular mode. Another form of contrast is seen in

Figs. 194a, b. The characters

fang, wu, and chi

a. Ni Tsan (1301-1374). Details

from Enjoying the Wilderness in

an Autumn Grove (pi. 116)

b. Chao Meng-fu (1254-1322).

Details from Record ofthe Miao-

yen Monastery (fig. 175)
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Figs. i95a-d. Ni Tsan (1301-

1374). Details from Enjoying the

Wilderness in an Autumn Grove

(pi. 116)

the characters lien and fei (figs. 195c, d), where a tightly organized regular ele-

ment is tucked under the more open clerical structure that covers it.

By the late 1340s, because of natural disasters in the north and increasing

tax burdens in the Chiang-nan area, Ni Tsan's peaceful days at the Pure and

Secluded Pavilion had ended. He started selling off and giving away family

properties, and increasingly spent time away from Wu-hsi. Ni painted The Six

Gentlemen (fig. 196) in the late spring of 1345, when he was sailing near

Soochow. Arriving one night at the home of his friend Lu Heng, he found

several other distinguished guests already present. Although weary from the

journey, he agreed to paint for his host. The painting shows Ni's favorite

image. Here, the clustered trees, silhouetted against a deserted riverbank, sym-

bolize kindred friends isolated by the disintegration of late Yuan society. The

style of Ni's work, painted in homage to Huang Kung-wang, who was present

that evening at Lu Heng's, resembles that of Huang (fig. 183) in its loosely di-

rected texture strokes, which build, layer upon layer, until the forms emerge.

In early 1352, Ni Tsan left his home. Loading his worldly possessions onto

a houseboat, he sailed along the rivers and lakes, stopping at the homes of

friends along the way. A second inscription on Enjoying the Wilderness

(pi. 116b), written by the artist in 1354, more than fifteen years after the work

was painted, appears to the right of the first colophon:

In the fourteenth year [of the Chih-cheng reign era] , the chia-wu year

[1354], in the eleventh month, I stopped on my travels at the south

bank of Fu-li. Lu Meng-te, arriving from Wu-sung, brought this to

show me; it has been kept by the family of his friend Mr. Huang Yiin-

chung. I had once casually made this picture, and sixteen years have

since passed! Looking at it I feel lost, as if seeing myself in another life.

I inscribed it again on the left, and returned it. [Written on] the nine-

teenth day [December 3, 1354].

The calligraphic style of the second inscription graphically expresses the artist's

mental state, which is that of a harassed fugitive. The writing appears nervous

and constricted. Compared with the smooth and elegant forms of the first col-

ophon (pi. 116a), the horizontals and verticals are no longer at right angles

and the decorous clerical elements are all but overwhelmed by the tilting regu-

lar elements. The brushwork is taut and bony, and each stroke begins and

ends with a sharp reverse motion in the form of a hook. The lopsided charac-

ters, leaning to one side, barely conform to the writing column.
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Fig. 196. Ni Tsan (1301-1374).

The Six Gentlemen, dated 1345.

Hanging scroll, ink on paper,

24^8 x 13/^8 in. (61.9 x 33.3 cm).

Shanghai Museum

Fig. 197. Ni Tsan (1301-1374).

Empty Pavilion in a Pine Grove,

dated 1354. Hanging scroll, ink

on silk, 32^8 x 20^8 in. (83.4 x

52.9 cm). National Palace

Museum, Taipei

In Empty Pavilion in a Pine Grove (fig. 197), dated 1354, Ni Tsan paints

an empty pavilion to represent his abandoned home. He writes a poem in the

upper left, again in a tense, nervous hand:

The pavilion stands under a tall pine tree;

The recluse has departed after nightfall.

When the morning comes, he shall return

To dry his freshly washed hair in the rising sun.

On the right side of the painting, echoing Ni's sentiment, is a colophon

signed by one P'an Ch'un:

In the mountain there is an old thatched house,

Seeing it makes him think of returning home.

Above all, he loves the tall pine tree,

But the morning sun has not yet risen.

Thus Ni Tsan establishes this composition of trees by the lakeshore as a

symbol of himself and his world. He repeated this composition over and over,

creating serial images as a kind of journal in which he recorded his thoughts

and impressions.
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Throughout his difficult life , Ni Tsan amused and sustained himself by-

writing verse. A good poet, according to Ni, "never wastes a single sentence

without saying something meaningful, never devotes himself to decoration

alone." Good poetry "is like silk, hemp, and grain, which are useful in the

world, not like carved ice sculpture or fancily embossed paper, which are

merely wasted effort." In his poetry, Ni Tsan emulated T'ao Ch'ien (365—427)

and Tu Fu (712-770). T'ao's nature poetry exemplified for Ni a "harmonious,

light, and peaceful" quality that captured "the moral aspect of man's nature

and emotions," while Tu's realism, "inspired by world affairs, [was] patriotic,

righteous, and passionate."
48 For Ni, it was this moral aspect (cheng) in man's

nature and emotions that, when released, restored to him a sense of rapture

and joy in existence.

Composing in both the ancient (ku) and the "regulated" (lii) styles, Ni

Tsan wrote mostly short poems, especially in the quatrain form, in lines of ei-

ther five or seven words. The poems are about friendship, love, and loss, and

many are inscribed on paintings, reflecting in words his visual expression. He

also wrote several long autobiographical poems, such as "A Man in White,"

which recounts the trauma he experienced in 1355, when he made a surrepti-

tious visit to his family estate in Wu-hsi and was arrested and jailed:

My white clothes stained,

A prisoner in public courtrooms.

Covered with wounds and confined,

My heart filled with fear.

Cruel officials behave like tigers:

They have no pity.

They treat people like swine,

Killing them, heaping abuse on them.

Though I conduct myself with propriety,

I know I have myself to blame.

Even considering the family property,

And my mother in homeless exile,

To linger and not stay away,

Is the cause of my sorrow.
49

From 1356 to 1366, Ni Tsan and his family lived a life of "simple suste-

nance, harmony, and happiness" in the water country of Li-tse, at a place Ni

nicknamed the Snail Hut—an allusion to its small size. In 1356, the rebel

Chang Shih-ch'eng's forces seized Soochow. Ni Tsan repeatedly declined

Chang's invitations to join his government. Chang's younger brother Chang

Shih-hsin once sent Ni money and bolts of silk, only to have Ni tear up the

silk and return the money. In anger, Chang had Ni arrested and severely beaten.

Ni Tsan's refusal to cooperate with the rebel leader reflects the serious

moral dilemma faced by the late Yuan Confucian scholar. Although the

Mongols were alien conquerors, they were recognized by Neo-Confucian schol-

ars as legitimate rulers by virtue of their having unified China. To join the
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rebel cause, though it meant liberating China from alien domination, was a vi-

olation of the Confucian code of ethics.
50 Ni Tsan's outstanding qualities are

listed in Biographies of Worthies of Chin-ling, a work compiled in the 1550s:

The recluse, in abandoning his fortune, showed heroism; in tearing up a

gift of silk, he showed integrity; in safely preserving himself, he showed

wisdom; and in refusing to serve in either war or peace, he showed sin-

gularity of conduct. . . . This he did not because he wanted to show his

heroism, integrity, wisdom, or exceptional conduct, but because he was

by nature independent and forthright.'
1

By early 1363, Ni Tsan's wife, Chiang Yiian-ming (Chi-chao), had died,

and Ni appears to have been living alone.
52

In Wind Among the Trees on the

Riverbank (pi. 117), dated 1363, Ni Tsan shows a desolate vision of neglected

trees by the river's shore. Thinking of his wife, he writes in the inscription:

On the riverbank the evening tide has fallen.

The windy trees have but sparse, frozen leaves.

Leaning on my staff I see the brushwood gate closed and silent.

I think of her, while the mountain colors lightly flicker.

Although the absence of human presence reflects Ni Tsan's bereavement, the

calligraphy (pi. 117a) displays a restored equilibrium. The verticals and horizon-

tals are again set at right angles, the tight regular elements again balanced by

the spreading clerical na strokes. The brushwork, combining tensile strength

with suppleness, is executed with sureness and speed. The characters, typical of

Ni's writing through the mid-i36os, are elongated and elegant.

Rendered in Tung Yiian's hemp-fiber idiom with a round, centered

stroke, WindAmong the Trees simplifies the composition of Enjoying the Wilder-

ness of 1339 (pi. 116). The reductive brushwork, rather than imposing a

restrictive mode, offers an abstract language through which to evoke poetic

expression. For Ni Tsan, landscape painting was pure brushwork. In a colo-

phon dated 1364, he wrote,

Calligraphy and painting work the same way. ... It is said that a stroke

of painting is just like a stroke of calligraphy. Each brushstroke must

look backward and forward in a spirited manner, the stroke continuous,

without breaking off. The people of the [Eastern] Tsin [317-420] and

[Liu-]Sung [420-79] periods spoke of it this way."

Having mastered realistic representation, Ni now sought to achieve pu-ssu, that

which is "beyond likeness":

I use bamboo painting only to write out the exceptional exhilaration in

my breast, that is all. Why should I worry whether it shows likeness or

not, whether the leaves are too dense or too sparse, or whether the

branches are slanted or upright?
54

The term pu-ssu, literally "not resembling" or "without likeness," assumed the

positive connotation of being more than likeness when Ni Tsan applied it to

the credo of the eighth-century landscape master Chang Tsao:
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PI. 117. Ni Tsan (1301-1374).

Wind Among the Trees on the

Riverbank, dated 1363. Hanging

scroll, ink on paper, 23^2 x 12/2 in.

(59 x 31 cm). Bequest of John

M. Crawford, Jr., 1988

(1989.363.39)
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Reaching outward to imitate Creation,

And turning inward to master the mind."

In Wind Among the Trees, Ni's slow cursive brushwork, though full of emotion

and deep feeling, maintains an outward calm and balance.

By late 1366, with Soochow under siege, Ni Tsan was once again forced

to abandon his home. In River Pavilion, Mountain Colors (fig. 198), painted

early in 1368, soon after the establishment of the Ming dynasty, he shows an

empty pavilion by a riverbank, symbolic of the home that awaits his return

(fig. 197), though by that time, he no longer had a home to return to. His

poem describes his lonely boat journey back toward the Lake T'ai region:

The sound of rain continues from the first into the second month.

Boats and paddles crowd the Wu River.

Spring melancholia grips me as in a drunken torpor,

As the waves, caught by wild winds, beat on my cabin windows.
56

The brushwork, done in abrupt staccato movements, belies the apparent calm

of the river scene. The artist's struggle to contain his emotions reminds us of

one of his earlier poems:

If world affairs are like fire, my mind should be like water;

In my inner house I must remain my own master.
57

Woods and Valleys ofYii-shan (pi. 118), dated early 1372, when Ni was visit-

ing friends at Mount Yii, is a masterpiece of the artist's late work. The paint-

ing shows a complexity and monumentality not seen earlier. In the upper

right, Ni's poem celebrates the hours he enjoyed with friends:

Ch'en Fan once prepared a bed

When Hsu Ju[-tzu] came to visit.

How sweet is the water from Yen [Tzu-]yu's well.

Yet Yii-chung's shrine is neglected and desolate.

We watch the clouds and daub with our brushes;

We drink wine and write poems.

The joyful feelings of this day

Will linger long after we have parted.

Compared with those in The Six Gentlemen (fig. 196), the five trees with varied

foliage patterns stand contentedly together, in a lush valley richly textured

with moss dots. The poem describing Ni's outing with his friends exemplifies

the "harmonious, light, and peaceful [quality]" that Ni held as the ideal in po-

etry.
58 His late calligraphic style (pi. 118a) is similarly harmonious and self-

assured, with regular and clerical elements brought gracefully into balance and

with a steady, leisurely pace and abundance of detail that complement the

newly discovered serenity and peace of his poetry and painting.

In his earlier paintings, Ni had favored the round hemp-fiber texture style

of Tung Yuan. His later painting style displays a more varied approach. In the

Painting Manual, attributed to Ni Tsan and dated 1350 (fig. 199), he writes:
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Fig. 198. Ni Tsan (1301-1374). River

Pavilion, Mountain Colors, dated 1368.

Hanging scroll, ink on paper, 32/
,

8 x

13^8 in. (81.6 x 33.4 cm). Asian Art

Museum of San Francisco, on loan

from the P. Y. and Kinmay W. Tang

Family Collection

The ancients used the ax-cut, the clove or T-shaped, the horse-teeth,

and other kinds of texture methods. Some modern painters, unable to

master all the methods, claiming that some of them have a vulgar, crafts-

manlike quality, follow only the [ax-cut style of] Li T'ang and the

draping hemp-fiber method [of Tung Yuan] . To try to follow the an-

cients and fail is to be twice a loser. In these two rocks I have used a

combination of ancient and modern methods. 59

The illustration that accompanies the above text shows two rocks, a rounded

boulder at the lower left done in hemp-fiber strokes and an angular peak at

the right done in ax-cut, T-shaped, and horse-teeth patterns. The forms are

built with dry, blurred brushstrokes, creating a visually fused pictorial surface.
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PI. 118. Ni Tsan (1301-1374).

Wforfi i2«</ Valleys ofYii-shan,

dated 1372. Hanging scroll, ink

on paper, 37/2 x 14/8 in. (94.3 x

35.9 cm). Gift of The Dillon

Fund, 1973 (1973. 120.8)

PI. 118a. Ni Tsan (1301-1374).

Detail from the artist's inscription

on Woods and Valleys of Yii-shan

(pi. 118)
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Fig. 199. Unidentified artist

(14th century), after Ni Tsan

(1301-1374). Painting Manual,

dated 1350. Leaf 7, "Angular

Rocks." Album, ink on

paper, each leaf y\ x 5^8 in.

(23.6 x 14.2 cm). National

Palace Museum, Taipei

Ni's Woods and Valleys of Yu-shan—which perhaps echoes the sharp-edged

rocks of Buddhist Temple in Autumn Mountains (pi. 15), attributed to Yen Wen-

kuei, a work that Ni had inscribed in 1369—represents a synthesis of the two

great traditions of Northern Sung landscape painting: the rocky landscape

mode of Ching Hao, Kuan T'ung, and Fan K'uan and the earthen mode of

Tung Yuan and Chii-jan (pi. 118b). In developing these forms, Ni combined

the ax-cut, T-shaped, and hemp-fiber texture patterns in a new calligraphic

brushwork that revitalized both the perception of nature and the perception of

the past. Here, Ni worked slowly and patiently to achieve just the right tonal

passages, creating an effect of tranquillity that is pure mood and poetry. The

brushwork is both gentle and richly complex, projecting the image of a man

of spirit and strength. Ni's friend the scholar Cheng Yuan-yu wrote:

Master Ni paints as if he were carving a block of ice.

Rid of the sediments, his work achieves a sublime purity.

Cool streams, lean sandbars, nothing more.

Stripped rocks and textured trees are filled with expression.

PI. 118b. Detail, pi. 118 Like a treasure of coral netted from the sea,
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An immortal's plant springs suddenly to life.

Like imbibing wine without getting drunk,

Through his paintings one feels harmony with the universe.
60

By the fourteenth century, Chinese painting had completed a full cycle of de-

velopment, from the monumental landscape style and the history painting of

the Northern and Southern Sung dynasties to the calligraphic self-expression

of the late Yuan period. Sung representational art, proclamatory and demon-

strative and serving state orthodoxy, had played a crucial role in the ritual

affirmation of the imperial cult and the religious beliefs of the Confucian state.

Yuan literati painting was, by contrast, a private art. Having lost their official

function, Yuan literati artists turned to a more personal mode of expression, ex-

ploring the possibilities of abstraction and replacing forms that were essentially

representational with forms that were essentially symbolic. Calligraphic brush-

work, no longer subordinate to or concealed in representation, became its own

statement of energy and rhythm, lending to landscape painting a new physical-

ity and dynamism.

Socially and politically, the rise of the scholar-official aesthetic in the late

Northern Sung, which laid the foundation for later literati painting, coincided

with the schism within the Confucian state between the ruling imperial ideol-

ogy and the humanist scholar-official philosophy. Although failing to bring

about political and social reform through their Utopian vision of archaic sim-

plicity and balance, the scholar-official artists were able to effect artistic re-

newal through the study of the ancient masters. Then, during the late Yuan,

literati painting, an outgrowth of scholar-official art, became the clarion voice

of the Chinese artistic sensibility. But it died almost as soon as the imperial res-

toration policies of the Ming were under way in the early 1370s, as individual-

ism was ruthlessly and systematically suppressed. Professional and court

painting returned to favor, but court-sponsored art during the Ming never

achieved the moral authority and cultural importance that it had held under

the Sung.

By the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, the leading Sung and Yuan paint-

ing styles were perceived as a canon in the history of painting. Along with the

early Northern Sung masters, the Four Masters of the late Yuan themselves be-

came models to be emulated. The tension between orthodoxy and tradition,

on the one hand, and individualism and change, on the other, became a cen-

tral topic of debate. Ming painters, continuing to follow both the Sung and

Yuan traditions, were unable to reconcile the different orientations of the two.

While professional painters turned to the representational idiom of the Sung,

the literati artists followed the calligraphic idiom of the Yuan.

Because of political repression, many of China s scholars and artists de-

voted themselves to safer subjects—art, archaeological research, and empirical

textual studies. Ironically, the highly individualistic styles of the leading late

Yuan masters were subverted and turned into a new pedagogic orthodoxy.

During the late Ming, for example, with the threat of Manchu invasions on
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Fig. 200. Shih-t'ao (1642-1707).

Landscape in the Style ofNi Tsan,

dated 1697. Hanging scroll, ink

on paper, 18^2 x iiVs in. (47 x

32.2 cm). The Art Museum,

Princeton University. Carl Otto

von Kienbusch, Jr., Memorial

Collection (1958-122)
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China's northeastern border and growing moral and political decay at home,

Ni Tsan, the most politically disengaged and eccentric of painters, was made

into a cultural symbol of patriotism and moral regeneration, and his dry, spare

style was widely imitated as a model of orthodox, official culture. And finally,

during the Ch'ing dynasty, stultifying and lifeless imitation became a way

of art.

Many great painters, however, throughout the Ming and Ch'ing dynas-

ties, rebelling against convention, continued to pursue antiquity as a source of

spiritual enlightenment and truth. In Ni Tsan's simplicity of style and indepen-

dence of spirit, the later individualist painters saw a source of freedom and the

possibility of regeneration. The leading seventeenth-century individualist mas-

ter, Shih-t'ao (1642-1707), for example, on his inspired Landscape in the Style

ofNi Tsan (fig. 200), dated 1697, wrote:

The paintings of the noble recluse Ni [Tsan] are like sands in the ocean

surf and pebbles in the rapids. They turn and pour forward, as if born

of nature. An air of spirited aloofness, pure and luxuriant, presses coolly

on the beholder. But later imitators capture only the dry and desolate

and melancholic feeling [of Ni's style] , and their works are devoid of his

far-reaching spirit.
6'
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PL 46. Unidentified artist (late 12th cen-
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mounted as an album leaf, ink and color on

silk, 9^8 x 10/2 in. (25.1 x 26.7 cm). Gift of

John M. Crawford, Jr., in honor of Alfreda

Murck, 1986 (1986.493.2)
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Scholar Viewing a Waterfall. Album leaf, ink

and color on silk, 9^8 x 10/4 in. (24.9 x

26 cm). Gift of The Dillon Fund, 1973
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Viewing the Moon Under a Pine Tree. Album

leaf, ink and color on silk, 10 x 10 in. (25.4

x 25.4 cm). Rogers Fund, 1923 (23.33.5)

PI. 53. Hsia Kuei (active ca. 1195-1230).

Mountain Market in Clearing Mist. Album

leaf, ink on silk, 9^4 x 8/^8 in. (24.8 x 21.3

cm). John Stewart Kennedy Fund, 1913

(13. 100.102)

PI. 54. Attributed to Hsia Kuei (active

ca. 1195-1230). Windswept Lakeshore. Fan

mounted as an album leaf, ink on silk, 10/4

x 10^8 in. (26 x 27 cm). Purchase, Theodore

M. Davis Collection, Bequest of Theodore

M. Davis, by exchange, 1973 (1973.121.11)

PI. 55. After Hsia Kuei (early 13th century).

Returning Home in a Driving Rain. Fan

mounted as an album leaf, ink and color on

silk, 10/16 x lofa in. (25.6 x 26.2 cm). Pur-

chase, The Dillon Fund Gift, 1982 (1982.7.3)

Pi. 56. Unidentified artist (13th century).

Boats Moored in Wind and Rain. Fan

mounted as an album leaf, ink and color on

silk, 9% x 10/4 in. (24.8 x 26.1 cm). Bequest

ofJohn M. Crawford, Jr., 1988

(1989.363.26)

Pi. 57. Unidentified artist (early 13th cen-

tury). Waitingfor the Ferry in Snow. Fan

mounted as an album leaf, ink on silk, 9^8 x

lev's in. (25.1 x 25.7 cm). John Stewart

Kennedy Fund, 1913 (13.100.117)

PI. 58. Liang Kai (active first half of 13th

century). Poet Strolling by a Marshy Bank.

Fan mounted as an album leaf, ink on silk,

10^2 x 9^8 in. (26 x 24.5 cm). Bequest of

John M. Crawford, Jr., 1988 (1989.363.14)

Pi. 59. Unidentified artist (mid-13 th cen-

tury). Evening in the Spring Hills. Fan

mounted as an album leaf, ink and color on

silk, 9)4 x 10/4 in. (24.8 x 26.1 cm). Gift of

John M. Crawford, Jr., in honor of Alfreda

Murck, 1986 (1986.493. 1)

PI. 60. Unidentified artist (13th century).

Boating by a Willow Bank. Fan mounted as

an album leaf, ink and color on silk, 9^6 x

9^16 in. (23.6 x 24.9 cm). From the Collec-

tion of A. W. Bahr, Purchase, Fletcher

Fund, 1947 (47.18.137)

PI. 61. Unidentified artist (mid-i3th cen-

tury). The Immortal Lit Tung-pin Appearing

at the Yueh-yang Pavilion. Fan mounted as

an album leaf, ink and color on silk, 9^8 x

9^8 in. (23.8 x 25.1 cm). Rogers Fund, 1917

(17.170.2)

PI. 62. Attributed to Ch'en Chii-chung (ac-

tive ca. 1201-30). Nomad Horsemen Hunting.

Fan mounted as an album leaf, ink and

color on silk, 9/
/
2 x 10% in. (24.1 x 27.3 cm).

From the Collection of A. W. Bahr, Pur-

chase, Fletcher Fund, 1947 (47.18.32)

PI. 63. Attributed to Li Sung (active ca.

1190-1230). Knickknack Peddler, ca. 1230.

Fan mounted as an album leaf, ink and

light color on silk, 10^8 x 10/2 in. (26.1 x

26.7 cm). Purchase, Gift of J. Pierpont

Morgan, by exchange, 1973 (1973. 121. 10)

PI. 64. Unidentified artist (mid-i3th-i5th

century?). Children Playing in the Palace

Garden. Hanging scroll, ink and color on

silk, 54?8 x 29^16 in. (139.3 x 76 cm). Pur-

chase, The Dillon Fund Gift, 1987 (1987.150)

PI. 65. Ma Lin (ca. 1180-after 1256). Land-

scape with Great Pine, ca. 1250s. Album leaf,

ink and color on silk, 9^/16 x 10/4 in. (25.1 x

26 cm). From the Collection of A. W. Bahr,

Purchase, Fletcher Fund, 1947 (47.18.63)

Pi. 66. Ma Lin (ca. 1180-after 1256).

Orchids. Album leaf, ink and color on silk,

io
5
/i6 x 8%5 in. (26.2 x 22.4 cm). Gift of

The Dillon Fund, 1973 (1973. 120.10)

Pi. 67. Chao Meng-chien (1199-before

1267). Poems on Painting Plum Blossoms and

Bamboo, dated 1260. Detail. Handscroll, ink

on paper, 13^8 x 128^8 in. (33.5 x 327 cm).

Bequest of John M. Crawford, Jr., 1988

(1989.363.28)

Pi. 68. Chao Meng-chien (1199-before

1267). Narcissus. Detail. Handscroll, ink on

paper, 13^16 x 146/2. in. (33.2 x 372.2 cm).

Gift of The Dillon Fund, 1973 (1973. 120.4)

PI. 69. Ch'ien Hsiian (ca. 1235-before

1307). Pear Blossoms, ca. 1280. Handscroll,

ink and color on paper, 12/4 x 37/^2 in.
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(31. i x 95.3 cm). Purchase, The Dillon Fund

Gift, 1977 (I977-79)

PI. 70. Ch'ien Hsiian (ca. 123 5 -before

1307). Returning Home, ca. 1285. Handscroll,

ink and color on paper, io4 x 42 in. (26 x

106.6 cm). Gift of John C. Ferguson, 1913

(13.220.124)

PI. 71. Ch'ien Hsiian (ca. 1235-before 1307).

Wang Hsi-chih Watching Geese, ca. 1295.

Handscroll, ink and color on paper, 9^8 x

36/
/

2 in. (23.2 x 92.7 cm). Gift of The Dillon

Fund, 1973 (1973. 120. 6)

PI. 72. Unidentified artist (early 12th cen-

tury). Vimalakirti Sutra, dated January 13,

1119. Detail. Handscroll, gold and silver on

purple silk, 11 x 312^8 in. (27.9 x 795 cm).

From the Collection of A. W. Bahr, Pur-

chase, Fletcher Fund, 1947 (47.18.2)

PI. 73. Wang Chen-p'eng (active ca. 1280-

1329). Vimalakirti and the Doctrine ofNon-

duality, dated 1308. Detail. Handscroll, ink

on silk, i5/
/
2 x 85% in. (39.5 x 217.7 cm)-

Purchase, The Dillon Fund Gift, 1980

(1980.276)

Pis. 74a- g. Chin Ch'u-shih (late 12th cen-

tury). Ten Kings ofHell, before 1195. Five of

a set of ten hanging scrolls, ink and color

on silk, 44 x 18% in. (in. 8 x 47.6 cm).

Rogers Fund, 1930 (30.76.290-294)

PL 75. Unidentified artist (13th century).

The Buddha Amitabha Welcoming Souls into

the Pure Land Paradise. Hanging scroll, ink

and color on silk, 53/1 x 23 in. (136 x 58.5

cm). Purchase, The Dillon Fund Gift, 1980

(1980.275)

PI. 76. Unidentified artist (mid-i3th cen-

tury) . Ch 'an Master Riding a Mule, before

1249. Inscribed by Wu-chun (ca. 1178-1249).

Hanging scroll, ink on paper, 25/4 x 13 in.

(64.2 x 33 cm). Bequest of John M.
Crawford, Jr., 1988 (1989.363.24)

PI. 77. Attributed to Chih-weng (early 13th

century). Meeting Between Yao-shan and Li

Ao, before 1256. Inscribed by Yen-hsi Kuang-

wen (1189-1263). Horizontal panel mounted

as a hanging scroll, ink on paper, 33^8 x 12/^

in. (84.1 x 31. 1 cm). Edward Elliott Family

Collection, Purchase, The Dillon Fund Gift,

1982 (1982. 2.1)

PI. 78. Li Yao-fu (active ca. 1300). Bodhi-

dharma Crossing the Yangtze River on a

Reed, before 1317. Inscribed by I-shan I-ning

(died 1317). Hanging scroll, ink on paper,

33%. x 13^8 in. (85.6 x 34.1 cm). Edward

Elliott Family Collection, Purchase, The

Dillon Fund Gift, 1982 (1982. 1.2)

PI. 79. Unidentified artist (early 14th cen-

tury). Reading a Sutra by Moonlight.

Inscribed by Yii-hsi Ssu-min (died 1337).

Hanging scroll, ink on paper, 47 x 13^8 in.

(119.4 x 33.3 cm). Edward Elliott Family

Collection, Purchase, The Dillon Fund Gift,

1982 (1982.3.2)

PI. 80. Unidentified artist (late 14th cen-

tury). White-Robed Kuan-yin, before 1391. In-

scribed by Tsung-le (1318-1391). Hanging

scroll, ink on paper, 35^8 x 12^8 in. (91 x

32.6 cm). Edward Elliott Family Collection,

Purchase, The Dillon Fund Gift, 1982

(1982.3.3)

PI. 81a. Chang Yii-ts'ai (r. 1295-1316).

Beneficent Rain. Detail. Handscroll, ink on

silk, 10^8 x 106^4 in. (27 x 271.4 cm). Gift of

Douglas Dillon, 1985 (1985.227.2)

PI. 82. Yen Keng (active ca. 1300). The

Demon-Queller Chung K'uei Giving His Sister

Away in Marriage. Detail. Handscroll, ink

on silk, 9^4 x 99^4 in. (24.4 x 253.4 cm)- Pur-

chase, The Dillon Fund Gift and Rogers

Fund, 1990 (1990.134)

PI. 83. Chou Tung-ch'ing (active late 13th

century). The Pleasures ofFishes, dated 1291.

Detail. Handscroll, ink and color on paper,

i2/
/
8 x 233^4 in. (30.8 x 593.7 cm). From the

Collection of A. W. Bahr, Purchase, Fletcher

Fund, 1947 (47.18.10)

Pis. 84a, b. Unidentified artist (ca. 1300).

Lotus and Water Birds. Pair of hanging

scrolls, ink and color on silk, 54^8 x 25^16

in. (138.7 x 66.9 cm). Purchase, The Dillon

Fund Gift, 1988 (1988.155)

PL 85. Attributed to Lii Ching-fu (active

late 14th century). Flowers. Hanging scroll,

ink and color on silk, 40 x 20^8 in. (101.6 x

53 cm). Rogers Fund, 1912 (12.37.134)

PL 86. Li K'an (1245- 1320). Bamboo and

Rocks, dated 1318. Pair of hanging scrolls,

ink and color on silk, 74% x 21^4 in. (189.9

x 55.2 cm). Gift of The Dillon Fund, 1973

(1973.120.7)

PL 87. Wang Mien (1287-1359). Fragrant

Snow at Broken Bridge. Hanging scroll, ink
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on silk, 44/8 x 19/8 in. (113.2 x 49.8 cm).

Purchase, Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, by

exchange, 1973 (1973.121.9)

PI. 88. After Wang Chen-p'eng (active ca.

1280-1329), 14th century? Dragon Boat Re-

gatta on Chin-ming Lake. Detail. Handscroll,

ink on silk, 13/2 x 212 in. (34.3 x 538.5 cm).

Purchase, Bequest of Dorothy Graham

Bennett, 1966 (66.174)

PI. 89. Hsia Yung (active second half of

14th century). The Yellow Pavilion, ca. 1350.

Album leaf, ink on silk, 8^8 x 10^2 in. (20.7

x 26.8 cm). From the P. Y. and Kinmay W.

Tang Family Collection, Gift of Jack C.

Tang and Oscar L. Tang, 1991 (1991.438. 3)

PI. 90. Unidentified artist (ca. 1300).

Scholar Viewing Plum Blossoms. Hanging

scroll, ink and color on silk, 37% x 11/2 in.

(94.7 x 29.2 cm). Purchase, The Dillon

Fund Gift, 1988 (1988.153.2)

PI. 91. Unidentified artist (late 13th or early

14th century) . Crows and Bare Trees in Win-

ter. Fan mounted as an album leaf, ink and

color on silk, diameter 9% in. (24.8 cm). Pur-

chase, The Dillon Fund Gift, 1982

(1982.46)

PI. 92. Lo Chih-ch'uan (active ca. 1300-

1330). Crows in Wintry Trees. Hanging scroll,

ink and color on silk, 51% x 31^2 in. (131. 5 x

80 cm). Purchase, Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan,

by exchange, 1973 (1973.121.6)

Pi. 93. Tang Ti (1287-1355). Painting After

Wang Wei's Poem, dated 1323. Hanging

scroll, ink and light color on silk, 50% x

27/4 in. (128.9 x 69.2 cm). Gift of Ernest

Erickson Foundation, 1985 (1985. 214.147)

PI. 94. T'ang Ti (1287-1355). Returning

Fishermen, dated 1342. Hanging scroll, ink

and color on silk, 52% x 3^/16 in. (134 x

86.2 cm). Purchase, Bequest of Joseph H.

Durkee, by exchange, 1973 (1973.121.5)

Pi. 95. T'ang Ti (1287 -13 5 5). The Prince of

T'eng Pavilion, dated 1352. Handscroll, ink

on paper, 10%. x 33/4 in. (27.3 x 84.4 cm).

Bequest of John M. Crawford, Jr., 1988

(1989.363.36)

PI. 96. Yeh-lu Ch'u-ts'ai (1190-1244). Poem

ofFarewell to Liu Man, dated 1240. Detail.

Handscroll, ink on paper, 14^8 x in.

(36.5 x 274.5 cm). Bequest of John M.

Crawford, Jr., 1988 (1989.363.17)

PL 97. Hsien-yii Shu (i257?-i302). Song of

the Stone Drums, dated 1301. Detail. Hand-

scroll, ink on paper, 17^8 x \4&h in. (44.8 x

364.7 cm). Bequest of John M. Crawford,

Jr., 1988 (1989.363.29)

PL 98. Chao Meng-fu (1254-1322). Four

Anecdotesfrom the Life of Wang Hsi-chih,

1310s. Detail. Handscroll, ink on paper, 9^2 x

48^8 in. (24.2 x 116. 5 cm). Bequest ofJohn

M. Crawford, Jr., 1988 (1989.363.30)

PL 99. Chao Meng-fu (1254-1322). A Sum-

mer Idyll, after 1319. Hanging scroll, ink on

silk, 52^8 x 20^8 in. (134.3 x 53 cm)- Bequest

of John M. Crawford, Jr., 1988 (1989.363.31)

PL 100. Chao Meng-fu (1254-1322), Chao

Yung (1289-after 1360), and Chao Lin (ac-

tive second half of 14th century). Grooms

and Horses, dated 1296 and 1359. Handscroll,

ink and color on paper, 11^8 x 69%. in. (30.3

x 177.1 cm). Gift of John M. Crawford, Jr.,

1988 (1988.135)

PL 101. Chao Meng-fu (1254-1322). Twin

Pines, Level Distance. Handscroll, ink on

paper, 10^2 x 42/4 in. (26.9 x 107.4 cm)- Gift

of The Dillon Fund, 1973 (1973.120.5)

PL 102. Wu Chen (1280-1354). Crooked

Pine, dated 1335. Hanging scroll, ink on silk,

65^8 x 32^8 in. (166 x 82.3 cm). Purchase,

The Dillon Fund Gift, 1985 (1985. 120. 1)

PL 103. Wu Chen (1280-1354). Fisherman

by a Wooded Bank, ca. 1345. Handscroll, ink

on paper, 9^4 x 17 in. (24.8 x 43.2 cm).

Bequest of John M. Crawford, Jr., 1988

(1989.363.33)

PL 104. Sheng Mou (active ca. 1310-60).

Recluse Fisherman, Autumn Trees, dated 1349.

Fan mounted as an album leaf, ink and

light color on silk, 10/2 x 10^16 in. (27 x

25.8 cm). Purchase, Florence Waterbury

Bequest and Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Nathan

Cummings, by exchange, 1973 (1973. 121. 13)

PL 105. Sheng Mou (active ca. 1310-60).

Recluse Fishing by Autumn Trees, dated 1350.

Hanging scroll, ink on paper, 40^8 x 13/4 in.

(102.4 x 33.6 cm). Bequest ofJohn M.

Crawford, Jr., 1988 (1989.363.35)

PL 106. Sheng Chu (active toward end of

14th century) . Angling in the Autumn River,

ca. 1370. Fan mounted as an album leaf, ink

and light color on silk, 10^8 x 10^4 in. (25.9

x 27.4 cm). Purchase, Bequest of Martha T.
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Fiske Collord, in memory of Josiah M.

Fiske, Bequest of Mrs. Beekman Hoppin,

and Gift of Herman Cooper, by exchange,

1973 (1973-121.14)

PI. 107. Wang Meng (ca. 1308-1385). Sparse

Trees and Pavilion, ca. late 1350s. Fan

mounted as an album leaf, ink on silk, 9^8 x

11/% in. (25.2 x 28.3 cm). From the P. Y. and

Kinmay W. Tang Family Collection, Gift of

Jack C. Tang and Oscar L. Tang, 1991

(1991.438.2)

PI. 108. Wang Meng (ca. 1308-1385). Red

Cliffs and Green Valleys, ca. 1367. Hanging

scroll, ink on paper, 26% x v$/i in. (68 x

34.3 cm). Purchase, Gift of Darius Ogden

Mills and Gift of Mrs. Robert Young, by

exchange, 1973 (1973.121.7)

Pi. 109. Chao Yuan (active ca. 1350-75).

Landscape in the Style of Yen Wen-kuei and

Fan Kuan, ca. 1370. Handscroll, ink on

paper, 9% x 31/^8 in. (24.9 x 79 cm). Edward

Elliott Family Collection, Purchase, The

Dillon Fund Gift, 1981 (1981.285.15)

PI. no. Chao Yuan (active ca. 1350-75).

Farewell by a Stream on a Clear Day, ca.

early 1370s. Hanging scroll, ink on paper,

37/^ x 13^ in. (94.6 x 34.9 cm). Purchase,

Gift of J. Pierpont Morgan, by exchange,

1973 (i973-i2i.8)

PI. in. Chang Yii (1333-1385). Spring Clouds

at the Pine Studio, dated 1366. Hanging

scroll, ink and color on paper, 36^8 x 12^8

in. (in x 31.5 cm). Gift of Douglas Dillon,

1980 (1980.426.3)

PI. 112. Teng Yii (ca. 1300-after 1378). Bam-

boo and Rock, ca. 1360. Hanging scroll, ink

on paper, 53 x 16/8 in. (134.6 x 42.2 cm).

From the P. Y. and Kinmay W Tang Family

Collection, Gift of Jack C. Tang and Oscar

L. Tang, 1991 (1991.438.1)

PI. 113. Fang Ts'ung-i (ca. 1301-after 1378).

Cloudy Mountains, ca. 1360s. Handscroll,

ink and color on paper, 10/4 x 56^8 in. (26.1 x

144.5 cm)- Purchase, Gift of J. Pierpont

Morgan, by exchange, 1973 (1973. 121. 4)

PI. 114. Lu Kuang (ca. 1300-after 1371).

Spring Dawn over the Elixir Terrace, ca.

1369. Hanging scroll, ink on paper, 24/8 x

10/4 in. (61.3 x 26 cm). Edward Elliott

Family Collection, Purchase, The Dillon

Fund Gift, 1982 (1982.2.2)

PI. 115. Wu Po-li (active late I4th-early 15th

century). Dragon Pine, inscribed by Chang

Yii-ch'u (1361-1410). Hanging scroll, ink on

paper, 47^8 x 13^16 in. (120.9 x 33.5 cm).

Edward Elliott Family Collection, Gift of

Douglas Dillon, 1984 (1984.475.3)

Pi. 116. Ni Tsan (1301-1374). Enjoying

the Wilderness in an Autumn Grove, dated

1339. Hanging scroll, ink on paper, 38^8 x

27 in. (97 x 68.5 cm). Bequest of John M.

Crawford, Jr., 1988 (1989.363.38)

PI. 117. Ni Tsan (1301- 1374). Wind Among
the Trees on the Riverbank, dated 1363. Hang-

ing scroll, ink on paper, 23/2 x 12/2 in. (59 x

31 cm). Bequest of John M. Crawford, Jr.,

1988 (1989.363.39)

PI. 118. Ni Tsan (1301-1374). Woods and

Valleys ofYu-shan, dated 1372. Hanging

scroll, ink on paper, 37/2 x 14^8 in. (94.3 x

35.9 cm). Gift of The Dillon Fund, 1973

(1973. 120.8)
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Glossary-Index

Compiled by Robert Palmer

Alphabetization of this index is word by word, with hyphens counting as blank spaces. A Chinese

romanization with an apostrophe follows the same romanization without an apostrophe;

a Chinese romanization with a diaeresis follows the same romanization without a diaeresis.

Artists are paired with works according to ordinarily accepted attributions.

Page numbers for illustrations are in boldface.

a-lo-han (lohan; arhat in Sanskrit), 267-

69, 269, 272, 273, 287, 298, 299, 326, 343-

48, 344, 345, 348, 352, 355-59, 357- 36i, 366,

366, 374«r2, 386, 386

"Abduction of Wen-chi, The" (song from Eighteen

Songs ofa Nomad Flute), 210, 211

Admonitions ofthe Instructress to the Court Ladies

(Ku K'ai-chih), 24, 24, 35-38, 38, 63, 63

affective state (ch'ing-ching) , 61

agriculture

Illustrations ofPlowing and Weaving, 223

mythical originator of, 50, 51

in Odes ofthe State ofPin: Seventh Month, 223,

224-25

of Yangtze delta, 441, 498K/3

Yellow River flooding and, 399, 402, 441, 475

All Souls' Feast (Ullambana in Sanskrit; Yii-lan-

p'en in Chinese), 344, 374 ni2

Amitabha, 374ni

An Lu-shan 4c$.& (died 757), 26, 33, 145

Analects, 164

ancient (ku), 486

Angling in the Autumn River (Sheng Chu), 455, 457

antiquity, spirit of (archaic idea; ku-i), 8, 436

apparition painting (wang-liang-hua), 286-87, 353-

54. 361

archaism, 8-9, 14, 15, 18, 18, 24, 24, 113 — 15, 113-

15, 161, 436, 482, 482

architectural painting, in Yuan, 396-401, 397-

402, 412, 412-13

astrology, 231, 389

Autobiographical Essay (Huai-su), 145, 150—52, 151,

152

Autumn (Li T'ang), 207, 208, 275, 277, 282

Autumn Colors on the Ch'iao and Hua Mountains

(Chao Meng-fu), 439, 439

Autumn Mallows (unidentified artist; fan), 226, 227

Avalokitesvara. See Kuan-yin

Awakening Under a Thatched Awning (unidentified

artist), 229, 229

ax-cut texture strokes (fu-p'i ts'un), 112, 114, 207,

269, 275, 277, 283, 402, 491, 495

azurite, 104

bamboo

Li K an's treatise on, 391

spreading-eight method for, 440

symbolism of, 302, 389, 391, 470

Bamboo and Rock (Teng Yii), 470-72, 471

Bamboo and Rocks (Li K'an), 389, 390, 391

bamboo writing slips, 139, 140 , 154

banners from Tun-huang, 60, 61, 208, 209

Banquet by Lantern Light (Ma Yuan), 272-73, 272

Barnhart, Richard M., 50, 109, 273, 281

Beijing (Hopei Province). Se^Ta-tu; Yen-

ching

Beneficent Rain (Chang Yii-ts'ai), 362-65, 366

"beyond likeness" ("without likeness"; "not resem-

bling"; pu-ssu), 5, 119, 487

Biographies ofLien P'o and Lin Hsiang-ju (Huang

T'ing-chien), 118, 146-49, 150-51, 151, 152

Biographies of Worthies of Chin-ling, 487

"blue-and-green" (ch'ing-lii) style of landscape

painting, 103-4, 249> 2.50—53, 317-19, 438

Boating by a Willow Bank (unidentified artist; fan),

291, 292

Boats Moored in Wind and Rain (unidentified art-

ist; fan), 281-82, 285

Bodhidharma (active 6th c), 348-49, 354, 355, 357

Bodhidharma Crossing the Yangtze River on a Reed

(Li Yao-fu), 354. 355. 357

bodhisattvas, 326, 326, 332, 334, 345, 362, yj^nni, 2

Book of Changes (I ching), 4, 76

Book ofLitchis (Ts'ai Hsiang), 186

"breath" (ch'i), 4, 20, 325, 472

Bridge Over a Stream Among Steep Mountains, A
(unidentified artist), 113, 113

Bright Hall (Hall of Light; Ming T'ang), 51-54,

55, 6yn6i, 177

"Broken Axes" (ode), 218

Bronze Age, 13

bronze vessels, 13, 14, 139, 154-55, x55

brush

"bone method" in the use of (ku-fa yung-pi) , 20

Ching Hao's treatise on method with, 76-77, 79

force of (pi-shih), 123, 129, 147, 155

Huang T'ing-chien's handling of, 147-48
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Mi Fu's handling of, 156

oblique or slanted tip of (ts'e), 160

brushstrokes (brushwork)

architectural, in Yuan, 396—401, 397-402, 412,

412-13

"ax-cut" (fu-p'i), 112, 114, 207, 269, 275, 277,

283, 402

of Chao Meng-chien, 303

of Chao Meng-fu, 440

Chao Yiian's uniting of different styles of, 464-

65, 465

cutting texture (cho-t'a ts'un), 103

"flicking and kicking" (t'iao-t'i), 139—40, 154, 155

hemp-fiber texture (p'i-ma ts'un), 87, 103, 432,

433. 444-45. 450, 451, 455, 457, 477, 478,

487, 488, 491

horizontal texture (heng ts'un), 103

of Hsiao-tsung, 231-33

of Kao-tsung's later style, 225, 226

of Kuo Hsi, 93-95, 258

in Li Kung-lin's drapery techniques, 56, 63-65,

64—65, 216, 217, 267

Li Kung-lin's innovations with, 139-41, 140—41

of Li-tsung, 238, 242

of Lin T'ing-kuei, 348, 348

na stroke, 487

p b stroke, 225

"reduced," 283

revolving, 465

round, 147-52, 146-52, 259, 267, 271, 275, 420,

432, 438, 438, 469, 487

round and blunt, 446, 447-50, 450, 451-52

tremulous (chan-pi), 6Sn^, 150

uniform and connected, waterlike texture (yun-

erh-lien-shui ts'un), 103

Bryson, Norman, lonii

Buddha, the (Sakyamuni), 327, 330

Great Going Forth of, 77

Buddha Amitabha Welcoming Souls into the Pure

Land Paradise, The (unidentified artist) , 346

,

347

Buddhism

Ch'an Buddhism (Zen Buddhism). See Ch'an

Buddhism

competition between Taoism and, 325—26

Confucianism reconciled with, 39-41, 74-75

Hinayana, 374«2

Hua-yen school of, 362

landscape painting and, 71

lotus symbolism in, 381-86

at Lung-men

evolution of Chinese Buddhism shown, 374/2/

Feng-hsien cave temple, 326, 326

Ku-yang cave inscription, 140, 140

Mahayana vs. Theravada, 325

millennialism in, 443

Ming decline of, 361—63

of Northern Sung painters, 8

as one of Three Religions in One, 327-28, 327

One Vehicle doctrine in, 326, 374722

as opposed to traditional Chinese societal values,

325

persecutions of, 40, 73-74, 325-27, 349, 363

Pure Land (Western Paradise) sect of, 326, 345,

347, 362, 374722

saints of, at Lake Tung-t'ing, 292-93

six forms of existence in, 332—33

Ten Kings of Hell cult in, 332-43, 334-43

T'ien-t'ai sect of, 267-68, 349

Buddhist Temple in Autumn Mountains (Yen Wen-

kuei), 114-15- "4-i5> 465. 47^. 475, 499"^
Burning House, parable of the, 374722

Burying a Crane (T'ao Hung-ching), 144, 145,

146-47

Cahill, James, 321MJJ

Calligraphic Works in the Ch'un-hua Palace, 123, 129

Calligraphic Works in the Hall of Wild Geese, 142,

143

calligraphy

of Chung Yu, 123, 125, 139, 140

compared to music, 152

engraved in stone, 125, 16972/3, 215-16, 216

evolution of, 123

Huai-su on, 151-52

of Hui-tsung, 174

individuality and innovation in, 123

inebriation and, 150

as key to Chinese painting, 5

of Kao-tsung, 202-7, 203, 216, 216, 224-31,

226-28, 237

of Ni Tsan, 311, 477, 479, 481-83, 482-84, 487,

489

Northern Sung

of Li Kung-lin, 49, 52, 62, 132-43, 133-37,

139-41

scholar-officials, 118, 123, 129-32

as one of the three perfections, 302

and painting as the same as, 440, 487

as a paradigm for the universe, 122—23

Sun Kuo-t'ing's manual of, 416 , 417, 421

T'ang, 124-29, 130-31, 146, 154, 413-14, 421,

422

of Wang Hsi-chih, 124, 127-29, 138, 139

Yuan, 4, 7, 141, 142, 311, 314, 412-27, 414-26

See also plain drawing; specific scripts

Catalogue ofPrevious Specimens ofCalligraphy

Visited (Mi Fu), 153

Catalogue of the Imperial Calligraphy Collection

During the Hsiian-ho Era, 123

Catalogue ofthe Imperial Painting Collection During

the Hsiian-ho Era, 58, 677235, 177, 186

cave paintings. See Tun-huang

cave sculptures

Buddhist, 326, 326

by Mi Fu, 163, 164

See also Lung-men

Censorate, the, 54—57

Central Mountain (Wu Chen), 446, 450

ceramics, Yuan blue-and-white, 387, 389

Cha Stream ^ (near Wu-hsing, Chekiang

Province), 250

chairs, introduction into China of, 39

chan ^ ("to battle"), 160
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chan-pi ("tremulous brushline"), 687255, 150

Ch'an j$ {dhyana in Sanskrit), derivation of word,

349

Ch'an Buddhism (Zen Buddhism), 40-41,

122, 145, 267, 327

dual personae of masters of, 349-52

eccentrics of, 294

in Ming dynasty, 361-63

Northern vs. Southern School of, 349

painting of, 348-63, 350-61

Encounter painting, 42, 267, 268, 352-53,

35^-53

techniques, 283, 286-87

as reemergence of Taoism, 374K5

Ch'an-hui t'u #^8| (Ch'an Encounter) painting,

42, 267, 268, 352-53. 352-53

Ch'an Master Riding a Mule (unidentified artist),

350, 35i

Ch'an Monk Tung-shan Wading a Stream (Ma

Yuan), 267, 269

Ch'an Moon, 351

Chang Ch'eng (active ca. 1 129 -after 1140),

35, 67H52

Chang Ch'ien (stele), 141

Chang Chih-ho JM*^3 (active ca. 756-62), 250,

255> 256

Chang-huai ^'$1 (T'ang prince, Li Hsien, died

684), Officials Receiving Foreign Guests, 192,

193

Chang I-ch'ao ^McM (active mid-9th c), 30, 31

Chang Liu-sun (1248-1322), 470

Chang Seng-yu £JM#|§. (active ca. 500-ca. 550),

377"47

Chang Shih-ch'eng S|t-±-<P$, (1321-1367), 443, 460,

461, 469, 486

Chang Shih-hsin ^c-ir-it (active mid-14th a), 486

Chang Tao-ling flB£|& (34-156), 3^3

Chang Tsai JMSt, (active nth c), 75

Chang Tsao f^J^ (active ca. 766-78), 76, 487

Chang Tse-tuan $t^3& (active early 12th a),

Spring Festival on the River, 210, 211 , 292

Chang Tsung-yen $^$'(1244-1291), 377 47°

Chang Tzu (1153-ca. 1212), 248, 271, 290,

321 «2j

Chang Yen-yuan fjfcjfii (active ca. 847), 4, 13, 15,

18-20, 346«2^

Chang Yii (active early 13th c), Lady Wen-

chi's Return to Han, 192, 193

Chang Yii %M (1333-1385), 317

Spring Clouds at the Pine Studio, 468 , 469—70

Chang Yu-ch'u (1361-1410), 475, 476

Chang Yu-ts'ai f^^^t (38th Celestial Master,

r. 1295— 1316), Beneficent Rain, 362—65, 366

Chang Yuan (active ca. 890-930), Standing

Lohan, 348, 348

Ch'ang-an -jfe.-9<r (modern Sian, Shensi Province),

I4> 3i. 73. 98

devastation of (8th c), 71

flight of Hsiian-tsung from, 26-31, 27-29

Ch'ang-chou % ft] (modern Wu-chin, Kiangsu

Province), 381, 498K/3

Chang-hen ko %A%J$l ("Song of Unending Sor-

row," by Po Chii-i), 26, 311

Ch'ang-sha (Hunan Province), 152-53

Ch'ang-shu (Kiangsu Province), 396, 444

Chao (Chou feudal state, Shansi Province), 150

Chao Chih-chung (active 1163-89), 231

Chao Hsi-ku M$>0j (active ca. 1230), 162

Chao Hsiung ^.#.(1129-1193), 249, 255-56

Chao Kan (active ca. 961-75), Early Snow on

the River, 108 , 109

Chao K'o-hsiung M_jL%. (active early 12th c),

Fish at Play, 184-85, 186-87

Chao Liang-ssu (died 1126), 187

Chao Lin $iJtfr (active second half of 14th a), 460

Grooms and Horses, 432-36, 432-33

Chao Ling-jang M.^ffli (active ca. 1070 -after

1100), 58, 212

River Village in Autumn Dawn, 160—61, 162—63

Chao Meng-chien ;$LJl1£- (1199-before 1267)

biography of, 303

Narcissus, 303-6, 304-9, 391

Poems on Painting Plum Blossoms and Bamboo,

302-3, 304-5

on Southern Sung calligraphy, 413-14, 420

Chao Meng-fu (1254-1322), 21, 68«j2, 161,

404, 407, 455, 470, 481

Autumn Colors on the Ch'iao and Hua Moun-

tains, 439, 439

biography of, 421, 435

Four Anecdotesfrom the Life of Wang Hsi-chih,

422-24, 424-26

Grooms and Horses, 432-36, 432—34

Man on Horseback, 435, 436

Mind Landscape ofHsieh Yu-yii, 438, 438

poetry of, 533, 435, 440, 4<)%nn4, 11

Record ofthe Miao-yen Monastery, 420—21, 422,

438, 438, 482

on scholar-amateur painting, 319-20

Summer Idyll, A, 426—27, 427

Twin Pines, Level Distance, 79, 439—40, 440-

42, 444

Chao Ting (1084/85-1147), 220

Chao Wen (1238-1315), 407

Chao Yuan MM. (active ca. 1350-75)

execution of, 469

Farewell by a Stream on a Clear Day, 466-67,

469

Landscape in the Style of Yen Wen-kuei and Fan

Kuan, 464—65, 464-65

Chao Yung $Lfe (1289-after 1360), Grooms and

Horses, 432-36, 432-33

Che-tsung ^% (Sung emperor, r. 1085- 1100), 143

Chekiang Province $jriX-J& , 421

Cha and T'iao streams in, 250

Ch'iu-li Mountain in, 395

Fu-ch'un Mountains in, 443, 444-45, 445

Hsi-sai Mountains in, 248-49, 250—55

Hsiian-miao-kuan (temple) in, 470

Hui-an-yiian (monastery) in, 343-47

Lin-yin-ssu (monastery) in, 249, 353-55

Lo-han-yiian (monastery) in, 343-47

Mount P'u-t'o in, 362

Mount T'ien-t'ai in, 349, 443

Pao-fu-ssu (temple) in, 361

chen $l- ("truth"), 76
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Chen-tsung (Sung emperor, r. 997-1022),

44, 51, 175, 175

Chen Chii-chung f^fe^ (active 1201-30),

Nomad Horsemen Hunting (Ch'en Chii-chung;

fan), 293, 294

Ch'en Fan (active 2nd c. a.d.), 490

Ch'en Ju-chih (tzu, Wei-yin, 1329-1385),

457

Ch'en Jung F^.^- (active ca. 1235-62), Nine Drag-

ons, 367, 367

Ch'en Wei-yin EM^. See Ch'en Ju-chih

Cheng $fi (Chou feudal state, Honan Province),

196, 197. 198-99

cheng iE. ("moral aspect"), 486

cheng j£ ("regular") script, 123, 125, 138, 139, 224-

25, 482

of Chao Meng-fu, 420, 420, 422-24

Cheng Ch'ien $$$1 (active ca. 737), 439

Cheng-i j£-— sect of Taoism, 377*245

Cheng Ssu-hsiao -|f|5® )=f (1239-1316), 3

Cheng Yiian-yu H(5>t# (1292-1364), 495,

Ch'eng (Chou king, r. ca. 1040-

ca. 1003 B.C.), 218-21

Ch'eng Chii-fu A (1249-1318), 435

Ch'eng-tsung (Yuan emperor, r. 1294- 1307),

355. 389

Ch'eng-tu fa^f (Szechwan Province), 332

Chi-ch'iu jt!>\&- (Hopei Province), 389

Chi-nan ;$-r£j (Shantung Province), 421

Chi-pao Mountains -fc J-» (near Hangchow,

Chekiang Province), 164

ch'i ("breath"), 4, 20, 325, 472

Ch'i (Chou feudal state, Shantung Province),

196, 197

Ch'i If- (puppet state established in northern

China by the Chin, 1129-38), 195

ch'i-chia ("to keep one's home in order"), 49

ch'i-yun-sheng-tung £kM£-ih ("breath-resonance-

life-motion"), 4, 20, 472

Chia-hsing -J^-^ (Chekiang Province), 443, 446,

45i

Chiang-Che il-M (Kiangsu-Chekiang region), 421

Chiang I-han , 187

Chiang-nan (south of the Yangtze River), 108

Chang Shih-ch'eng's rule of, 443, 460, 461, 469,

486

huge garden rocks shipped from, 175

map of, 443

post-T'ang cultural activities in, 34

Southern Sung painting of, 108— 11, 109

Taoism and the Mongols in, 366, 470

Yuan artistic renaissance in, 302, 379, 413, 421,

43i

Yuan tax on wealthy families of, 475-77, 483

Chiang-ning (modern Nanking, Kiangsu

Province)

molded-brick relief from tomb in, 41 , 42

Southern T'ang dynasty in, 34, 39

chiang-shan i£ (landscapes of rivers and moun-

tains), 72

chiang-shih-lang -$-<t±i$ (court gentleman for cere-

monial service, grade 9b), ^j6n2j

Chiang-tung >i^_ (place-name), 238

Chiang Tzu-ya 4c (active nth c. B.C.), 454

Chiang-yin >X-f£ (Kiangsu Province), 396

Chiang Yuan-ming #[§ $ (Chi-chao Ni

Tsan's wife), 487

Chiao-shan ^J-i island (Kiangsu Province), 144,

146

Ch'iao Ta (active ca. 1250-1300), 244«2(f

chieh-shih %$-%K (prefectural examination), 68«jj?

Chien-chou j^il'l'l (Szechwan Province), 349

Chien-k'ang (modern Nanking, Kiangsu

Province), 194

Ch'ien-hsien $LM (Shensi Province), 193

Ch'ien Hsiian (ca. 1235-before 1307), 421

Pear Blossoms, 307-11, 310-14, 315, 435

Returning Home, 314-15, 315-19

as scholar-amateur painter, 306, 319—20

Sparrow on an Apple Branch, 307, 310

Wang Hsi-chih Watching Geese, 316-18, 319, 438,

460

Ch'ien Ming-i j& (active ca. 1050), 46

Ch'ien-t'ang River (Chekiang Province),

238, 257

Ch'ien Tuan-li ^3&-$L (active ca. 1138), 46

chih & ("wish"; "purpose"), 3

Chih-cheng $_SL (Yuan reign era, 1341-67), 483

chih-kuo IS] ("serving the state"), 49

Chih-weng %J& (active early 13th c), Meeting Be-

tween Yao-shan andLiAo, 324, 352-53, 352-63

Chih-yuan JLtL (second Yuan reign era of this

name, 1335-40), 446

Chih-yung ^ff 7}C (ca. 5i5?-6o4?), Thousand-

Character Essay in Regular and Cursive Scripts,

225, 226, 229-31, 238

Chih-yung i& (1114-1193), "apparition painting"

(wang-liang-hua) of', 286-87, 353-54, 361

Children Playing in the Palace Garden (unidentified

artist), 295-97, 296

chin fy- ("now"; "the present"), 8

Chin, Duke Wen of (Ch'ung-erh, r. 636-

628 B.C.), 195, See also: Duke Wen ofChin Re-

covering His State

Chin Ch'u-shih (active late 12th c), 375m8
Ten Kings ofHell, 336-41, 342-43

Chin dynasty (1115-1234; Jurchen Chin), 98,

108, 164, 187-95, 196, 294

calligraphy of, 416

fall of, 379, 416

Hsiao-tsung's treaty with, 247

Kao-tsung's peace treaty with, 195, 209, 216, 247

map of, 194

painting in, 187, 189-92, 189, 193, 436, 437

Buddhist painting, 331, 333

Taoism in, 363

Three Religions in, 327

Chin-p'ing-mei (The Golden Lotus), $j6n28

chin-shih i^-jr ("presented scholar") examination,

43. 44. 57. 58, 121, 143. 178

in Southern Sung, 302

in Yuan, 427ni

chin-shih-hsueh ^vS ^ ("the study of [scripts in-

scribed in] metal and stone"), 139-40

Chin Ta-shou jstJ^ l§l. See Chin Ch'u-shih

Ch'in Sfr- (Chou feudal state), 196, 200-201
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Ch'in, First Emperor of iL (r. 246-210 B.c.)>

121

Ch'in dynasty (221-206 B.C.), 43

catalogue of vessels of, 139

"hermits" of, 462-64

"seal" (chuan) script of, 123

Ch'in-kuang wang ^$(2. (King of Ch'in, a King

of Hell), 375 n20

Ch'in Kuei 4^t" (1090-1155), 215

Ch'in-tsung Ifc^ (Sung emperor, r. 1125-27, died

1161), 194, 195

ching 2£H("reverence"), 50

Ching-chou -$"!)'H (Hopei Province), 187

Ching Hao #J>#- (active ca. 870-ca. 930), 83, 113,

439> 475, 495

theory of landscape painting of, 76-77, 79

Ching-shan-ssu ^iU-i^F (monastery near Sung capi-

tal, Lin-an), 349

Ching-te Record of the Transmission of the Lamp, 352

Ching-ting (Sung reign era, 1260-64), 305-11

ching-ying-wei-chih M'tH&JL ("plotting and plan-

ning position and place") , 20

ch'ing ("human emotion"), 75, 92, 95

ch'ing-ching 'H|"i& ("affective state"; "emotional

state") , 61, 93

Ch'ing-chou -^-jH'l (Shantung Province), 77

Ch'ing dynasty yfrjfa (1644- 1911)

calligraphy of, 142

painting in, 497

Ch'ing-ling (Liao imperial mausolea, eastern

Mongolia), 82-83, 84

ch'ing-lu ("blue-and-green" style of landscape

painting), 103-4, 249> 2.50-53, 3i7~ I9> 438

Ch'ing-pi-ko $ ("Pure and Secluded Pavil-

ion," library-studio of Ni Tsan), 477-80, 481

Ch'ing-yiian-fu fajLlfc (Sung name for Ning-po,

Chekiang Province), 347

Chingghis Khan (ca. 1167-1227;

r. 1206-27), 377«^5, 379> 4^, 47°

Chiu-li Mountain AiJL& (near Kuei-chi,

Chekiang Province), 395

Ch'iu Ch'u-chi ^MM, (1148-1227), 377«45, 470

Ch'iu Yuan -ffcii (1247-after 1327), 305

Cho-jan Chii-shih £ f&fe-k. See Li Chien

cho-t'a ts'un rf\$?$L ("cutting texture strokes"), 103

Chou, Duke of fflfc (active nth c. B.C.), 50, 218-

20, 298

Chou Chi-ch'ang ]§{^% (active late 12th c), 343

Feast ofthe Lohans, 344-45 , 345

Five Lohans Crossing the River, 355, 357

Lohans Crossing Over a Stream, 267, 269

Lohans Leaving Their Mountain Retreat, 286, 287

Lohans Putting the Eyes into a Dragon, 366, 366

Lohans Saving Souls in Hell, 386, 386

Lohans Viewing a Waterfall, 272, 273

Lohans Viewing an Image ofthe Buddha

Amitabha, 345-47, 345

Lohans Watching a Stag, 268-69, 269, 272

Making ofthe Five Hundred Lohans, The, 344,

345

Viewing an Image ofthe White-Robed Kuan-yin

(by assistant), 361, 363

Chou dynasty ffl^R (ca. 1045-256 B.C.), 50

ritual feast in, 176

"seal" (chuan) script of, 123, 124

Chou Fang JS\B% (active ca. 780- ca. 810)

Palace Ladies Bathing Children, 21, 22-23, 2 5>

295

Palace Ladies Wearing Floral Headdresses , 25-26,

Chou Mi (1232-1298), 322«j#, 439

Chou Pi-ta $ (1126-1204), 249, 255

Chou Tun-i $$£5$ (1017-1073), 122

Chou Tung-ch'ing jfj %JPf (active late 13th c),

Pleasures ofFishes, The, 380-81, 380-83

Chou Wen-chii ]§[X.%Z (active ca. 940-75), 21, 21

In the Palace, 34-39, 34-37, 6yn}i

Literary Garden, The, 6j-6%n^

Scholars ofthe Liu-li Hall, 39-42, 40-41, 67

Chu-chi "H"^ (Chekiang Province), 393

Chu Hsi fc-M; (1130-1200), 247> 317

Chu-hsi (active ca. 1350), 454

Chu Kuan (ca. 960S-1050S), 44, 46, 68«^<T

Chu Ta (1626- 1705), 142

Chu Tan (Ming prince, died 1389), 226

Chu-tso-t'ing (Writer's Pavilion, Southern

Sung palace), 195, 195, 297, -$xin}8

Chu Yuan-chang ^Xjfy (1328- 1398, T'ai-tsu,

Ming emperor, r. 1368-98), 362, 395, 443-44,

460, 461, 464, 469

Chu Yun-ming %Lfrj$ (1461-1527), 142

Ch'u j££ (Chou feudal state, Hunan and Hupei

provinces), 154, 196, 198-99, 305

Ch'u-chiang wang (King of the First

River, a King of Hell), 375 nzo

ch'u-hsing t'u ttj ^T® ("processional paintings"),

26—31, 27-31

Ch'u Sui-liang #3^.^(596-658), 146, 154, 422

Chii-jan (active ca. 960-95), 79-82, 87, 450,

45i. 495

Chii-jung (Kiangsu Province), 499 n$8

Ch'u Ting (active ca. 1023-ca. 1050), 115

Summer Mountains, 70, 87-89, 88-91, 94, 102,

104

Ch'ii Yuan MJfc (343-278 B.C.), 305-6, 397

chuan |t ("seal") script, 123, 124, 151, 152, 154, 438,

438, 439, 439, 440, 470

ch'uan-i-mu-hsieh ("transmitting and

transferring in making copies"), 20

ch'uan-shen ("transmission of the spirit"), 19

chiian ("volume"; "scroll"), 129

Ch'iian-chen sect of Taoism, 3777245

Ch'iian-shih Tsung-le •^^T^'/Kj. 5feTsung-le

Chuang Su (active 1298), 321 «/j

Chuang-tzu (traditional dates, ca. 369 —

286 B.C.), 325, 380, 387

Ch'ui-kung-tien (Hall of Respectfulness,

Northern Sung palace), 175, 176

chun-tzu M~f~ ("uncommon, exceptional gentle-

man"), 79

Chung-jen (died 1123), 391

Chung K'uei ££1$, (legendary demon-queller), 367-

68, 367-73

Chung K'uei's Excursion (Kung K'ai), 369, 373

Chung K'uei's Excursion on the Night ofthe Lantern

Festival (Yen Hui), 368-69, 369, 373, 377«4£
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Chung Shao-ching ^f.^g^ (active ca. 713-41),

Spiritual Flight Sutra, 126-29, 130-31, 138,

139, 169/2/5

Chung Yu 4j># (151-^30), 84, 123, 129-30, 132, 154

forgery of (Memorial Recommending Chi-chih),

142, 142, 311, 481-82

Li Kung-lin's calligraphy compared to that of,

i39> 140-41

Memorial Celebrating a Victory, 123, 125 , 138,

139-41

Memorial on an Announcement to Sun Ch'uan,

123, 125, 139, 140

Ch'ung-cheng-tien sjTiffcJSL (Hall of Lofty Gover-

nance, Northern Sung palace), 175, 176

Ch'ung-erh Jt-^F" (Duke Wen of Chin, r. 636—

628 B.C.), 195. See also: Duke Wen ofChin

Recovering His State

Ch'ung-ning %$f- (Sung reign era, 1102-6), 397

civil service. See scholar-officials

Clark, Kenneth, 71

Classic ofFilial Piety, The (Confucian book), 49

Classic ofFilial Piety, The (Li Kung-lin), 12, 46-

63, 48, 52-53, 55, 56, 59, 62, 63, 64-65,

119, 132, 134-37, 138-39, I39-4L i43. 208-

9, 217, 218, 281, 282, 353, 435, 436

Classic ofPoetry, The

description of, 214

Southern Sung illustrations of, 214—23, 216-25

Classic ofPoetry, Courtly Odes, Beginning with

"Wild Geese" {Ma. Ho-chih), 220-22, 222, 259

Classic of the Way and of Virtue (Tao-te ching), 427

Clear River, Spring Dawn (Wu Chen), 450, 451

"clerical" (li) script, 123, 124, 138, 139, 470, 482

See also "cursive-clerical"; "running-clerical"

Cloudy Mountains (Fang Ts'ung-i), 472, 472—73

Cloudy Mountains (Mi Yu-jen), 165—68, 166-67

clove (T-shaped) texture strokes, 491, 495

Collection ofAncient Inscriptions (Ou-yang Hsiu), 139

Commemorating the Temple ofthe Western Peak,

Mount Hua (stele; Eastern Han), 124

commemorative portraits, 43, 44-46, 45, 47

Commentary ofTso to the Spring andAutumn An-

nals, 57

Comments on Calligraphy (Hsiao-tsung), 231, 231

"Concert on the Steppe" (song from Eighteen Songs

ofa Nomad Flute), 212, 214

Confucian classics

definition of, 173

See also: Analects; Classic ofFilial Piety; Classic of

Poetry

Confucianism, 40

in Han dynasty's Classic ofPoetry, 214-15

as one of Three Religions in One, 327-28, 327

Puritanism contrasted to, 243MJ

scholar-officials and, 119, 120, 460

Ta-ch 'eng ("Great Synthesis") of, 423

Taoism reconciled with, 40, 75, 122

Ten Kings cult and, 332

See also Neo-Confucianism

Confucius (K'ung-tzu ^Irf"; 551-479 B.C.), 8, 247,

298, 327, 330

on artistic expression, 3

virtue ethic of, 42-44

Continuation ofthe History ofPainting A (Teng

Ch'un), 165, 178-79

continuous method, 13-14, 14

copper carbonate, 104

corvee tax (mien-i ch'ien), 121

Couplet by Han Yu (Kuang-tsung; fan), 232, 233-34

Coupletfrom a Poem by Han Hung (Li-tsung; fan),

236, 238

Couplet on Autumn Sky (Li-tsung; fan), 238-39, 238

Couplet on Pond Scenery (Hsiao-tsung; fan), 230,

231-33

crab-claw branches, 93, 94-97, 431, 439, 439, 444,

446, 448

Crooked Pine (Wu Chen), 446, 447-49

Crows and Bare Trees in Winter (unidentified artist;

fan), 402, 403

Crows in Wintry Trees (Lo Chih-ch'uan), 79,

402-4, 405, 431

cultural order. See: wen

"cursive" ("grass"; ts'ao) script, 123, 238, 239, 242,

242, 420, 450, 453. See also "cursive-clerical";

"running-cursive"; "wild cursive"

"cursive clerical" (ts'ao-li) script, 151, 229

"Cutting an Ax Handle" (ode), 218

cutting texture strokes (cho t'a ts'un), 103

Demon-Queller Chung K'uei Giving His Sister Away

in Marriage (Yen Keng), 367-68, 367-72

demons, 332

devil-faced rocks, 93, 94-97, 439, 439

dharma (Sanskrit term for "law"), 268, 269, 272

dhyana (Sanskrit term for "meditation"; j^Ch'an),

349

Dipamkara's Prediction (banner; Tang), 60, 61

Distant Peaks and Clearing Clouds (Mi Yu-jen),

163-64, 165

divination (fortune-telling), 76—77, 444, 446, 470

dots, 103, 163, 450, 451, 455, 455, 457, 464, 465,

469, 470, 472, 490, 492

dotting and crossing texture strokes (tien-ts'o ts'un),

103

Draft ofa Burial Memorialfor a Nephew (Yen

Chen-ch'ing), 417, 417, 421

Dragon Boat Regatta on Chin-ming Lake (Wang

Chen-p'eng), 396-97, 396-97, 4iSnip

Dragon Pine (Wu Po-li), 475, 476

Dragon-Tiger Mountain (Kiangsi Province), 366,

367, 380, 470, 472, 475

dragons

images of horses compared to images of, 5-6, 7

magical painting of, 362-67, 366—67

pine trees as embodiments of, 446

drapery techniques

of Li Kung-lin, 56, 63-65, 64-65, 216, 217, 267

scudding-cloud-and-running-water pattern, 286,

287

Duke Wen ofChin Recovering His State (Li T'ang),

195-209, 196-206, 267, 268

Dwelling Among Water and Bamboo (Ni Tsan),

500 n44

Dwelling in the Ch'ing-pien Mountains (Wang
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Meng), 460-61, 462

Dwelling in the Fu-ch un Mountains (Huang Kung-

wang), 444-45> 445 > 4§3

Dwelling in the Lung-mien Mountains (Li Kung-

lin), 250, 251

Early Snow on the River (Chao Kan), 108, 109

Early Spring (Kuo Hsi), 92, 93, 475

Eastern Chou dynasty (771-256 b.c.)

Duke Wen of Chin in, 195-96

Stone Drums, 124, 140, 152, 154, 420-21

Eastern Han dynasty jfL]$t$ft (25-220)

clerical (li) script of, 124

elite artists in, 13

Flying Horse (sculpture; unidentified artist), 14, 15

Lady Wen-chi's abduction and return during,

192, 193, 209-14, 210, 211, 213-15

stele rubbing from, 139

stone reliefs of, 30, 43, 45-46

tomb tile in, 72-73, 72

"Eastern Hills" (ode), 218

Eastern Tsin dynasty %L^tM (317-420)

calligraphy of, 123, 124, 413, 414, 421, 422, 487

Hsieh K'un of, 438

T'ao Ch'ien and, 315-17

tomb relief from, 41 , 42

Eberhard, Wolfram, 66m
Egrets in Water Reeds (unidentified artist; fan), 259,

261

Eight Views ofthe Hsiao and Hsiang Rivers (Hsia

Kuei), 277

Eight Views ofthe Hsiao and Hsiang Rivers (Wang

Hung), 277, 277

Eighteen Songs ofa Nomad Flute: The Story ofLady

Wen-chi (unidentified artists), 209-14, 210,

211, 213-15, 294

"Elegant Gathering at Jade Mountain" (Yang Wei-

chen), 460

Elvin, Mark, ioni8

emblem (hsiang), 76-77

Emperor

concentration of power in, 173

remonstration with, 54-57, 56, 64-65

sacrifice to Heaven by, 50-54, 55

as Son of Heaven, 50-51, 54

Emperor Chen-tsung Viewing Books at the Great

Purity Pavilion (unidentified artist), 175, 175

Emperor Hsiian-tsungs Flight to Shu (unidentified

artist), 26-31, 27-29, 207

Empty Pavilion in a Pine Grove (Ni Tsan), 485, 485

"Encampment by a Stream" (song from Eighteen

Songs ofa Nomad Flute), 212, 213

encyclopedia, Northern Sung, 175

Enjoying the Wilderness in an Autumn Grove (Ni

Tsan), 79, 460, 477-83, 478-79, 482-84

enlightenment, 268, 271, 287, 349

Gradual vs. Sudden, 349, 353

"Essay on Fundamentals" (Pen-lun, Ou-yang Hsiu),

121

Essay on General Ytieh / (Wang Hsi-chih), 124, 127-

29, 138, 139

Essential Criteria for the Judgment ofAntiquities

(Ts'ao Chao), 319-20

Evening in the Spring Hills (unidentified artist;

fan), 290, 290

Evening Sun, The (Ma Lin), 298, 299

examinations, imperial, 43, 44, 68/yp, 121, 16971/j,

302

Yuan disruption of, 302, 379, 427M/

See also: chin-shih ("presented scholar") examina-

tion

exile

Huang T'ing-chien in, 144-45

Su Shih in, 121, 122, 153

Wang Shen's painting of, 98-102, 98, 161

See also recluse scholars

Experiences in Painting (Kuo Jo-hsii), 64

fa vir ("method"), 129

Fa-shen (active 8th a), 39

fa-tu i&jjL ("regulatory systems"), 121

Fan Ch'eng-ta (1126-1193), colophon on

Fisherman's Lodge at Mount Hsi-sai, 249, 251-

55. 254. *55

Fan Chung-yen tiLtyytt (989-1052), 120

Fan K'uan 0,% (active ca. 990-1030), 113, 187,

207, 257, ^83, 439, 472, 495

Landscape in the Style ofFan K'uan (unidentified

artist), 99-101, 102, 104

Travelers Among Streams and Mountains , 83, 85,

86, 402, 465

Fang Kuo-chen 7)%ty (1319/ 20- 1374), 472

FangTs'ung-i TTtfi^ (ca. 1301-after 1378), 475

Cloudy Mountains, 472, 472-73

"Farewell, The" (song from Eighteen Songs ofa

Nomad Flute), 212, 215

Farewell by a Stream on a Clear Day (Chao Yuan),

466-67, 469

farewell paintings, 281

Feast ofthe Lohans (Chou Chi-ch'ang), 344-45, 345

Fei-ch'ing fHP? (active ca. 1296), 432, 435

Fen-ning (Kiangsi Province), 143

feng JK. (folk songs), 214

Feng-hsien cave temple ijMfcj^" (Lung-men,

Honan Province), 326, 326

Feng P'ing (ca. 960S-105OS), 44

feng-shui M,^- (geomancy), 475, 499/242

FengTao ;%i|L (died 954), 317

Ferghana (modern Tadzhikistan)

horses of, 5, 15

tomb tile of, 5, 6

figure painting

Chin, 192, 193, 331, 333

Ku K'ai-chih on, 5007255

Li Kung-lin's innovations in, 60—65, 62—65, 2°7

in monumental landscape painting, 86

Southern Sung, 206, 207

T'ang, 21-26, 21-25, 60, 61, 192, 193

Yiian, 331-32, 332-33

Finches and Bamboo (Hui-tsung), 172, 180-81,

182-86, 298, 307

Fish at Play (Chao K'o-hsiung), 184-85, 186-87
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"Fish Nets" (ode), 218

Fisherman by a Wooded Bank (Wu Chen), 450,

452-54

Fisherman by a Wooded Bank, after Wu Chen (Yao

Shou), 450, 454

Fisherman of Misty Breakers. See Chang Chih-ho

"Fisherman Songs" (Chang Chih-ho), 450

Fisherman s Lodge at Mount Hsi-sai (Li Chieh),

248-56, 250-55, 257, 292, 450

"Fishes and Dragons" (essay), 186

Five Dynasties JL-ft (907-60), 31, 49

cult of the underworld in, 332

landscape painting in, 71, 72

Ou-yang Hsiu's history of, 316—17

Five Hundred Lohans (set of 100 paintings), 267,

268, 269, 272, 273, 287, 342-48, 344, 345,

348, 355, 361, 363, 366, 366, 386, 386

in Japan, 375-76/22/

Five Lohans Crossing the River (Chou Chi-ch'ang,

355. 357

Five Old Men ofSui-yang (unidentified artist), 44-

46, 45

Five Tribute Horses (Li Kung-lin), 47-49, 64, 64,

189, 192, 433, 436

"flicking and kicking" (t'iao-t'i), 139-40, 154, 155

flowering plums. See plums

Flowers (Lii Ching-fu), 387, 388

Flying Horse (sculpture; unidentified artist) , 14, 15

flying-white technique of calligraphy, 426 , 427,

440, 470

form-likeness (hsing-ssu), 5, 60, 119, 303

fortune-telling (divination), 76-77, 444, 446, 470

Four Anecdotes from the Life ofWang Hsi-chih

(Chao Meng-fu), 422-24, 424-26

Four Great Yuan Masters, 444, 496

four seasons

Kuo Hsi on painting of, 93

Liao wall paintings of, 82-83, 84

Liu Sung-nien's paintings of, 109-12, 112, 290,

291

Four Talents of Soochow, 469

Four Views ofthe Flowering Plum (Yang Wu-chiu),

391-93. 393

Fragrant Snow at Broken Bridge (Wang Mien), 392,

393-96, 394

Fu-ch'un Mountains (Chekiang Province),

443, 444-45. 445

Fu-hsi -ffc.^, (legendary culture hero), 298, 299

fu-ku ("return to the past"), 121

Fu Pi %Wj (1004-1083), 93

fu-p'i ts'un ^"<§f£fc ("ax-cut" texture strokes), 112,

114, 207, 269, 275, 277, 283, 402, 491, 495

Fu-wen Library (Southern Sung palace),

165, 195, 195, 297, 389

Futurism, 33

gardens

ancient tradition of, 42

Eastern Tsin tomb relief depicting, 41 , 42

magic cosmic (Hui-tsung's), 174, 174

paintings of

in nonrealistic representation, 61

T'ang (copied), 39 -42, 40-41, 73 "74. 74- 75

poetry written for, 73, 74

thousands of tons of rocks shipped for, 175

Genghis Khan. See Chingghis Khan

geomancy (feng-shui), 475, 4997242

Ghost Festival (Kuei-chieh), 332, 374«/2

ghosts, hungry, 332, 343

Gibbons Raiding an Egret's Nest (unidentified artist;

fan), 264, 266

Golden Girdle, the, 257

Gombrich, E. H., 6, 18

gossamer line (kao-ku yu-ssu), 63

Grand Canal, 44, 153, 175, 441, 443, 443

Grand Councillor (chief minister), 44, 54-57, 93

"grass" ("cursive"; ts'ao) script, 123, 238, 239, 242,

242, 420, 450, 453. See also "cursive clerical";

"running-cursive"; "wild cursive"

Great Chou "dynasty," 443

Great Learning (Ta-hsiieh), 75

Greek art

as "imitation of nature," 4

naturalism in, 20

revolutionary "awakening" in, 6-7, 14

Greenberg, Clement, \onn20, 24

Greeting Friends at the Pine Pavilion (Wang Yuan),

460, 461

Grooms and Horses (Chao Meng-fu; Chao Yung;

Chao Lin), 432-36, 432-34

Hai-tung $r^L (active ca. 1191), 281, 283

Hai-yen $^JH (Chekiang Province), 303

Hainan Island 121

Han Ch'i #J$- (1008-1075), 57

Han Cho (active ca. 1119-26), 103, 258-59

Han dynasty (206 b.c.-a.d. 220), 43

bamboo writing slips of, 139, 140 , 154

Classic ofFilial Piety, The, in, 49

"clerical" (li) script of, 123, 124, 138, 139, 470,

482

commemorative portraits in, 43, 44-46

religion in, 325

See also Eastern Han dynasty; Western Han

dynasty

Han Huang $tit£ (723-787), 67«#
Han Hung (active ca. 766-80), 238

Han Kan (active ca. 742-56), Night-Shining

White, 2, 14-21, 16-17, 34, 35, 433, 435

Han-lin Academy (Han-lin College;

National University), 178, 195, 216, 421

Han Yii (768-824), 21, 122, 233, 420, 435

handscrolls, description of, 13—14

Hang-chou ^L'}A. 5re Hangchow

Hangchow ^t^l'l (Chekiang Province), 361, 417, 443

Red Turbans' sacking of, 443

See also Lin-an

Hangchow Bore in Moonlight, The (Li Sung; fan),

237, 238

Heaven

Altar of, 6^n6i

emperor as Son of, 50—51, 54
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imperial sacrifice to, 50-54, 55

Mandate of, 43, 50

unity of man and, 75

heavenly horses (t'ien-ma), 15

Hell, Ten Kings of, 332-43, 334-43, 37572/5

hemp-fiber texture strokes (p'i-ma ts'un), 87, 103,

432, 433, 444-45. 450, 45L 45 1
. 455. 455.

457. 477> 478, 487. 488, 491

heng ts'un ("horizontal texture strokes"), 103

Hermitage by a Pine-Covered Bluff (Yen Tz'u-yii;

fan), 257-58, 259

"hermitage by the sea" (ts'ang-chou) , 161

hexagrams, 76-77

history, Chinese vs. Western views of, 9

History ofthe Five Dynasties (Ou-yang Hsiu) ,
316-

17

Ho-chung (Shansi Province), 264

Ho-shang-kung i-fji^ (active ca. 179-157 B.C.).

427

Ho Wai-kam ^.tj-IS. (modern scholar), 444

Ho-yang J^TMj (Honan Province), 248

Holy Portraits ofthe Three Religions (rubbing;

Southern Sung), 327, 328

Honan Province

Cheng feudal state in, 196, 197, 198-99

Lung-men caves in, 18, 140, 140, 326, 326

Mount Sung in, 74, 348

Shao-lin Temple in, 348—49

Sung feudal state in, 196, 196-97, 197

Hopei Province

Hsiang-t'ang-shan in, 18

T'ai-hang Mountains in, 76, 472

horizontal texture strokes (heng ts'un), 103

horse-teeth texture strokes, 491

horses

bronze statue, 14, 15

carving of, 18 , 18

Ferghana, 5, 15

paintings of

Chin, 189-92, 192-93, 436, 437

Northern Sung, 47-49, 64, 64, 192

Southern Sung, 206, 207

Tang, 2, 14-21, 16-17, 433

Tu Fu on, 19

Yuan, 432-36, 432-34, 436-37

host mountain (host peak), 86, 88-89, 90-91

Hou-chi $L (legendary ancestor of Chou dy-

nasty; mythical originator of agriculture), 50,

5i

Hsi-chin Chii-shih Sj-^S-rb (mistaken name),

375 ni8

Hsi-Hsia state ^XHI (1038-1227)

calligraphic rubbings held by, 124, 127—219

fall of, 379

maps of, 42, 194

Sung tribute to, 120

Hsi-sai Mountains iJ^^J-f (Chekiang Province),

248-49, 250-55, 450

Hsia Kuei Xi (active ca. 1195-1230), 207

Mountain Market in Clearing Mist, 276 , 277,

278-79

Streams and Mountains, Pure and Remote, 274-

75. 275-77

Windswept Lakeshore (fan), 280-81, 282

Hsia Wen-yen (active ca. 1365), 367

Hsia Yung X^ (active second half 14th c.)

Prince of T'eng Pavilion, The, 399, 399

Yellow Pavilion, The, 397-402, 398,400-401,

412

hsiang %. ("emblem"), 76-77

Hsiang River ;#8£l (Hunan Province). See Hsiao

and Hsiang rivers

Hsiang-t'ang-shan %§jtiU (Hopei Province), 18

Hsiang-yang Jlfir (Hupei Province), 152-54

Hsiao and Hsiang rivers ^^^gitX (Hunan Prov-

ince), 163, 305. See also: Eight Views ofthe

Hsiao and Hsiang Rivers

Hsiao and Hsiang Rivers, The (Tung Yuan), 250, 254

hsiao k'ai ("small regular") script, 49, 52, 124,

125—27, 129, 130-31

Hsiao-tsung (Sung emperor, 1127-1194;

r. 1162-89), 470

as adopted son of Kao-tsung, 231

brushstrokes of, 231—33

Comments on Calligraphy, 231, 231

Couplet on Pond Scenery (fan), 230, 231-33

Painting Academy under, 257-64

poem on Awakening Under a Thatched Awning,

229, 229

treaty with Chin by, 247

Hsieh Ho i%$s- (active ca. 479-502), 4, 20

hsieh-i %^ ("writing ideas"), 431

Hsieh K'un HftitiL (280-322), 438

Hsieh Po-li IIH&SL (active ca. 1359), 432.-33

hsieh-sheng %£. ("painting from life"), 381

Hsieh Yu-yii M$]$r- See Hsieh K'un

Hsien (Duke of Chin, r. 676-651 B.C.), 196

Hsien-yu Shu £f--ffc (ca. 1257- 1302), 389

biography of, 417—18

Song ofthe Stone Drums, 418-20, 420-21

hsin ><s ("mind"), 75-76

hsing -ffy ("archetypes of physical forms"), 77

hsing ("running") script, 123, 125, 128-29, 144,

145, 147, 240, 241, 242, 422-24, 424

hsing-chiao-seng jffffljt ("monk traveling on

foot"), 267

hsing-li !^T$£. ("running-clerical") script, 416, 417,

417, 424

hsing-ssu -ffyfyX ("form-likeness"), 5, 60, 119, 303

hsing-ts'ao 4f3f- ("running-cursive") script, 155

Hsiu-ning (Anhwei Province), 412

hsiu-sheng ("self-cultivation"), 49, 75, 132

Hsiung-nu JiJ:fcl, Lady Wen-chi's abduction by,

192, 193, 209-14, 210, 211, 213-15

Hsu Chih (Hsu Ju-tzu; 97-168), 490

Hsii-chou (Kiangsu Province), 399

Hsu Hsi %%. (died before 975), 320

Hsu Ju-tzu jfSMfc-?- (Hsu Chih; 97-168), 490

Hsu Kuang-ning ifJt'$t (active ca. 1117), H7«J2

Hsu Pen %^ (died 1379/80), 469, 469

Hsu Yu Of $7 (ancient recluse), 3

Hsiian %5~ (Chou king, r. 827-782 B.C.), 176

Hsiian-ho % fa (Sung reign era, 1119-25), 181

Hsuan-ho Albums ofPerceptive Viewing, 186

Hsuan-ho-tien "§Lfa1$L (Hall of Spreading Har-

mony, Northern Sung palace), 176 , 176
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Hsiian-miao-kuan (Taoist temple, Wen-

chou, Chekiang Province), 470

Hsiian-ti 4 tfr (Han emperor, r. 74-49 B.C.), 44

Hsiian-tsang (602-664), 377n4I

Hsiian-tsung (T'ang emperor, r. 712-56), 14,

15, 19, 129

Classic ofFilial Piety, The, edition, 49

murdered consort of, 25, 26, 311

Hsuan-yu-men j& ^ Pi (Gate of Spreading Bless-

ing, Northern Sung palace), 176

hsun-kuan $0.'% (lowly military inspector), 37672.27

hu ritual vessel (Warring States), 13, 14

Hu Shih s^jjfL (1891-1962), 374«5

Hu Wei-yung ty'ffcM (died 1380), 457

hua ~$[ ("to paint"; "painting"), 155

Hua-chi "jt if ("The Record of [Kuo Hsi's] Paint-

ing"), \\7n32

Hua-chiieh i£ik ("Methods of Painting"), 117)732

Hua-i "iilt- ("Ideas in Painting"), \\7n32

Hua-ko shih-i ("Notes on the Paintings

[of Kuo Hsi]"), \\7n32

Hua-t'i iijUL ("Topics of Painting"), 117)232

Hua-t'ing ^ ^. See Shanghai

Hua-yen school of Buddhism ^JgLtfT, 362

Huai-su '^-^(725-785)

Autobiographical Essay, 145, 150-52, 151, 152

on good calligraphy, 151-52

Huan-chu-tung iUM^l ("Cave of the Returning

Pearl," Kuei-lin, Kwangsi Province), 163, 164

Huang-chieh ta-chang kung-chu jL$?k.fc-fe3-

See Sengge (Yuan princess)

Huang-chou Jtil'H (Hopei Province), 121, 153

Huang-ho-shan-ch'iao -Ifcfi^ilijjjt. See Wang Meng

Huang Kung-wang it&M (1269-1354), 461, 465,

481

biography of, 444

Dwelling in the Fu-ch'un Mountains, 444—45,

445. 483

"Secrets of Landscape Painting," 444-45

Huang, Ray (Huang Jen-yii, ^fc-^), ioni8

Huang-ti (Yellow Emperor, legendary ruler),

5i> 3*5

Huang T'ing-chien -faMM: (1045-1105), 58, 93,

119, 143-52, 155, 202, 224, 391, 416-20

Biographies ofLien P'o and Lin Hsiang-ju, 118,

146-49, 150-51, 151, 152

biography of, 143-45

Scrollfor Chang Ta-t'ung, 144, 145, 147, 254, 255

Huang Tsung-tao ^"SfTitL (active ca. 1120), Stag

Hunt, 31-34, 32-33

Huang Yiin-chung -ft^t^ (active ca. 1354), 483

Hui-an-yiian ,^.-^-pjt» (Buddhist monastery south-

west of Ning-po, Chekiang Province), 343-47

Hui-neng j&fc (638-713), 349

Hui-tsung fltkxZ (Sung emperor, 1082-1135;

r. 1100-1125), 67«3j, 108, 121, 153, 155, 163, 195,

214, 363

bird-and-flower paintings by, 172, 174, 177, 180-

81, 182-86

calligraphic style of, 174

Comments on Calligraphy, 231, 231

constructions and festivals of, 174—77, 396-97,

397
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Finches and Bamboo, 172, 180-81, 182-86, 298,

307

Kao-tsung's preface to writings of, 225, 226

mortal remains of, sent south, 195, 209

Painting Academy of, 102-3, x74» I77~79> I 82.>

186, 226, 227, 264

Painting Academy under, 256, 257—64, 258-66

professionals promoted to scholar-officials by,

173, 178-79

treaty with Chin by, 247

weakness of rule of, 174

Hunan Province j^Ji^j^

and-Yuan rebellion in, 443

See also Hsiao and Hsiang rivers; Tung-t'ing, Lake

Hung Mai i&iM. (1123-1202), colophon on

Fisherman's Lodge at Mount Hsi-sai, 249, 255

hungry ghosts, 332, 343

Hunting and Harvesting Scenes (tomb tile; Eastern

Han), 72-73, 72

hunting paintings, 31—34, 32—33

Hupei Province 'ji^ib^, anti-Yuan rebellion in, 443

i ^ ("idea"; "intent"), 61

L ching (Book of Changes), 4, 76

i-ching H&i^ ("idea state"; "images"), 61

I-hsing iL$^ (Kiangsu Province), 441

i-hsing hsieh-shen ("spirit beyond physi-

cal likeness"), 4

i-min ("leftover subjects"), 317

i-p'in ("untrammeled painters"), 76, 95

/ Recently Received Your Letter . . . (Wang Hsi-

chih), 424, 427

I-shan I-ning — 1X1—^ (died 1317), 355

I-shao $^iS (active late 12th a), 343, 344, 345

i-wu kuan-wu VA$1$%M} ("observing things in

terms of things"), 75

/ Ying (stele), 141

"idea" (i), 61

"idea state" (i-ching), 61

illusion, in Western and Chinese painting, 4, 5

Illustrated Archaeology (catalogue; Li Kung-lin), 139

Illustrated Catalogue ofAntiquities in the Hsiian-ho

Palace, 139, 139

Illustration to the Sutra ofthe Law (Fa-hua ching)

(unidentified artist), 103, 104

Illustrations ofPlowing and Weaving, 223

Immortal Lit Tung-pin Appearing at the Yueh-yang

Pavilion (unidentified artist; fan), 292—94,

292, 352

immortals

at Lake Tung-t'ing, 292-93

malachite green associated with, 104

mountains as homes of, 71

painting of flight on crane by one of, 399, 400,

402

as saviors of the world, 352

In the Palace (Chou Wen-chu), 34-39, 34-37,

67«j/

individualism, 496-97. See also: wen-jen

Ink Bamboo (Li K'an), 391, 391

"ink plays" (mo-hsi), i6z, 446



"ink trace" (mo-chi), 125

Inscription for the Sweet Spring at the Palace ofNine

Accomplishments (Ou-yang Hsiin), 141, 141

"intent" (i), 61

"iron-wire line" {t'ieh-hsien), 64, 64, 207, 332, 438,

438

Jade Mountain, 460

Jakobson, Roman, 323»y<f

jang 1$L ("to yield"), 62

Jataka wall paintings, 73, 73

Jen-tsung (Sung emperor, r. 1022-63), 44, 51,

57

problem of succession to, 54

Jen-tsung (Yuan emperor, r. 1311-20), 331,

379> 396, 407. 42.1

Jo-fen See Yu-chien

Jui-ch'eng if (Shensi Province), 408

Jun-chou (Kiangsu Province), 163, 195

Jurchen Chin -£t-$-4t. SreChin dynasty

k'ai ^ ("regular") script, 123, 125, 138, 139, 224-

25, 482

of Chao Meng-fu, 420, 420, 422-24

See also: hsiao k'ai

K'ai-feng (Honan Province), 15. See also Pien-

ching

K'ang, Prince ,$L3L. See Kao-tsung

K'ang Sui 4t$t (active early 12th c), 187

Kano Tokuo #Sf<£i-/fi| (active 17th c), 375-76H.21

Kansu Province

Yang Pass in, 281

See also Tun-huang

Kao j^i^is (Sung dowager empress), 57, 143

Kao Ch'i itj$C (1336-1374). 4^9

Kao K'o-ming jtj^LBfl (ca. 1000-1053), 108, 109

kao-ku yu-ssu j^^ri^^- ("gossamer line"), 63

Kao-tsung |jj SjT (Sung emperor, 1107— 1187;

r. 1127-62), 31, 108, 163, 413, 420

Chin peace treaty of, 195, 209, 216, 247

Chin pursuit of, 194—95

dynastic revival by, 195-96, 214—15, 220—22

inscription on Duke Wen of Chin Recovering His

State, 202-7, 203

Painting Academy under, 256, 257—64, 258-66,

267

Preface to the Collected Writings ofEmperor Hui-

tsung, 225, 226

Quatrain (fan) , 226, 227

Quatrain on Fishermen (fan), 225—29, 228

Quatrain on Heavenly Mountain (fan), 229-31, 229

retirement of, 220, 225-31, 227-28

Rhapsody on the Goddess ofthe Lo River, 229, 231

Stele ofthe Pagoda ofthe Buddha's Brilliant Halo,

202, 203

stone engravings of the classics, 215—16

Classic ofPoetry, The , 216

Thousand-Character Essay in Regular and Cursive

Scripts, after Yii Shih-nan, 225, 226

Kao Yu-kung fijA-I- , 6^nj8

Kara-khoto, landscape fragments from, 105, 105

karma, 325, 332, 343

Ken-yueh fL$k. (garden, Pien-ching, modern K'ai-

feng, Honan Province), 174, 174

Khitan (Ch'i-t'an) people, 31-34, 33, 294

Khubilai Khan rf" (Yuan emperor Shih-tsu,

1215-1294, r. 1260-94), 363, 379, 421, 435, 470

Kiangsi Province i*-$Q-%i

Dragon-Tiger Mountain in, 366, 367, 380, 470,

472 > 475

Mao-shan in, 499^8
Mount Yii in, 490

T'ien-chieh-ssu (temple) in, 362

Kiangsu Province il-jl^J^, 421

Knickknack Peddler (Li Sung), 295, 295

Knickknack Peddler (Li Sung; fan), 39, 294, 295

ko-wu chih-chih ("the investigation of

things leading to the perfection of knowl-

edge"), 75, 77

K'ou Chun ^Li£- (961-1023), 6%n46

Ksitigarbha ("Earth Womb," bodhisattva Ti-

tsang), 332.-35. 335

ku ("ancient ";
" the memory of an idealized

past"), 8 , 486

Ku, Mount H^iL (West Lake, Hangchow,

Chekiang Province), 249, 271

ku-fayung-pi ^feffl ^ ("bone method in the use

of the brush"), 20

ku-i -frM ("archaic idea"; "spirit of antiquity"), 8,

436

Ku K'ai-chih M'&Z- (ca. 344-ca. 406), <)n6, 19,

62, 500H53

Admonitions ofthe Instructress to the Court

Ladies, 24, 24, 35-38, 38, 63, 63

kao-ku yu-ssu ("gossamer line") of, 63

Ku Te-hui (1310-1369), 460

ku-wen ^^.(less stylized ancient prose style), 121

Ku-yang cave ~frf$fffl (Lung-men, Honan Prov-

ince), 148, 148

Ku YingM&. See Ku Te-hui

Kuan-hsiu (832-912), 351

Lohan Reading a Sutra (from The Sixteen

Lohans), 357, 361

Kuan T'ung MO |s] (active ca. 907-23), 83, 113, 439,

495

Kuan-yin $Li|" (Avalokitesvara in Sanskrit), 360,

362-63, 374«/

Kuang-tsung ifcsfT (Sung emperor, 1147-1200;

r. 1189-94)

Couplet by Han Yii (fan), 232, 233-34

deposing of, 233, 247

Kuang-wu JtiK (Han emperor, r. 25-57), ]9^

k'uang-ts'ao %SJ%- ("wild cursive") script, 118, 146-

52, 150-52

Kuei-chi -^ff (Chekiang Province), 124, 391, 470

Kuei-lin (Kwangsi Province), 152, 163, 164

k'ung $ ("emptiness"), 287

KungK'ai^:^ (1222-1307), Chung K'uei's Excur-

sion, 369, 373

K'ung-miao li-ch'i %LM$-1& (stele), 141

Kuo Hsi ||5K (ca. 1000-ca. 1090), 114, 186, 207,

402-7, 431, 440
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biography of, 92-95

brushwork of, 93-95, 258

Early Spring, 92 , 93, 475

Lofty Ambitions in Forests and Streams (treatise),

83-86, 93, 94, II7«J2

Old Trees, Level Distance, 79, 93-95, 94-97,

408, 465

removal from palace of paintings of, 102

Kuo Jo-hsii Ip^jL (active nth c), 64

Kuo Ssu (active ca. 1117), ivjn^i

Lady Wen-chi's Return to Han (Chang Yii), 192,

193. See also Wen-chi, Lady

Lamaism, 363

Landscape in the Style ofFan Kuan (unidentified

artist), 99-101, 102, 104

Landscape in the Style ofNi Tsan (Shih-t'ao), 497,

497

Landscape in the Style of Yen Wen-kuei and Fan

Kuan (Chao Yuan), 464-65, 464-65

landscape painting (shan-shui-hua), 70-115

archetypes in, 77

Chin, 187, 189

dating of, 116—17/227

development of, 6-7

enjoyment of, 83

first coherent theory of, 76-77

Han Cho's catalogue of techniques of, 103

Han Cho's scheme of composition for, 258-59

Huang Kung-wang's essay on, 444-45

in Kara-khoto, 105, 105

Kuo Hsi's treatise on, 83-86, 93, 94, 117 K52, 431

"landscape of truth" in, 74, 76, 79, 161

Neo-Confucianism and, 74-79, 84

Northern Sung, 58, 70, 71-72, 77-79, 78, 80-

82, 85, 86-89, 87-92, 92-95, 92, 94-101,

98-105, 150-61, 162-63, 187, 188, 207, 276,

460, 465, 495

one-corner compositions in, 229, 229, 282, 283

in periods of disunity, 71

as repository of spiritual power of nature, yn6

"rocky" and "earthen" modes in, 84, 86, 431,

439> 477> 495

Southern Sung, 108-15, 108-15, 163-68, 165-

67, 207, 208, 298-302, 299-301

T'ang, 72, 73-74, 74, 75, 76, 84, 103, 104

Yuan, 402-12, 403-13, 431-32

calligraphic, 436-40, 438-41. See also Huang

Kung-wang; Ni Tsan; Wang Meng; Wu Chen

Landscape with Great Pine (Ma Lin), 298, 300

Landscapes ofthe Four Seasons (Liu Sung-nien),

109—12, 112, 290, 291

Landscapes ofthe Four Seasons (wall paintings; Liao

mausoleum), 82—83, 84

Lao-tzu (traditional dates, ca. 604-531 b.c),

325, 327, 330, 427

Later Han dynasty #.vH.4/I (946-50), 31

Later Liang dynasty %u^.$h (9°7~2-3)> 31

Later T'ang dynasty (923-36), 31

Layers ofLey Silk (Ma Lin), 233, 235-36, 315, 391-93

"leftover subjects" (i-min), 317

Legalism, 42—43, 121

Letter About a Coral Tree (Mi Fu), 154-55, x55> J68

//' #: ("clerical") script, 123, 124, 138, 139, 470,

482. See also: hsing-li; ts'ao-li

li 3L (metaphysical "principles" that underlie the

multiplicity of the visible universe), 75

//' JE. (one-third of a mile), 5

li ("ritual propriety"), 50

Li Ao (died ca. 840), 75, 267, 268, 324,

35*- 53

Li Chao-tao 4*B3ij£. (active ca. 670-730), 26, 30,

439

Li Ch'eng (919-967)' 83, 114, 320, 401-7,

431, 440, 444, 465

Travelers in a Wintry Forest, 77-79, 78, 80-82,

94, H2, 116-17W27, 404

Li Ch'eng-sou ^='fik$L (active ca. 1321), 257

li-chia ^^(scholar-amateur painting), 319-20.

See also: wen-jen

Li Chieh (ca. 1124- after 1191), Fisherman's

Lodge at Mount Hsi-sai, 248-56, 250-55, 257,

292, 450

Li Chien (Cho-jan Chu-shih; 1881-1956), xv

Li K'an #4fi (1245-1320)

Bamboo and Rocks, 389, 390, 391

biography of, 389-91, 428H.ro

Ink Bamboo, 391, 391

li-kung Sl^Jj ("to accomplish great deeds"), 57

Li Kung-lin 4^sX^ (ca - 1041-1106), 8, 21, 35, 119,

132-43, 222, 267, 320, 331, 333

accused of forgery, 141-42, 142

biography of, 57-58

Chung Yu's calligraphy compared to that of,

139, 140-41

Classic ofFilial Piety, The, 12, 46-63, 48, 52-

53. 55. 56, 59 > 62, 64, 65, 119, 132, 134-37,

138-39, 139-41, 143, 208-9, 2I7> 281,

282, 353, 435, 436

Duke Wen of Chin influenced by, 207-8

Dwelling in the Lung-mien Mountains, 250, 251

Five Tribute Horses, 47-49, 64, 64, 189, 192,

433. 436

Illustrated Archaeology (catalogue), 139

Kuan-yin transformed by, 362-63

meditating figure in paintings of, 272

Pasturing Horses, 47

psychological tension in work of, 55, 56, 207-9

T'ao Ch'ien Returning Home, 133, 133 , 317

T'ao Yiian-ming Returning to Seclusion, 271 , 272

Yang Pass, The, 281

Li Po (701-762), 275, 303

Li Po Chanting a Poem (Liang K'ai), 286-87, 287

Li Shan (active early 13th c), Wind and Snow

in the Fir-Pines, 187, 189

Li Ssu-hsiin (651-716), 26, 30, 439

Li Sung ^% (active ca. 1190— 1230)

Hangchow Bore in Moonlight, The (fan), 237, 238

Knickknack Peddler, 295, 295

Knickknack Peddler (fan), 39, 294, 295

Li T'ang (ca. i070s-ca. 1150s), 244^, 257,

267, 269

Duke Wen ofChin Recovering His State, 195-

209, 196-206, 267, 268
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Two Seasonal Landscapes: Autumn, 207, 208,

275, 277, 282

Wind in the Pines Amid Ten Thousand Valleys,

112, 187, 188, 207

li-te ("to exemplify virtuous conduct") > 57

Li Ti 4*3* (ca. mo-after 1197), 307

Two Birds on a Wintry Tree (fan), 261-64, 265

Li Tsan-hua (Tung-tan, Liao prince, 899-

936), 31, 32, 34, 416

Li Tse j£.i^ (ancient name of Sung River, Kiangsu

Province), 486

Li-tsung Q% (Sung emperor, 1205-1264, r. 1224-

64), 109, 235, 237-42, 247, yiznn}8, 39, 470

Ch'an master appointed by, 349

Coupletfrom a Poem by Han Hung (fan), 236, 238

Couplet on Autumn Sky (fan), 238-39, 238

Neo-Confucian policy of, 247

Painting Academy under, 267, 290-302, 290-

97. 299-301

poem by, on Ma Lin's painting, 298

Poem by Wang Wei (fan), 407, 407

Quatrain by Meng Hao-jan (fan), 239-42, 240

Quatrain on a Spring Garden (fan), 241, 242, 299

Quatrain on Late Spring (fan), 241 , 242, 299

Quatrain on Snow-Covered West Lake (fan), 239

,

239

Li Ts'ung-hsiin ^#tM (active ca. 1120-60), 295

Li Yao-fu ^=^t A. (active ca. 1300), Bodhidharma

Crossing the Yangtze River on a Reed, 354, 355,

357

li-yen jZ.ll" ("to leave behind a legacy in spoken or

written words"), 57

Li Yii (Southern T'ang emperor, 937-978;

r. 96i-75)> 34> 35. 38. 79. 82

Liang Ju-chia %*ik^s (1096-1154), 207

Liang K'ai (active first half of 13th c.)

biography of, 283

Li Po Chanting a Poem, 286-87, 287

Poet Strolling by a Marshy Bank, 287, 288-89

Sakyamuni Leaving His Mountain Retreat, 283-

86, 287

Liang the Crazy. See Liang K'ai

Liao dynasty ij£M (907-1125)

Ch'ing-ling mausoleum of, 82-83, 84

fall of, 187

map of, 42

Sung tribute to, 120

Lien P'o iMli (active late 3rd c. B.C.), 150

Lin-an 5^-^- (modern Hangchow, Chekiang Prov-

ince), 108, 163, 194, 195, 216, 349

Hangchow Bore in Moonlight, The , 237, 238

in last year of Southern Sung, 322 n)8

map of, 249

as metropolis, 248

Mongol conquest of, 322^9, 379

West Lake (Hsi-hu), 239, 248, 249 , 271, 443

Lin-chiang £r (Kiangsi Province), 380

Lin-ch'uan (Kiangsi Province), 402, 470

Lin-ch'uan kao-chih #-$-jtjlfc (Lofty Ambition in

Forests and Streams, treatise by Kuo Hsi), 83-

86, 93, 94, iijn$2

Lin Ch'un ^Mfr- (active ca. 1174-89), 307

Lin Hsiang-ju (active late 3rd c. B.C.), 150

Lin Pu ^ii. (967-1028), 271, 393

Lin Shuen-fu £MljA» 236, 248

Lin T'ing-kuei fajfk.}^. (active late 12th c), 343

Lohan Performing a Miracle, 348, 348

Lin Yung (active ca. 1360s) , 454

Ling-yin-ssu $ fii^ (monastery at Hangchow,

Chekiang Province), 249, 353—55

Listening to the Sound ofa Zither (unidentified art-

ist), 226, 227

literati. See: wen-jen

Liu (Sung dowager empress, regent 1023-

33)> 57

Liu Chang f'JfSfc (1019-1068), A Record ofAncient

Vesselsfrom the Ch'in Dynasty, 139

Liu Cheng %jJL (1129-1206), 244M5

Liu Hsieh £>Jj$g (5th c), on poetry, 3

Liu, James T. C. (Liu Tzu-chien $>l^~4fc), ioni8,

6yn6i

Liu Jen-pen £i]^i^(died 1367), 472

Liu Kung-ch'iian #p4Hfl (778-865), 84, 129, 153—

54

Liu Man (active ca. 1240), 416

Liu Shang Ir'J^f (active ca. 773), 209

Liu Sung dynasty (420-79), calligraphy

of, 487

Liu Sung-nien (active ca. 1175-after 1195)

Landscapes of the Four Seasons, 109-12, 112, 290,

291

Streams and Mountains Under Fresh Snow, 108-

11, 109-12

Liu Tzu-chien $<] -^'Sfc . See Liu, James T. C.

Liu Yii (Ch'i puppet emperor, 1074-1143;

r. 1129-37), l95> 224

Lo Chih-ch'uan (active ca. 1300-30), 440

Crows in Wintry Trees, 79, 402-4, 405, 431

lo-han ^ See lohan

Lo-han-yiian ("Chapel of Lohans") (Bud-

dhist monastery southwest of Ning-po,

Chekiang Province), 343-47

Lo-hsiung t'ieh Ifc-JLW? (Letters to Brother Lo, by

Mi Fu), ijon^p

Lo-yang *§-f|r (Honan Province), 26, 31, 42, 74

Lo Yuan (1136-1184), 366

Loewy, Emanuel, 6

Lofty Ambition in Forest and Streams (treatise by

Kuo Hsi), 83-86, 93, 94, \\7n52

lohan %.$k. (a-lo-han; arhat'm Sanskrit), 267-69,

269, 272, 273, 287, 298, 299, 326, 343-48,

344. 345» 348. 352. 355-59. 357. 361, 366,

366, 374*2/2, 386, 386

Lohan Performing a Miracle (Lin T'ing-kuei), 348,

348

Lohan Reading a Sutra (Kuan-hsiu), 357, 361

Lohans Crossing Over a Stream (Chou Chi-ch'ang),

267, 269

Lohans Leaving Their Mountain Retreat (Chou Chi-

ch'ang), 286, 287

Lohans Putting the Eyes into a Dragon (Chou Chi-

ch'ang), 366, 366

Lohans Saving Souls in Hell (Chou Chi-ch'ang),

386, 386

Lohans Viewing a Waterfall (Chou Chi-ch'ang),

272, 273
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Lohans Viewing an Image of the Buddha Amitabha

(Chou Chi-ch'ang), 345-47, 345

Lohans Watching a Stag (Chou Chi-ch'ang), 268—

69, 269, 272

longevity, 46

longevity lines (shou-tai), 261—64

lotus, symbolism of, 381-86

Lotus and Water Birds (unidentified artist), 378,

381-86, 384-85

Lotus Pond and Waterfowl (unidentified artist), 386,

387

Lotus Pond and Waterfowl (Yii Tzu-ming), 386, 387

Lotus Sutra, 326, 37472.2

Lu Heng . See Lu Shih-heng

Lu Hsin-chung f&'ff'nfe (active 13th a), Vanavasi,

the Fourteenth Lohan, Viewing a Lotus Pond,

386, 386

Lu Hsing-chih F^tA (active 1321—after 1368), 482

Lu Hung J^
;

7$, (active ca. 713-42), Ten Viewsfrom

a Thatched Lodge, 73, 74, 75, 161, 319, 460

Lu Kuang }£.$k (ca. 1300-after 1371), 499725.2

Spring Dawn over the Elixir Terrace, 472—75, 474

Lu-kuo ta-chang kung-chu •f-^^.-ft.'J^i . See

Sengge (Yuan princess)

Lu Meng-te pjjJUi (active 1354), 483

Lu Shan-fu M. See Lu Shih-heng

Lu Shih-heng ^.Jrfe (hao, Shan-fu J^Tfl"; tzu,

Shih-heng; active ca. 1345-65), 460

lu ^ ("regulated" verse), 486

Lii Ching-fu 5 (active late 14th c), Flowers,

387, 388

Lii Tung-pin (active second half 8th c),

292-93, 292, 352

Lung-men fiF^ (Honan Province), 18, 140, 140,

326, 326, 37472/

Lung-mien (Sleeping Dragon) Mountains 'flBRJ-j

(Anhwei Province), 57, 58, 132-33

Dwelling in the Lung-mien Mountains (Li Kung-

lin), 250, 251

Ma Fen <^i^t (ca. 1060-after 1120), 264

Ma Ho-chih .Sj^ti-^, (active ca. 1130— ca. 1170),

687252, 215-22

Classic ofPoetry, Courtly Odes, Beginning with

"Wild Geese, "220-22, 222, 259

Odes ofthe State ofPin, 216-22, 218-21

Sacrificial Odes of Chou, 216, 216, 217

Ma Hsing-tsu fy^iS. (born ca. 1080), 264

Ma Kung-hsien (active ca. 1130S-1160S),

264

Meeting Between Yao-shan andLiAo, x6j, 268,

321 ni$

Ma Lin $j$f (ca. 1180-after 1256), 267, 297-302

biography of, 297—98

Evening Sun, The, 298, 299

Landscape with Great Pine, 298, 300

Layers ofIcy Silk, 233, 235-36, 315, 391-93

Orchids, 298-99, 301, 315

Portraits ofSages and Worthies, 298, 299, 322725P

Scholar Reclining and Watching Rising Clouds

(fan), 407 8, 407
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Ma Shih-jung J^ifr^lh (born ca. 1120), 264

Ma T'ien-lai {tzu Yiin-chang #^T; active

early 13th c), 37472/0

Ma Yuan (active ca. 1190-1225), 207, 264-75

Banquet by Lantern Light, 272-73, 272

Ch'an Monk Tung-shan Wading a Stream, The

,

z6j, 269

On a Mountain Path in Spring, 232

Scholar Viewing a Waterfall, 246, 273-75, 273>

319

Viewing Plum Blossoms by Moonlight (fan), 269-

73, 270, 402, 408, 460

Ma Yiin-chang Sc^Ma T'ien-lai

Ma Yiin-ch'ing fif (active ca. 1230), 374w.ro

Vimalakirti Preaching the Doctrine, 331, 333

Ma Yiin-han .^jlf iJI. (active early 13th a), 37472/0

magic realism, 182-87, 182-85, 362-73, 363-69,

380-81, 380-83

Magpies and Hare (Ts'ui Po), 183 , 186

Mahasattva Jataka (wall painting; Northern Chou),

73- 73

Maitreya, 37472/, 443

Making ofthe Five Hundred Lohans, The (Chou

Chi-ch'ang), 344, 345

malachite green, 104, 183, 319, 381, 391

"Man in White, A" (Ni Tsan), 486

Man on Horseback (Chao Meng-fu), 435, 436

Manjusri, 330-31

Manual of Calligraphy (Sun Kuo-t'ing), 416, 417,

421

Mao-kung ^Jk- (active ca. 2nd c. B.C.), 215

Mao Lake #P'#J, 477

Mao-shan ^il) (Kiangsu Province), 499 «j<¥

maps

Chiang-nan, 443

Chin dynasty (Jurchen Chin), 194

Hsi-Hsia state, 42, 194

Liao dynasty, 42

Lin-an (modern Hangchow), 249

Southern Sung dynasty, 194

Sung dynasty, 42

T'ang dynasty, 19

Master of the Studio of Frugality, 248

Maudgalyayana {Mu-lien in Chinese), 37472/2

meditation, 267-68, 271-72

in Ch'an Buddhism, 357-61

Sanskrit term for, 349

of T'ien-t ai school, 349

Meeting Between Yao-shan and Li Ao (Chih-weng),

324, 352.-53, 352-63

Meeting Between Yao-shan and Li Ao (Ma Kung-

hsien), 267, 268, 32172/5

Mei-hua Tao-jen ^.?£,ilLA- ("Plum-Blossom Tao-

ist," i.e., Wu Chen), 446

Memorial Celebrating a Victory (Chung Yu), 123,

125, 138, 139-41

Memorial on an Announcement to Sun Ch'tian

(Chung Yu), 123, 125, 139, 140

Memorial on Calligraphy (Yii Ho), 424

Memorial Recommending Chi-chih (forgery of work

of Chung Yu), 142, 142, 311, 481-82

Men, Birds, and Trees (tomb tile, Western Han), 13,

H



Mencius (Meng-tzu ca. 382-ca. 289 B.C.),

247

Mcng Hao-jan jLj##t (689^740), 79, 239

mercuric sulfide, 325

"metal and stone" (cbin-shih-hsiieh) script, 139-40

Mi Fu (1052-1107), 8, 58, 69«7<f, 79, 119,

152-60, 161, 168, vjon^, 322»5<?, 416, 431

biography of, 152-53

History ofPainting, 77, 162

Letter About a Coral Tree, 154-55, J55> ^8
Poem Written in a Boat on the Wu River, 155,

156-60, 254, 255

Self-Portrait (stone carving), 163, 164

Mi-lo River '/9 If. Si (tributary of the Hsiang River,

Kiangsi and Hunan provinces), 305

Mi-tien %J$& ("Mi-style ink-dot") painting tech-

nique, 163, 469, 470, 472

Mi Yu-jen j^lLfc (1074- 1151)

biography of, 163-65

Cloudy Mountains, 165-68, i66-6j

Distant Peaks and Clearing Clouds (Mi Yu-jen),

163-64, 165

Pure Dawn in the Mountains of Ch'u, 163, 164

miao -kjf" ("marvelous" rank of painter; T'ang dy-

nasty), 20

miao $£j ("to draw"), 155

mien-i ch'ien (corvde tax), 121

Mincho B^fc, (1351-1431), yjdnii

mind (hsin), 75—76

Mind Landscape ofHsieh Yu-yii (Chao Meng-fu),

438, 438

Ming-chou Bfl :H'| (Sung name until 1195 for mod-

ern Ning-po, Chekiang Province), 342

Ming dynasty (1368-1647)

Buddhism in, 361-63

calligraphy of, 141, 142

founding of, 442-44, 460, 461, 472

Hu Wei-yung's alleged treason in, 457

as "introverted," ioni8

painting in

Buddhist, 360, 362

court-sponsored art reestablished, 496

Northern Sung revival, 115, 464—66, 465

Taoism in, 470

Ming-huang afi %. . See Hsiian-tsung (T'ang

emperor)

Ming-t'ang $ j£ ("Bright Hall"; "Hall of Light"),

5i-54> 55, 69»<fr, 177

ming-tao Bfl all ("illumination of the Tao"), 121

Ming-ti (Han emperor, r. 57-75), 44

Ming-tsung Bfi (Later T'ang emperor, r. 925-

33), 3i

Mission for Negotiating Northern Boundaries with

the Chin (unidentified artist), 187, 188-91

Misty River and Layered Peaks (Wang Shen), 98—

102, 98, 161

mo-chi ("ink trace") , 125

mo-hsi ("ink plays"), 162, 446

Mongols. See Yuan dynasty

monk traveling on foot (hsing-chiao-seng), 267

monoscenic mode, 13, 14

monumental landscape painting, 70, 83-89, 88-

82, 92-93, 98-102, 99-101, 114-15, 460

moon, Southern Sung artists' fascination with,

272-73

moral aspect (cheng), 486

moral or cultural order. See: wen

moss dots, 450, 451, 455, 490, 492

Mountain Market in Clearing Mist (Hsia Kuei),

276, 277, 278-79

Mountain Market in Clearing Mist (after Hsia

Kuei), 280, 280

Mountain Market in Clearing Mist (Wang Hung),

277, 277

Mountain Market in Clearing Mist (Yen Tz'u-yu),

257, 258

Mountain Market in Clearing Mist (Yii-chien),

277-80, 280

mountains (shan)

"cloudy," 164, 165

devil-face, 464, 465

Huang Kung-wang on drawing of, 445

of Kuei-lin, 163, 164

in monumental landscape painting, 70, 83-89,

88-92, 92-93, 98-102, 99-101, 114-15,

460, 464-66, 465

mounts. See under next element ofname, e.g., T'ai,

Mount

mu ^s. . See trees

Mu-lien @ i^. (Maudgalyayana in Sanskrit), 374W/.2

na ^ (flaring diagonal brushstroke), 487

Nan-ch'ang i|} Jj (Kiangsi Province), 399

Nanking i^j^; (Kiangsu Province), 362, 441, 443

as Ming capital, 457, 469

See also Chiang-ning; Chien-k'ang

narcissus, symbolism of, 304-5

Narcissus (Chao Meng-chien), 303-6, 304-9, 391

narrative representation, 13-65

landscape elements in, 72-73, 72, 73

three modes of, 21

National University (Sung dynasty), 178, 195, 216

natural world, Northern Sung interest in, 186

naturalism. See realism

Nei-tung-men 1*3 ^LfJ (Inner Eastern Gate, North-

ern Sung palace), 176, 178

neng $t ("competent" rank of painter, T'ang dy-

nasty), 20

Neo-Confucianism, 7, 39-41, 49, 145, 173

landscape painting and, 74-79, 84

"mind" and ultimate principles in, 75

pine-tree symbolism in, 77, 446

rationalist approach to learning by, 179, 247

on scholars' loyalty to a dynasty, 316—17

School of the Mind in, and Buddhism, 363

in Southern Sung revitalization, 247, 298

in Yuan dynasty, 486-87

See also: Ch'an-hui-t'u

Neo-Taoism, 470

Ni Tsan $Jfr (1301-1374), 5, 142, 444, 460, 475-

97, 499 n$2

biography of, 475~77> 4«3

calligraphy of, 311, 477, 479, 481-83, 482-84,

487, 489, 493, 495
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as cultural symbol in late Ming, 496-97

Dwelling Among.Water and Bamboo, 5001144

Empty Pavilion in a Pine Grove, 485, 485

Enjoying the Wilderness in an Autumn Grove, 79,

460, 477-83, 478—79, 482—84

Painting Manual, 490—91, 493

poetry of, 485-90

portrait of, 477-80, 481

River Pavilion, Mountain Colors, 490, 491

Shih-t'ao on, 497

Six Gentlemen , The , 483, 485

Thatched Cottage at Eastern Ridge, 477

villa of, 480-81, 483

Woods and Valleys ofYii-shan, 430, 490, 492-

94. 495

Night-Shining White (Han Kan), 2, 14-21, 16-17,

34. 35, 433 - 435

Nine Dragons (Ch'en Jung), 367, 367

Ning-po 3f>£. (Chekiang Province), 194, 281, 342,

343 . 347, 348, 443

Ning-tsung 3f£^ (Sung emperor, 1164-1224;

r. 1194-1224), 165-68, 233-34, 236> 247

consort of. See Yang Mei-tzu

inscription on On a Mountain Path in Spring,

232

Painting Academy under, 264-87, 268-80,

282-89, 298

nirvana, 332

Nomad Horsemen Hunting (Ch'en Chii-chung;

fan), 293, 294

Northern Chou dynasty jkjS]-^ (557-81), Jataka

wall painting from, 73, 73

Northern Sung dynasty Jit'fc^M (960-1127)

Bright Hall (ancestral temple) of, 51-54, 55,

6$n6i, 177

calligraphy of, 416

Li Kung-Iin, 49, 52, 62, 132-43, i33-37> 139-

4i

scholar-officials, 118, 123, 129-32, 145, 152

See also Huang T'ing-chien; Mi Fu

capital of. See Pien-ching

Censorate in, 54-55

dowager empresses in, 57, 58

economics and culture of, 43-44, 120-21

fall of, 98, 102, 108, 187, 194

imperial sacrifices in, 51—54, 55

lyric aesthetic of, 38

other academies of, 178-79

Painting Academy of, 21, 26, 102-3, 161, 174,

177-79, I ^2 » 186, 194, 226, 227, 264

painting in, 7—8

Five Old Men ofSui-yang, 44-46, 45

landscape painting, 58, 70, 71-72, 77-79,

78, 80-82, 85, 86-89, 87-92, 92-95, 92,

94-101, 98-105, 150-61, 162-63, ^7,

188, 207, 276, 460, 465, 495

Li Kung-lin's role in, 47—49

19th-century avant-garde painting compared

to, IOW.20

Southern Sung painting reminiscent of, 113 -

15. "3- 15

two drapery techniques, 56, 63—65, 64-65,

216, 217, 267
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palace of, 82, 174-76, 175-77

Taoism in, 363

Northern Wei dynasty (386-534)

Buddhism in, 374«/

Prancing Horse (stele), 18, 18

stele inscriptions of, 421, 427

"not resembling" ("without likeness"; "beyond like-

ness"; pu-ssu), 5, 119, 487

"Notes on Brush Method" (Ching Hao), 76-77, 79

O-ch'iin t'ieh (Wang Hsien-chih), 420, 421

O-mei, Mount *$„|j (Szechwan Province), 26

observation, in Neo-Confucianism, 75-76

odes (ya), 214

Odes ofthe State ofPin (Ma Ho-chih), 216-22,

218-21

Odes ofthe State ofPin: The Seventh Month

(unidentified artist), 222-23, 2.2.2.-25

" of itself so " (tzu-jan), 8

Officials Receiving Foreign Guests (Prince Chang-

huai), 192, 193

Ogodei % |tf] & (T'ai-tsung, Yuan dynasty, 1184-

1241; r. 1229-41), 416

Old Trees, Level Distance (Kuo Hsi), 79, 93-95,

94-97, 408, 465

On a Mountain Path in Spring (Ma Yuan), 232

On the Seventeenth Day (Wang Hsi-chih), 150, 151,

151

one-corner composition in landscape painting, 229,

229, 282, 282

One Hundred Children at Play (unidentified artist;

fan), 297, 297

"orchid-leaf" drawing, 217, 218

Orchid Pavilion (Kuei-chi, Chekiang Province),

124—25, 125, 127-29, 251, 460

Orchids (Ma Lin), 298-99, 301, 315

Ou-yang Hsiu lfc.f?H#- (1007 -1072), 121

Collection ofAncient Inscriptions, 139

History ofthe Five Dynasties, 316-17

Ou-yang Hsiin Str|r^J (557-641), 125, 146, 154, 238

Inscription for the Sweet Spring at the Palace of

Nine Accomplishments, 141, 141

Outdoor Procession (Eastern Han stone relief), 30

"Owl, The" (ode), 218-20, 221

pa $ (hegemonic prince), 197

pa-mien /Vjir; ("eight-sided"), 155

pai-miao ("plain drawing"), 35, 47, 60-61,

207, 216, 217, 222-23, 223

painting

apparition (wang-liang-hua) , 286-87, 353—54, 361

of birds and flowers, 172, 174, 177, 180-81, 182-

86

calligraphic, 60-62, 62, 161, 162-63, 168, 207,

361, 362, 431-32, 444-46, 447-49, 496

Chao Meng-fu's, 436-40, 438-41

Li Tsan and, 487, 495

"orchid-leaf" drawing, 217, 218

and calligraphy as the same, 440, 487



Chinese and Western compared, 4-5, 8-9,

lonn, 24

first critical theory of, 19-20

as graphic sign, 4

hunting, 31-34. 3*- 33

inebriated style of, 283

invented imagery in, 58—60

"from life" (hsieh-sheng), 381

monochrome, 304

as one of three perfections, 302

as "poetry with form," 93

processional, 26—31, 27-31

professional, 173

stencil with pinholes used for, 347, 347

as symbol of state and legitimacy, 13, 30, 164

"untrammeled," 76, 95, 352, 367

using implements other than brushes, 76, 95, 162

See also figure painting; handscrolls; landscape

painting; wall painting; specific styles ofpainting

Painting Academy

Yuan discontinuance of, 379, 396

See under Northern Sung dynasty; Southern

Sung dynasty

Painting after Wang Wei's Poem (T'ang Ti), 406, 407

Painting Manual (Ni Tsan), 490-91, 493

Palace Ladies Bathing Children (Chou Fang), 21,

22-23, 2.5. 295

Palace Ladies Bathing Children (unidentified artist;

fan), 21-24, 21

Palace Ladies Wearing Fforal Headdresses (Chou

Fang), 25-26, 25

Pan Ch'un :
&ffa (1292-1356), 485

Pao-fu-ssu /£M&^' (Buddhist temple, Hangchow,

Chekiang Province), 361

Parthenon, the, 20

Pasturing Horses (Li Kung-lin), 47

Pavilions Among Rivers and Mountains (Yen Wen-

kuei), 114, 114

"Peach Blossom Spring" (T'ao Ch'ien), 71, 104,

462—64

Pear Blossoms (Ch'ien Hsuan), 307-11, 310-14, 315,

435

peasant uprisings, 175, 402

Pen-lun ("Essay on Fundamentals," Ou-yang

Hsiu), 121

pharmacopoeia, Northern Sung, 182 , 186

physical forms, archetypes of (hsing), 77

physical likeness (ssu), j6

physical state (wu-ching), 61

pi %. (jade disk), 51

pi-shih ipr^ ("brush force"), 123, 129, 147, 155

Pi Shih-ch'ang (ca. 960-before 1056), 44,

45. 46, 47

P'i-ling wLl^L school of flower painting, 381, 384-

85, 386, 387, 387, 388, 428«4

p'i-ma ts'un ^iU&M. ("hemp-fiber texture strokes"),

87, 103, 432, 433, 444-45. 450, 45L 45L 455.

455. 457- 477. 478. 487. 488, 491

Pien-ch'eng wang ^J&,j£ (King of Transforma-

tion, a King of Hell), 375W.20

Pien-ching vi7 if- (modern K'ai-feng, Honan Prov-

ince), 43, 44, 57, 82, 86-87, 98, 143. 160, 187,

194, 210

diagram of, 174

Dragon Boat Festival in, 396-97, 396-97,

428 nip

Mongol conquest of, 379

Sung palace in, 82, 174-76, 175-77

Pin afe (Chou feudal state, Shensi Province re-

gion). See: Odes ofthe State ofPin; Odes ofthe

State ofPin: The Seventh Month

Pine Pavilion Pass (Ching-chou, Hopei Province),

187

Pine Studio Plum Manual (Wu T'ai-su), 393, 395

Pine Tree and Spring (Wu Chen), 446, 448

pine trees, 187, 188, 189, 274, 275, 408, 444, 468,

469, 469, 485, 485

symbolism of, 72, 77-79, 78, 80-81, 302, 440,

446, 447-49. 475. 476

Pine Trees (wall painting from Yung-lo-kung), 408,

408

p'ing-tan t'ien-chen -f-'/^^L-^- ("plain and natu-

ral"), 154, 162

P'ing-teng wang -f-^-i (Impartial King, a King

of Hell), 375 nio

p'ing t'ien-hsia -f-^T ("keeping the world in

peace"), 49

"plain and natural" (p'ing-tan t'ien-chen), 154, 162

"plain drawing" (pai-miao), 35, 47, 60-61, 207,

216, 217, 222-23, 223

Playing with Children (Chou Fang). See: Palace La-

dies Bathing Children

Pleasures ofFishes, The (Chou Tung-ch'ing), 380-

81, 380-83

Plum Blossom Taoist, 446

Plum Recluse, the, 271

plums

Chao Meng-chien's poems on painting of,

302-3, 304-5

manual on painting of, 393, 395

symbolism of, 302, 391

Yuan painting of, 391-96, 392-95, 402, 403

Po Chu-i (772-846), 26, 311

Po-i 46^ (ancient recluse), 3

Po-lo -f&lj! (legendary judge and trainer of horses),

435

Po-yung (active ca. 1370), 472

po (wavelike ending stroke), 225

Poem by Wang Wei (Li Tsung; fan), 407, 407

Poem ofFarewell to Liu Man (Yeh-lii Ch'u-ts'ai),

414-15, 416-17

poem-paintings, 5

Poem Written in a Boat on the Wu River (Mi Fu),

155, 156-60, 254, 255

Poems on Painting Plum Blossoms and Bamboo

(Chao Meng-chien), 302-3, 304-5

Poet Strolling by a Marshy Bank (Liang K'ai; fan),

287, 288-89

poetic ideas (shih-i), 179, 227, 236

poetic imagination, three stages of, 61

poetry

"ancient" (ku) and "regulated" (lit) styles of, 486

of Chao Meng-fu, 433, 435, 440, 4<)8nn4, 11

"On Encountering Sorrow" (Ch'ii Yuan), 305

as expression of intent, 3, 61

on fall of Southern Sung, 305—11
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of garden sites, 73, 74, 258

of Han Hung, 238

of Han Yii, 233

inscribed on paintings, 4

by Li Po, 275, 303

of Meng Hao-jan, 239

metaphoric vs. metonymic poles of, 323»j<f

of Mi Fu, 155, 156-57

of Ni Tsan, 485-90

as one of three perfections, 302

Orchid Pavilion contest of, 124—25, 251

Painting Academy examination from, 179

as "painting without form," 93

"Peach Blossom Spring" (T'ao Ch'ien), 71, 104,

462-64

on flowering plum, by Wang Mien, 393

on Recluse Fishing by Autumn Trees (Sheng

Mou), 454-55

"Returning Home" (T'ao Ch'ien), 316

"Song of Unending Sorrow" (Po Chii-i), 26, 311

on Spring Daunt over the Elixir Terrace (Lu

Kuang), 472-75

on Teng Yii's painting, 472

tz'u

of Li Yii, 38

yang-wu tz'u, 236

of Wang Meng, 460—62

ofWu Chen, 450, 453

of Yang Mei-tzu, 235—37

Yen Yii on, 164

on Yuan realism in painting, 407

See also: Classic ofPoetry; songs

Polo, Marco (1254-1324), 248

porcelain, Yuan blue-and-white, 387, 389

Portrait ofFu-hsi (Ma Lin), 298, 299

Portrait ofNi Tsan (unidentified artist), 477-80,

481

Portrait ofPi Shih-ch'ang (unidentified artist), 44,

45 > 46, 47

Portrait of the Chan Master Wu-chun (unidentified

artist), 349-5L 351

Portraits ofSages and Worthies (Ma Lin), 298, 299,

322«J£

Portraits ofthe Five Emperors (stone relief, Eastern

Han dynasty), 43, 45-46

Potolaka (P'u-t'o in Chinese), Mount, 362

Prancing Horse (stele; Northern Wei), 18, 18

Prancing Horse (tomb tile; Western Han), 5-6, 6,

H. 15

Preface to the Collected Writings ofEmperor Hui-

tsung (Kao-tsung), 225, 226

Preface to the Gathering at Orchid Pavilion (Wang

Hsi-chih), 124-25, 125, 128-29, 251, 421,

421, 422, 4297240, 460

Prince of Teng Pavilion, The (Hsia Yung), 399, 399

Prince of Teng Pavilion, The (T'ang Ti), 412, 412— 13

"Prince Siddhartha Holding a Discussion" (banner;

T'ang), 208, 209

printing, 223, 424

processional paintings (ch'u-hsing t'u) , 26—31, 27—31

prose styles, 121

Pu, Prince (active nth c), 54

pu-ssu ^iiX ("not resembling"; "without likeness";

"beyond likeness"), 5, 119, 487

P'u-t'o (Potolaka in Sanskrit), Mount -%j~ftdl

(Chekiang Province), 362

Pure Dawn in the Mountains ofCh'u (Mi Yu-jen),

163, 164

Pure Land sect of Buddhism, 326, 345, 347, 362,

374«2

purpose (chih), 3

Quatrain (Kao-tsung; fan), 226, 227

Quatrain by Meng Hao-jan (Li-tsung; fan), 239-42,

240

Quatrain on a Spring Garden (Li-tsung; fan), 242,

242

Quatrain on Fishermen (Kao-tsung; fan), 225-29,

228

Quatrain on Heavenly Mountain (Kao-tsung; fan),

229-31, 229

Quatrain on Late Spring (Li-tsung; fan), 241, 242,

299

Quatrain on Snow-Covered West Lake (Li-tsung;

fan), 239, 239

Quatrain on Spring Radiance (Yang Mei-tzu; fan),

235, 237

Quatrain on Yellow Roses (Yang Mei-tzu; fan), 234,

237

Rain-Listening Pavilion (near Soochow), 460

rainmaking, 366, 470

Reading a Sutra by Moonlight (unidentified artist),

356-59, 361

realism (naturalism)

in figure painting, 25, 6o, 60, 61, 295, 295, 296,

297-98, 299

in landscape painting, 92-93, 108—12, 108-12,

114, 297-302, 299-301, 404, 432, 469

magic, 182-87, 182-85, 362-73, 363-69, 380-

81, 380-83

of Night-Shining White, 20

rebirth, in Ten Kings Sutra, 332—42, 342

receding ground plane, 112

Recluse Angling on a Flowering Stream (Wang

Meng), 462, 464

Recluse Fisherman, Autumn Trees (Sheng Mou; fan),

451-54. 455

Recluse Fishing by Autumn Trees (Sheng Mou), 454-

55> 456

Recluse of the Lonely Hill, 393

recluse scholars

in Northern Sung, 8, 72, 76, 132-33

orchid as symbol of, 299

in Southern Sung, 248, 299

as symbols of resistance to tyranny, 3

as true sovereigns of the moral earth, 79

wild old plum as symbol of, 269-70

See also Lo Chih-ch'uan; T'ao Ch'ien; Wu Chen;

Yuan Ts'an

Record ofa Statue Donated by Shih P'ing-kung

(stele), 140, 140
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Record ofAncient Vesselsfrom the Ch'in Dynasty, A
(Liu Chang), 139

Record ofthe Altar ofthe Goddess Ma-ku (Yen Chen-

ch'ing), 129, 132, 141, 141

Record ofthe Duration ofthe Law, 361, 377^-?

Record ofthe Miao-yen Monastery (Chao Meng-fu),

420-21, 422, 438, 438, 482

Records ofthe Grand Historian (Ssu-ma Chien), 150

Red Cliffs and Green Valleys (Wang Meng), 461-64,

463

Red Turbans, 441-43

"regular" (cheng or k'ai) script, 123, 124, 138, 139,

224-25, 482

of Chao Meng-fu, 420, 420, 422-24

"regulated" verse (lie), 486

Retreats in Spring Hills (unidentified artist), 103-4,

104-7

return to the past (fu-ku), 121

Returning Fishermen (T'angTi), 408—12, 409-11

Returning Home (Ch'ien Hsuan), 314—15, 315—19

Returning Home in a Driving Rain (after Hsia

Kuei), 264, 281

Revised Pharmacopoeia ofthe Cheng-ho Era, 182 , 186

Rhapsody on the Goddess of the Lo River (Kao-

tsung), 229, 231

"Rhapsody on the Yellow Pavilion, A" (Su Ch'e),

399. 402

River Pavilion, Mountain Colors (Ni Tsan), 490, 491

River Village in Autumn Dawn (Chao Ling-jang),

160-61, 162-63

Riverbank After Snow (Wang Wei), 161

rocks

devil-faced, 93, 94~97> 439. 439

Huang Kung-wang on drawing of, 444-45

in Returning Fishermen (T'ang Ti), 408, 409

Southern Sung Academy style for, 112

in Summer Mountains (Ch'ii Ting), 87

as symbols, 76

texture patterns for

in Han Cho's catalogue, 103

hemp-fiber, 87, 103, 432, 433, 444-45, 491

in Kuo Hsi's treatise, 84

"running" (hsing) script, 123, 125, 128—29, 144,

145, 147, 240, 241, 242, 422-24, 424

"running-clerical" (hsing-li) script, 416 , 417, 417

,

424

"running-cursive" (hsing-ts'ao) script, 155

Sacrificial Odes ofChou (Ma Ho-chih), 216, 216,

217

Sakyamuni. See Buddha, the

san-chiieh ("three perfections"), 302

Sariputra (arhat), 331, 332

Scenesfrom the Life ofthe Buddha (banners; T'ang),

60, 61, 208, 209

scholar-amateur (li-chia) painting, 319-20. See also:

wen-jen

scholar-officials (shih-ta-ju)

calligraphy of, 118, 123, 129-32, 145, 152

commemorative portraits of, 44—46, 45 , 47

dilemma of whether to serve by, 57

dynastic loyalty of, 316-17

establishment of system of, 43-44, 120

horse and groom as metaphor for junior and se-

nior, 433-34

after Mongol conquest, 302, 379, 444

painting by, 7-9, 49, 58-60, 120, 160-61, 162-

63, 173, 178-79

Sung development of, 43, 44, 6$n3p, 128

three ambitions of, 57

weakness of system of, 173

of Yuan dynasty. See Chao Meng-fu; Li K'an

See also recluse scholars

Scholar Reclining and Watching Rising Clouds (Ma

Lin), 407-8, 407

Scholar Viewing a Waterfall (Ma Yuan), 246, 273-

75. 273. 3i9

Scholar Viewing Plum Blossoms (unidentified artist),

402, 403

Scholars, The (novel by Wu Ching-tzu), 395

Scholars ofthe Liu-li Hall (Chou Wen-chii), 39-42,

40-41, 67w#
School of the Tao (Tao-hsiieh), 247

scientific method, not implied by Neo-Confucian-

ism, 75

scripts, history of, 123, 124-25, 138-39, 139, 150

See also calligraphy

Scrollfor Chang Ta-t'ung (Huang T'ing-chien),

144, 145, 147, 254, 255

scudding-cloud-and-running-water pattern, 286,

287

Scythian people, 33

"seal" (chuan) script, 123, 124, 151, 152, 154, 438,

438, 439, 439, 440, 470

seasons. See four seasons

"Secrets of Landscape Painting" (Huang Kung-

wang), 444-45

Seeing the Venerable Priest Hai-tung Returning to

His Country (unidentified artist), 281, 283

self-cultivation (hsiu-sheng) , 49, 75, 132

SelfPortrait (Mi Fu), 163, 164

Sengge (Sang-ko ^-ff" ; Yuan councillor, active to

12.91). 435

Sengge ^Mff-^'Jc} (Yuan princess, ca. 1283-1331),

379-80, 396

sericulture in Illustrations ofPlowing and Weaving,

223

Seven Sages ofthe Bamboo Grove andJung Ch'i-ch'i

(molded-brick relief), 41, 42

"Seventh Month, The" (ode), 218, 218-19, 2I9-

222, 222-23

shan vi) . See mountains

Shan-fu iX)"^" (tzu, Lu Shih-heng), 460

shan-shih ch'ing-lan >lt "i?*" Bj^jstL ("mountain market

in a clearing mist"), 277

Shan-shui hsiin Jj7]<-"P| ("Lessons on Landscape"),

II7«J2

shan-shui-hua • Set landscape painting

Shang-ch'iu ~0} (Honan Province). See Sui-yang

Shang dynasty $f4$ (16th c.-ca. 1045 B.C.), bronze

ritual vessels of, 123, 124, 155, 155

Shanghai Jl^t (Kiangsu Province), 441, 443

Shansi Province vLivH?^, 150

ancient, 195-96
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Shantung Province >lj jfL^J

ancient, 196

ami-Yuan rebellion in, 443

Chao Meng-fu's recollection of, 439, 439

Chou feudal state in, 196, 197

Mount T'ai in, 375 nio

Wu-liang shrine in, 30 , 43 , 44

Shao-hsing (Sung reign era, 1131-62), 25, 195

Shao-lin Temple ^"^^r (near Mount Sung,

Honan Province), 348—49

Shao Yung $f>%L (1011-1077), 75

shen if ("spiritual power"), yn6 ("divine" rank of

painter, T'ang dynasty), 20

Shen Chou ifc^ (1427- 1509), 34

Shen-hsiu (6o5?-7o6), 349

Shen-hui (670-762), 349

Shen Kua ifc^ (1031-1095), 58

Shen-tsung (Sung emperor, r. 1067-85), 57,

58, 83, 92, 98, 102, 120, 121, 143, 144, 161, 178

Sheng Chu $L^t (active late 14th c), Angling in

the Autumn River (fan), 455, 457

Sheng Mou j)L§ (active ca. 1310—60)

Recluse Fisherman, Autumn Trees (fan), 451—54,

455

Recluse Fishing by Autumn Trees, 454—55, 456

sheng-shih (metropolitan examination), 68wjp

Sheng-tsung (Liao emperor, r. 983-1031),

tomb of, 84

Shensi Province J^tS^, 218

landscape of, 83

Pin feudal state in. See: Odes ofthe State ofPin;

Odes ofthe State ofPin: The Seventh Month

T'ung-kuan Pass in, 26

Yiing-lo-kung (temple) in, 408, 408

shih ^ ("brush force"). See: pi-shih

shih -^f ("solids"), 257

Shih-ch'i t'ieh (Wang Hsi-chih), 4297237

shih-i ("poetic ideas"), 179, 227, 236

shih-liu iijfL ("scholars"), 178

Shih-t'ao & $ (Tao-chi, 1642- 1707), 142

Landscape in the Style ofNi Tsan, 497, 497

shih-ta-fu-k See scholar-officials

Shih-tsu -tf*^JL (Yuan emperor) . See Khubilai Khan

shih-yen-chih if"e ("poetry speaks intent"), 61

shou-chin $L-& ("slender gold" style of calligraphy),

174

shou-tai -^-^ ("longevity lines"), 261-64

Shu Jlj (221-63, one °f tne Three Kingdoms; an-

other name for Szechwan). See Szechwan

Province

Shu-ch'eng £f (Anhwei Province), 57

Shu-ch'i (ancient recluse), 3

shua $J ("to sweep"), 155

Shun ^ (legendary sage-king), 247, 298

Sian (Shensi Province). See Ch'ang-an

Six Dynasties period -rz4R (220-589)

landscape painting in, 71

scripts of, 123

Striding Dragon, 5-6,7

Six Gentlemen, The (Ni Tsan), 483, 485

Six Horses (unidentified artist), 189-92, 192-93,

436, 437

Sixteen Lohans, The (Kuan-hsiu), 357, 361

Snow on the Riverbank (Wang Wei), 161, 162

social classes, ancient, 13, 66nu

"solids" (shih) and "voids" (hsti), 257

"Song of Unending Sorrow" (Po Chii-i), 26, 311

songs

of The Classic ofPoetry, 114-25, 218-23

of Lady Wen-chi's abduction, 209—12

Soochow JfjjLjrH (Kiangsu Province), 443, 469,

498 ni}

Four Talents of, 469

Ming dislike of artists of, 469

Polo's description of, 441

siege of, 443, 486, 490

sou-chin 5$.^" ("slender gold"), 174

Southern Sung dynasty (1127-1279)

architecture of, 210, 211

calligraphy in

considered to be weak, 413-14, 421

Kao-tsung's, 202-7, 203, 216, 216, 224-31,

226-28, 237

dynastic revival in, 195—96, 214—15, 220—22

establishment of, 194-97

fall of, 298, 305-11, 322723.?, 379

ideology of, 431

map of, 194

Neo-Confucianism in, 49, 298

Painting Academy of, 21, 108, 112, 195, 202, 207,

226, 256-302, 431

under Kao-tsung and Hsiao-tsung, 256, 257-

64, 258-66, 267

under Li-tsung, 267, 290-302, 290-97, 299-

301

under Ning-tsung, 264-87, 268-80, 282-

89, 298

painting in, 247—320

archaistic 13th-century idiom, 113-15, 113-15

Buddhist influence, 267-75, 269, 271, 272

"elegant" and "rustic" modes, 304

landscape painting, 108-15, 108-15, 163-68,

165-67, 207, 208, 298-302, 299-301

"retreat toward the object," 236

stencil technique, 346, 347-48, 348

T'ang painting contrasted to, 39

Ten Kings ofHell, 336-41, 342-43

palace of, 165, 195, 195, 297, 322223.?, 396-97,

397

recluse scholars in, 248

Three Religions in, 327-28

Southern T'ang dynasty (937-76), 79, 82,

132

In the Palace (Chou Wen-chii), 34-39, 34-37,

67723/

Scholars of the Liu-li Hall (Chou Wen-chii), 39-

42, 40-41, 677235

Wintry Groves and Layered Banks (Tung Yuan),

86-87, 87, 439

"space cells," 73, 74, 116724, 161

Sparrow on an Apple Branch (Ch'ien Hsiian), 307,

310

Sparrows, Plum Blossoms, and Bamboo (unidentified

artist; fan), 260, 263

Sparse Trees and Pavilion (Wang Meng; fan), 457-

60, 458-59
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"speaking one's intent" (yen-chih), 4

speech (yen), 3

spirit

beyond physical likeness (i-hsing hsieh-shen) , 4

transmission of (ch'uan-shen), 19

Spiritual Flight Sutra (Chung Shao-ching), 126-29,

130-31, 138, 139, i69«/j

spiritual power (shen), yn6

Spring Clouds at the Pine Studio (Chang Yu) , 468

,

469-70

Spring Dawn over the Elixir Terrace (Lu Kuang),

47*-75> 474

Spring Festival on the River (Chang Tse-tuan), 210,

211, 292

ssu tyX ("physical likeness"), 76

Ssu-ling iS* See Kao-tsung (Sung emperor)

Ssu-ma Chien (145—86 B.C.). Records of the

Grand Historian, 150

Stag Hunt (Huang Tsung-tao), 31-34, 32.-33

Stag Hunt (Western Han tomb tile), 32, 33

Standing Lohan (Chang Yuan), 348, 348

Stone Drums (Eastern Chou), 124, 140, 152, 154,

420-21

Streams and Mountains, Pure and Remote (Hsia

Kuei), 274-75, 275-77

Streams and Mountains Under Fresh Snow (Liu

Sung-nien), 108 -11, 109-12

Striding Dragon (unidentified artist), 5-6, 7

Su Ch'e ,^.1^(1039-1112), 50, 399

Su-chou IjL^H (Kiangsu Province). 5ft? Soochow

Su Han-ch'en .I^^B. (active ca. 1120s- 60s), 297

Su Shih (1037-1101), 8, 20, 50, 58, 93, 119,

129-32, 143, 155, yn.n$&, 391

on art as valid way of life, 173

biography of, 121, 122, 153

on form-likeness, 6o, 61, 119, 303

on function of art, 122

on Misty River and Layered Peaks, 98-102

as prefect at Hsu-chou, 399-402

subitism, 349

sui-lei-fu-ts'ai Bt^M^ ("following kind in apply-

ing colors," canon of Hsieh Ho), 20

Sui-yang f^I^r (modern Shang-ch'iu, Honan Prov-

ince), 44

Sumeru, Mount, 331, 331

Summer Idyll, A (Chao Meng-fu), 426-27, 427

Summer Mountains (Ch'ii Ting), 70, 87-89, 88-

91, 94, 102, 104

Sun Ch'iian ^,^0. (181-252). See: Memorial on an

Announcement to Sun Ch'iian

Sun Kuo-t'ing ZfciQjt (648P-703?), Manual of Cal-

ligraphy, 416, 417, 421

Sung, Duke of ^.-i^, 197

Sung, Mount % & (Honan Province), 74, 348

Sung 5^. (Chou feudal state, Honan Province) , 196

196-97, 197

sung (panegyrics and sacrificial temple songs),

214

Sung-chiang ^jcX. (Kiangsu Province), 432-33

Sung dynasty (960-1279)

map of, 42

military power curbed under, 33—34, 43, 44, 120

National University of, 178, 195, 216

scholar-officials developed under, 43, 44, 68«#>, 120

as turning point in Chinese history, ioni8

See also Northern Sung dynasty; Southern Sung

dynasty

Sung River fail, (ancient name: Li Tse), 477, 486

Sung Rubbings of T'ang Engravings ofEight Kinds of

Tsin and Tang Small Regular Script Writings,

124, 127-29

Sung-ti wang ^.^i (King of Sung, a King of

Hell), 375mo
Szechwan Province

Hsiian-tsung's flight to, 26-31, 27-29

Mount O-mei in, 26

old name for (Shu), 30

post-T'ang cultural activities in, 34

Ta-sheng-tz'u monastery in, 332

T-shaped texture strokes, 491, 495

Ta-ch'eng j^fa ("Great Synthesis"), 423

Ta-hsueh (The Great Learning), 75

Ta-li kingdom j^SSI (937-1253, modern Yunnan

Province), 330

Ta-liang (modern K'ai-feng, Honan Prov-

ince), 15

Ta-ming-fu k.J&jft (Hopei Province), 143

Ta-sheng-tz'u (Buddhist monastery,

Ch'eng-tu, Szechwan Province), 332

Ta-tu ^.^p (modern Beijing, Hopei Province), 389

Tadzhikistan. See Ferghana

Tai-t'ien Mountains $,^vL;, 275

T'ai, Lake ;k.$J (Kiangsu and Chekiang prov-

inces), 153, 155, 441, 443, 460, 472, 475-77, 490

T'ai, Mount (Shantung Province), 375/720

T'ai-an (Shantung Province), 457

T'ai-ch'ing-lou i^^fe (Pavilion of Great Purity,

Northern Sung palace), 175, 175, 176, 176

T'ai-hang Mountains (central Hopei Prov-

ince), 76, 472

T'ai-shan wang ^JjJL (King of Mount T'ai, a

King of Hell), 3757220

T'ai-tsu 3^i3. (Ming emperor). See Chu Yuan-chang

T'ai-tsu J^J. (Sung emperor, r. 960-76), 43, 51,

120, 421

T'ai-tsung J^^- (T'ang emperor, r. 626-49), H>

125, 129, 224

T'ai-tsung (Yiian emperor, Ogodei, 1184-

1241; r. 1229—41), 416

T'ai-yiian (Chin reign era, 376-96), 464

T'ang ;|ri (Shang king, nth c. B.C.), 298

T'ang dynasty (618-906)

An Lu-shan rebellion during, 26, 33, 145

Buddhism in, 326-27, 326, 362, 363, 374WJ

calligraphy of, 124-29, 130-31, 146, 154, 413-

14, 421, 422

Censorate in, 54

foreign troops of, 33

gardens of, 42

general description of, 14

imperial sacrifice in, 50

map of, 19

painting in, 7
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figure painting, 21—26, 21—25, *>o, 61, 192, 193

horses, 2, 14-21, 16-17, 433

landscape painting, 72, 73-74, 74, 75, 76, 84,

103, 104

Night-Shining White, 2, 14-21, 16-17, 34> 35'

433. 435

processional paintings, 26—31, 27-31

ranking of painters, 20

stencils with pinholes, 347, 347

Taoism in, 363

Tang Ming-huang's Journey to Shu (unidentified art-

ist), 26, 30

T'ang Ti (1289-1355), 431, 440

biography of, 407, 412, 429 niS

Painting after Wang Wei's Poem, 406, 407

Prince ofT'eng Pavilion, The (T'ang Ti), 412,

412-13

Returning Fishermen, 408-12, 409—

n

Tangut state. See Hsi-Hsia state

Tao iH, the ("Great Way"), art to serve or achieve,

122, 173

Tao-chi i^.^-. See Shih-t'ao

Tao-hsueh ilt^ ("School of the Tao"), 247

Tao-shan-t'ang illiljijrT (Hall of the Mountain of

the Tao, Southern Sung palace), 195, 195,

322«3<?

Tao-te ching iH^-M (Classic of the Way and of

Virtue), 427

Tao-t'ung ijt&fc ("Orthodox Lineage of the Tao"),

247

T'ao Ch'ien l^J^f- (365-427), 152, 258, 272, 486

biography of, 315—16

"Peach Blossom Spring," 71, 104, 462-64

"Returning Home," 316

Tao Ch'ien Returning Home (Li Kung-lin), 133, 133,

317

T'ao Hung-ching $|^-^" (452-536), Burying a

Crane, 144, 145, 146-47

T'ao Yuan-ming Returning to Seclusion (Li Kung-

lin), 271, 272

Taoism

alchemy of, 104, 325, 470

Buddhism and, 325-27, 374»5

Cheng-i sect of, 377

Ch'iian-chen sect of, 3777245'

elixir masters of, 470

geomancy (feng-shui) in, 475, 499 w-p

of Huang Kung-wang, 444

Hui-tsung's support of, 174-75, 182-86

of Kuo Hsi, 94

landscape painting and, 71, 103, 103

literati painting of, 470-75, 471-74, 476

Mount T'ai in, 3757220

of Northern Sung painters and calligraphers, 8,

H5
as one of Three Religions in One, 327-28, 327

philosophical vs. religious (occult), 325, 363

pine-tree symbolism in, 77, 446

Quatrain on Heavenly Mountain (Kao-tsung),

229-31, 229

recluses in, 462

reconciliation of Confucianism and, 40, 75, 122

Spiritual Flight Sutra (Chung Shao-ching), 126-

29, 130—31, 138, 139, \6yn13

wall painting in temple of, 408, 408

wordless understanding (subitism) in, 349

ofWu Chen, 446

See also immortals

Te-hung (active early 12th c), 269

Ten Kingdoms "t~l§! (907-79), 31

Ten Kings of Hell, 332-43, 334-43, 375«iJ

Ten Kings of Hell (Chin Ch'u-shih), 336-41, 342-

43, 347-48, 375«-f7

Ten Kings Sutra (scripture), 332-42, 37572.20

Ten Kings Sutra (unidentified artist), 335-42, 342—

43

Ten Views from a Thatched Lodge (Lu Hung), 73,

74, 75, 161, 319, 460

Teng Ch'un fp^fr (active ca. 1167), 95, 102, 165,

178-79

Teng Chung-hsiu See Teng Yii

Teng Yii (ca. 1300-after 1378), Bamboo and

Rock, 470-72, 471

T'eng, Prince of, Pavilion f$?3- $j (Kiangsi Prov-

ince), 412, 412-13

texture stroke patterns (ts'un), 84, 103, 491. See also

ax-cut texture strokes; hemp-fiber texture

strokes

Thatched Cottage at Eastern Ridge (Ni Tsan), 477

Thatched Cottage at Eastern Ridge (Tung Ch'i-

ch'ang) , 477, 480

Thatched Lodge (Lu Hung's retreat), 73, 74, 75

Thousand-Character Essay in Regular and Cursive

Scripts (Chih Yung), 225, 226, 229-31, 238

Thousand-Character Essay in Regular and Cursive

Scripts, after Yii Shih-nan (Kao-tsung), 225, 226

three perfections (san-chiieh), 302

Ti $k. (northern barbarians), 196

Ti-tsang i&jsS, (bodhisattva Ksitigarbha, "Earth

Womb" in Sanskrit), 332-35, 335

t'i ft ("embodied"), 76

T'iao Stream % (near Wu-hsing, Chekiang Prov-

ince), 250

t'iao-t'i $M) ("flicking and kicking") brush move-

ments, 139-40, 154, 155

Tibet

Lamaism of, 363

See also Hsi-Hsia state

t'ieh-hsien $&J&. ("iron-wire" line), 64, 64, 207,

332, 438, 438

tien-shih ^.i^ (palace examination), 6Snjp

tien-ts'o ts'un f£$k$L ("dotting and crossing texture

strokes"), 103

T'ien-chieh-ssu $^%--$f (near Nanking Kiangsu

Province), 362

t'ien-jen ho-i j^LA.^— ("unity of man and

heaven"), 75-76

t'ien-ma f^Mj ("heavenly horses"), 15

T'ien-t'ai, Mount ,^.&>1» (Chekiang Province),

349. 443

T'ien-t'ai sect of Buddhism 267-68, 349

Ting-wu "K.$k> version of Preface to the Gathering at

the Orchid Pavilion, 125, 125, 129, 429 7240

torture in Hell, 336-42, 343

Towing a Boat in a Rainstorm (unidentified artist;

fan), 258-59, 260
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Toyotomi Hideyoshi (1536— 1598), 375"^

Travelers Among Streams and Mountains (Fan

K'uan), 83, 85, 86, 402, 465

Travelers in a Wintry Forest (Li Ch'eng), 77-79,

78, 80-82, 94, 112, \\6-vjn2j, 404

Treatise on Bamboo (Li K'an), 391

trees (mu)

contrast of two opposing types of, 207, 208

crab-claw branches of, 93, 94-97, 43i> 439,

439, 444, 446, 448

to define scenes or divide space, 200-201, 207

human gesture echoed by, 466—67, 469

in late Southern Sung painting, 298, 300

in monumental landscape painting, 86, 114

in seal script, 440

as symbols, 76, 404, 483, 485 , 490, 492

See also pine trees

tremulous brushline (chan-pi), 68«jj, 150

truth (chen), 76

tsa-liu ("professional artisans"), 178

Ts'ai Ching (1047-1126), 153, 175-77

Ts'ai Hsiang (1012-1067), 186

Ts'ai Yen S«?Wen-chi

ts'ang-chou >M"$\ ("hermitage by the sea"), 161

Ts'ang-ch'uan (active 10th c), 332

Ts'ao $ (Chou feudal state), 196, 197

ts'ao ^ ("cursive" or "grass") script, 123, 238, 239,

242, 242, 420, 450, 453. See also: hsing-ts'ao;

k'uang ts'ao; ts'ao-li

Ts'ao H $L]u (Sung dowager empress, wife of

Jen-tsung), 57

Ts'ao Chao ^S§ (active ca. 1387-99), 319-20

Ts'ao Ch'iian stele (Eastern Han), 139

Ts'ao Chung-ta iUffii^. (active ca. 550—77), 64

ts'ao-li 3£.$L ("cursive clerical") script, 151, 229

Ts'ao Pa I^H (active mid-8th c), 19, 20

ts'e #] ("oblique" or "slanted" brush tip), 160

Tseng-tzu ^~f~ (disciple of Confucius), 49

Tsin dynasties . See Eastern Tsin dynasty;

Western Tsin dynasty

Tso-ch'iu Ming A.fr. B̂ (active ca. 274 B.C.), 202

Tsui Po (active ca. 1060-85), Magpies and

Hare, 183 , 186

Tsukamoto Zenryu %#-^-£-$b, 374"/

ts'un $l ("texture stroke patterns"), 84, 103, 491.

See also: fu-p'i ts'un; p't-ma ts'un

Tsung-le (1318-1391), 360, 362

Tsung Ping %M (375~443), 9n6

Tu Fu ^ilfr (712-770), 19, 21, 303, 402, 486

Tu-shih wang ^iffi (King of the Capital, a King

of Hell), 375«20

tu-wu-hsiang erh ch'ii-ch'i-chen J$Jfa%-3nfy-%$r

("divining the emblems of objects and grasp-

ing their essence"), 76

Tu Yen jfi.£r (978-1057), 44, 45, 46, 47, 6^46
t'u-hsing 8)-^ ("nature's forms"), 4

t'u-li B)3E ("nature's principles"), 4

t'u-shih UlUi, ("concepts"), 4

t'u-tsai B] ("graphic sign"; "diagram"), 4

Tun-huang (Kansu Province)

blue-and-green landscape painting at, 103

Buddhist banners from, 60, 61, 208, 209

Buddhist silk painting from, 333-35, 335

Buddhist wall painting from, 330-31, 331, 374«£

Jataka wall painting from, 73, 73

processional painting at, 30-31, 31

stencil of Buddha from, 347, 347

Ten Kings Sutra handscroll from, 335-42, 342-43

Tung Ch'i-ch'ang (1555-1636), 143

Thatched Cottage at Eastern Ridge, 477, 480

Tung-men ^tf
1

) (Eastern Gate, Northern Sung pal-

ace), 176, 178

Tung-shan (Ch'an monk portrayed by Ma
Yuan), 267, 269

Tung-tan (Liao prince). See Li Tsan-hua

Tung-t'ing, Lake ffljft'/fy (Hunan Province), 292,

399

Tung Yu -ffifl (active early 12th c), 25

Tung Yii (active 960-90), 82

Tung Yuan ^'M (died 962), 162, 431-32, 439, 444,

450, 451, 495, 500/244

hemp-fiber texture strokes of, 87, 103, 432, 433,

444-45, 450, 451, 455, 477, 487, 491

Hsiao and Hsiang Rivers, The , 250, 254

Wintry Groves and Layered Banks, 86-87, 87, 439

T'ung-kuan Pass jtUU (Shensi Province), 26

Twin Pines, Level Distance (Chao Meng-fu), 79,

439-40, 440-41, 444

Two Birds on a Wintry Tree (Li Ti; fan), 261-64,

265

Two Seasonal Landscapes: Autumn (Li T'ang), 207,

208, 275, 277, 282

Tzu-fan -J"#L (active early 7th c. B.C.), aoo-201,

202

tzu-jan % % ("of itself so"), 8

tz'u (form of poetry), 38, 236

uniform and connected, waterlike texture strokes

(yiin-erh-lien-shui ts'un), 103

universe. See Heaven

untrammeled painters (i-p'in), 76, 95, 352, 367

Vanavasi, the Fourteenth Lohan, Viewing a Lotus

Pond (Lu Hsin-chung), 386, 386

Viewing an Image of the White-Robed Kuan-yin

(assistant to Chou Chi-ch'ang), 361, 363

Viewing Plum Blossoms by Moonlight (Ma Yuan;

fan), 269-73, 27°> 4°2 > 4°8, 460

Viewing the Moon Under a Pine Tree (after Ma
Yuan), 274, 275

Vimalakirti, 330-32, 331-33, 374«<?

Vimalakirti and Manjusri (wall painting, Tun-

huang), 330-3L 33i

Vimalakirti and the Doctrine ofNonduality (Wang

Chen-p'ing), w~3^ 332-34- 396

Vimalakirti-nirdesa Sutra, 330

Vimalakirti Preaching the Doctrine (Ma Yiin-

ch'ing), 331, 333

Vimalakirti Sutra (unidentified artist), 327-29,

330-31

volume (chiian), 129
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wai-chung *f*
("exterior-interior"; "outer-inner"),

76

Waitingfor the Ferry in Snow (unidentified artist),

283, 286

wall painting

Jataka, 73, 73

in Liao mausoleum, 82-83, 84

Northern Sung, 82, 93

Pine Trees (from Yung-lo-kung), 408, 408

T'ang, 24, 25, 30-31, 31, 63, 103, 330-31, 331

Officials Receiving Foreign Guests (Prince

Chang-huai), 192, 193

stencil process, 347, 347

Wan-shou-shan (Northern Sung palace gar-

den, Pien-ching, modern K'ai-feng, Honan

Province), 174, 174

Wang An-shih L-$v£ (1021-1086), 98, 120-21, 153

Wang Ch'ang-ling S-^Hfr (active mid-8th c), 39,

42, 61

Wang Chen-p'eng _3L#.I| (active ca. 1280-1329)

biography of, 396

Dragon Boat Regatta on Cbin-ming Lake, 396-

97, 396-97. 4*8 nip

Vimalakirti and the Doctrine ofNonduality, 331—

32, 33^-34- 396

Wang Chieh (active ca. 1195-1200), 165

Wang Chu 3-% (active ca. 990), 129

Wang-ch uan Villa &)\] & (Wang Wei), 73-74,

74, 104, 161, 249-50, 439

Wang Fu 1M. (1362-1416), 454

Wang Fu-chih JL^-^. (1619-1692), 54

Wang Hsi-chih llt^- (ca. 303-ca. 361), 84, 124,

129-30, 145, 146, 154, 224-25, 303

anecdotes from life of, 422—24, 424—26

Essay on General Yiieh I, 124, 127-29, 138, 139

/ Recently Received Your Letter . . . , 424 , 427

Memorial on an Announcement to Sun Ch'tian

(copy), 123, 125

Preface to the Gathering at Orchid Pavilion, 124-

25, 125, 128-29, 25 x > 42I > 42I > 422> 429"4<>>

460

On the Seventeenth Day, 150, 151, 151

Shih-ch'i t'ieh, qiynjj

Wang Hsi-chih Watching Geese (Ch'ien Hsiian),

316-18, 319, 438, 460

Wang Hsien-chih (344-388), 123, 124, 129,

146, 154, 224, 303

O-chiin t'ieh, 420, 421

Wang Huan (ca. 960s- 1050s), 44

Wang Hung (active ca. 1131-61), Mountain

Market in Clearing Mist, 277, 277

Wang I (i333-ca. 1368), 46

Wang Kuei £.1%. (active early 12th c), 187

Wang Kuo-wei igj.^ (1877-1927), 38

wang-liang-hua %BM,i. ("apparition painting"),

286-87, 353-54> 361

Wang Lin JLfi] (1128-1192), 249, 256

Wang Mang JL^- (Hsin emperor, r. 9~ 23)> 5*

Wang Meng JL^ (ca. 1308-1385), 444, 461

biography of, 455~57

Dwelling in the Ch'ing-pien Mountains, 460-61,

462

Recluse Angling on a Flowering Stream, 462, 464

Red Cliffs and Green Valleys, 461-64, 463

Sparse Trees and Pavilion (fan), 457-60, 458-59

Wang Mien i (1287-1359)

biography of, 393—95

Fragrant Snow at Broken Bridge, 392, 393-96,

394

Wang Shen (ca. 1036-after 1104), 58, 248, 460

Misty River and Layered Peaks, 98-102, 98, 161

Wang Shu ii# (1668-1743), 142

Wang T'ing-yiin JL,5|.£§ (1151-1202), 389

Wang Ts'ui-yen j£.j^. J,Ji (active late 13th c), 302-3

Wang Wei ig£ (699?-76i?), 15, 58, 320, 439

paintings after famous couplet by, 406, 407, 407

on parting of friends (poem), 281

Riverbank After Snow, 161

Snow on the Riverbank, 161, 162

Wang-ch uan Villa, 73-74, 74, 104, 161, 249-50,

439

Wang Yuan JL :
/${ (ca. 1280-after 1349), Greeting

Friends at the Pine Pavilion, 460, 461

Warring States period ^M^^ (480-221 B.C.),

150

monoscenic mode in, 13, 14

narrative representation in, 13

Weber, Max (1864-1920), 243WJ

Wei 3& (Chou feudal state), 197

Wei ^i^^ (Sung dowager empress; mother of

Kao-tsung), 195, 209

Wei kingdom H, ®1 (220-65)

landscape painting in, 71

scripts of, 123, 125, 154

Wei Ling-tsang Hsileh Fa-shao tsao-hsiang chi

M%,%&mit$Li& (stele), 141

Wei Yen ^r-fg (active late 7th-early 8th c), 47

Wei-yin (tew of Ch'en Ju-chih, 1329-1385),

457

Wen XI (Chou king, r. nth c. B.C.), 50, 298, 454

Wen x£- (Duke of Chin). See Chin, Duke Wen of

wen X ("literature"; "ornament"; "civil values";

"moral or cultural order"), 3, 44, 302, 431

Wen-chi X"4S , Lady (Ts'ai Yen, active late 2nd—

early 3rd c), 192, 193, 209-14, 210, 211, 213-

Wen-chou (Chekiang Province), 444, 470,

472

wen-i kuan-Tao X^ Jfilt ("art as a means of

achieving the power of Tao"— Su Shih), 122

wen-i tsai-Tao X^^ifc ("art must convey or

serve the Tao"—Chou Tun-i), 122

wen-jen XA. ("literati"; "men of letters"; "indepen-

dent artists"; "free artists"), 302, 319, 496

painting by

calligraphic style, 7, 431-32, 444-46, 447-

49 . 496

as individual response or defense, 9

late Yuan Chiang-nan painters, 441-75, 445,

447—58, 461—69. See also Ni Tsan

Taoist literati, 470-75, 471-74, 476

Wen-ti X^" (Wei emperor, r. 220-26), 123

Wen-tsung XSf; (Yuan emperor, r. 1328-32), 379

Wen Yen-po xjr (1005-1069), 93

West Lake. See under Lin-an (modern Hangchow,

Kiangsi Province)
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Western Chou dynasty £}J£\$fl (ca. 1045-

771 B.C.), 197

Western Garden (Wang Shen's), 460

Western Han dynasty i&jJUSH (206 b.c.-a.d. 8)

continuous method used in, 13, 14

Prancing Horse (tomb tile), 5-6, 6, 14, 15

Stag Hunt, 32 , 33

Western Paradise. See Pure Land sect of Buddhism

Western Tsin dynasty t^-fM/J (165—317)

calligraphy of, 154

landscape painting in, 71

White-Robed Kuan-Yin (unidentified artist), 360,

362

"wild cursive" (k'uang-ts'ao) script, 118, 146-52,

150-52

"Wild Geese" (ode), 220-22, 222, 259

Wild Scholar of Hsiang-yang (Mi Fu), 153

Wind Among the Trees on the Riverbank (Ni Tsan),

487-90, 488-89

Wind and Snow in the Fir-Pines (Li Shan), 187, 189

Wind in the Pines Amid Ten Thousand Valleys (Li

T'ang), 112, 187, 188, 207

Windswept Lakeshore (Hsia Kuei), 280-81, 282

Wintry Groves and Layered Banks (Tung Yuan), 86-

87. 87. 439

wish (chih), 3

"without likeness" ("beyond likeness"; "not resem-

bling"; pu-ssu), 5, 119, 487

"Wolf's Dewlap, The" (ode), 218, 220, 220-21

women
growing up under the care of, 38

imperial

consorts and dowager empresses, 57, 58, 143,

195, 196, 209, 225, 234. See also Yang Kuei-

fei; Yang Mei-tzu

empress in her own right (Wu), 14, 51, 349

princesses, 24, 25, 129, 379-80, 396

mid-T'ang change in concept of beauty of, 25

in palace scenes, 21-26, 21-25, 34~39> 34~38

Wood Gatherer of the Yellow Crane Mountain. See

Wang Meng

Woods and Valleys ofYii-shan (Ni Tsan), 430, 490,

492-94, 495

writing ideas (hsieh-i), 431

Wu ^_£. (Chou king, r. nth c. B.C.), 298

Wu ^'f* (Liang emperor). See Wu-ti

Wu -^-jL/s (Sung empress, 1115-1197), 225, 234

Wu (T'ang empress, r. 690-705), 14, 51, 349

Wu-ch'ang jj^H (Hupei Province), 402

Wu Chen -g-ifc (1280-1354), 444, 451, 498w.ro

Central Mountain, 446, 450

Clear River, Spring Dawn, 450, 451

Crooked Pine, 446, 447-49

Fisherman by a Wooded Bank, 450, 452-54

Pine Tree and Spring, 446, 448

Wu-chin j^jji (Kiangsu Province). See Ch'ang-

chou

wu-ching $fa$i ("physical state"), 61

Wu Ching-tzu (1701-1754), 395

Wu-chun (ca. 1178 -1249), 349-51, 350, 351

Wu Chung-fu £rfflL (1011-1098), 93

Wu-hsi (Kiangsu Province), 443, 475-77,

483, 486

Wu-hsing (Chekiang Province), 306, 407,

412, 421, 427, 439, 441, 443. 455. 460

Wu-kuan wang 3-^3. (King of the Five Offices,

a King of Hell), 375«20

Wu Liang shrine j^'^ffl (Shantung Province), 30,

43. 44

Wu Po-li -^f&^E (active late I4th-early 15th c),

Dragon Pine, 475, 476

Wu T'ai-su -&;k.-^T (active ca. 13 51), Pine Studio

Plum Manual, 393, 395

Wu-tao chuan-lun wang JLiii$-4fr_£ (King of the

Cycle of the Five Paths, a King of Hell),

375mo
Wu Tao-tzu (active ca. 710-60), 20-21,

62-65, 376«2p

Wu-ti ^C-ifh (Liang emperor, r. 502-49), 225, 348,

355

Wu-tsung (T'ang emperor, r. 840-46), 363

Wu-tsung jj^^ (Yuan emperor, 1281-1311; r. 1307-

11), 380

Wu Yuan-yii %?XJ§i (active ca. 1080-1104), 174

ya $1 (courtly odes), 214

Yama (Yen-lo wang, a King of Hell), 336-37, 342,

348, 375 n2o

Yang Chi (ca. 1334-ca. 1383), 469

Yang Kuei-fei #^"i£< (died 756), 25, 26, 311

Yang Mei-tzu ^Ht^f" (Sung empress, 1162-1232),

234-37, 267, 298

inscription on Layers ofIcy Silk, 233, 235

Quatrain on Spring Radiance (fan), 235, 237

Quatrain on Yellow Roses (fan), 234, 237

Yang Pass flrWH (near Tun-huang, Kansu Province),

281

Yang Pass, The (Li Kung-lin), 281

Yang Wan-li (1127-1206), 271

Yang Wei-chen (1296-1370), 460

Yang Wu-chiu (1097-1169), Four Views of

the Flowering Plum, 391-93, 393

Yao ^ (legendary sage-king), 247, 298

Yao P'ing-chung Jfo-f-i^ (1099-1179?), 187

Yao-shan Jjlili (active ca. 840), 267, 268, 324,

35^-53

Yao Shou -&y£ (1423-1495), Fisherman by a

Wooded Bank, after Wu Chen, 450, 454

Yeh-lu Ch'u-ts'ai tf¥E#M (1190-1244), Poem of

Farewell to Liu Man, 414-15, 416-17

Yellow Crane Mountain (northeast of Hangchow),

457

Yellow Emperor. See Huang-ti

Yellow Pavilion, The (Hsia Yung), 397-402, 398,

400-401, 412

Yellow River (Huang-ho)

flooding of, 399-402, 441, 475

in Old Trees, Level Distance (Kuo Hsi), 93, 94-97

yen "fT ("speech"), 3

Yen Chen-ch'ing (709-785), 21, 146, 151,

153-55. 138, 422-14

biography of, 145

Draft ofa Burial Memorialfor a Nephew, 417,

417, 421
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Record ofthe Altar ofthe Goddess Ma-ku, 129,

132, 141, 141

yen-chih "iT<*» ("speaking ones intent"), 4

Yen-ching (modern Beijing, Hopei Province),

379, 416

Yen-hsi Kuang-wen 'fHI^M (1189-1263), 353, 355

Yen Hui (active late 13th- early 14th c.)>

Chung K'uei's Excursion on the Night ofthe

Lantern Festival, 36II-69, 369, 373, 377

Yen Keng (active ca. 1300), Demon-Queller

Chung K'uei Giving His Sister Away in Mar-

riage, 367-68, 367-72

Yen-lo wang ^ $.3- (King Yama, a King of Hell),

336-37. 341, 348, 375»-20

Yen Su (961-1040), 82

Yen Tz'u-yu ~s (Yen Yen; active 5th c. B.C.),

490

Yen Tz'u-yu flfl^-f
-
(active ca. 1164-81)

Hermitage by a Pine-Covered Bluff (fan), 257-58,

259

Mountain Market in Clearing Mist, 257, 258

Yen Wen-kuei (active ca. 970-1030), 113-

15, 114-15, 1177230, 187, 465, 472

Buddhist Temple in Autumn Mountains, 114- 15,

114-15, 465, 472, 475, 499"5-2

Pavilions Among Rivers and Mountains, 114, 114

Yen Yen eT'fS (Yen Tz'u-yu; active 5th c. B.C.), 490

Yen Yen-chih g% (384-456), 4

Yen Yii Sk^ (1180-1235), 164

yielding (jang), 62

yin-yang f£f%, 183, 325, 472

in calligraphy, 122

Ying-t'ien-fu J&Xjfa (Honan Province), 194

Ying-tsung (Sung emperor, r. 1063-67), 54,

57> 152.

ying-wu-hsiang-hsing ("responding to

things by the representation of form"), 20

yu § bronze ritual vessel, 155, 155

Yu-wen-tien yfei^Jffli (Right Civil Hall, Southern

Sung palace), 195, 195, 322/23^

Yu-yeh-men £$Lf\ (Right Side Gate, Northern

Sung palace), 176, 178

Yii iS; (legendary sage-king), 298, 470

Yu, Mount J| ill (Kiangsu Province), 490

Yu-chen £.$,^^3. (T'ang princess), 129

Yii-chien i.J|B] (Jo-fen; active mid-i3th c), Moun-

tain Market in Clearing Mist, 277-80, 280

Yu-chung J^ffi (ca. 13th c. B.C.), 490

Yii Ho Ifffa (active 5th c), 424

Yii-hsi Ssu-min ij^Ag-jR, (died 1337), 356, 361

Yii-lan-p'en JiL^-jit (All Souls' Feast; Ullambana

in Sanskrit), 344, 37472/2

Yii Shih-nan (558-638), 84, 146

Thousand-Character Essay in Regular and Cursive

Scripts (copy by Kao-tsung), 225, 226

Yii Tzu-ming (mid-i3th c), Lotus Pond

and Waterfowl, 386, 387

Yu-yang >&f% (Hopei Province), 417

Yiian Chieh 7Ci£ (723-772), 248

Yuan dynasty 7t,$fi (1279-1368)

calligraphy in, 4, 7, 141, 142, 311, 314, 412-27

Chih-yiian factionalism in, 446

decorative arts of, 387

examination system disrupted by, 302, 379, 42772/

fall of, 402, 442-44, 454, 460

founding year of, 379

imperial library of, 389

Neo-Confucian loyalty to, 486—87

painting in, 379~497

architectural painting, 396—401, 397-402,

412, 412-13

of bamboo, 389-91, 390-91

Buddhist painting, 331, 332-33

calligraphic style, 7, 431-32, 444-46, 447-

49, 496

of horses, 432-36, 432-34, 436-37

landscape painting, 402-12, 403-13, 431-32

late Yiian literati painting, 441-75, 445, 447-

58, 461-69. See also Ni Tsan

magic realism, 380-81, 380-83

Northern Sung revival, 115, 402—7, 405, 406,

431

P'i-ling school, 381, 384-85, 386, 387, 387,

388, 428/24

of plums, 391-96, 392-95, 402, 403

portrait technique, 46

Sung painting compared, 3, 4, 6, 7

Taoist literati painting, 470-75, 471-74, 476

painting that symbolized China under, 402, 403

palaces of, 407

renaissance in, 302, 379, 413, 421, 431

repression and injustice in, 389

Southern Sung conquered by, 298, 305-6,

322/yi?, 379

Taoism in, 363-66, 470—75

Three Religions in, 444

Yiian Shen 9i, ik. (person in Han Hung poem), 238

Yuan Ts'an ;§t^ (5th c), 161

Yuan-t'ung (Yiian reign era, 1333-34), 44*>

Yiian-yu (Sung dowager empress), 196

Yuan-yu tL4£ (Sung reign era, 1086-93), J43

Yueh I *%l$L (late 4th- 3rd c. B.C.). See: Essay on

General Yueh I

Yueh-yang Pavilion -&f%& (Hunan Province), 399

yiin If ("resonance"; "musicality"), 152

yiin-erh-lien-shui ts'un ift)i£.fc-ML ("uniform and

connected, waterlike texture strokes"), 103

Yung-chia ^jC-J^r (Chekiang Province), 396

Yung-ch'iu jjUL (Honan Province), 153

Yung-lo ?jc|j£ (Ming reign era, 1403-24), 475

Yung-lo-kung temple ^^.^ (]\ii-ch'eng, Shensi

Province), 408, 408

Yung-t'ai (T'ang princess, 686-701),

tomb of, 24, 25

yung-wu tz'u ("songs on objects"), 236

Yunnan Province Ta-li kingdom in, 330

Zen Buddhism See Ch'an Buddhism
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Sir^n, Chinese Painting
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